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Influence of Thermodynamic
Models in Two-Dimensional Flow
Simulations of Turboexpanders
This paper presents a quantitative comparison of the effect of using thermodynamic
models of various degrees of complexity if applied to fluid-dynamic simulations of tur-
boexpanders operated at conditions affected by strong real-gas effects. The 2D flow field
of a standard transonic turbine stator is simulated using the state-of-the-art inviscid
ZFLOW computational fluid-dynamic solver coupled with a fluid property library contain-
ing the thermodynamic models. The considered thermodynamic models are, in order of
increasing complexity, the polytropic ideal-gas (PIG) law, the Peng–Robinson–Stryjek–
Vera (PRSV) cubic equation of state, and the highly accurate multiparameter equations
of state (MPEoSs), which are adopted as benchmark reference. The fluids are steam,
toluene, and R245fa. The two processes under scrutiny are a moderately nonideal sub-
critical expansion and a highly nonideal supercritical expansion characterized by the
same pressure ratio. Using the PIG model for moderately nonideal subcritical expansions
leads to large deviations with magnitudes of up to 18–25% in density, sound speed,
velocity, and total pressure loss, and up to 4–10% in Mach number, pressure, tempera-
ture, and mass flow rate. The PIG model applied to highly nonideal supercritical expan-
sions leads to a doubling of the deviations’ magnitudes. The advantage of the PIG model
is that its computational cost is roughly 1/11 (or 1/3 if saturation-checks in the MPEoS
are omitted) of the cost of the MPEoSs. For the subcritical expansion, adopting the
physically more correct cubic PRSV model leads to comparatively smaller deviations,
namely, �2% (toluene and R245fa) and �4% (steam) in all flow parameters, except for
the total pressure loss error, which is comparable to that of the PIG model. The PRSV
model is reasonably accurate even for the highly nonideal supercritical expansion, for
which the errors are at most 4%. The computational cost of the PRSV model is roughly
nine times higher than the cost of the PIG model (or twice as high if saturation-checks in
the PRSV are omitted). Contrary to low-complexity fluids like water, for complex fluids
like toluene and R245fa the deviations in density, speed of sound, and velocity ensuing
from the use of the PIG model vary strongly along the isentropic expansions. This invali-
dates the approach commonly used in practice of correcting the PIG model with a
properly chosen constant compressibility factor. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3192146�

1 Introduction
Turboexpanders are widely used in industry to expand high-

pressure gas producing useful mechanical work. They can be
found in the power, oil, gas, process and refrigeration industries.
Examples of power applications are organic Rankine cycle �ORC�
turbogenerators �1–4�, which are rapidly spreading as energy con-
verters for biomass fuels and low-grade heat �from geothermal or
industrial waste heat sources�. ORCs feature the same working
principle as conventional steam power plants, except for the work-
ing fluid, which is formed by organic molecules. The choice of the
fluid allows for the optimal design of the cycle and turbine, de-
pending on the temperature of the heat source and the design
power output �2�. In the low power range, steam turbines cannot
attain the same level of efficiency of ORC turbines with the same
level of technology.

In the oil and gas industries, high-pressure turboexpanders are
used in cryogenic natural gas processing to condense and remove
heavy hydrocarbons from natural gas streams. Given a certain
pressure reduction, an almost isentropic expansion in a turboex-
pander allows for a lower temperature of the expanded gases than
an isenthalpic expansion by means of a throttling valve �in which
the refrigerating effect is caused by the Joule–Thompson effect�.
In addition, a turboexpander recovers some of the energy released

during expansion and converts it into power that is often used for
recompression of the methane. Turboexpanders are typically used
in large-capacity liquefaction plants with high feed gas pressures,
where efficiency, compact plant layout, varying feed products, and
a large amount of ethane recovery are desired �5�.

Often the design and performance assessment of �turbo�expand-
ers is based on computational fluid-dynamic �CFD� simulations
employing the ideal-gas law to describe the fluid’s thermodynamic
properties. This choice is based on the assumption that the devia-
tion of the real thermodynamic behavior from ideal-gas behavior
is small, which should result in equally small deviations in the
predicted flow field and calculated performance parameters. �Tur-
bo�expanders in the aforementioned applications are, however, of-
ten operated at reduced pressures and temperatures �made dimen-
sionless with the critical values of the fluid� close to and above
unity �5�. They therefore operate, at least partly, in the dense-gas
thermodynamic region where the ideal-gas law is a poor approxi-
mation of the true thermodynamic behavior. Using the ideal-gas
assumption can in this case lead to inaccurate predictions of the
flow structure and performance parameters of the �turbo�expander.

In the case of ORCs, for example, accurate thermodynamic
models are required for both a correct cycle analysis and turboex-
pander design. This is exemplified by a study of a recently devel-
oped ORC turbogenerator with toluene as working fluid �6,7�,
whose cycle and turbine were designed using the most accurate
thermodynamic model for the working fluid available at that time
�8�. The prototype, however, showed a considerable deviation
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from the calculated power output in design conditions. After
analysis �9� using a more recent and accurate thermodynamic
model of toluene �10�, it became apparent that this was attribut-
able to the inaccuracy of the original thermodynamic model,
which, for the considered expansion, overpredicts the specific en-
thalpy and underpredicts the density both by as much as 6%. This
deviation has in turn a significant effect on the fluid-dynamic de-
sign of the turbine.

The motivation for this study is the current potential for im-
provement of dense-gas �turbo�expander performance through
fluid-dynamic design that properly takes into account the nonideal
thermodynamic behavior of the fluid. This requires a better under-
standing of how the fluid dynamics deviates from ideal-gas fluid-
dynamic behavior and of the capabilities and limitations of the
available thermodynamic models if applied to fluid-dynamic
simulations. This paper addresses this issue by studying the influ-
ence of real-gas thermodynamic models on the flow field and
performance parameters.

Previous studies reported in literature have addressed real-gas
effects in transonic and supersonic flows in the classical gas dy-
namic region. These studies focus on one-dimensional steady
flows in simple geometries, for example, the one-dimensional
converging-diverging nozzle �11�, which allows for the use of
analytical solutions. Others also studied two-dimensional flows of
simple geometries, e.g., using linearized theory �12� or finite-
volume �FV� numerical schemes for simple nozzle flows �13� and
around simple airfoil geometries in cryogenic wind tunnels
�14,15�.

Practical simulations of real-gas flow through more complex
two- and three-dimensional geometries have been conducted in
the field of turbomachinery. Here, the need for simulating fluid-
dynamic processes in the dense-gas region has lead to the inter-
facing of existing finite-volume CFD solvers with more accurate
thermodynamic property data. Four different approaches can be
distinguished: the direct analytical calculation from the equation
of state for both primitive quantities and derivatives �16–18�, the
analytical calculation for primitive quantities and numerical dif-
ferencing for derivatives �19�, the interpolation of thermodynamic
property data �look-up� tables �6,20,21�, and the use of relatively
simple polynomial functions that are fitted to these tables prior to
the simulation �22,23�. The analytical calculation from the equa-
tion of state allows for the highest accuracy; however, the evalu-
ation of derivatives and properties that are represented by the
independent variables in the EoS can be computationally costly, in
particular, when they are evaluated iteratively from complex
EoSs. The two latter approximate methods, on the other hand, are
simpler to implement and allow for property evaluation at limited
extra cost with respect to the ideal-gas model case. Their disad-
vantage is their inherently lower accuracy due to the introduction
of fitting or interpolation errors �see Refs. �20,21� for more de-
tails�.

Numerous EoSs exist, which account for non-ideal-gas behav-
ior with various degrees of accuracy. They range from cubic EoSs
such as the van der Waals model �24� applied to fluid-dynamic
simulations of nozzles in Refs. �13,25� and Redlich–Kwong/
Peng–Robinson-type EoSs �26,27� used for nozzle �11,28� and
turbomachinery simulations �19� to state-of-the-art multiparam-
eter EoSs �MPEoSs� �29,30�. The functional form of a MPEoS is
often specific for a single fluid or type of fluid and often highly
complex �e.g., the MPEoS for water contains 51 terms �31��. This
allows for accurate predictions of thermodynamic properties �in
most cases within experimental data uncertainty� over the entire
thermodynamic region and for some MPEoSs even close to the
critical point. The validation of flow solvers linked to accurate
thermodynamic models for simulations in the non-ideal-gas re-
gion is unfortunately hindered by a lack of experimental fluid-
dynamic data in this region.

In the aforementioned real-gas studies, relatively simple EoSs
or gas tables were adopted to model fluid properties and their

results were not compared to highly accurate predictions of fluid
properties, since the latter have only recently become available for
the fluids under scrutiny �29�. A study of the influence of thermo-
dynamic models employed on the flow field and performance pa-
rameters as detailed in this paper calls for the use of MPEoSs as a
reference because of their highly accurate predictions and validity.
In Ref. �32�, it is shown that, from a computational point of view,
evaluating the fluid properties including analytical derivatives is
more convenient than the use of numerical differencing formulas.
The inclusion of highly accurate thermodynamic fluid models
such as MPEoSs into CFD codes was made possible only lately
�16� and consequently the thorough analysis that these simulation
tools allow is a recent achievement.

As an exemplary case of a dense-gas turboexpander, this study
considers the flow field generated by the expansion through a
standard two-dimensional axial turbine stator blade profile de-
signed for the transonic flow regime. Expansions in the dense-gas
region are simulated for subcritical and supercritical inflow con-
ditions, representing cases of moderate to high thermodynamic
nonideality. The influence of the thermodynamic model and the
molecular complexity of the fluid is analyzed based on blade sur-
face distributions and integral performance parameters. The con-
clusions that are drawn can be used as guidance in the preliminary
design phase of dense-gas expanders.

The fluids chosen for the comparison vary in molecular com-
plexity and weight. They are steam, toluene, and refrigerant
R245fa �HFC245fa�, all expanded from the same reduced pressure
and temperature. These fluids are currently used in power appli-
cations. In particular, both toluene and R245fa are used in ORCs.
They are taken as examples of fluids of high molecular complex-
ity. The influence of real-gas thermodynamic models is studied by
comparing thermodynamic models that differ in complexity and
accuracy. In other words, they vary in their ability to take into
account nonideal thermodynamic behavior. Three thermodynamic
models are selected, which represent the three most widely used
types of thermodynamic models. The thermodynamic models em-
ployed are the polytropic �i.e., with constant isochoric specific
heat� ideal-gas law �PIG�, the Peng–Robinson �Stryjek–Vera
modified� cubic equation of state �PRSV� �26,27�, and state-of-
the-art reference MPEoSs �29,30�.

The effect of the different fluid models on the fluid dynamics
and performance parameters is evaluated by comparing distribu-
tions of the Mach number, pressure coefficient, flow velocity, tem-
perature, density along the blade, outlet flow angles, mass flows,
and shock losses.

In Sec. 2, the novel Euler solver and the three thermodynamic
models are briefly described. Section 2.3 presents the validation of
the numerical scheme and demonstrates that grid convergence is
obtained for the grid used in the comparison as well as that the
solver and the method for evaluating the thermodynamic proper-
ties are validated for the transonic fluid-dynamic problem under
consideration. Section 3 proceeds with the study of the effect of
the thermodynamic models on the fluid-dynamic behavior, start-
ing from subcritical inflow conditions to more nonideal supercriti-
cal inflow conditions, followed by the conclusions.

2 The Euler Solver and the Thermodynamic Models

2.1 The Euler Solver. Numerical solutions of the two-
dimensional inviscid Navier–Stokes �Euler� equations are com-
puted with the ZFLOW program �16,33–35�, linked to a fluid prop-
erty library containing several thermodynamic models and a large
set of fluid data �36�. The main features characterizing the ZFLOW

CFD code are briefly summarized. The solver uses a hybrid finite
element �FE�/FV approach in which the finite-volume metric
quantities are formulated based on the Lagrangian linear shape
functions typically used in finite element methods �37�. The spa-
tial approximation of the inviscid Navier–Stokes equations is con-
structed with a high resolution finite-volume method suitable for
general unstructured and hybrid grids. The high resolution upwind
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discretization is constructed based on the Roe approximate Rie-
mann solver �38�, generalized to the case of fluids characterized
by arbitrary equations of state according to the method of Vinokur
and Montagné �39�. This class of discretization schemes is par-
ticularly well suited to the computation of high Mach number
flows. The use of unstructured grids allows for the straightforward
treatment of domains of arbitrarily complex geometry. Another
important feature of ZFLOW is represented by the adopted implicit
time integration scheme, which computes steady state solutions in
a much more efficient way with respect to conventional explicit
schemes. The gain in computational efficiency is crucial when
complex EoSs are needed for an accurate flow simulation. The
ZFLOW solver has been successfully validated for ideal-gas simu-
lations �see, e.g., Refs. �16,33�� and validation on a nonideal pro-
cess is planned. The extension of ZFLOW to the viscous Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes �RANS� equations will be documented
soon.

2.2 The Thermodynamic Models. The CFD code ZFLOW is
linked to a rich thermodynamic library for the calculation of prop-
erties of pure fluids and mixtures, which has been extended to
include the particular �secondary� thermodynamic functions re-
quired by the implicit upwind flow solver �32�. The software li-
brary �36,40,41� contains, amongst others, a cubic EoS and vari-
ous state-of-the-art multiparameter EoSs, e.g., Martin–Hou �42�,
Benedict–Webb–Rubin, Span–Wagner �43,44�, and Starling �45�
MPEoSs �TPSI, REFPROP �40��. The thermodynamic properties re-
quired by ZFLOW, including derivatives, are efficiently computed
from their analytical expressions �16�.

In this study, the thermodynamic behavior of the fluid is mod-
eled with three types of EoSs that differ in complexity and accu-
racy: the PIG model, the PRSV cubic EoSs, and very accurate
state-of-the-art MPEoSs.

2.2.1 Polytropic Ideal-Gas Law. The PIG law model is given
by the pressure equation supplemented by the ideal-gas isobaric
specific heat:

P =
RT

v
, CP

0 =
�R

� − 1
�1�

where P is the pressure, T is the temperature, and v is the specific
volume. R is the specific gas constant, which is defined as R

= R̄ /M, where M is the molecular weight and R̄=8.314 J /
mol K−1 is the universal gas constant. � denotes the ratio of the
isobaric to the isochoric specific heat, ��CP

0 /Cv
0, where CP

0 and
Cv

0 are the ideal-gas isobaric and isochoric heat capacities, respec-
tively. The ratio � is constant under the polytropic assumption
considered here and according to the energy equipartition theory
bounded by 1���5 /3.

2.2.2 Peng–Robinson–Stryjek–Vera EoS. Compared to the
polytropic ideal-gas EoS �1�, a cubic EoS allows for more accu-
rate predictions in the dense-gas region and states close to the
saturation line. Its accuracy is usually sufficient for the design and
analysis of many technical applications. Moreover, its simple form
requires limited input information, i.e., limited knowledge of the
thermodynamic properties of the fluid, and can be easily extended
to multicomponent fluids by means of theoretically correct mixing
rules �27,32,46–48�. However, it is still inherently inaccurate near
the critical point �i.e., P / Pc�0.9� and on the liquid side at high
reduced temperatures.

The PRSV �27� cubic EoS is of the form

P =
RT

�v − b�
−

a�T�
v�v − b� + b�v − b�

�2�

where a and b are the coefficients of the contributions of, respec-
tively, the attractive and short-range repulsive intermolecular
forces. In the Stryjek–Vera modification �27� of the Peng–
Robinson EoS, the temperature-dependent term a�T� is dependent

on a parameter denoted by k1 �27� and the acentric factor �. The
new functional form has allowed the extension of the range of
applicability of the EoS to the low reduced temperature region
�T /Tc�0.7� as well as to polar fluids. The main feature is that it
allows for vapor-pressures estimates accurate within 2% of the
experimental data. This reflects in an improved prediction perfor-
mance of superheated vapor thermodynamic properties in the re-
gion adjacent to the saturation curve.

For the calculation of all caloric properties, the PRSV EoS �2�
is supplemented by the ideal-gas contribution to the specific heat
at constant pressure, which has been approximated here as a poly-
nomial function of the temperature �49�:

CP
0 �T� = A + BT + CT2 + DT3 �3�

2.2.3 Multiparameter EoS. The increased number of param-
eters in MPEoSs allows for accurate computations of all relevant
thermodynamic properties, with the highest possible accuracy,
which is required for the design and analysis of advanced techni-
cal applications as well as scientific purposes. After the initial
development of MPEoSs for classes of fluids in the 1970s, the
state of the art has become the MPEoSs formulated in terms of
reduced Helmholtz energy, of which both the functional form and
the parameters are optimized on experimental data, resulting in an
EoS that is highly accurate. The functional form of these MPEoS
can be substance specific or it can be tailored to a specific class of
substances, such as the Starling EoS for light hydrocarbons �45�.
For pure substances, Helmholtz-based MPEoSs can be classified
into empirical reference EoSs and technical EoSs. The basic idea
behind the concept of reference EoS is that a single equation
should be able to describe all experimental thermodynamic prop-
erty data available for a certain fluid within their experimental
uncertainty. Reference EoSs therefore have a substance-specific
functional form and are developed using thoroughly assessed ex-
perimental data for which only the most accurate and reliable data
are chosen. In this way, the EoS itself can be used as a reference
for all thermodynamic properties over the entire thermodynamic
range, even in the close proximity of the critical point �30�, like
the Wagner–Pruss EoS for water �31�, for which the uncertainties
in the vapor phase are less than 0.1% and 0.2% for volumetric and
caloric properties, respectively. For the calculation of all caloric
properties, the MPEoSs used in this study are supplemented by
the ideal-gas contribution to the specific heat at constant pressure
that has been determined together with the MPEoSs �10,31�.

2.3 ZFLOW Validation: Simulation of the Ideal-Gas Flow
Around the VKI LS-89 Blade. In this section, the ZFLOW solver
linked to the accurate thermodynamic model is validated for the
transonic fluid-dynamic problem considered in this study, in
which the expansion occurs at ideal-gas conditions. The validation
of the flow solver coupled with the thermodynamic models for
simulations in the real-gas region is unfortunately hindered by a
lack of experimental fluid-dynamic data in this region. This is
planned for the near future. Nonetheless, the validation of the
solver linked to the accurate thermodynamic models for expan-
sions at ideal-gas conditions, together with the validated high ac-
curacy of all thermodynamic models even at strongly nonideal
conditions �see Sec. 2.2.3�, warrants the validity of the simula-
tions of real-gas flows presented in this study.

The ZFLOW code is validated by comparing the results of simu-
lations to the measurements of two well-known and reliable tur-
bomachinery test cases �50� for dry air at ideal-gas conditions. In
both test cases, the geometry is the VKI LS-89 blade, which is a
standard high-pressure turbine nozzle guide vane, mounted in a
linear cascade. The first test case �MUR43� is at subsonic flow
conditions �Mais=0.84�, while the second test case �MUR49� is at
transonic flow conditions �Mais=1.02�. The isentropic Mach num-
ber Mais is the Mach number observed in case shock losses would
be absent. The conditions are given in Table 1. The thermody-
namic properties are calculated with a 19-parameter reference
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equation of state �51�. Even though such an equation of state is
unnecessary given the ideal-gas conditions of the simulations, the
results verify the correct implementation of such complex thermo-
dynamic models in the software.

All flow solutions have converged up to at least a reduction of
five orders of magnitude measured in the L2-norm of the con-
served variables. The Mach number distribution along the blade
surface obtained from the inviscid computation is compared to the
experimental data of the test cases.

The periodic grid is generated in a transformed domain, in
which periodic boundaries are mapped into internal curves to sim-
plify the task of obtaining periodic nodes �52�. In the transformed
space, the grid is generated by the front-advancing/Delaunay
method �53� and then transformed back into the physical space of
XY-coordinates by introducing a suitable cut. This translates into

the sawlike edge of the periodic boundaries shown in Fig. 1. A
sharp trailing edge is adopted to ensure correct trailing edge flow
separation simulated with the inviscid solver.

In order to determine the error due to the discretization, a grid
convergence study is performed by computing the solution on
three increasingly finer grids using the accurate MPEoSs. The fine
grid and the coarse grid are generated by, respectively, halving
and doubling the number of grid elements with respect to the
initial grid. The coarse grid consists of 1302 nodes and 2032 ele-
ments, the medium grid consists of 2383 nodes and 3958 ele-
ments, and the fine grid consists of 4153 nodes and 7184 ele-
ments. Figure 1 shows the coarse grid and the blade geometry.
The lines in Figs. 2�a� and 2�b� show the Mach number distribu-
tions for the MUR43 and MUR49 test cases, respectively, solved
on the coarse, medium, and fine grids. They are plotted as a func-
tion of the reduced coordinate X /Cax, where X is the axial coor-
dinate and Cax is the axial blade chord. From this result, it appears
that the computed solution on the fine grid is sufficiently grid
independent. The fine grid is therefore used for all subsequent
simulations. Grid convergence was similarly checked for the sub-
sequent simulations with steam, toluene, and R245fa presented
hereafter.

The ZFLOW code is validated for this transonic fluid-dynamic
problem by comparing the numerical solution to the experimental
data of the test case, given in Ref. �50�. The static pressure mea-
surement data have an uncertainty of 0.5%, leading to uncertain-
ties in the isentropic Mach number as indicated by the error bars
in Fig. 2. In general, the numerical results show a good agreement
with the experimental results for both test cases. A discrepancy is,
however, observed for the suction side, where the numerical val-
ues fall outside of the experimental uncertainty range. In the
MUR49 transonic test case �Fig. 2�b��, the location of the shock
wave that terminates the supersonic region is predicted by ZFLOW

to be at the end of the blade profile �X /Cax=0.95�, whereas the
measurements indicate that the shock wave is further upstream
�X /Cax=0.88�. This could be the result of the inability of the
inviscid solver to simulate shock-boundary layer interaction. Still,
the difference is small and the agreement is deemed satisfactory.

3 The Effect of the Thermodynamic Model on the
Flow

The effect of the thermodynamic model on the flow field gen-
erated by an axial turboexpander is studied for three different
fluids and two different process conditions. This is done using the
geometry of the VKI LS-89 turbine stator and the pressure ratio of
the MUR49 transonic expansion case used in the validation of
Sec. 2.3. The pressure ratio is in the same range �P01 / P2�5� as
the majority of axial reaction turboexpanders �5�. For each fluid,
the simulations employing the accurate predictions from the
MPEoSs are used as a reference with which the simulations em-

Table 1 Test case conditions from Ref. †50‡

MUR43 MUR49

Total inlet pressure P01, bar 1.435 1.608
Pressure ratio P01 / P2 1.587 1.938
Total inlet temperature T01, °C 146.85 146.85
Compressibility factor at inlet Z1 1 1
Static outlet pressure P2, bar 1.333 2
Isentropic Mach number at outlet Ma2,is 0.84 1.02

X

Y

Fig. 1 Coarse grid „1302 nodes… of the VKI LS-89 blade. Peri-
odicity allows the computations to be performed using only the
top half of the grid shown here.
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Fig. 2 Mach number distribution for the MUR43 test case „a… and the
MUR49 test case „b…. Shown are the experimental measurements „�… from
Ref. †50‡ and the numerical solution on the coarse grid „- · - · -…, the medium
grid „— — —…, and the fine grid „—….
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ploying the other EoSs are compared. The three selected fluids are
water, toluene, and R245fa �HFC245fa� because these molecules
are representatives of a wide range of molecular complexities and
also because they are used in practice as working fluids in Rank-
ine power cycles and refrigeration cycles. The fluid-specific pa-
rameters in the three EoSs are given in Table 2.

The reference MPEoS used for steam is the IAPWS-95 formu-
lation, which is in the form of a fundamental equation explicit in
the Helmholtz free energy with 51 terms �31�. In the vapor region
that is of interest in this study, the uncertainties are less than 0.1%
and 0.2% for volumetric and caloric properties, respectively. The
short �12-term� nonpolar Helmholtz equation of state is adopted
for toluene �10�. This MPEoS was recently developed for techni-
cal applications by optimization to a specific class of nonpolar or
slightly polar fluids �43�. The coefficients of these short forms for
the equations of state were fitted to substance-specific data �10�.
Although this new technical equation suffers from a slight loss in
accuracy compared to a MPEoS whose functional form is opti-
mized for a specific fluid, their shorter forms allow for faster
computations. For the determination of thermodynamic properties
of R245fa, the polar version of the 12-term MPEoS as described
in Ref. �10� is used. The MPEoSs for toluene and R245fa in the
vapor region that are of interests in this study have estimated
uncertainties of less than 1% and 2% for volumetric properties
and caloric properties, respectively.

The critical data, acentric factor, and values of the k1 parameter
in the PRSV EoS are taken from Ref. �27�. The relation for the
ideal-gas contribution to the isobaric specific heat, CP

0 , used to-
gether with the PRSV EoS, is given in Eq. �3�. The coefficients for
steam and toluene, given in Table 2, are taken from Ref. �49�. For
the refrigerant R245fa, they have been determined by fitting Eq.
�3� to data obtained using the accurate MPEoS model. In the
temperature range of interest, the average absolute deviations of
the ideal-gas specific heat relation with respect to those used in
the MPEoS models are 0.28%, 0.79%, and 0.08% for steam, tolu-
ene, and R245fa, respectively.

For the PIG model, the choice of the ideal-gas isobaric specific
heat, CP

0 , in Eq. �1�, determines the caloric behavior of the fluids
and therefore affects their fluid-dynamic behavior if the PIG
model is used to compute the thermodynamic properties �54,55�.
A correct value for CP

0 must be chosen in order to ensure a fair
comparison with the simulations employing more complex ther-
modynamic models. In this work, CP

0 is evaluated at the critical
temperature, i.e., CP

0 =CP
0 �Tc�, since both the subcritical and the

supercritical expansion occur close to the critical temperature, as
is evident from Table 3. It is common practice in turbomachinery
design to use an averaged ideal-gas isobaric specific heat, e.g.,
obtained by integration between the temperatures representative
of the expansion �55�, i.e.,

C̄P
0 =

1

T2 − T01
�

T01

T2

CP
0 �T�dT �4�

For the fluids and temperatures considered here, the resulting

value of C̄P
0 is very close to CP

0 �Tc� adopted in this study. For
water, the values are 2051 J /mol K−1 and 2054 J /mol K−1. Fur-
thermore, a comparison showed that CP

0 �Tc� leads to a slightly
better agreement of the computational results obtained with the
PIG model with those obtained with the accurate MPEoS. To en-
sure a comparison between the thermodynamic models that is as
fair as possible, it was decided to evaluate CP

0 at the critical tem-
perature.

To investigate the influence of the EoSs on the flow parameters
of real-gas expansions, two expansions in the dense-gas region are
simulated, for which the inlet pressure and temperature are at
higher reduced values in comparison with the validation case. The
two expansions start from subcritical and supercritical inflow con-
ditions, representing cases of moderate to high thermodynamic
nonideality, respectively. Figure 3 compares the subcritical pro-
cess in the temperature-entropy diagram for the three considered
fluids. It should be noted that the blade shape is designed for
ideal-gas flows and it is therefore not expected to perform the
same as for ideal-gas conditions.

3.1 Subcritical Inflow Conditions. Subcritical inlet flow
conditions are first considered. The process conditions used for all
three fluids are given in reduced terms in Table 3. For each fluid,
the resulting dimensional process conditions are given in Table 4.
The compressibility factor, defined as Z��Pv� / �RT�, is identi-
cally equal to unity for an ideal gas; it is therefore often used to
quantify the nonideality of a thermodynamic state. In this case, the
compressibility factor is approximately 0.9 for both the inlet and
outlet states and this indicates that they are both mildly nonideal.

Apart from assessing the magnitude of the difference in the
flow parameters for the different EoSs, it is also shown how the
former relate to the differences between the predictions of ther-
modynamic properties. The differences in the most relevant ther-
modynamic properties density and sound speed are determined

Table 2 Fluid properties and EoS parameters

Fluid Steam Toluene R245fa

Chemical formula H2O C7H8 CF3CH2CHF2

Molecular weight M, g/mol 18 92.1 134.1
Fundamental derivative �min

V 0.524 0.004 0.119
Critical pressure Pc, bar 220.6 41.3 36.4
Critical temperature Tc, °C 374 318.6 154.1
PIG parameter in Eq. �1� � 1.2912 1.0447 1.0608
PRSV parameters in Eq. �2� k1 �0.0664 0.0385 0.0060

� 0.3438 0.2632 0.3724
MPEoS parameters �31� �10� �10�
Isobaric specific heat coefficients in Eq. �3� A 32.2 �24.35 226.85

B ·10 1.92 512.5 28.16
C ·103 10.6 �276.5 335.45
D ·106 �3.6 49.11 �144.21

Table 3 Process conditions for the considered simulations in
terms of reduced variables

Subcritical Supercritical

Reduced total inlet pressure P01 / Pc 0.7 1.05
Reduced total inlet temperature T01 /Tc 1.1 1.05
Pressure ratio P01 / P2 1.938 1.938
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and plotted in Fig. 4 as function of pressure �from outlet to inlet
pressure� at the isentrope along which the subcritical expansion
takes place. Here, the MPEoS is again used as a reference to
estimate the deviation with respect to the PIG and PRSV models.

3.1.1 Steam. A computation on the fine grid using the accurate
MPEoS is used to investigate the flow field of the expansion pro-
cess at subcritical operation. The two-dimensional flow field is
visualized in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� by displaying, respectively, the
variation in Mach numbers and pressure coefficients, as defined in
Eq. �3�, with streamlines throughout the blade passage. Figure
5�c� shows the Mach number flow field based on the PIG model.
From the inflow boundary on the left hand side of the domain, the
fluid accelerates through the passage formed by the stator blade
cascade to supersonic velocities �Fig. 5�a��. At the blade’s trailing
edge, a shock wave can be observed, which terminates the super-
sonic region. The numerical solution shows an unphysical over-
expansion region at the trailing edge, since the actual turbulent
trailing edge wake cannot be described by the Euler equations.

The pressure coefficient, shown in Fig. 5�b�, decreases as the flow
expands and increases across the shock wave.

The Mach number distribution along the blade surface is given
in Fig. 6�a�. The line that indicates early expansion �with a maxi-
mum in the Mach number� pertains to the suction side of the
blade, the line with retarded expansion to the pressure side. Close
to the trailing edge, the distribution is locally obscured by non-
physical overexpansion and dissipation at the trailing edge flow
due to the assumption of inviscid flow and is therefore for the
larger part not visualized in the figures. At the location X /Cax
=0.64 and 0.70, the Mach number distribution of the suction side
does not vary smoothly, indicating irregular expansion. The Mach
number distribution appears surprisingly similar for all EoS mod-
els. Figure 7�a� reveals that the difference in Mach number due to
the use of the PIG model with respect to the reference model is
approximately 2%, while it is approximately 3% if the PRSV
model is employed �not taking into account the high error near the
trailing edge, which is a result of nonphysical overexpansion�.

Table 4 Parameters characterizing the expansion processes depicted in Fig. 1

Subcritical Supercritical

Steam Toluene R245fa Steam Toluene R245fa

Total inlet pressure P01, bar 154.5 28.9 25.5 231.7 43.3 38.2
Total inlet temperature T01, °C 438.7 377.8 196.8 406.3 348.2 175.4
Compressibility factor at inlet Z1 0.81 0.79 0.81 0.58 0.57 0.60
Static outlet pressure P2, bar 79.7 14.9 13.2 119.5 22.4 19.8
Compressibility factor at outlet Z2 0.83 0.88 0.88 0.59 0.88 0.89
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The distribution of the pressure coefficient defined as

PC =
P − P2

P01 − P2
�5�

where P01 is the total inlet pressure and P2 is the static outflow
pressure, is shown in Fig. 6�b�. Its trend is opposite to that of the

Mach number. Note that the same pressure values are prescribed
at the inflow and outflow boundaries for all EoSs. The PIG and
PRSV models both compute the pressure along the blade profile
with an accuracy of 1%, as shown in Fig. 7�b�. The differences in
the predictions of density, sound speed, and isochoric specific heat
are shown in Fig. 2 as a function of the pressure. Consequently,
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gasdynamic derivative, and „h… temperature, computed based on the MPEoS „—…, PRSV „- - -…, and
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Fig. 5 Flow field distributions of steam: „a… Mach number and „b… pressure coefficient distribution and stream-
lines based on the MPEoS; „c… Mach number distribution and streamlines based on the PIG model
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these differences are somewhat differently distributed in compari-
son with the distributions of the deviations along the blade
surface.

The sound speed, denoted by c, is shown in Fig. 6�c�. Simula-
tions using the PIG model show a high sound speed of steam �c
=651 m /s�, which decreases as the fluid expands. The PRSV and
the MPEoS, on the other hand, predict a lower sound speed �c
=584 and 595 m/s, respectively� in the initial phase of the expan-
sion, which is more realistic. The deviation in the sound speed
predicted by the PIG model is approximately 11% and is constant
along the blade surface, as shown in Fig. 7�c�. The PRSV EoS has

a deviation in the sound speed below 3%. The same differences
are obtained from a direct comparison of sound speeds between
the EoSs at the same conditions, shown in Fig. 4�a�.

The Mach number distribution is surprisingly similar between
the thermodynamic models. The relative difference in Mach num-
ber between the PIG model and the MPEoS �Fig. 7�a�� is at most
2%, which is very small compared to the relative difference in
sound speed of approximately 11%. This results from the fact that
the higher sound speed is compensated by a velocity magnitude
�Fig. 6�b�� that is similarly higher �11%�, as shown by the com-
parison in Fig. 7�d�. The figure shows the percentage difference of
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velocity magnitude for the PIG model and PRSV with respect to
the MPEoS.

Very large differences in densities between the EoS models can
be observed in Fig. 6�e�. At the leading edge, the difference based
on the PIG model with respect to the MPEoS is as high as 19%
�Fig. 7�e��. The large difference can be expected �see Fig. 4�b��,
since pressure and temperature are the prescribed variables at in-
flow and outflow and density depends on the EoS model. The
density error predicted by the PIG model is therefore equal to the
deviation from ideal gas in terms of the compressibility factor
�Fig. 6�f��. The maximum difference in density predicted by the
PRSV EoS with respect to the MPEoS is 5% �not taking into
account the high error at the trailing edge�.

Table 5 lists the deviations in mass flow rate, total pressure loss
coefficient, and outflow angle as a result of using the PIG and
PRSV models as compared to the MPEoS. The mass flow rate
through the stator is given by ṁ=	UA, where 	, U, and A denote
density, flow velocity, and cross-sectional area, respectively. For
the simulation employing the PIG model, the 19% underpredic-
tion of density combined with the 11% overprediction of velocity
magnitude results in a net underprediction of the mass flow rate of
9.8%. A previous study �11� based on a cubic EoS in which the
expansion of methane in a nozzle was simulated from reduced
reservoir conditions P01 / Pc=5 and T01 /Tc=1.4 for pressure ratios
between 1� P01 / P2�2.5 showed a similar mass flow underpre-
diction of the PIG model �14%� for the pressure ratio P01 / P2
=1.9 used in the present study.

If this turbine stator blade were designed by computing the
thermodynamic properties using the PIG model, this large error in
the predicted relation of mass flow with respect to pressure ratio
would lead to a different pressure, mass flow characteristic, which
would also affect the operation of the other components in the

cycle, leading to suboptimal cycle performance. Note that the
mass flow rate deviation obtained from the simulation using the
PRSV model is 2.1%, which can often be considered acceptable
for a technical application.

The same inflow temperature is prescribed for all EoSs �see
Fig. 6�h��, but the relative difference in temperature �based on °C�
becomes larger as the flow expands. As shown in Fig. 7�f�, the
deviation is small �1%� for the PIG model. For the PIG model, the
constant value of the ideal-gas specific heat, CP

0 , is calculated
using the MPEoS model. The fact that for the particular case of
steam, a low-complexity fluid, the PIG model leads to low devia-
tions in temperature along the expansion process is explained in
Sec. 3.2. For the simulations employing the PRSV model, the
temperature deviates by at most 2.5%. The higher deviation ob-
served for the PRSV model may be explained by the fact that at
reduced temperatures above approximately T /Tc�0.9 and close
to the saturation curve �Fig. 8�a��, physically based cubic EoSs
such as the PRSV EoS are known to perform less well for polar
molecules �such as steam� as compared to nonpolar molecules
�27,56�.

The shock wave located at the trailing edge �Fig. 3� leads to a
loss of total pressure and thus reduces the overall efficiency of the
expansion. The total pressure loss coefficient is defined as the
mass-weighted average over the outflow boundary of CPL�1
− P02 / P01, where P01 is the total inlet pressure and P02 is the local
total outflow pressure. Its value relative to the one based on the
MPEoS is 0.3% lower for the simulations employing the PIG
model and 4% lower for the simulations employing the PRSV
EoS, as reported in Table 5. The small deviation for the PIG
model is an exception as compared to the other fluids. This is
explained from the fact that the total pressure loss is derived from
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Fig. 8 Expansion isentropes as obtained using the MPEoS „—…, PIG „- - -…, and ZPIG „- · - · -… models
in the pressure-specific volume diagrams „showing the saturation line… of steam „a…, toluene „b…,
and R245a „c…. In the ZPIG model, the compressibility factor Z is set to the value given in Table 4.
The dotted intersection of MPEoS and ZPIG indicates the subcritical inlet state.

Table 5 Percentage difference of the mass flow rate „�ṁ…, total pressure loss coefficient
„�CPL…, and outflow angle „��… for the PIG and PRSV EoS models with respect to the values
computed based on the MPEoS. The total pressure loss coefficient is defined as the mass-
weighted average over the outflow boundary of CPLÆ1−P02/P01, where P01 is the total inlet
pressure and P02 is the local total outflow pressure.


ṁ �%� 
CPL �%� 
� �deg�

PIG PRSV PIG PRSV PIG PRSV

Subcritical

Steam �9.8 2.1 �0.32 �4 0.06 0.12
Toluene �6.2 �0.25 �14 11 0.78 �0.02
R245fa �6.4 0.63 �26 �14 0.71 �0.04

Supercritical

Toluene �14 0.15 �30 0.38 2 0
R245fa �14 1.7 �27 2.5 1.7 �0.22
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caloric properties. As mentioned before, the PIG model is well
suitable for predicting caloric properties of simple fluids such as
steam, thus leading to the observed small deviation in total pres-
sure loss for this particular fluid.

The deviation in the outflow angle � is also listed in Table 5. It
is an important flow parameter in the context of turbomachinery
design as it affects the design of the downstream rotor blade. For
both the PIG and PRSV models, the deviation in velocity magni-
tude from the values computed by the simulation employing the
MPEoS �Fig. 7�d�� are approximately equal for the suction and
pressure side of the blade. Consequently, the error in the outflow
angle is small; less than two-tenths of a degree for both EoSs.

3.1.2 Toluene. Toluene �C7H8�, also known as methylbenzene,
is a heavier molecule than steam and its molecule is more com-
plex than both steam and R245fa. Owing to these properties, tolu-
ene is used in so-called ORC turbogenerators �6,7�.

The two-dimensional flow fields for subcritical expansion ob-
tained using the MPEoS are plotted in Fig. 5. Since the expansion
is equal to the one for steam in terms of reduced inflow conditions
and pressure ratio, the flow structure is similar. However, the
Mach number distribution and the increased angle of the shock
wave show that the flow attains higher Mach numbers as com-
pared to steam. The pressure coefficient is similarly different.

Figure 10 shows the surface distributions of the flow param-
eters for toluene. Even though toluene has different fluid charac-
teristics, and consequently some flow parameters are different in
absolute terms �velocity and density�, their trend is similar to
steam. Differences can be seen in the compressibility factor in
Fig. 10�f�, which increases more steeply compared to steam, re-
sulting in a thermodynamical outlet state that is closer to dilute
gas conditions, and in the sound speed in Fig. 10�c�, which in this
case increases as the fluid expands. This behavior will be dis-
cussed in detail below.

The local fluctuation observed at X /Cax=0.67 of the suction
side distribution calculated using the PIG model in the flow pa-
rameters Mach, pressure coefficient, velocity, density, and tem-
perature is the result of the onset of a weak trailing edge shock
impinging on the suction side blade surface of the next stator
blade. As can be observed by comparing Figs. 9�a� and 9�c�, the
weak shock wave simulated using the PIG model is locally stron-
ger than the one obtained by employing the reference model, lead-
ing to local recompression. This means that, based on the PIG
model, the pressure gradient is locally adverse, thus possibly in-
ducing boundary layer separation in the real viscous flow. It is
interesting to note that since this nonmonotonicity is visible in the

absolute velocity magnitude �Fig. 10�d��, but not in the sound
speed �Fig. 10�c��, this results in the most significant deviation in
the Mach number �Figs. 7�a� and 9�a��.

In the case of toluene, the deviations between the simulations
performed with the PIG model with respect to the ones employing
the MPEoS are appreciably larger than in the case of steam. The
relative differences in the Mach number �Fig. 7�a�� and pressure
�Fig. 7�b�� vary widely and reach values of 7% and 5%, respec-
tively. Unlike the constant deviations observed for steam, for tolu-
ene the sound speed and velocity magnitude errors induced by the
PIG model clearly decrease as the fluid expands toward the ideal-
gas region. At the inflow they are 23% and 18%, respectively
�thus largely compensating each other to lead to the smaller afore-
mentioned error in the Mach number�, but both reduce to values
of approximately 15% and 13%, respectively �maintaining the
compensation�. Also the error in density computed using the PIG
model is nonuniform along the blade surface and has a maximum
value of 21%. The temperature at the outlet is overpredicted by at
most 2%. Except for the temperature, all deviations of flow pa-
rameters computed using the PIG model with respect to the refer-
ence model decrease, since the flow expands to more ideal-gas
conditions �see Table 4�.

As the fluid expands, the more physically correct PRSV and
MPEoS models predict an increase in sound speed �Fig. 10�c��,
rising from c�202 to a value of c�218 m /s. The PIG model, on
the contrary, incorrectly predicts a decreasing sound speed, which,
under ideal-gas theory, is always the case for an isentropic expan-
sion. The correct increase in sound speed across an isentropic
expansion as seen here can occur only for molecularly complex
fluids within a certain thermodynamic region, which lies in the
dense-gas region �57�. The fundamental derivative of gas dynam-
ics, denoted by �, is defined as

� �
v3

2c2� �2P

�v2	
s

= 1 −
v
c
� �c

�v
	

s

�6�

Here, v is the specific volume and s is the specific entropy. The
complexity of the fluid molecules causes the isentropic relation
between sound speed and temperature to be inverted with respect
to the ideal-gas behavior for a finite range of pressures and tem-
peratures in the single-phase region where ��1. In this region,
the sound speed increases across an isentropic expansion and de-
creases across an isentropic compression. The complexity of a
fluid can be quantified by �min

V , the minimum value of the funda-
mental derivative along the saturation line, which is shown in
Table 2. Note that � is the parameter that, if negative, indicates
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Fig. 9 Flow field distributions of toluene: „a… Mach number and „b… pressure coefficient distribution, and
streamlines based on the MPEoS; „c… Mach number distribution and streamlines based on the PIG model
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the possible occurrence of so-called nonclassical gas dynamic be-
havior �57–59�. Neither toluene nor R245fa are molecularly com-
plex enough to display a region of negative gamma for dense
vapor states. Among the fluids compared in this study, toluene has
the lowest value of �min

V indicating that it is the most complex
molecule.

Figure 10�g� shows the distribution of the fundamental gas dy-
namic derivative for the subcritical expansion of toluene. The re-
sults for the MPEoS show that the entire expansion process occurs
at ��1, which is in accordance with the increase in sound speed
observed in Fig. 10�c� for the PRSV and MPEoS models. Initially,
its value is �=0.87 �MPEoS and PRSV� and it increases to �
=0.9–0.94. The PIG model incorrectly predicts a value of �
=1.022, since for an ideal gas Eq. �6� reduces to a constant �
= ��+1� /2.

The temperature �Fig. 10�h�� shows a comparatively small tem-
perature drop, typical for the expansion of molecularly complex
fluids.

Similar to steam, also in the case of toluene does the use of the
PIG model shows large but compensating errors in sound speed
and velocity, leading to a comparatively smaller deviation in
Mach number.

The mass flow rate relative to the one based on the MPEoS is
6.2% lower for the PIG model and only 0.3% lower for the PRSV
EoS. The total pressure loss coefficient, CPL, is 14% lower in case
the PIG model is used and 11% higher in case the PRSV model is
used. This is a result of the overprediction of the velocity magni-
tude �Fig. 10�d��, leading to a lower total pressure loss coefficient.

Unlike for steam, the error in the velocity magnitude �Fig. 7�d��
is not equal for the suction and the pressure sides induced by the

PIG model. The difference causes an error in the outflow angle �
of 0.8 deg, which is significant for the design of turbomachinery
blades. The error in the outflow angle induced by the use of the
PRSV EoS is negligible ��0.02%�.

3.1.3 R245fa. The hydrofluorocarbon R245fa is a nonflam-
mable and nontoxic refrigerant that is used to synthesize polyure-
thane foam because of its low thermal conductivity and zero
ozone depleting potential. Compared to other refrigerants, it has a
high critical temperature. Because of this, it has recently also been
applied as a working fluid in ORCs for geothermal heat sources
�4�. Its molecular weight is considerably higher than that of steam
and toluene, as shown in Table 2, but its complexity, although
lower, has the same order of magnitude of that of toluene.

The two-dimensional flow fields for the subcritical expansion
obtained using the MPEoS are plotted in Fig. 10. The flow fields
are nearly identical to those of toluene, even though R245fa is
45% heavier.

When comparing the real behavior of the fluids, i.e., based on
the simulations using the MPEoS, it is noted that, due to its higher
molecular weight, the expansion of R245fa shows even lower
sound speeds �Fig. 12�c�� than those of toluene; nonetheless, they
are compensated by similarly lower velocities, resulting in equal
Mach number distributions �both fluids have a maximum Mach
number of 1.28�. The qualitative behavior of the flow parameters
is similar to that of toluene. As expected, there is a considerable
quantitative difference in density and temperature, which are, re-
spectively, higher and lower due to the larger molecular weight of
R245fa.

As expected, the distribution of the fundamental gas dynamic
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Fig. 10 Blade surface distributions for toluene of „a… the isentropic Mach number, „b… pressure
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derivative � obtained using the MPEoS, depicted in Fig. 12�g�,
shows that the entire expansion process of this complex fluid oc-
curs at ��1, which is in accordance with the increase in sound
speed observed in the simulations using the PRSV and MPEoS
models �Fig. 12�c��. However, in the case of the expansion of
R245fa, the value of � is higher than for toluene, resulting in a
less pronounced increase in the speed of sound, as confirmed by
Fig. 12�c�. The values of the fundamental derivative of gas dy-
namics calculated with the PRSV model for R245fa are less ac-
curate if compared to values for toluene calculated with the same
equation of state. These differences in � are even more pro-
nounced for steam �Fig. 6�g��. The origin of these differences is to
be found in the different data on which the thermodynamic mod-
els are based, namely, �1� the difference among the adopted criti-
cal temperature and pressure, �2� a small difference in the experi-
mental data used to fit the vapor pressure, and �3� the different
functional form. A full account of this topic is given in Ref. �60�.

In the comparison of EoSs of Fig. 7, it is observed that for
R245fa the deviations resulting from the use of the PIG model in
all flow parameters are similar to those of toluene; deviations in
Mach, pressure, and temperature are approximately 5% and errors
in sound speed, velocity magnitude, and density are approxi-
mately 20%. The only difference in comparison to toluene is that
for all flow parameters except for temperature, the errors, al-
though still large, have reduced slightly.

Compared to the PIG model, the use of the PRSV EoS leads to
much smaller deviations in all flow parameters of the R245fa
expansion; the maximum error is 1.5% in all parameters and only
0.2% in the temperature.

With respect to the errors in mass flow rate and outflow angle,
similar values are obtained as for toluene. The deviations in the
total pressure loss coefficient, however, have further increased to
�26% �PIG� and �14% �PRSV�.

3.2 Corrected Polytropic Ideal-Gas Model for Steam. As
observed in Sec. 3.1.3, the deviations of the PIG model in density,
speed of sound, and velocity are constant in the case of water,
whereas for toluene and R245fa they vary along the blade surface.
This peculiar behavior can be attributed to the fact that the PIG
model is able to correctly approximate the qualitative behavior of
isentropes of low-complexity fluids, like steam. In the pressure
range of interest of steam �Fig. 8�a��, the PIG model only leads to
an absolute deviation in volumetric and volume-dependent prop-
erties but is qualitatively correct. The constant absolute deviation
for low-complexity fluids in this thermodynamic region warrants
the use of a corrected PIG model �ZPIG�,

P = Z
RT

v
�7�

where Z is a constant compressibility factor that assumes, e.g., the
value at the inlet determined based on the generalized
PvT-properties of gases �see, e.g., Ref. �61��. This approach is
commonly used in turbomachinery practice for the thermody-
namic modeling of arbitrary fluids expanded at nonideal thermo-
dynamic conditions. In the case of steam, it is shown to perfectly
approximate the isentrope based on the MPEoS for a limited but
large pressure range. The isentropes of complex fluids, like tolu-
ene �Fig. 8�b�� and R245fa �Fig. 8�c��, however, behave differ-
ently and they approximate isotherms �57�, as shown in Fig. 8. For
complex fluids, however, the PIG model no longer qualitatively
represents the isentropes and therefore the ZPIG model can no
longer be used, as evidenced by the fluid-dynamic results.

3.3 Supercritical Inflow Conditions. In this section, the
same study is conducted for an expansion from supercritical con-
ditions, in order to investigate the influence of increased thermo-
dynamic nonideality on the deviations of flow parameters entailed
by the PIG and PRSV models. The pressure ratio is chosen equal
to the subcritical expansion. The process conditions are given in
reduced values in Table 3. The expansions from supercritical con-
ditions for the three fluids, given in the T-s-diagrams in Fig. 3,
show that the expansion takes place closer to the critical points of
the fluids. As a result, the compressibility factor at the inlet, given
in Table 4, is lowered to Z�0.6 for all fluids, indicating strong
thermodynamic nonideality. As the fluid expands to lower pres-
sures, the compressibility factor also increases. At the outlet, it is
Z�0.9, which is approximately equal to the one in the mildly
nonideal subcritical expansion.

Since the expansion occurs closer the critical point, it also ap-
proaches the vapor saturation line of the fluids. This poses no
problem in the case of toluene and R245fa, which are retrograde
fluids, but in the case of steam, condensation occurs, as shown in
the T-s-diagram in Fig. 3�a�. Since the ZFLOW solver is not yet
able to compute two-phase flows, the results for steam cannot be
presented in this case.

For conciseness, only the distributions of the errors in the flow
parameters for the PIG and PRSV models with respect to the
MPEoS model are presented and they are given in Fig. 13. A
comparison of the distributions of toluene and R245fa shows that
the error distributions ensuing from the PIG model are qualita-
tively similar to the subcritical error distributions presented in
Sec. 3.2 �see Fig. 7�. On the other hand, the inflow state of this
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Fig. 11 Flow field distributions of R245fa: „a… Mach number and „b… pressure coefficient distribution and
streamlines based on the MPEoS; „c… Mach number distribution and streamlines based on the PIG model
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expansion is now closer to the critical temperature �Table 3� at
which the ideal-gas ratio of specific heats � is determined, which
may locally mitigate the deviation.

As expected from the lower compressibility factor, all errors
associated with the PIG model are quantitatively significantly
higher for the supercritical expansion as visible in Fig. 8. The
errors in the Mach number ensuing from the PIG model have
approximately doubled to 8–10% for toluene and 7–10% for
R245fa. The pressure errors have doubled to maxima of 9% for
toluene and 7% for R245fa. The supercritical expansion takes
place closer to the critical point, where the thermodynamic speed
of sound has its minimum value. As a result, the error in the sound
speed ensuing from the PIG model has more than doubled to
maxima of 52% and 63% for R245fa and toluene, respectively.
This increase is again balanced by similarly higher �both quanti-
tatively and qualitatively� maximum velocity errors of 50% for
toluene and 42% for R245fa, except for the location where the
weak trailing edge shock wave impinges. As can be expected from
the compressibility factor in Table 4, the maximum errors in den-
sity caused by the use of the PIG model have increased to 43 and
40% for toluene and R245fa, respectively. For the supercritical
expansion, the PIG model overpredicts temperatures by as much
as 7% and 13% for toluene and R245fa, respectively.

Even for the supercritical strongly nonideal expansion, using
the PRSV leads to errors of at maximum 3% in all investigated
flow parameters, except for the total pressure loss.

At the trailing edge �X /Cax=1�, the deviation from ideal-gas
behavior is low and approximately equal to the one for the sub-
critical expansion as indicated by the outlet compressibility factor
Z2 in Table 4. The throat is located at X /Cax�0.66 on the blade

suction side, where the thermodynamic nonideality is still high,
thus leading to larger errors. The error in the mass flow rate in-
duced by the PIG model is a result of the combined errors in
density and velocity at the throat location. As can be seen from
Table 5, it has decreased to approximately �14% for both toluene
and R245fa. Compared to this, the errors ensuing from the PRSV
model are much smaller and have remained small, 0.2% and 1.7%
for toluene and R245fa, respectively.

The errors in CPL, induced by the PIG model are �30% and
�27% for toluene and R245fa, respectively. The errors have in-
creased with respect to the subcritical expansion case as a result of
the increased overprediction of the velocity magnitude as evident
from Fig. 13�d�. For the PRSV model, the errors in CPL are much
lower, viz., 0.4% for toluene and 2.5% for R245fa.

As a result of the increased nonideality of the supercritical ex-
pansion, an even larger overprediction of the velocity at the suc-
tion side is observed in the simulations using the PIG model. The
overprediction at the pressure side has increased less. Conse-
quently, the PIG model predicts increased turning of the flow for
the supercritical expansion. The outflow angle errors caused by
the use of the PIG model are 2% for toluene and 1.7% for R245fa.
Again, in case the PRSV model is used, this error is low, negli-
gible for toluene and �0.2% for R245fa.

4 Computational Cost
In many engineering applications, the computational cost of a

CFD simulation is, like accuracy, an important aspect. This is
particularly true for automated design optimization procedures,
which commonly evaluate a large number of different designs and
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usually require a CFD computation for each design. A valuable
comparison of the thermodynamic models should therefore in-
clude a comparison of the computational cost. Table 6 shows the
CPU time required for the convergence of the subcritical expan-
sion case for steam discussed in Sec. 3.1.1. Computations using
the PRSV and MPEoS model take approximately 9 and 11 times
�respectively� as long as compared to the PIG model.

The large computational resources required for the PRSV and
MPEoS models can be largely attributed to the saturation state
calculations. For each thermodynamic property evaluation using
the PRSV or MPEoS model, the fluid phase is first determined

from a saturation state calculation. Depending on whether the
state is in the single-phase or in the vapor-liquid mixture region,
the desired property is evaluated in a different way. The saturation
state calculation is often an iterative procedure, making it very
costly as compared to the subsequent evaluation of the properties.
If it is known a priori that the simulated process occurs in the
vapor region, as it is in this case, then saturation-checks are not
needed and can be left out. In this way, the cost of the computa-
tions �Table 6� is reduced by a factor 4–5. With this reduction, the
computations without saturation state calculations require only 2
�PRSV� and 3 �MPEoS� as much time as the computations that
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employ the PIG model. Care must, however, be taken especially
for processes that take place close to the saturation line, for which
it is not know beforehand whether or not saturation occurs locally,
e.g., due to overexpansion.

5 Conclusions
The state-of-the-art inviscid ZFLOW CFD solver coupled with a

fluid property library containing several thermodynamic models,
including highly accurate ones, is used to simulate the fluid dy-
namics of turboexpander processes in thermodynamic conditions
affected by strong real-gas effects.

This paper presents a quantitative comparison of the effect of
using thermodynamic models of various degrees of complexity
with regard to the application to fluid-dynamic simulations of tur-
boexpanders operated in this thermodynamic region. The consid-
ered thermodynamic models are, in order of increasing complex-
ity, the PIG law, the PRSV cubic EoS, and multiparameter
MPEoS. The investigated processes are moderately nonideal
�compressibility factor of 0.8�Z�0.9� subcritical expansions
and highly nonideal �compressibility factor of 0.6�Z�0.9� su-
percritical expansions. The chosen fluids are steam, toluene, and
R245fa. The pressure ratio is the same for all cases and the two
inlet conditions are specified in reduced terms �the reference val-
ues being the critical temperature and pressure of the considered
fluids�. A standard transonic turbine stator blade geometry is used
as an example of a turboexpander. Distributions of fluid-dynamic
parameters along the blade surface and performance parameters
based on the two EoSs are compared to those obtained using
highly accurate MPEoSs of the respective fluids.

Prior to the comparative simulations, the ZFLOW solver linked to
the accurate thermodynamic model is successfully validated for
the transonic fluid-dynamic problem under consideration. For the
validation, however, the expansion occurs at ideal-gas conditions.
Experimental data of fluid expansions at nonideal �e.g., supercriti-
cal� conditions is unfortunately not yet available, hindering the
validation of the flow solver linked to the accurate thermodynamic
model for these conditions. This is planned for the near future.
Nonetheless, the validation of the solver and thermodynamic
model at ideal-gas conditions and the guaranteed high accuracy of
the thermodynamic model even at strongly nonideal conditions
warrant the validity of the simulations of real-gas flows presented
in this study. For the presented simulations, it is furthermore dem-
onstrated that grid convergence is obtained.

The comparison of the fluid dynamics between the three ther-
modynamic models shows that, as expected, using the simplest
model, the PIG model, for a moderately nonideal expansion �com-
pressibility factor of 0.8�Z�0.9� leads to large deviations. The
deviations are nonuniformly distributed, except for steam. For the
most complex fluid, toluene, the large errors �maximum of the
blade distribution� are encountered in the density ��20%�, sound
speed �25%�, and velocity �18%�. However, other fluid-dynamic
parameters such as the Mach number �7%�, pressure �5%�, and
temperature �4%� also deviate considerably as a result of using the
PIG model. The aforementioned deviations cause similar errors in
the integral stator performance parameters. In spite of the fact that

the density and velocity errors are opposite in sign, using the PIG
model still causes a high error in the mass flow rate, which is
consistent for the three fluids and highest for steam ��10%�. In
the case of toluene and R245fa, the total pressure loss due to the
trailing edge shock wave is largely underpredicted ��25%� and
the error in the outflow angle is 0.8 deg. Not surprisingly, employ-
ing the PIG model for a highly nonideal �compressibility factor of
0.6�Z�0.9� supercritical expansion leads to even higher errors
in comparison with the subcritical expansion. The maximum er-
rors encountered in the density ��43%�, sound speed �73%�, ve-
locity �50%�, Mach number ��10%�, pressure ��9%�, and tem-
perature �12%� have all increased. The stronger deviations are
therefore also observed in the predictions of overall performance
parameters; the mass flow is underpredicted by 14%, the total
pressure loss is underpredicted by 30%, and the outflow angle is
off by 2%.

For the subcritical expansion, adopting the physically more cor-
rect cubic PRSV model instead leads to comparatively small er-
rors of �1.5% �toluene and R245fa� and �4% �steam� in all flow
parameters along the blade wall. Similarly, the mass flow rate of
steam based on the PRSV EoS is off by at most 2.1% and the error
in the outflow angle is negligibly small. The error in the total
pressure loss coefficient, however, is as high and in some cases
higher than the one observed for the PIG model. The PRSV model
is reasonably accurate even for the highly nonideal supercritical
expansion. The errors in the sound speed, velocity, and density are
at most 4%, in the Mach number at most 2%, and only 1% for the
temperature. Correspondingly, the integral performance parameter
values are only slightly higher.

For the expansion of steam, which has a low molecular com-
plexity, the deviations in the flow parameter are the smallest and
uniformly distributed. In the case of low-complexity fluids like
water, the deviations in density, speed of sound, and velocity en-
suing from the use of the PIG model are constant along the isen-
tropic expansion because the PIG model is able to correctly ap-
proximate the qualitative behavior of isentropes of low-
complexity fluids in a limited region. The absolute deviation can
in this case be reduced by employing the PIG model corrected by
a constant compressibility factor. The high nonuniform deviation
in the sound speed observed for R245fa and toluene is caused by
the inability of the PIG model to describe the increasing sound
speed upon isentropic expansion of complex fluids in the dense-
gas region. However, for all three fluids, the sound speed and
velocity are both overpredicted to more or less the same degree,
leading to a smaller error in the Mach number.

For the more complex fluids R245fa and toluene, the deviations
are larger and vary strongly along the isentropic expansion. It is
found that using the PIG model leads to the largest deviations in
the case of toluene, which is the more complex fluid. Deviations
in almost all flow variables are largest for this fluid, the exception
being the temperature.

It is important to note that the mentioned error values associ-
ated with the PIG model are, in fact, lower bounds for the con-
sidered expansion conditions because the accuracy of the PIG
model is strongly dependent on the choice of the ratio of the

Table 6 CPU time required for the convergence of the subcritical expansion case for steam
„see Sec. 3.1.1… on the fine grid „4153 grid nodes… computed using an Intel Pentium 4 2.8 GHz
processor. In all cases convergence „a reduction in the residuals by five orders of magnitude…
was obtained after 436 iterations.

Thermodynamic
model

Saturation
�VLE� calculations

CPU time
�s� time / timePIG time / timeno VLE

PIG No 141 - -
PRSV No 263 2x -
PRSV Yes 1332 9x 5x
MPEoS No 416 3x -
MPEoS Yes 1549 11x 4x
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specific heats. For the expansions studied in this work, the specific
heat evaluated at the critical temperature is used as it leads to
minimal thermodynamic deviations in the results using the PIG
model with respect to the accurate MPEoS, ensuring a fair com-
parison.

The mentioned error levels are significant and can have drastic
consequences on the performance of any turboexpander. The men-
tioned overpredictions of the velocity magnitude and outflow
angle, for instance, strongly affect the design of the downstream
stator blade. The results of this study can in this respect be useful
as guidelines for designers of �turbo�expanders operating in the
non-ideal-gas region, as it provides an indication of the magnitude
and variation in the flow variable errors as a result of using a
low-complexity thermodynamic model for real-gas CFD simula-
tions, e.g., in case a MPEoS for a certain fluid is not available or
due to computational-time requirements. It is envisioned that in
the future CFD methods will be thoroughly validated and will
have become much more accurate and reliable allowing them to
be used as a design tool coupled with automatic optimization. In
that case, even small errors as a result of inaccurate thermody-
namic modeling might play a role. Although the mentioned devia-
tions are obtained using a practical geometry, the conclusions ap-
ply to inviscid expansions in nozzles in general.

In many engineering applications, the computational cost of a
CFD simulation is, like accuracy, an important aspect. Computa-
tions using the PRSV and MPEoS model take approximately 9
and 11 times �respectively� as long as compared to the PIG model.
The large computational resources required for the PRSV and
MPEoS models can be largely attributed to saturation-check cal-
culations. Computations without saturation state calculations re-
quire only 2 �PRSV� and 3 �MPEoS� as much time as the compu-
tations that employ the PIG model.
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Nomenclature
A � coefficient in ideal-gas isobaric specific heat

equation
a � coefficient of attractive forces
b � coefficient of repulsive forces
C � specific heat, blade chord, coefficient
c � speed of sound
k � parameter in Peng–Robinson equation of state

Ma � Mach number
M � molecular weight
ṁ � mass flow rate
P � pressure, power

PC � pressure coefficient
R � specific gas constant

R̄ � universal gas constant
s � entropy
T � temperature
U � velocity
v � specific volume
X � stator axial coordinate
Y � stator circumferential coordinate
Z � compressibility factor

ZPIG � polytropic ideal-gas law, corrected by a con-
stant compressibility factor, P=Z	RT

Greek Symbols
� � stator outflow angle

 � difference
� � fundamental derivative of gas dynamics

� � ratio of specific heat capacities
	 � density
� � acentric factor

Subscripts
0 � total �or stagnation�
1 � stator inlet
2 � stator exit

ax � axial
c � critical point
is � isentropic

min � minimum
P � isobaric, pressure

PL � total pressure loss
x � stator axial coordinate

Superscripts
0 � ideal-gas contribution
V � saturated vapor
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Turbine Efficiency Measurement
System for the QinetiQ Turbine
Test Facility
A turbine efficiency measurement system has been developed and installed on the turbine
test facility (TTF) at QinetiQ Farnborough. The TTF is an engine-scale short-duration
(0.5 s run time) rotating transonic facility, which can operate as either single stage (HP
vane and rotor) or 1 1

2 stage (HP stage with IP or LP vane). The current MT1 HP stage
is highly loaded and unshrouded and is therefore relevant to current design trends.
Implementation of the efficiency measurement system forms part of the EU Turbine Aero-
Thermal External Flows (TATEF II) program. The following aspects of the efficiency
measurement system are discussed in this paper: mass-flow rate measurement, power
measurement by direct torque measurement, turbine inlet and exit area traverse measure-
ment systems, computation of efficiency by mass weighting, and uncertainty analysis of
the experimentally determined turbine efficiency. The calibration of the mass-flow rate
and torque measurement systems are also discussed. Emphasis was placed on the need
for a low efficiency precision uncertainty, so that changes in efficiency associated with
turbine inlet temperature distortion and swirl can be resolved with good accuracy. Mea-
surements with inlet flow distortion form part of the TATEF II program and will be the
subject of forthcoming publications. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3066271�

1 Introduction
The accurate measurement of efficiency is essential in the de-

velopmental testing of advanced gas-turbine designs. Recent im-
provements in materials and cooling configurations have allowed
designers to increase the turbine inlet total temperature, directly
contributing to an improvement in efficiency.

Industrial techniques for the evaluation of turbine efficiency are
generally confined to continuous or steady state facilities in which
thermal equilibrium is established. These facilities require sub-
stantial power ��3 MW� and hence are costly to operate. This
limits their use to large industrial gas-turbine manufacturers. Over
the past few decades, the development of transient testing facili-
ties has enabled turbine testing to be performed at comparatively
low cost. Transient testing matches all of the nondimensional pa-
rameters important to heat transfer and aerodynamics �Reynolds
number, Mach number, pressure ratio, nondimensional speed, and
gas-to-wall temperature ratio�. Gas is typically vented through a
test section for a short period under quasi-steady conditions. Tran-
sient facilities have been developed with test times between 20 ms
and 1 s. Subtle changes in the operating point during the quasi-
steady test period mean that all instrumentation must have suitable
frequency response. Transient facilities can be classified into two
groups: those that maintain constant rotational speed during the
run with the aid of a braking system �such as the MIT Blowdown
Facility �1� and the QinetiQ Turbine Test Facility �TTF� �2��, and
those that are unbraked and allow the turbine to accelerate during
the test �such as the Oxford Rotor Facility �3� and the VKI Com-
pression Facility �4��. Transient techniques have several advan-
tages over conventional steady state facilities, most notably the
greatly reduced cost of testing and the suitability for heat transfer
measurements �gas-to-wall temperature ratio can be matched�.

As the heat load in the HP stage currently limits further in-
creases in inlet total temperature, heat transfer measurements con-
ducted in transient test facilities provide valuable data that will

lead to improvements in cooling geometries. The aim of this work
is to improve the capability of the QinetiQ Turbine Test Facility to
allow measurements of turbine efficiency to be conducted. The
work forms part of the larger TATEF II program, the aim of which
is to investigate the effects of engine representative hot streaks
and swirl on turbine efficiency and heat transfer. An emphasis has
been placed on achieving precision and absolute measurement ac-
curacies of �0.25% and �2.0%, respectively, for efficiency. Fea-
sibility studies for the measurement of turbine efficiency in tran-
sient facilities were conducted by Guenette et al. �5� and
Halderman et al. �6�, both concluding that the measurements
could be conducted with the required accuracy. The details of the
measurement of turbine efficiency at the MIT Blowdown Facility
�7,8�, von Karman Institute �9,10�, and Oxford University �11�
have been previously published.

The efficiency of an adiabatic turbine is defined as the ratio of
the actual power extracted by the rotor from the fluid to the ideal
power obtained from an isentropic expansion between the same
inlet and exit pressures. To determine the efficiency of a turbine in
a transient facility, in which the gas-to-wall temperature ratio is
matched to engine conditions, the heat transferred to the surround-
ing surfaces from the fluid must be accounted for. Extensive heat
transfer measurements have previously been conducted for the
MT1 turbine stage in the TTF using thin film gauge instrumenta-
tion; see, for example, Refs. �12–15�. The evaluation of ideal
power requires the measurement of stage mass-flow rate, inlet
enthalpy flux, and stage pressure ratio. The evaluation of the ac-
tual power requires the measurement of shaft torque, rotational
speed, and acceleration.

The efficiency measurement system developed for the QinetiQ
TTF is now described.

2 The QinetiQ Turbine Test Facility
A schematic of the TTF at QinetiQ, Farnborough is shown in

Fig. 1. The turbine facility currently operates with the full-scale
MT1 turbine stage. An aerodynamic braking system �16�, or tur-
bobrake, is mounted on the same shaft as the turbine. The param-
eters specifying the operating point of the turbine are summarized
in Table 1.
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Before a run, the working section is evacuated, and the turbine
disk and turbobrake assembly is spun to the design speed
�9500 rpm� using an air motor. Air from a high pressure reservoir
is injected into the pump tube, of volume 10 m3, behind a light
free piston �see Fig. 1�. The piston is forced to traverse the pump
tube, thereby compressing and heating the air in front of it. The
compression process is approximately isentropic. When the de-
sired working section inlet total pressure and temperature
�4.6 bars and 444 K� are achieved, the fast-acting plug valve
�Fig. 1� is opened. The test gas flows out of the pump tube at
approximately 17.4 kg s−1 through the pump tube contraction into
a large annulus ahead of the inlet contraction. The working section
is shown in Fig. 3. Constant total pressure is achieved by match-
ing the volumetric flow rate into and out of the pump tube. The
stage pressure ratio is set by adjusting a choked throat down-
stream of the turbine. The run ends when the piston reaches the
end of the pump tube. A run time with approximately 400 ms of
steady flow is achieved. The free turbine power under these con-
ditions is 1.8 MW.

3 Uncertainty Analysis
Any experimentally measured value has an inherent error asso-

ciated with it, which leads to an uncertainty in the derived result.
The total error of a measurement is commonly expressed as the
combination of two components: a fixed bias error and a random
precision error. The precision error defines the repeatability of a
measurement. In this case it determines the smallest change in
efficiency that can be resolved. The bias uncertainty is an offset
and does not affect the repeatability of a measurement. Abernethy
et al. �17� presented the methodology that is the basis of ASME
Standards for uncertainty analysis. It is standard to quote the total
uncertainty of a variable, x, to a 95% confidence level given by
the root-sum-square �RSS� of the associated precision and bias
errors:

Sx = ��Cx1Sx1�2 + �Cx2Sx2�2 + ¯ + �CxnSxn�2�1/2 �1�
The target uncertainty in the turbine efficiency measurement in

the TTF is with precision and bias errors of �0.25% and �2.0%,
respectively. A detailed uncertainty analysis has been performed
for each measurement, and the influence coefficients on the un-

certainty in the overall efficiency measurement have been calcu-
lated. The influence coefficient of a measured variable, x, on a
derived parameter, �, is defined as follows:

Cx =
d�

dx
·

x

�
�2�

An overview of the uncertainty analysis performed for the indi-
vidual measurements detailed in this paper will be presented at the
end of the relevant sections. The uncertainty analysis for the final
efficiency measurement is presented at the end of this paper.

4 Efficiency Measurement Theory
The efficiency of a machine is a measure of its loss of perfor-

mance. The loss of performance in turbomachinery components is
indicated by the generation of entropy as a result of irreversible
processes, for example: viscous losses in boundary layers, mixing
of the flow and nonequilibrium processes resulting from the pres-
ence of shock waves. Entropy changes also result from heat trans-
fer across surfaces, but this process is reversible, and thus, such
entropy changes do not contribute towards a loss in performance.

Almost adiabatic conditions exist in steady state facilities as the
temperature of the blade surfaces approaches that of the fluid; the
only correction required is for small steady state conduction
terms. Hence, the ratio of the actual work extracted from the tur-
bine to the ideal work possible from an isentropic expansion
across the same pressure ratio is approximately the same as the
adiabatic efficiency:

�ad =
Ẇactual

Ẇis

=
Ẇis − Ẇirr

Ẇis

=
Ḣ01 − Ḣ03

Ḣ01 − Ḣ03,is

�3�

In facilities in which the gas-to-wall temperature ratio is
matched to engine conditions �as is the case in the TTF� surface
heat fluxes are significant, and processes can no longer be ap-
proximated as adiabatic. Heat is lost to the surrounding surfaces,
which are relatively cooler. Thus, at the turbine stage exit, the
entropy of the fluid is lower than for an equivalent adiabatic pro-
cess �ds=dQ /T�.

Casey and Fesich �19� comprehensively discuss the problem of
defining efficiency in nonadiabatic flows. Although it has been
common practice to define efficiency for nonadiabatic expansion
processes in relation to an equivalent ideal isentropic process, the
authors argue that it is more logical to define efficiency in terms of
a process with the same heat transfer as the real process, but with
no irreversibilities that would give rise to additional entropy
changes. That is, the reference process in nonisentropic but none-
theless reversible. This appears to be a logical way of addressing
the problem. The ideal reference process and actual nonadiabatic
expansion process are shown on the h -s chart in Fig. 2 below. The

Fig. 1 The QinetiQ turbine test facility

Table 1 Turbine MT1 operating point

Parameter Value

Reynolds number based on NGV axial chord 1.61�106

Mach number at NGV exit 0.879
Capacity, ṁ�T01 / p01 7.97�10−4 kg K1/2 Pa−1

Corrected speed, N / �T01 451.3 rpm K−1

Inlet total temperature 444 K
Inlet total pressure 4.6�105 Pa
Pressure ratio, p̄01 / p̄03 2.5
Gas-to-wall temperature ratio, Tgas / Twall 1.52

Fig. 2 Enthalpy-entropy chart showing a turbine expansion
under adiabatic and nonadiabatic conditions
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isentropic process is also indicated. Considering an energy bal-
ance:

Ẇideal = Ẇactual + Q̇12 + Q̇23 + Ẇirr �4�

The MT1 stage heat transfer, �Q̇13= Q̇12+ Q̇23�, has been esti-
mated from extensive measurements using thin film gauge instru-
mentation �previous studies�. The power is approximately 100 kW
��5% of the ideal power�. Referring to Fig. 2, the specific power
from the ideal reference process, wideal, may be considered as the
combination of the specific power from the isentropic process, wis,
and the change in exit enthalpy �from isentropic� as a result of the
heat transfer during the expansion, �hideal,�HT�. Therefore:

Ẇideal = Ẇis + � Ḣideal,�HT� �5�

Using Eqs. �4� and �5�, the efficiency of a turbine measured in
a nonadiabatic environment is given by:

� =
Ẇideal − Ẇirr

Ẇideal

=
Ḣ01 − Ḣ03

Ḣ01 − Ḣ03,ideal

=
Ẇactual + Q̇13

Ẇis + � Ḣideal�HT�

�6�

4.1 Ideal Power Measurement. The ideal reference turbine
power is given by the combination of isentropic power and the
correction term for the change in total exit enthalpy flux �from
isentropic� as a result of the heat transfer during the expansion
�Eq. �5��. The correction term �Guenette et al. �5�� is–strictly–the
integral of dQ /T, but can be estimated by assuming that the heat
fluxes in the stator and rotor are transferred at the mean total
temperatures of the fluid in the respective passages. For the cur-
rent situation the correction is estimated to be approximately

0.79Q̇13. Therefore, the ideal expansion power is given by:

Ẇideal = Ẇis + 0.79Q̇13 �7�
The isentropic turbine power is determined by considering an

expansion between the stage inlet and exit total pressures at con-
stant entropy and with no heat transfer. If the fluid is considered to
be an ideal gas, enthalpy is purely a function of temperature. The
total inlet enthalpy flux is given by the area integral of the product
of local density, axial flow velocity, specific heat capacity, and
total temperature. The ideal exit plane temperature is found by
considering the isentropic expansion of the working fluid through
the turbine stage over the inlet to exit total pressure ratio:

Ẇis =	
A1

�uaxcpT01dA1 −	
A3

�uaxcpT01
 p03

p01
���−1�/�

dA3 �8�

In the experimental evaluation of the integrals, the variables
must be sampled at sufficiently high spatial resolution to achieve
well within the target efficiency bias error of 2.0%. Cumpsty and
Horlock �18� provided a clear discussion of how averaging should
then be performed and offered suitable schemes applicable to situ-
ations involving ideal gases in turbomachines. In the present case
a mass-averaging scheme is appropriate. Further details of the
mass-averaging scheme and survey instrumentation are given at
the end of this paper.

To accurately evaluate the isentropic power, the variation of
specific heat capacity, cp, and ratio of specific heats, �, with tem-
perature must be considered—the variations are approximately
1.2% and 0.47%, respectively, for an expansion between p̄01 and
p̄03 for the given turbine. The expansion total-to-total pressure
ratio is divided into N pressures, where �p0�i=1= p̄01 and
�p0�i=N= p̄03, to create �N−1� successive small expansions. The

isentropic power extracted is given by the sum of the power ex-
tracted across each small expansion:

Ẇis = 
i=1

i=N−1

ṁ�cp�iT0,i − ṁ�cp�i+1T0,i
 p0,i+1

p0,i
���−1�/�

�9�

Across each small expansion, the exit cp and � are found itera-
tively, and the power extracted determined using a mean value of
� across each small expansion. A difference of approximately 3%
is predicted between the isentropic powers evaluated using the
above scheme and those evaluated by assuming cp, and � are
constant and equal to the values at the inlet to the turbine stage. To
predict the precision uncertainty associated with the evaluation of
adiabatic efficiency, the ideal power term is simplified to:

Ẇideal = ṁcp1
T̄01 − ṁcp3

T̄01
 p̄03

p̄01
���−1�/�

+ 0.79Q̇13 �10�

4.2 Actual Power Measurement. The actual power that
would be developed in the turbine is given by the product of
turbine torque and angular velocity. In the TTF the net torque on
the shaft assembly �including the turbobrake� is the product of the
moment of inertia and angular acceleration. This term appears
only as a small correction as the turbobrake maintains constant
speed to within 25 rpm in 9500 rpm. A small amount of work is
done against drag from the friction in the bearings and windage on
the rotor disk. The total torque developed in the rotor is found by
considering the equilibrium of the rotating assembly:

Trotor = Iass�̇ + Tbrake + Twind + Tbearings �11�
A strain gauge system mounted on the rotor disk, detailed in

Sec. 5, was used to measure the rotor torque. By mounting the
strain gauge bridge in the location shown in Fig. 3, the measured
torque, Tgauge, is equal to the torque developed in the rotor without
a correction due to the acceleration of the rotor disk �not the
remaining entire rotating assembly� and a correction due to wind-
age; thus:

Tgauge = Trotor − Twindage − Irotor�̇ �12�
An advantage of this system is that direct evaluation of the

bearing drag, which changes with axial load, is not required. In
similar facilities, the measurement of bearing drag has been per-
formed using spin-down tests �see, for example, Ref. �11��. The
change in bearing torque with axial load is not evaluated using
this procedure. During a test run, the windage drag is computed
using a Rolls-Royce �UK� correlation and measurements of the
front and rear rotor cavity pressures. As the cavity pressures in-
crease, the windage term increases, reaching a maximum of 2.7%
of the rotor torque. Therefore, the indicated power developed in
the rotor is given by:

Ẇactual = Ẇrotor = �Irotor�̇ + Tgauge + Twind�� �13�
The moment of inertia used in Eqs. �12� and �13� is that be-

tween the strain gauge location and the rotor blades. The total
moment of inertia disk was calculated by Hilditch et al. �2� at
1.415 kg m2: a correction of −0.35% is required with the gauges

Fig. 3 TTF working section
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in the location shown. Turbine speed is measured using a 60 line
optical encoder mounted on the shaft, which is sampled at 1 MHz.

4.3 Adiabatic Efficiency. The adiabatic efficiency of a tur-
bine tested in the TTF at QinetiQ is found by substituting Eqs.
�10� and �13� into Eq. �6� and is given by Eq. �14� below. Figure
3 shows the location of the inlet and exit planes and provides a
summary of the measurements required for this measurement:

� =
�Irotor�̇ + Tgauge + Twind�� + Q̇13

ṁcp1
T̄01 − ṁcp3

T̄01
 p̄03

p̄01
���−1�/�

+ 0.79Q̇13

�14�

4.4 Efficiency Measurement Uncertainty Analysis. The de-
sign point nominal values and influence coefficients for each of
the measurements required to evaluate stage efficiency are sum-
marized in Table 2. For presentation purposes, the expressions for
influence coefficient are given in terms of the actual work ex-

tracted by the rotor, Ẇactual, and the ideal work extracted by the

rotor, Ẇideal, which are defined by Eqs. �13� and �10�, respectively.
The uncertainty contributed by each variable on the overall ef-

ficiency measurement uncertainty may be estimated by the prod-
uct of the associated influence coefficient and measurement uncer-
tainty for each variable. Measurement uncertainties associated
with each variable in Eq. �14� are the subject of the remainder of
this paper. The influence coefficients associated with each variable
are summarized in Table 2, and it is apparent that the coefficients
with ṁ, T01, p̄03 / p̄01, �, and Tgauge are over an order of magnitude
larger than those for the remaining variables. Therefore, it is to
these variables that particular attention is turned to ensure both
accurate measurement and evaluation of the uncertainty. The rotor
disk moment of inertia has no precision uncertainty associated
with it as the change in mass/mass distribution �due to oil accrual,
etc.� during the program is entirely negligible.

5 Torque Measurement
Successful shaft power measurements have been performed in

unbraked facilities by Atkins and Ainsworth �20� and Dénos et al.
�9�. Both systems determine the turbine acceleration, and hence
shaft power, from the accurate measurement of rotor speed using
a high resolution optical encoder. The MIT facility �7� includes an
eddy current braking system, from which the induced current is
measured to determine the turbine torque.

Strain gauges are commonly used in industry and engineering
situations to measure strain as they are so robust and simple and
are well suited to the application in the TTF. Strain gauge mea-
surement systems provide highly accurate measurements �typical
accuracy of order 0.1%�, and designs can compensate for tem-
perature variations and axial, centrifugal, and bending forces.

5.1 Strain Gauge Theory. Wire resistance strain gauges ex-
ploit the fact that the resistance of a conducting wire changes with
length, cross-sectional area, and metal density. The strain sensitiv-
ity of a strain gauge, known as gauge factor, is defined as:

k =
dR/R

�
= 1 + 2	 +

d�/�
�

�15�

For most metals 	=0.3, and thus the gauge factor is typically
between 2.0 and 2.2. As the change in strain gauge resistance is
proportional to the applied strain, gauges are best located in a
position of high local strain. Under torsion, the local shear strain
is dependent on the applied torque, the radius from the moment
axis, the polar second moment of area, and the shear modulus of
the material:

� =



2G
=

1

2G

Tr

J
�16�

5.2 TTF Strain Gauge Torque System. The strain gauge
torque measurement system deployed in the TTF is shown in
Fig. 4. The two main design considerations were as follows: the
positioning of the strain gauges on the rotor disk in an area of high
local shear strain, and their mounting orientation and electrical
connection to amplify the individual strain gauge signals and re-
ject unwanted strain components. The torque is constant through-
out the turbine disk, and therefore the smallest sections at large
radius will experience the largest local shear strain. The gauges
were positioned on the endcap of the turbine disk where the rotor
disk connects to the shaft �see Figs. 3 and 4�. Here the gauges are
subject to relatively low centrifugal forces because of the low
radius. Modeling the endcap section as a thin walled cylinder, the
local strain is 79.5 �strain in this section.

Sixteen strain gauges �eight half-bridges� were distributed
around the endcap in the same axial plane at equally spaced loca-
tions. The gauges were connected in a standard Wheatstone bridge

Table 2 Efficiency influence coefficients

Variable
Nominal

value Influence coefficient �Cx�

� 995 rad s−2
CTgauge

=
Ẇactual

Ẇactual+ Q̇13

�1

�̇ �7 rad s−2
CTgauge

=
Trotor�̇�

Ẇactual+ Q̇13

5.3�10−3

Tgauge �1759 N m CTgauge
=

Tgauge�

Ẇactual+ Q̇13

�0.97

Twind �50 N m CTgauge
=

Tgauge�

Ẇactual+ Q̇13

�0.03

ṁ 17.4 kg s−1

Cṁ=
Ẇideal− Q̇13

Ẇideal

1

T̄01 444 K CT̄01
=

Ẇideal− Q̇13

Ẇideal

1

P̄r=
p̄03

p̄01

0.4
CP̄R

=

ṁcpT̄01�y−1

� �P̄R
�y−1�/�

Ẇideal

0.8

Q̇13 �100 kW CQ̇13
=

Q̇13

Ẇactual+ Q̇13

−
0.79Q̇13

Ẇideal

1.3�10−2

Fig. 4 Strain gauge torque measurement system
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configuration �see Fig. 5�. The output potential difference is found
by considering all resistances in the bridge to be a result of active
strain gauges:

E0 = Ei� R9–12

R9–12 + R13–16
−

R5–8

R1–4 + R5–8
� �17�

The change in output voltage, or signal level, is found by evalu-
ating the appropriate partial derivatives:

�E0 = Ei�R5–8dR1–4 − R1–4dR5–8

�R1–4 + R5–8�2 +
R13–16dR9–12 − R9–12dR13–16

�R9–12 + R13–16�2 �
�18�

The Wheatstone bridge is carefully balanced, so that each leg of
the bridge has equal resistance, and gauges with almost identical
gauge factors have been selected. By substituting Eq. �15� into Eq.
�18�, the strain gauge bridge sensitivity �millivolts of signal per
volt of excitation� is found in terms of the local strains:

�E0

Ei
=

k

4
��1–4 − �5–8 + �9–12 − �13–16� �19�

Careful positioning of the strain gauges within the Wheatstone
bridge gives good signal amplification and elimination of un-
wanted strain components. A shaft in pure torsion experiences a
strain distribution, which has maximum and minimum values
along principal axes at �45 deg to the longitudinal axis of the
shaft. The strain gauges are positioned along the principal axes to
measure the principal strains. Each half-bridge contains both a
strain gauge under tension and one under compression, these of
equal but opposite magnitudes. Strain gauges 1–4 and 9–12 are
mounted along the primary principal axis, and gauges 5–8 and
13–16 are mounted along the secondary axis. By considering Eq.
�19�, mounting the strain gauges in this arrangement results in a
bridge sensitivity four times greater than a single strain gauge. It
also eliminates the measurement of strains as a result of rotor
temperature variations and axial, centrifugal, and moment forces.

The strain gauge bridge signal is processed by a rotating in-
shaft electronics processing unit �EPU� mounted along the center
axis of the shaft. The EPU excites the strain gauge bridge with a
nominally smooth 6 V signal and contains a high-gain strain
gauge amplifier, analog-to-digital converter, microprocessor, vola-
tile memory, and RS232 driver. In normal operation �prior to a run
in the TTF�, the torque signal is sampled at 4.6 Hz, digitized into
8 bits at a resolution of 1:2000, and transmitted in real time
through the slip ring. This enables monitoring of the turbine dur-
ing the spin-up in vacuum. When triggered, a 2.2 s burst capture
at 30 kHz is stored in the EPU memory. The data captured at the
high sample rate are downloaded after the run is finished. This
avoids the noise associated with real-time transmission through
the slip ring.

5.3 Torque System Calibration. The torque calibration facil-
ity at Oxford University, shown in Fig. 6, is used to apply a
known reference torque to the turbine disk in order to calibrate the
strain gauge bridge sensitivity. A reference inline torque trans-
ducer �accuracy of �0.03%� and the rotor disk are mounted on the

same vertical shaft, with a direct torque path between them. The
reference transducer has been calibrated by the German Calibra-
tion Service �DKD�, which is traceable to International Standards.
Kevlar webbing is attached to the disk in two blade roots �180 deg
apart�, wrapped around the disk to protect the blade roots from
damage, and fed through a pulley system used to apply a static
torque of up to 2500 N m. This arrangement ensures that the ref-
erence torque is applied symmetrically to the rotor disk and that
no cross-loads exist. The turbine disk and in-shaft electronics are
housed in heater boxes, and their temperatures can be indepen-
dently varied between ambient conditions and 80°C. Thus, the
relatively small temperature dependence of the calibration can be
accounted for.

5.4 Torque Measurement Uncertainty Analysis. A graph of
strain gauge bridge output voltage against reference torque ob-
tained from the calibration of the torque measurement system is
presented in Fig. 7. A plot that shows the difference between the
calibration data and the linear regression is also given. The stan-
dard deviation of residuals is �0.1690 �V per volt of excitation.
The strain torque system has a full range value of 2500 N m, at
which point the bridge signal is 0.1856 mV per volt of excitation.
The standard deviation of the residuals is �0.091% of the maxi-
mum bridge signal �2500 N m�. Thus, the associated precision
uncertainty is �0.182% to 95% confidence.

Despite careful system design of the bridge system, both the
strain gauge bridge zero signal and sensitivity �slope in Fig. 7� are
weak functions of rotor disk temperature. Although the disk tem-
perature distribution is inherently axisymmetric, allowing a single
temperature correction to be computed, small run-to-run varia-
tions in this temperature cannot be eliminated. The bridge sensi-
tivity was determined for a disk temperature range of 20–80°C:
the nominal disk temperature was 20°C. An insulated box and
surface heaters were used for this purpose, and long settling times
were allowed so that isothermal conditions prevailed before a cali-
bration was performed. A variation in strain gauge bridge sensi-
tivity �slope of the calibration data in Fig. 7� of 0.28% /10 K
change in disk temperature was observed. During testing, the disk
temperature was monitored using four surface-mounted thermo-
couples evenly distributed around the disk mounting cap adjacent
to the strain gauges. The rise in disk temperature during a typical
test run was approximately 5 K, and the estimated error in apply-
ing the correction for the change in calibration slope was
�0.07%. The change in output signal for zero torque �the zero
offset� is a function of both the bridge temperature and the tem-
perature of the electronics. Calibration experiments were per-
formed in which the temperatures of the bridge and electronics
were independently varied over the range of 20–80°C. These
experiments indicated that the zero offset was only a weak func-
tion of both temperatures. During a test run, the thermal drift in
zero offset is accounted for in post-processing by measuring the
value prior to the onset of flow–at this point the torque rotor
torque is zero. The total precision uncertainty in the measurement

Fig. 5 Strain gauge Wheatstone bridge circuit

Fig. 6 Torque calibration facility
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of shaft torque, given by the root-sum-square of the uncertainty in
the regression analysis ��0.182% � and the error in applying the
correction for the change in calibration slope with temperature
��0.07% �, is �0.195%.

The bias uncertainty associated with the torque measurement
system arises primarily from the uncertainty associated with the
inline reference transducer �nominal accuracy of �0.03%�. The
reference transducer is also a strain gauge based system, and
hence the increase in uncertainty associated with the change in
calibration slope with temperature ��0.03% /10 K�, the zero drift
with temperature ��0.033% /10 K�, and the combined nonlinear-
ity and hysteresis errors ��0.05% � must be accounted for. Also,
although the calibration facility was designed to minimize para-
sitic loads �axial, lateral, and additional moment loads� on either
the reference transducer or the turbine disk, small misalignments
in the system are unavoidable. The worst-case estimates of the
axial, lateral, and moment loads were 1.2 kN, 0.2 kN, and
0.2 kN m, respectively. This represents 38% of the cross-load
limit of the reference transducer. The uncertainty of the reference
torque transducer increases from �0.03% with zero cross-load to
�0.2% with maximum cross-load. Therefore, with the calculated
worst-case cross-load, the additional uncertainty was �0.095%.
Assuming a maximum change in transducer temperature of 10 K,
the root-sum-square of the �bias� uncertainties associated with the
reference torque transducer was �0.117%.

5.5 Preliminary Torque Results. The torque measurement
system in the TTF provides a continuous measurement of shaft
torque. The spin-up data are recorded, and the net shaft torque for
each run is simply calculated from the change in torque at the
onset of flow. The temperatures of the rotor disk endcap �strain
gauge location� and the in-shaft electronics are recorded during
each TTF test run. The temperature of the endcap is measured
with four surface thermocouples �bare wire 51 �m bead� mounted
next to the strain gauge locations. The in-shaft electronics tem-
perature is monitored with two surface-mounted thermocouples of
similar sizes. All of the thermocouples are mounted in similar
positions to those used in the calibration of the system.

During processing the net torque is filtered with a 200 Hz cut-
off impulse digital filter to match the bandwidth of the other mea-
surements. Figure 8 shows torque data taken for ten runs in the
TTF at MT1 design conditions.

During a normal TTF run, the MT1 NGVs are approximately
choked. Ignoring subtle changes in turbine pressure ratio and non-

dimensional speed �N /�T�, the extracted power should simply
vary with stage mass-flow rate, which is primarily a function of
inlet total pressure under choked conditions. The shaft torque and
inlet total pressure for a typical run are both plotted in Fig. 9. The
left hand axis shows shaft torque, and the right hand axis shows
inlet total pressure. The measured shaft torque accurately follows
both a slight upward trend and the pressure fluctuations �as a
result of the piston oscillation� in the trace of inlet total pressure
without any phase delay.

6 Mass Flow Rate Measurement
A number of techniques have been used in transient facilities to

measure the stage mass-flow rate. In the MIT Blowdown Facility
�7�, a calibrated critical flow venturi is employed downstream of
the rotor. A correction is required to account for the change in
stored mass between the turbine stage and the venturi. The Oxford
Rotor Facility uses the contraction of the inlet duct and vane
throat as a venturi �11�, which was calibrated by blowdown ex-
periments. The VKI Compression Tube Facility uses a “zero-
dimensional model” to calibrate the turbine stage as a flowmeter
at a given operating condition. Thereafter, the capacity of the tur-
bine stage is regarded as fixed �at the given operating condition�,
and the mass-flow rate is computed as for a choked nozzle �21�.

Fig. 7 TTF strain gauge torque system calibration data

Fig. 8 MT1 shaft torque
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The use of the turbine nozzle as a venturi has much to recom-
mended itself: the flow here is almost choked, and the nozzle
effective area is therefore a weak function of the downstream
conditions. However enhanced inlet temperature distortion �22�
and inlet swirl, both of which can be simulated in the TTF, alter
the effective area of the NGV throat. A calibrated nozzle down-
stream of the turbine was considered impractical on grounds of
installation effects and the additional uncertainty that would arise
as a result of residual temperature distortion and swirl.

The technique developed for the TTF uses the exit contraction
of the pump tube, shown in Fig. 10, which acts as a subsonic
converging-diverging. The mass-flow rate was evaluated by con-
sidering continuity of mass and allowing for compressibility ef-
fects. The mass-flow rate is given as follows:

ṁt = p0AeffM� �

RT0

1 +

� − 1

2
M2�−��+1�/2��−1�

�20�

The total temperature of the flow at the throat is measured using
four evenly distributed rakes of thermocouples downstream of the
contraction, as shown in Fig. 10. Each rake contains five 25.4 �m
bare thermocouples. The throat Mach number is found by measur-
ing the total-to-static pressure ratio at the venturi throat. Although
the Mach number distribution is nonuniform across the throat sec-
tion, the distribution is well defined, and a single Mach number
evaluated using the static pressure at the throat can be used to
compute the mass-flow rate. To correct for the nonuniformity, the
effective area term, Aeff, is evaluated in a calibration experiment:

M =� 2

� − 1
�
 p0

p
���−1�/�

− 1� �21�

The effective area term also allows for the displacement effect of
viscous boundary layers to be accounted for. It can be assumed
that Aeff is dependent on Reynolds number, Mach number, Prandtl
number, and gas-to-wall temperature ratio.

6.1 CFD Modeling. The optimum location of the pressure
tappings used to compute mass-flow rate was determined using
computational fluid dynamics �CFD�. The flow in the pump tube
contraction was modeled using the steady, three-dimensional, vis-
cous CFD flow-solver FLUENT 6.1. The Spallart–Allmaras turbu-
lence model was used. The gas was treated as ideal and incom-
pressible �M �0.16�. The boundary conditions were set such that
inlet total pressure �4.6 bars� and mass-flow rate �17.4 kg /s� were
matched to nominal conditions. The results of the CFD model are
shown in Fig. 11. The prediction shows a 0.1 bar drop in static
pressure through the contraction. To achieve the required accu-
racy, the static pressure was measured using differential transduc-
ers referenced to the upstream total pressure. The CFD prediction
was used to optimize the position of tappings, which correspond
nominally to an upstream total pressure measurement and a throat
static pressure measurement. An over-acceleration of the flow is
predicted upstream of the throat, after which the pressure recovers
to the throat value. As a result of the increasing pressure gradient
just upstream of the throat location, placing the static tapping at
the throat risks the measurement being placed in an area of local-
ized flow separation. The throat static pressure tapping is located
in the region of over-acceleration just before the pressure begins
to recover �position 2 in Figs. 10 and 11�. The upstream total
pressure tapping is located just inside the contraction �position 1
in Figs. 10 and 11� to protect the transducer from over-pressure as
the piston hits the end of the pump tube. The downstream tapping
is also circumferentially offset 20 mm from the upstream tapping
to ensure that the throat tapping is not affected by its presence.
The stage mass-flow is calculated using four differential measure-
ments of this type evenly distributed around the pump tube con-
traction.

6.2 Stage Mass Rate. The finite mass of the piston causes
�1% fluctuations in the total pressure at a frequency of approxi-
mately 16 Hz. These inlet pressure fluctuations cause the stored
mass in the diffuser volume between the contraction throat and the
NGV inlet to vary during a test run. To calculate the stage mass-
flow rate, the variation in stored mass in this volume must be
accounted for. Temperature and pressure are measured at various
locations within the intermediate plenum so that this correction
can be performed. The change in stored mass is given by the time
derivative of the ideal gas law. Thus, the stage mass-flow rate is
given by

ṁ = ṁt −
Vdiff

R

d

dt

 pdiff

Tdiff
� �22�

6.3 Measurement of Mass-Flow Rate. A method used for
flowmeter calibration in primary facilities is the blowdown experi-

Fig. 9 MT1 shaft torque with inlet total pressure

Fig. 10 TTF pump tube contraction and mass-flow rate
instrumentation

Fig. 11 CFD prediction of static pressure on the pump tube
contraction wall
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ment, in which the change in stored mass in a plenum of known
volume is determined under conditions of thermal equilibrium by
the thermodynamic method of measuring pressure and tempera-
ture. In a somewhat analogous manner, a novel calibration experi-
ment was performed in which the stored mass in the pump tube
�which acts as the plenum� was determined as a function of the
pressure in the tube and under conditions of thermal nonequilib-
rium �23�. This calibration was conducted using a sonic venturi
nozzle with traceable calibration.

This permitted a second calibration of blowdown experiments
to calibrate the subsonic contraction at the pump tube exit plane
�see Fig. 10� over a wide range of Re and M. To achieve condi-
tions in the calibration either side of the nominal run condition �in
both Re and M�, the nozzle guide vanes were replaced with a
choke plate of adjustable area either side of the nominal area.

The circumlocutory calibration method described has two ad-
vantages. First, it negates the need of permanently introducing a
calibrated flow meter in the main flow path. Second, it ensures
that the flow through the pump tube contraction is representative
of run conditions during the calibration experiment. The experi-
mental layout is shown schematically in Fig. 12. The two calibra-
tion experiments are now described in turn.

6.4 Blowdown Calibration Experiment. In the first calibra-
tion experiment, the plug valve �between the pump tube and
working section� was sealed, and the pump tube was vented
though the calibrated sonic venturi nozzle. Experiments were con-
ducted over a wide range of initial pressures and venting time
constants. The time constant was varied by adjusting a throat near
the exit of the plenum. For a blowdown process, which is
isentropic—that is, no heat transfer from the walls—the mass-
flow rate exiting a plenum is related to the pressure in the plenum
by the following equation:

ṁisentropic =
d

dt
� presVres

RTinitial

 pinitial

pres
���−1�/�� �23�

The assumption is that the temperature in the vessel is related to
the pressure as for an isentropic expansion of an ideal gas. Physi-
cally this is not so, and as the expansion progresses, a relatively
warm layer of gas forms at the wall of the vessel as a result of
heat transfer with the wall. It is possible to express this nonisen-
tropic effect in the form of a correction factor �23�. It can be
shown that the ratio of the measured mass-flow rate leaving the
vessel to the mass-flow rate that one would infer from the pressure
measurement alone �assuming an isentropic temperature trend� is
given as follows:

1 =
�RTinitial

Vres

dm/dt

dp/dt

 pres

pinitial
���−1�/�

�24�

The nominal value of the parameter, 1, is unity, but the value
increases with time, as heat transferred to the enclosed gas in-
creases. A series of 44 experiments was conducted, and it was
demonstrated that a very good collapse of 1 could be achieved
against time. A graph of 1 against t is presented in Fig. 13. The

best fit line is also shown. It is seen that the magnitude of the
correction factor 1 is significant, reaching approximately 1.06 at
10 s.

The bias error �defined as the mean difference between the
inferred mass-flow rate—calculated using the nonisentropic cor-
rection factor—and measured mass-flow rate at a given time� and
the standard deviation �the root mean square �rms� difference be-
tween the inferred and measured mass-flow rates at a given time�
are presented as a percentage of ṁ0�t� in Fig. 14 and as a function
of time over the same period as in Fig. 13. The mean standard
deviation over this period is �0.47%. The mean absolute bias
error is+0.048%.

The standard deviation gives an indication of the precision un-
certainty in mass-flow rate for a single blowdown experiment: to
95% confidence, the precision uncertainty is �0.94%. The bias
uncertainty in ṁ0�t� is approximately �0.89% to 95% confidence;
this arises primarily from the uncertainty associated with the dis-
charge coefficient of the secondary device �the venturi nozzle�
used to perform the calibration. That accuracy comparable to con-
ventional tertiary flowmeters can be achieved is a powerful dem-
onstration of the utility of this technique.

6.5 Effective Area Calibration Blowdown. The second cali-
bration experiment is now described. In this experiment the blow-
down calibration—just described—was used to determine the
mass-flow rate exiting the pump tube. The bias and precision un-
certainties in the mass-flow rate so determined are approximately
�0.89% and �0.94% to 95% confidence �RSS�1.29% �. The
flow direction was reversed by sealing the rear of the pump tube,
as in normal TTF operation, and using the plug valve to control
the discharge. By venting the pump tube in this manner, the sub-
sonic contraction at the pump tube exit plane �see Fig. 12� was
calibrated: that is, the effective area was found. To achieve con-

Fig. 12 Schematic of mass-flow rate blowdown calibration
„not to scale…

Fig. 13 �1 as a function of time for 44 experiments and best fit
line

Fig. 14 Bias error and standard deviation as a function of time
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ditions in the calibration either side of the nominal run condition
�in both Re and M�, the nozzle guide vanes were replaced with a
choke plate of adjustable area either side of the nominal area.

The effective area of the contraction was assumed to be a func-
tion of Reynolds number, Mach number, Prandtl number, and gas-
to-wall temperature ratio. At the beginning of each blowdown
experiment, the pump tube gas was approximately at room tem-
perature; the temperature decreases during the blowdown. Hence,
the gas-to-wall temperature ratio will not be matched to that of a
normal test run. As the gas temperature is lower than in a normal
test run, the Prandtl number will also be different. Therefore, the
thermal boundary layer in the contraction will be different in the
calibration experiment to a typical run. In fact the temperature
profile in the thermal boundary layer will be reversed. The effect
of changing the gas-to-wall temperature ratio was studied numeri-
cally using CFD. The predicted difference between the evaluated
mass-flow rate at the nominal TTF condition �Tgas /Twall=1.52�
and the blowdown condition �Tgas /Twall=0.91� was approximately
0.26%. The uncertainty associated with the application of this
correction is a second order effect and is negligible.

The effective area of the pump tube contraction was evaluated
over a �10% range of both design point Reynolds number and
Mach number. The contraction Mach number was set by varying
the area of the choke plate. Reynolds number varies during a
blowdown experiment, but the initial pump tube pressure sets the
range of contraction Reynolds number during the calibration. The
inferred mass-flow rate—evaluated using the nonisentropic cor-
rection factor—is used to determine the effective area of the con-
traction under calibration. The effective area is given as follows:

Aeff =
Atṁactual

ṁt

=

1�dp

dt

Vres

�RTinitial

 pres

pinitial
��1−��/��

p0M� �

RT0

1 +

� − 1

2
M2�−��+1�/2��−1�

�25�

6.6 Mass-Flow Rate Measurement Uncertainty. Figure 15
shows the calibration map of effective area versus Mach number
and Reynolds number for the pump tube contraction. The effec-
tive area has a small dependency on both of these variables as
expected.

The data are fitted using a principal component analysis �mini-
mizing the least square error�. The standard deviation in the plane
fitting error is 0.23%. A bias error in mass-flow rate of approxi-
mately �1.37% arises from the combination of the total uncer-
tainty in the measurement of actual mass-flow rate exiting the
pump tube and the plane fitting area for the pump tube contraction
effective area.

The precision uncertainty in mass-flow rate is estimated by con-
sidering the influence coefficients from Eqs. �20�–�22�. The uncer-
tainty in the effective area of the pump tube contraction is deter-
mined by the degree of accuracy with which it is possible to map
onto the calibration surface by evaluating the Reynolds number
and Mach number at this location. Table 3 provides a summary of
the analysis, estimating a mass-flow rate precision uncertainty of
�0.137%.

6.7 Preliminary Mass-Flow Rate Results. During normal
operation of the TTF, the mass-flow rate through the pump tube
contraction is found by considering Eq. �20�. Results of mass-flow
rate exiting the pump tube from ten runs at the MT1 operating
point are shown in Fig. 16 below. A mean mass-flow rate of
17.35 kg s−1 is observed during the steady region of the run
�0.3–0.65 s�, which compares well with the QinetiQ numerical
prediction of 17.4 kg s−1 at nominal conditions. The fluctuations
in mass-flow rate are a result of the oscillations in upstream total
pressure.

The MT1 stage mass-flow rate is evaluated by considering Eq.
�22�. Figure 17 plots the MT1 stage mass-flow rate for ten test

Fig. 16 Pump tube contraction mass-flow rate for ten runs

Fig. 17 MT1 stage mass-flow rate

Fig. 15 Pump tube contraction effective area versus Reynolds
number and Mach number

Table 3 Mass-flow rate uncertainty analysis

Variable

Influence
coefficient

�C
*
�

Sensitivity
�S

*
�

Uncertainty
U

*
= �C

*
S

*
�

p0 Cp0
=1 Sp0

=0.05 0.05
Aeff CAeff

=1 SAeff
=0.012 0.012

T0 CT0
=−0.5 ST0

=−0.11 0.055
M CM =0.962 SM =0.057 0.055

ṁdiff Cṁdiff
�0.01 Sṁdiff

�10 �0.1

Total uncertainty �RSS� �0.137%
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runs at design conditions �left hand axis� with a typical trace of
inlet total pressure �right hand axis�. A typical mass-flow rate
correction compensating for the change in stored mass in the dif-
fusing plenum between the pump tube exit and the NGV throat is
also plotted. The MT1 NGVs are approximately choked; hence
the stage mass-flow rate should be primarily a function of the
upstream stagnation conditions. As expected the stage mass-flow
rate follows the trends observed in the inlet total pressure.

7 Mass-Weighted Area Surveys
High resolution area surveys of the inlet total pressure and tem-

perature and exit total pressure are conducted in order to deter-
mine the ideal power by mass weighting the flow at the inlet and
exit to the turbine. The positions of the inlet and exit planes are
shown in Fig. 3. The inlet plane is 21 mm upstream of the NGV
leading edge plane. The exit plane is 4.5 mid-height axial chords
downstream of the rotor trailing edge. Over N discrete points, the
mass average of a measurement, X, is given by:

X̄ =
1

ṁ
n=1

N

�nunAnXn �26�

The sum of the individual cell mass-flow rates is normalized by
the stage mass-flow rate, which is measured in the manner de-
scribed previously. This negates the bias error associated with the
sum of the individual cell mass-flow rates. The following sections
describe instrumentation for each of the mass-averaged area sur-
veys.

7.1 Inlet Total Pressure. The inlet total pressure is surveyed
over two NGV pitches at 19 circumferential positions. The profile
of the inlet total pressure is acquired by traversing three radial
fixed rakes each with nine Kiel head pitot tubes. A number of runs
are required to obtain the complete profile, and the pressure pro-
file is normalized using three fixed rakes �each of five Kiel head
pitot tubes�, which are distributed around the annulus at the same
axial plane. The largest variation in total pressure and mass-flow
rate is within the boundary layers. Previous boundary layer mea-
surements have been performed with pneumatic and hot wire
probes. The thickness of the boundary layers is approximately
0.5 mm �1% of the annulus height at the inlet plane�.

The inlet static pressure profile is also required to perform mass
weighting over the surveyed area, and CFD is used to determine
the profile. The inlet plane hub and casing static pressures are
measured at three locations around the annulus �differential to
upstream total pressure�. The CFD is referenced at hub and casing
to these measurements to correct the small difference in the pre-
dicted profile at these points.

7.2 Exit Total Pressure. The exit plane area survey is per-
formed over 2.2 NGV pitches with a circumferential pneumati-
cally actuated traverse. As the axial flow velocity and density are
required to mass-weight the flow, knowledge of the yaw angle and
total temperature profiles are also required. Area surveys of yaw
angle, total pressure, total temperature, and Mach number are per-
formed using a three hole probe with two nose-mounted 25.4 �m
aspirated thermocouples. The probe is traversed at 17 radial
heights. The area-survey measurements are normalized with re-
spect to the turbine stage inlet conditions.

Four fixed radial rakes each with four Kiel head pitot pressure
tubes and a three hole probe at mid-height and four fixed radial
rakes of five aspirated thermocouples were distributed around the
annulus to monitor the turbine exit conditions. In addition, hub
and casing static pressure measurements are made at four loca-
tions around the annulus.

7.3 Pressure Calibration. Pressure instrumentation used for
this research needs both precision and absolute uncertainties much
lower than the target values of the efficiency measurement and a
response capable of resolving the frequency content of the flow.

High accuracy transducers with small fill volume were used. A
static calibration was performed on every transducer with a digital
pressure controller �accuracy �0.009%�. All transducers show re-
peatability in the region of 0.04%. The response of a pneumatic
pressure measurement is mainly a function of transducer fill vol-
ume and the pneumatic line length and diameter �see, for example,
Ref. �24��. Performing a fast Fourier transform on the inlet total
pressure shows a frequency content of 0–100 Hz. The target
bandwidth for all measurements is set at 200 Hz. Step response
tests performed by bursting a pressurized balloon were conducted
using the pneumatic lines used in the experiment. These tests
demonstrated that the effective frequency cut-off was 400 Hz, two
times greater than the highest frequency with which it was desired
to measure the oscillations in total pressure.

7.4 Inlet Total Temperature. The area survey of the inlet
total temperature is performed in the same manner as those of the
inlet total pressure. Three radial rakes of thermocouples are tra-
versed over two NGV pitches. Each rake contains nine 25.4 �m
bare k-type thermocouples. Three fixed rakes of five similar ther-
mocouples are distributed around the annulus for monitoring pur-
poses. In a similar manner, the temperature profile measurements
are made dimensionless with respect to the fixed measurements.

Thermocouple performance has been investigated in numerous
studies �see, for example, Ref. �25�� and is dependent on bead
diameter, flow velocity, and length-to-diameter �L /D� ratio. The
thermocouple measurements need to have fast response and low
conduction error. It can be shown that radiation errors are small in
this type of testing. Increasing the L /D ratio of a thermocouple
reduces the conduction error. However, the maximum L /D ratio is
determined by the structural integrity of the thermocouple. To
provide a balance between response and structural integrity, all of
the inlet temperature measurements are made with 25.4 �m ther-
mocouples with a L /D ratio of approximately 80. The thermo-
couple response time was modeled using an unsteady heat transfer
model, in which the thermocouple bead was modeled as a sphere
in a flow governed by forced convection. The Nusselt number was
estimated using a correlation given by Incropera and DeWitt �26�,
recommended in this application by Whitaker �27�. At a flow ve-
locity of 60 ms−1 �representative of the NGV inlet plane�, the
thermal time constant of the thermocouple bead �diameter of
25.4 �m� was estimated to be 1.1 ms. At t=8
 following a step
change in temperature, the thermocouple reaches 99.97% of the
step value. This corresponds to 8.8 ms or, very approximately, to
100 Hz.

The mean flow velocity at the turbine inlet plane is approxi-
mately 60 ms−1. The dynamic temperature is therefore 1.79 K.
The temperature recovery factor is approximately 0.75. If the cor-
rection term is ignored, the incurred error is approximately 0.10%.

8 Speed Measurement
Even though the turbine is braked, small changes in turbine

speed must be taken into account. In the TTF, the turbobrake
keeps the rotor within �typically� 25 rpm of the design speed dur-
ing a test run. Assuming a choked turbine nozzle, the turbine
power, and hence speed, may be considered to contain the same
frequency content as the inlet total pressure. Therefore, in addition
to changes in turbine speed resulting from the inexact matching of
the turbine power and turbobrake power, fluctuations at approxi-
mately 3.5 Hz �run starting process�, 16 Hz �piston oscillations�,
and 80 Hz �reflected pressure wave� are expected. Accurate speed
measurement at these frequencies is important.

Turbine speed is measured in the TTF using a 60 line disk and
optical encoder, which is sampled at 1 MHz. Traditionally a revo-
lution average technique is used with such a system, typically
averaging over one revolution to remove errors resulting from
inaccurate positioning of the lines �also called disk characteristic�
and the eccentricity of the rotation. The accuracy of this technique
is determined by the uncertainty in detecting the timing of the two
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edge crossings over which the average is performed. This is a
function of the sampling rate and rotational speed. The timing of
each edge crossing is uncertain to �1 sample, so at 9500 rpm
�158.3 rev /s� and with a sample rate of 1 MHz the uncertainty is
�0.03% or �3 rpm. The cutoff frequency is approximately
160 Hz, however, as the time interval over which the speed is
computed is approximately 1 /160 s.

However, the revolution average technique is extremely sensi-
tive to noise. An alternative technique using a frequency domain
based measurement is presented by Atkins and Ainsworth �20�.
This method uses a short-time Fourier transform �STFT� to evalu-
ate the frequency content of a windowed section of the encoder
signal and hence to determine the rotational speed. As a result of
its insensitivity to noise �and secondly its greater frequency re-
sponse with a similar measurement time interval�, this method is
used to evaluate the rotational speed in the TTF. The length of the
Gaussian window determines the frequency response of the tech-
nique, and the length of the fast Fourier transform determines the
quantization error. A numerical model was used to determine the
frequency response of the STFT method, and a window length of
213 and FFT length of 220 �quantization error �0.01%� were se-
lected. The uncertainty of the edge timings also impacts on this
method, and as the selected window length corresponds to ap-
proximately one revolution, the uncertainty due to a finite sample
rate is approximated at �0.03% �as for the time domain analysis
above�. The uncertainty analysis of the speed measurement, in-
cluding the frequency response model results are summarized in
Table 4. The uncertainty in speed at each frequency is estimated
as the RSS of each error term multiplied by the magnitude of the
frequency fluctuation. The total uncertainty in the speed measure-
ment is given by the RSS of the speed errors at each frequency
and is equal to �0.042%.

The acceleration is given by the time differential of the speed
measurement. Differentiating amplifies any error in the speed
measurement at a given frequency, f , by a factor of 2�f . The
uncertainty analysis of the acceleration measurement is summa-
rized in Table 5 below.

9 Efficiency Measurement Uncertainty
The influence coefficients for each of the measurements re-

quired to evaluate efficiency have been previously summarized in

Table 2. Details of each of these measurements along with their
predicted uncertainties have been presented. The uncertainty
analysis for the overall efficiency measurement is summarized in
Table 6.

During this work an emphasis has been placed on achieving a
precision uncertainty of �0.25%. The pretest uncertainty analysis
predicts a precision uncertainty of �0.280%. The uncertainty val-
ues are not affected by the run-to-run changes in tunnel condi-
tions, as the turbine efficiency is evaluated as a function of non-
dimensional mass-flow rate, specific speed, and stage pressure
ratio at each sampling point during a test run. Measurements are
taken in real time, which allows these parameters to be deter-
mined during the test run. This permits turbine efficiency to be
accurately evaluated over a wide range of operating conditions.
The uncertainty associated with these measurements is accounted
for in the overall uncertainty of the evaluated turbine efficiency.

The bias uncertainty associated with the evaluation of turbine
adiabatic efficiency is dominated by three terms. First, the total
uncertainty �RSS of bias and precision errors� associated with the
mass-flow rate calibration technique is �1.29%. Second, the bias
error associated with applying the Rolls-Royce windage correla-
tion is conservatively estimated at �30%. With an influence fac-
tor of 0.03, this impacts the efficiency bias error by �0.9%. Fi-
nally, a significant bias uncertainty results from the error in
measuring the nonuniformities in pressure and temperature at the
inlet and exit planes. This is dependent on the gradient of the
profiles and the measurement grid density at each plane. The bias
uncertainty associated with this source of error was approximately
�0.8%. This was estimated using a numerical code, which
sampled realistic area profiles at the actual measurement loca-
tions. All other bias errors were at least an order of magnitude
lower. The root-sum-square of all bias errors was �1.76%, within
the target value of �2.0%.

10 Conclusions
An efficiency measurement system has been implemented at the

Turbine Test Facility at QinetiQ, Farnborough. This has been used
to measure the efficiency of the engine-scale MT1 transonic HP
turbine stage.

The efficiency measurement system uses a shaft-mounted strain
gauge system to provide, to the author’s knowledge, the first di-
rect measurement of torque in such a facility. The torque system
was calibrated in a specifically designed calibration facility using
an inline reference torque transducer with an accuracy of
�0.117%. The temperature dependence of the system was also
evaluated during calibration. The precision uncertainty associated
with the measurement of shaft torque in the TTF was �0.182%.

The turbine stage mass-flow rate was measured using the piston
tube exit contraction as a subsonic venturi upstream of the turbine.
The effective area of the piston tube contraction was evaluated

Table 4 Speed uncertainty analysis

Starting pulse Piston oscillation
Reflected

pressure wave

Frequency �Hz� 3.5 16 80
Magnitude 100% �1% �0.3%
Quantization error �0.01% �0.01% �0.01%
Frequency response
error

�0.03% �0.34% �4.39%

Finite sampling �0.03% �0.03% �0.03%

Speed error �0.04% �0.003% �0.013%

Table 5 Acceleration uncertainty analysis

Component
Frequency

�Hz�
Speed error

�C�S��
Acceleration error

�2�f ·C� ·S��

Starting pulse 3.5 �0.04% �0.88%
Piston
oscillation

16 �0.003% �0.30%

Reflected
pressure wave

80 �0.013% �6.53%

Total error �RSS� 6.60%

Table 6 Efficiency precision uncertainty

Variable

Influence
coefficient

�C
*
�

Sensitivity
�S

*
�

Uncerainty
U

*
= �C

*
S

*
�

� 1 0.042 0.042
�̇ 5.3�10−3 6.60 0.035

�Tgauge 0.97 0.195 0.189
�Twind 0.03 �1 0.03

ṁ 1 0.137 0.137

T̄01
1 0.113 0.113

P̄r= p̄03 / p̄01
0.8 0.071 0.057

Q̇13−�Ḣ03�HT�
1.3�10−2 �5 0.065

Total uncertainty �RSS� �0.280%
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over a �10% range in Re and M, using a novel technique that
allowed for the effects of thermal nonequilibrium during a blow-
down calibration using a stored mass technique. The measurement
bias and precision uncertainties were �1.29% and �0.137%, re-
spectively. The flow structure and the inlet and exit of the turbine
were accurately resolved by performing high resolution area sur-
veys of the flow conditions at the stage inlet and exit.

A full uncertainty analysis has been conducted—and presented
in this paper—which demonstrates that turbine efficiency can be
evaluated in this transient facility to a precision error of 0.280%
and an estimated bias error of �1.76%. Studies currently under-
way will use the efficiency measurement system to evaluate the
impact of inlet temperature distortion and swirl on turbine perfor-
mance.
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Nomenclature
A � area, m2

Aeff � effective area, m2

cp � specific heat capacity, J kg−1 K−1

C � influence coefficient
E � potential difference, V
G � shear modulus, Pa

Ḣ � total enthalpy flux, J s−1

HP � high pressure
I � moment of inertia, kg m2

IP � intermediate pressure
J � polar second moment of area, m4

k � gauge factor
LP � low pressure
ṁ � mass-flow rate, kg s−1

M � mach number
N � rotational speed, rpm

NGV � nozzle guide vane
p � pressure, Pa

Pr � stage total pressure ratio

Q̇ � heat transfer rate, J s−1

r � radius, m
R � resistance, �, specific gas constant, J kg−1 K−1

S � precision uncertainty
t � time, s

T � torque, N m, temperature, K
u � velocity, m s−1

V � volume, m3

Ẇ � power, J s−1

� � strain
� � ratio of specific heats
� � efficiency

1 � blowdown nonisentropic correction factor �ra-
tio of actual to inferred isentropic mass-flow
rates�

� � density, kg m−3


 � shear stress, N m−2

	 � Poisson’s ratio
� � angular velocity, rad s−1

�̇ � angular acceleration, rad s−2

Subscripts
0 � total conditions, output

1 � NGV inlet conditions
2 � NGV exit/turbine inlet conditions
3 � rotor exit conditions
¯ � mass-averaged value

actual � actual value
ass � entire assembly value
ax � axial value

bearing � main shaft bearing term
brake � turbobrake value

corr � correction term
diff � diffuser value
gas � main flow value

gauge � strain gauge value
HT � heat transfer term

i � input
ideal � ideal value �reference process�

ind � nonadiabatic conditions
initial � initial value

irr � irreversible value
is � isentropic value

plena � individual plenum value
res � main reservoir value

rotor � turbine rotor value
SV � sonic venturi value

t � pump tube throat conditions
wall � wall surface value

wind � disk windage term
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Experimental and Numerical
Investigation of Impingement
Cooling in a Combustor Liner
Heat Shield
A combined experimental and numerical investigation of the heat transfer characteristics
inside an impingement cooled combustor liner heat shield has been conducted. Due to the
complexity and irregularity of heat shield configurations, standard correlations for regu-
lar impingement fields are insufficient and detailed investigations of local heat transfer
enhancement are required. The experiments were carried out in a perspex model of the
heat shield using a transient liquid crystal method. Scaling of the model allowed to
achieve jet Reynolds numbers of up to Rej �34,000 without compressibility effects. The
local air temperature was measured at several positions within the model to account for
an exact evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient. Analysis focused on the local heat
transfer distribution along the heat shield target plate, side rims, and central bolt recess.
The results were compared with values predicted by a standard correlation for a regular
impingement array. The comparison exhibited large differences. While local values were
up to three times larger than the reference value, the average heat transfer coefficient was
approximately 25% lower. This emphasized that standard correlations are not suitable for
the design of complex impingement cooling pattern. For thermal optimization the de-
tailed knowledge of the local variation of the heat transfer coefficient is essential. From
the present configuration, some concepts for possible optimization were derived. Comple-
mentary numerical simulations were carried out using the commercial computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) code ANSYS CFX. The motivation was to evaluate whether CFD can
be used as an engineering design tool in the optimization of the heat shield configuration.
For this, a validation of the numerical results was required, which for the present con-
figuration was achieved by determining the degree of accuracy to which the measured
heat transfer rates could be computed. The predictions showed good agreement with the
experimental results, both for the local Nusselt number distributions as well as for aver-
aged values. Some overprediction occurred in the stagnation regions, however, the impact
on overall heat transfer coefficients was low and average deviations between numerics
and experiments were in the order of only 5–20%. The numerical investigation showed
that contemporary CFD codes can be used as suitable means in the thermal design
process.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3103924�

Keywords: gas turbine, heat shield, impingement cooling, TLC, CFD

1 Introduction
Modern gas turbines are under continuous development. Re-

quirements are being imposed by demands for increased power
output and efficiency as well as for reduced emissions. High ther-
mal efficiency can be realized by increasing turbine inlet tempera-
tures and compressor pressure ratios. As a result of this, many gas
turbine components are operated at temperatures substantially
above actual material limits. In order to assure durability and long
operating intervals, effective cooling concepts are required for
these highly loaded components. Despite the drawback of a gen-
erally higher associated pressure drop, impinging jets, due to their
ability to achieve high heat and mass transfer rates, are finding
increased use in gas turbine cooling applications such as the cool-
ing of rotor disks, turbine vanes and blades, or combustion cham-
ber walls �1–4�.

In particular, for combustion chamber liners, different cooling

concepts have been considered in the past. In recent years, the
design emphasis has changed from formerly used film cooling to
convective cooling concepts. This applies, in particular, to regions
where mixing of the cooling flow with the hot gas stream cannot
be accepted due to emission restrictions. One design approach is
the use of impingement cooled heat shields that are placed on the
outside combustor walls for heat protection. Compressor air is
routed into these shields and then impinges through several holes
onto a target plate, i.e., the wall that is to be cooled. The flow is
usually discharged through gaps along the heat shield side rims.

Impingement cooling configurations have been investigated in
numerous studies in the past. Interesting reviews are, for example,
provided by Martin �5�, Han and Goldstein �6�, and Jambunathan
et al. �7�. However, jet impingement for cooling applications of
combustion chambers differs from the cooling concepts of other
components in terms of the dimensionless quantities involved. For
example, the jet Reynolds number Rej under consideration for an
impingement cooled combustion chamber can reach values of
Rej �20,000. The avoidance of flow Mach numbers to reach into
the compressible regime �Ma�0.3� typically results in very large
geometries required for experimental investigations of these high
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Reynolds numbers. Consequently, the Reynolds number range of
interest for combustion chamber cooling has been covered by only
few experimental studies.

For example, arrays of impinging jets, with both inline and
staggered arrays, were investigated in a number of studies by
Metzger et al. �8� and Florschuetz and co-workers �9–12�. They
evaluated the influence of initial and developing crossflows on
heat transfer rates and found a decrease in the latter ones when the
crossflow had become too strong. They further developed corre-
lations for impingement arrays that are still being used in design
processes today. An extension to this correlation was presented by
Bailey and Bunker �13� based on their extensive study on the
effects of jet array geometry. Another detailed investigation on the
impact of crossflow was performed by Obot and Trabold �14�.
They compared average heat transfer rates of an impingement
array for three different crossflow schemes and confirmed that
heat transfer is decreasing with increasing flow restriction, which
is stronger crossflow. They also showed that for a constant mass
flow rate heat transfer coefficients decrease with an increasing
number of jets and with an increasing jet-to-target plate spacing.
Further investigations focusing on the effects of crossflow were
performed by Huang et al. �15�, Cheong et al. �16�, and Uysal et
al. �17�. Configurations designed to reduce the effects of crossflow
were experimentally investigated by Esposito et al. �18�. For im-
pingement configurations relevant for gas turbine applications,
they studied the effects of two designs at very high jet Reynolds
numbers. Further studies on impingement arrays at very high jet
Reynolds numbers were carried out by Van Treuen et al. �19�, Son
et al. �4�, Chambers et al. �20�, and Gritsch et al. �21�, for ex-
ample.

From a numerical point of view, the prediction of jet impinge-
ment heat transfer is not trivial. The presence of a stagnation point
along with the development of a wall boundary layer and strong
streamline curvature contribute to a high level of complexity.
Some investigations have focused on numerical modeling of jet
impingement and the evaluation of different turbulence models,
such as the studies of Behnia et al. �22�, Zuckerman and Lior �23�
or Coussirat et al. �24�. While CFD heat transfer predictions for
single jet configurations with and without crossflow yield results
of high accuracy, the numerical simulation of complete fields or
arrays of impinging jets can be problematic due to stability and
convergence issues. This is particularly true when large numbers
of jets and high jet Reynolds numbers are considered �25,26�.

For the particular case of jet impingement in a combustor liner
heat shield, to our knowledge only few studies are available. Pre-
liminary numerical investigations were carried out by Luff and
McGuirk �27,28� who investigated an impingement cooled heat
shield around a combustor fuel nozzle. They developed and tested
a computational model suitable for the prediction of the combined
fluid flow and heat transfer inside the heat shield. However, no
reference data that could have been used for validation of the
computed results was presented. Riahi and Borns �29� calculated
temperature and stress distributions in a heat shield configuration.
They also investigated the effects of newly introduced U-shaped
ribs along the impingement target plate.

Out of this motivation, the focus of the present study was set on
the detailed investigation of the heat transfer characteristics inside
an impingement cooled combustor liner heat shield. Measuring
methods used on operating gas turbines such as irreversible tem-
perature indicating paints can suffer from poor resolution and thus
are not suitable as design tools for cooling optimization �30�. Due
to the complexity and the irregularity of heat shield configura-
tions, standard correlations for regular impingement fields are in-
sufficient, and the investigation of local heat transfer enhancement
is required. In order to achieve flow conditions similar to engine
conditions, a scaled perspex model was generated. For an exact
evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient, local air temperatures
were measured at several positions within the model. Special at-
tention was addressed to the realistic modeling of outflow condi-

tions, which was realized by an accurate reproduction of outflow
gaps on all four rims. These outflow gaps were suspected to have
an impact on the development of crossflow schemes within the
heat shield and thus influence the heat transfer pattern. The pri-
mary objective of this investigation was the determination of local
heat transfer coefficients, primarily along the target plate of the
heat shield but also on all side rims and the central bolt recess.
The results are required as a basis for future optimization of the
heat shield cooling design for which improvements can be derived
from the present configuration. To our knowledge, for heat shield
configurations this is the first detailed investigation of its kind.
The experimental part was complemented by a numerical investi-
gation. Due to the complex structure of the heat shield and the
correspondingly high costs of the experimental investigation, our
motivation was to evaluate whether CFD can be used as an engi-
neering design tool in the optimization of the heat shield configu-
ration. This required, as a first step, the validation of the numerical
results. Thus, the secondary objective of this investigation was to
determine the degree of accuracy to which a commercial CFD
code is capable of predicting the measured heat transfer rates. No
problem-specific modifications or adoptions were made to the
code so that the results computed represent the current state of the
art in predictive accuracy. In order to ensure that the capabilities
of the CFD code were exploited to the maximum extent, the three-
dimensional mesh featured a full reproduction of the experimental
facility without simplifications, and effort was spent on the com-
pliance of quality parameters affecting the numerical solution.

Details on the experimental setup along with information on the
measurement technique and measurement uncertainties are pro-
vided in Sec. 2. The numerical setup is introduced in Sec. 3.
There, information on the flow solver, the computational domain,
and the numerical grid are summarized. Furthermore, the conver-
gence behavior and a comparison of steady and unsteady compu-
tational approaches are discussed, and the results of a grid inde-
pendency study are presented. Section 4 shows the results
obtained from both measurements and CFD predictions. After ad-
dressing temperature variations at jet exits over time and the im-
pact of jet Reynolds numbers, the resulting local Nusselt number
distributions on the target plate are presented. The results from
experiments and numerics are compared with each other. This
section concludes with a comparison of area averaged heat trans-
fer coefficients. The main conclusions of this investigation are
summarized in Sec. 5. Preliminary experimental results of the
current configuration can be found in the work of Lauffer et al.
�31�.

2 Experimental Setup
In this section, an overview on the experimental facility is pre-

sented. The measurement technique is introduced and the data
processing of the thermochromic liquid crystal �TLC� images is
described. An estimate on the measurement uncertainty is given.

2.1 Test Section. A sketch of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 1. The mainstream flow in the test channel was generated
by a vacuum pump system. The desired flow rate was regulated by
adjusting the volume flow measured by a vortex meter. The air
entered the channel at atmospheric conditions via a filter and a
heater. The heater consisted of several meshes made out of stain-
less steel and was able to heat the air within less than 0.3 s from
ambient temperature up to 100°C. The air then entered a plenum
followed by the impingement plate and the actual heat shield
model. The walls of the measuring section were made out of per-
spex material because of its low thermal conductivity and because
it allowed good optical access, which, in turn, was necessary for
the heat transfer measurements.

Figure 2 shows a sketch of the impingement pattern along with
a cut through the impingement section along the symmetry line.
While the upper part of Fig. 2 shows all investigated walls and the
coordinate system used for the data evaluation, the lower part
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illustrates details of the impingement zones and the outlet gaps.
The heat shield model was symmetrical, therefore results are only
shown for half of the model.

There was a total of 45 impingement holes with different diam-
eters in order to satisfy local cooling needs. Therefore, the ratio of
the jet-to-plate distance �z /D=3–5� and the ratio of the jet-to-jet
distance �B /D and W /D� were both irregular. In addition, the
impingement holes, which are situated close to the right exit rim
of the heat shield, were inclined; all other jets were impinging
perpendicular to the target plate.

The main discharge gap was located between the right rim and
the target plate, which corresponds to the right hand side of Fig. 2.
There were additional outlet gaps along the three remaining side
rims. However, at these locations the gaps were situated along the
upper parts of the rims whereas the main outlet path was led along
the lower part of the rim �refer to lower part of Fig. 2�. Dimen-
sions of the outflow gaps were defined according to an expected
condition after thermal deformation of the heat shield at machine
operation.

The positions of the thermocouples �TC 1–8� used for the data
evaluation are also shown in Fig. 2. The thermocouples were
placed directly at the jet exits. Grooves were milled into the lower
wall of the impingement plate, which is the part with the impinge-
ment holes, and the thermocouples along with their wires were
glued into these grooves. A detailed view on the positioning of TC
3 is provided in Fig. 3.

Jet Reynolds numbers in the experiments were varied between
17,000 and 34,000 �based on the average jet exit diameter� in
order to realize engine representative flow conditions.

2.2 Measurement Technique. For the measurement of the
heat transfer, a transient method using TLCs was used �32�. The
liquid crystals, which have the property of changing their color as
a function of temperature, were applied directly onto all investi-

gated walls. A coating of black paint covered the liquid crystals in
order to provide a uniform background and to enhance contrast.
Narrow bandwidth liquid crystals �with a temperature range of
38–39°C� were used in the present study. All walls were ob-
served from the outside with CCD video cameras.

The transient method uses the temperature response of the wall
to a sudden change in the fluid temperature. It needs a defined
starting condition, where the flow is already set and the test model
has the initial temperature T0. At time t=0 the fluid temperature is
suddenly raised to the higher bulk temperature TB. Due to this
temperature change the walls are heated. Once the walls reach a
specific temperature, the liquid crystals change their color. This
color change is recorded by the video cameras and digital record-
ers. For short measurement times the assumption of a semi-infinite
wall can be made. Therefore, the one-dimensional heat conduction
equation needs to be solved to get a relation between the tempera-
ture on the wall surface TW and the heat transfer coefficient h.

� =
TW − T0

TB − T0
= 1 − exp�h2 t

k�c
�erfc�h� t

k�c
� �1�

where k, �, and c are the material properties �thermal conductivity,
density, and specific heat� of the perspex wall. Equation �1� can be
solved numerically in order to obtain the heat transfer coefficient
for a measured wall temperature TW and the time t by which this
temperature is reached �indicated by the color change in the liquid
crystals�. The raw data from the experiments was then evaluated
by an in-house data processing software �33�. Equation �1� is only
valid for an ideal temperature step within the flow. But in reality,
the thermocouple records a time-dependent temperature evolution
in the channel. To overcome this problem the temperature data are
divided into a series of N small discrete intervals. Within these
intervals the temperature evolution can be considered to be a tem-
perature step. Thus Eq. �1� can be extended for a temperature
evolution according to the Duhamel principle �34�.

TW − T0 = �
i=1

N

��t − ti��TB,i − TB,i−1� �2�

where TB,i is the jet exit bulk temperature at one specific time ti.
The given jet Reynolds numbers Rej represent an average value

for all impinging jets. They have been calculated from the known
mass flow rates, fluid properties, and an average jet exit diameter
for the whole field. Thus the different geometrical dimensions of
the jet exits were not considered in the jet Reynolds number.

In all subsequent results the Nusselt number has been referred
to an average reference Nusselt number Nuref according to �5�

Nuref = Pr0.42�Ar

1 − 2.2�Ar

1 + 0.2�z/D − 6��Ar

Rej
2/3 �3�

which basically relates Nuref	Rej
2/3 with correction terms repre-

senting the geometry. The correlation was derived from experi-
ments for a regular impingement field with square arrays of round

Fig. 1 Experimental setup

Fig. 2 Impingement configuration

� � �

Fig. 3 Detailed view on the positioning of TC 3
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nozzles, constant jet-to-target-plate distance, and a relative im-
pingement area Ar. It is valid for a range of 2000�Rej
�100,000, 0.004�Ar�0.04, and 2�z /D�12.

2.3 Measurement Uncertainties. The accuracy of the mea-
sured heat transfer coefficients depended mainly on the accuracy
of the thermocouples used, the calibration of the liquid crystals,
and the material properties of the perspex wall. Furthermore, the
resulting error can be influenced substantially by choosing the
heater power and thus influencing the temperature ratio �= �TW

−T0� / �TB−T0�. If the flow temperature is very high, the color
change in the liquid crystals occurs very fast and therefore the
uncertainty of the video resolution and of the sampling rate of the
temperature measurement outweigh. On the other hand, if the flow
temperature is too close to the ambient temperature, the uncer-
tainty of the temperature measurement is higher, and in addition,
because of the longer total measurement time, three-dimensional
heat conduction effects within the wall are increasing. It is there-
fore important to find an optimum temperature ratio. More infor-
mation on this subject can be found in Ref. �35�. For the current
experiments the temperature ratio was chosen at 0.4���0.6.
Based on an error analysis according to Kline and McClintock
�36�, this resulted in a measurement uncertainty for the heat trans-
fer coefficient below 8% for all experiments carried out in this
study. It should be noted in this context that due to a very fast
response of the TLCs in the stagnation regions on target plate, the
measurement uncertainty was higher. However, those zones were
very limited in their spatial extent so that the impact on the overall
heat transfer coefficients was small.

The measurement uncertainties for the different measured quan-
tities are listed in Table 1.

3 Numerical Setup
This section describes the setup of the numerical investigation.

Details on the flow solver, on the computational domain with its
boundary conditions, and on the mesh used for spatial discretiza-
tion are given. Numerical stability and discretization errors are
assessed in detail as they have a large impact on the overall results
and thus on the decision as to whether CFD are a suitable design
tool for further optimization studies on this configuration.

3.1 Flow Solver. For the numerical investigation of the heat
shield configuration, the commercial CFD software package AN-

SYS CFX version 11 was used. Spatial discretization was based on
the second-order accurate upwind scheme.

Due to its superior performance in previously investigated jet
impingement configurations, the shear stress transport �SST� tur-
bulence model was selected for all simulations �37,25,26�.

For the description of the near-wall region, a low-Reynolds
number approach was used, which allows the resolving of details
in the viscous sublayer by applying very fine mesh length scales
near the walls. This approach requires the dimensionless wall dis-
tance of the first node in the flow to be y+�2, where

y+ =
u��y

	
�4�

with u� representing the shear velocity, �y is the absolute distance
from the wall, and 	 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. In
regions where the mesh resolution criteria of the low-Reynolds
number method are not fulfilled, wall-functions are used for the
description of the viscous sublayer.

3.2 Computational Domain and Boundary Conditions.
The computational domain was generated from a computer aided
design �CAD� model of the actual experimental facility in order to
allow a reproduction of the measurements as realistic as possible.
Symmetry of the geometry allowed accounting for only half of the
original setup. The domain boundaries were defined with respect
to the following objectives. On the one hand, a reduction in the
overall dimensions in order to benefit the achievable mesh reso-
lution on the available computing resources. On the other hand, a
verification that the flow in the regions of interest was not affected
by the choice of domain boundaries and boundary conditions. In
order to achieve a partially developed velocity profile at the
nozzle exit, the axial length of all jets was modeled. A large up-
stream plenum chamber ensured a realistic mass flow distribution
over the different jets. As in the experimental investigation special
attention was addressed to a realistic modeling of the outflow
conditions; the gaps restricting the outflow to all sides were also
included in the CFD analysis. However, the outflow plenum
chamber was not modeled as it was assumed that the major impact
on the flow field stemmed from the geometrical shapes of the
outflow areas themselves rather than from the downstream ple-
num. This assumption was strongly supported by measurements
and by other experimental investigations, where it has been shown
that for long impingement holes �L /D�10� as the ones used in
the present study, the effect of the plenum is negligible.

Boundary conditions were applied to the computational model
from the data recorded during the experiments. All walls were
treated as adiabatic no-slip walls except for the target plate, the
bolt, and the side rims where a constant heat flux was prescribed.
At the outlet gaps, pressure type boundary conditions with static
pressure values from the experiments were defined. At the plenum
inlet, a mass flow rate was specified in the first step. From the
result of this simulation, an average jet Reynolds number based on
the average jet velocity at the nozzle exits was calculated. The
mass flow at the inlet was then modified in order to achieve simi-
larity of the Reynolds numbers between experiment and simula-
tion. With one iteration of this procedure, average jet Reynolds
numbers in the numerical study matched the experimental refer-
ence data at 1% accuracy.

From the CFD results, Nusselt numbers were obtained from the
known wall heat flux, the local wall temperature, and the jet total
temperature as a fixed reference temperature.

3.3 Numerical Grid. The mesh for the CFD analysis was
generated with ANSYS ICEMCFD, version 11. Spatial discretization
of the computational domain was realized by a block-structured
grid with hexahedral elements. In the process of mesh generation,
no simplifications were applied to the original model. Thus, the
complexity of the present model resulted in a mesh with 1816
blocks and a total number of 4,441,428 cells.

In order to ensure cell orthogonality, O-grid type blocks were
used for all jets and for the resolution of the bolt and the fillet
regions. Due to the limited available computer resources, the re-
quirements of the SST turbulence model regarding the near-wall
resolution �y+�2� could be fulfilled for the impingement target
plate only where the average value was y+=0.58. We considered
this to be valid as local heat transfer rates were evaluated only in
this area. At all other walls, where no detailed heat transfer evalu-
ation was made, y+ values were approximately 10 times higher.

Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional view of the mesh.

3.4 Numerical Accuracy: Quantification of Stability and
Discretization Errors. For the evaluation of numerical stability,
heat transfer coefficients in the stagnation regions and jet veloci-
ties at all nozzle exits were monitored during each simulation.
When fluctuations in the latter ones were in the order of 1–2%, the
simulation was considered stable. Iterative convergence was con-
sidered sufficient, when the normalized root mean square �rms�
residuals had decreased by at least four orders of magnitude,
which typically required between 400 and 500 iterations. A further

Table 1 Measurement uncertainties

Quantity
T

�K�
t

�s�
k

�W /m K�
c

�J /kg K�
�

�kg /m3�

Uncertainty 0.2 0.2 0.01 20 10
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requirement for convergence was that the global imbalance for
each solved equation was below 1%. For all cases of the present
investigation, no stability or convergence problems were encoun-
tered. All simulations were of steady state.

In order to quantify the impact of eventual transient effects, a
transient simulation was carried out. Here, the rms residuals of all
equations decreased by five orders of magnitude. However, with
five iterations per time step the computational effort of the tran-
sient study increased by a factor of 20 compared with the steady-
state case. The two different approaches yielded only minor dif-
ferences in the local distributions of the heat transfer rates. For the
target plate, the difference in area averaged Nusselt number was
approximately 3%. From this we concluded that for the present
configuration transient effects were not dominating and therefore
a steady simulation was sufficient. This was underlined further by
the enormous increase in computational effort for the transient
approach.

In order to assess the numerical accuracy of the computed re-
sults, an a priori mesh sensitivity analysis was performed before
comparing the numerical results to the experimental data. The
error that can be quantified by mesh refinement is the so-called
discretization error. For the quantification of the latter one, we
chose an established method recommended by the Fluids Engi-
neering Division of ASME �38�. The method is based, in prin-
ciple, on the generalized Richardson extrapolation theory �39�.
Based on this, Roache �40,41� developed a more generalized for-
mulation applicable to a wider range of practical CFD cases. The
suggested grid convergence index �GCI� method can be consid-
ered a procedure for uniform reporting on grid refinement studies
with the objective to derive a discretization error band for the
investigated variable rather than a mathematically exact estimate
on the actual discretization error. The GCI by its definition does
not account for general modeling errors, such as the choice of
boundary conditions or turbulence model; only the error due to an
insufficient spatial resolution can be quantified by this method.

In the present investigation, the GCI method complied with the
following requirements. The grid refinement was done systemati-
cally, which means that the grids were refined uniformly in every
direction of space and only geometrically similar cells were used.
Distances between all walls and their first nodes off the wall were
also scaled to account for changes in y+. As the error was expected
to increase with the jet Reynolds number, the case with the highest
value of Rej was selected �Rej =34,000�. For an evaluation of the
average discretization error, area averaged Nusselt numbers on the

target plate were considered. An overview on the grid cell num-
bers N of the different grids along with the corresponding maxi-
mum values of y+ of the first node on the target plate and the area
averaged Nusselt numbers is provided in Table 2.

For the area averaged Nusselt numbers, this resulted in a GCI
of 0.73% on the fine grid, which suggested that the solution was
mesh independent.

In order to quantify the local variation of the discretization
error, the GCI method was applied to the Nusselt number distri-
butions from the three different grids along a line on the target
plate �line 1 in Fig. 5�. The calculated GCI for the solution on the
fine grid is shown in Fig. 6. In general, the values of the GCI are
rather low suggesting again that the solution is depending on the
mesh to a very small extent only. From this and from the very low
average discretization error, we concluded that the mesh was a
good compromise between numerical accuracy and computational
effort.

Fig. 4 Numerical grid used in the CFD analysis

Table 2 Grid parameters used in the mesh refinement analysis

Grid N Max y+ Nu /Nuref

Coarse �C� 910,354 3.06 0.8632
Intermediate �B� 2,040,624 2.39 0.8673
Fine �A� 4,441,428 1.90 0.8828

Fig. 5 Positions of lines used in the evaluation of local Nus-
selt numbers
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Fig. 6 Local distribution of the discretization error „GCI… along
line 1 for Rej=34,000
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4 Results and Discussion
This section presents the results from both the experimental

part and the numerical part. Before full local heat transfer coeffi-
cient distributions are presented, the temperature distribution
within the heat shield and the influence of the jet Reynolds num-
ber is discussed. Heat transfer results from experiments and CFD
are always shown together facilitating a direct comparison and
thus the assessment of the adequacy of present numerical methods
in terms of predictive accuracy and suitability as an engineering
design tool.

4.1 Temperature Distribution Within the Heat Shield
Model. In large and complex geometries, there is a large variation
in the local temperature distribution. In the present experimental
configuration, the channel widened up considerably after the
heater and the overall mass flow was relatively small. This caused
a noticeable temperature gradient from the center of the impinge-
ment plate toward the side walls. Typical temperature evolutions
during an experiment are shown in Fig. 7 �for the positions of the
thermocouples refer to Fig. 2�. At t=0 the heater was switched on.
It can be seen that throughout the experiment temperatures in the
center of the heat shield �thermocouples 6 and 7� were about
10–20°C higher than in the corners of the model �thermocouples
1 and 4�. Temperatures near the side rims �thermocouples 2, 3, 5,
and 8� ranged in between. In addition, the temperature evolution
of the thermocouples in the center of the heat shield was much
closer to a temperature step, whereas in the outer regions the flow
heated up more slowly. It also becomes clear from Fig. 7 that
there were variations in the evolution of the temperature, which
presumably occurred because of the abrupt widening of the ple-
num downstream of the heater provoking a system of vortices
within the flow.

Due to these local differences in the temperature distribution, it
was essential to know the exact distribution of the local reference
temperature for an accurate evaluation of the heat transfer coeffi-
cient. For this reason the thermocouples had been placed directly
in the jet outlet in every other impingement row. The temporal
evolution of all thermocouples was then interpolated both spa-
tially and temporally by the evaluation software, so that one ob-
tained a time-dependent temperature distribution for every local
position.

4.2 Impact of the Jet Reynolds Number. The impact of the
jet Reynolds number on the overall heat transfer rates is quantified
in this section. Figure 8 shows area averaged Nusselt numbers

from the experiments for the different sections of the heat shield
as a function of the average jet Reynolds numbers through the
impingement holes Rej.

Only minor variations in the overall Nusselt numbers could be
observed when the jet Reynolds number was varied. This con-
firmed that the selected proportionality of Nu	Rej

2/3 �see Eq.
�3��, although derived for a regular impingement field, was valid
also for the present cases. In Secs. 4.3–4.5 we will therefore be
showing results for one jet Reynolds number only.

4.3 Nusselt Number Contours on the Target Plate. Figure 9
shows the local Nusselt number distributions on the target plate
for a jet Reynolds number of Rej =34,000. In the upper part,
Nusselt numbers obtained from the measurements are presented
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Fig. 7 Measured temperature evolution of thermocouples
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Fig. 9 Local Nusselt number distributions on the target plate
for Rej=34,000 obtained from measurements „top… and CFD
„bottom…
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while the lower part of Fig. 9 shows the results predicted by the
CFD simulations. The Nusselt number is again referred to the
average reference Nusselt number as defined in Eq. �3�. It should
be noted in this context that due to the very fast responses of the
TLCs in some stagnation regions, the uncertainty of the measured
heat transfer coefficients was high. Therefore some of those areas
are blanked in Fig. 9, e.g., near the location of TC 6.

The overall impression of the Nusselt number distribution sug-
gested that the mass flow through the impingement holes was not
homogeneously distributed. In the central region of the heat
shield, stagnation point heat transfer rates were higher than in the
vicinity of the side rims. We suspected that this was related to the
geometrical shape of the air supply and an insufficient axial length
of the upstream plenum.

The positions of the impingement jets are clearly visible in the
heat transfer pattern on the target plate. In the stagnation points,
i.e., in the geometrical centers of the jets, heat transfer rates were
very high but then decreased quickly in radial direction outwards.
The heat transfer contours from the two jets with enlarged exit
diameters differed in terms of the area affected by impingement.
For those jets, the Reynolds numbers were approximately 40%
higher compared with the smaller jets. In combination with the
enlarged diameter, this resulted in a larger spreading of the jets
and thus the altered Nusselt number contours.

The inclination of the two rows of jets near the right exit rim
�right hand side of Fig. 9� only had a minor effect on the Nusselt
number distribution. The pattern on the target plate was slightly
altered with a shift in the stagnation point to the left and a varia-
tion in its originally circular shape. However, as these two rows of
jets were situated next to the main discharge gap, this trend might
also have been an effect of the secondary flow developing toward
this outflow. As the effects on heat transfer contours resulting
from jet inclination and jet-crossflow interaction are very similar,
the combined effects here could not be separated. However, the
analysis of the local Nusselt number distribution, in general, al-
lowed the conclusion that the crossflow, which developed within
the heat shield, was fairly low for the present design. For example,
the three secondary outflow gaps seemed to have no impact on the
heat transfer at all. Stronger crossflow within the heat shield
would have resulted in altered heat transfer contours on the target
plate to a significantly larger extent with a corresponding decrease
in heat transfer rates. Small amounts of crossflow, as in the present
case, are known to beneficially influence heat transfer coefficients
�42�.

From a design point of view, the current configuration delivered
a well satisfying cooling performance. In particular, the fact that
only a moderate crossflow developed within the heat shield was a
positive outcome of this investigation. The small amount of the
remaining crossflow that we suspected to eventually influence the
jets located next to the main outlet could be reduced further by
allowing more mass flow to exit through the secondary outlets.
Another optimization objective could be a more homogeneous
distribution of the heat transfer coefficient on the target plate. This
would possibly reduce thermal stresses within the heat shield and
thus benefit both lifetime expectation and the thermal deformation
at machine conditions. One optimization strategy for this could be
the enlargement of the exit jet diameters. As could be seen from
Fig. 9, the two larger jets contributed to a larger area being af-
fected by impingement and thus to a beneficial smoothing of tem-
perature gradients on the target plate. Another possibility could be
an increase in the total number of jets at a correspondingly denser
arrangement.

Comparing the measured Nusselt number distribution with the
results obtained from the predictions, the overall agreement was
quite good. The contours of the heat transfer coefficients were
reproduced correctly and the absolute values also agreed very
well. The spreading of the jets, which can be derived from the
Nusselt number contours and which is known to be problematic
for two-equation turbulence models �43�, was also predicted fairly

accurate. Some deviations from the experimental reference data
could be observed in the upper section of the target plate. Here, it
seemed in the CFD results as if the massflow rate through the jets
was higher than in the experiments and also more homogeneously
distributed in general. However, this might have been due to the
experimental setup as mentioned above. From the comparison of
the two-dimensional Nusselt number distributions, we concluded
that for this type of cooling configuration the present CFD codes
can be a suitable means in the design process. Based on this
evaluation, future optimization of the impingement pattern could
be done numerically at reliable predictive accuracy. The accuracy
regarding local values will be addressed in the following.

4.4 Local Nusselt Number Distributions on the Target
Plate. For a quantitative comparison, this section presents local
Nusselt number distributions along the target plate. The positions
of the lines along which heat transfer coefficients were evaluated
are shown in Fig. 5. Lines 1 and 3 were positioned to run through
as many jet exits as possible while lines 2 and 4 were located
between the rows of impinging jets.

Figures 10 and 11 show the local Nusselt numbers along lines
1–4 for the highest jet Reynolds number investigated �Rej

=34,000�. The results for the lower jet Reynolds numbers were
almost identical, which proved the scaling of Nu	Re2/3 to be
valid. For the remaining areas of the target plate, heat transfer
characteristics were very similar to those of lines 1–4 and there-
fore detailed distributions are not presented.

Local Nusselt number distributions showed significantly in-
creased heat transfer coefficients when considering the evaluation
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Fig. 10 Local Nusselt number distributions along lines 1 and 2
for Rej=34,000
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Fig. 11 Local Nusselt number distributions along lines 3 and 4
for Rej=34,000
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lines running through the stagnation points �lines 1 and 3�. Com-
pared with the correlation value from the regular impingement
field Nuref, values of up to almost four times larger were observed.
Average heat transfer enhancement for lines 1 and 3 measured
approximately 40% compared with the reference value. For the
lines running in between the rows of impinging jets, evaluation
lines 2 and 4, heat transfer rates were significantly lower with
average values of only 0.4Nuref. Those large variations of the heat
transfer coefficient within the heat shield underlined the necessity
of our investigation. The values provided by the correlation �Eq.
�3�� were clearly insufficient for a thermal design. For high values
of x /B, i.e., for the very right jet, some impact of the vicinity of
the outflow gap was visible resulting in a slight shift in the Nusselt
number distribution toward the right. This applied to all evalua-
tion lines.

The overall agreement between the experimental data and the
CFD predictions was good. The key parameters for jet impinge-
ment heat transfer such as stagnation point values, jet spreading
behavior, and local minima were mostly reproduced correctly. The
largest deviations between experiments and numerics were found
for line 1, in particular, in and around the stagnation points. Thus,
the average relative discrepancy of 40% was quite large for this
line. However, those peak values in the stagnation regions only
had a minor impact on the overall heat transfer coefficients. Fur-
thermore, as outlined in Sec. 4.3, the massflow distribution in the
experiments was most likely more inhomogeneous than in the
CFD predictions contributing to larger deviations as well.

4.5 Averaged Nusselt Numbers. A comparison of global heat
transfer coefficients on all investigated surfaces of the heat shield
configuration is presented in this section. Table 3 shows area av-
eraged Nusselt numbers for the different heat shield sections. All
results are again shown for the maximum jet Reynolds number
Rej =34,000 as results for the other jet Reynolds number were of
the same order.

On the impingement target plate, the average heat transfer co-
efficient reached approximately 75% of the reference value ob-
tained from the correlation for the regular impingement field
Nuref. This again substantiated the motivation of our investigation.
Due to the complexity of the heat shield, its heat transfer charac-
teristics cannot be reflected accurately by a standard correlation.
Predictions by the correlation were aggravated further by the ir-
regularity of this configuration caused by, e.g., irregular jet-to-jet
and jet-to-plate spacings, different nozzle diameters, nonuniform
outflow conditions, and jet inclinations. Those irregularities were
clearly reflected in the contour plots of local heat transfer coeffi-
cients �refer to Fig. 9�.

On all side rims, average heat transfer rates were significantly
lower than on the target plate. This was due to the impinging jets
having lost most of their momentum before reaching the heat
shield side walls.

The agreement between experimental and numerical values was
again very good. While for the side rims the numerically predicted
values were almost within the range of the measurement uncer-
tainty, some deviation was found on the target plate. This was
most likely due to the overprediction of heat transfer coefficients
in the stagnation regions that was already observed in the local
Nusselt number distributions �refer to Figs. 10 and 11�. However,
this overprediction is a common and well-known problem in pre-
dicting jet impingement with two-equation turbulence models
�23–25�. Consequently, the numerical results could be optimized

further in terms of predictive accuracy by the use of more com-
plex turbulence models that do not suffer from the aforementioned
phenomenon or other advanced forms of numerical simulation
�LES, DNS�. However, this would increase the computational
costs substantially. In terms of research activity, the adoption of a
CFD code to a specific problem could also benefit overall perfor-
mance. In our opinion, the numerical results presented here rep-
resent the current state of the art for engineering applications us-
ing commercial CFD software. However, this implies a
compromise between accuracy and costs.

5 Conclusions
The present work investigated heat transfer characteristics in a

combustor liner heat shield model with high Reynolds number jet
impingement. Nusselt number distributions were measured on the
impingement target plate and different side rims using a transient
liquid crystal technique.

It was shown that for large and complex models it is essential to
determine the local temperature distribution for an exact evalua-
tion of the heat transfer coefficient. This was realized by interpo-
lating the measured jet exit temperature both spatially and tempo-
rally.

Nusselt number distributions were shown for the target plate,
which provided detailed information on the local variation of heat
transfer enhancement. All results were compared with a reference
value as expected by an existing correlation for a regular impinge-
ment field. Large deviations to the values predicted by the corre-
lation were found. While local values were up to three times larger
than this reference value, the average heat transfer coefficient of
the present configuration was approximately 25% lower. This was
mainly due to the irregular jet-to-jet spacing and the different
outflow conditions. The experimental investigation emphasized
that standard correlations are not suitable for the design of com-
plex impingement cooling pattern. For the thermal optimization of
an existing design, the detailed knowledge of the local variation of
the heat transfer coefficient is essential. From the present configu-
ration, some concepts for possible optimization were derived.

In addition to the experimental measurements, a numerical in-
vestigation was performed. Computations were carried out with a
state of the art commercial CFD code with a two-equation turbu-
lence model that, to our knowledge, is well suitable for the pre-
diction of impingement configurations. The mesh was generated
as a realistic three-dimensional model of the experimental setup
without any simplifications. In order to achieve high numerical
accuracy, a mesh sensitivity analysis was conducted, which re-
sulted in an estimated grid convergence index of only 0.7% re-
garding area averaged heat transfer rates. Transient effects were
investigated with an unsteady simulation but found to be of minor
importance. Local and area averaged heat transfer coefficients
were in very good agreement with the experimental reference
data. Some overprediction occurred in the stagnation regions,
however, the impact on overall heat transfer coefficients was low
and average deviations between numerics and experiments were
in the order of only 5–20%. Our investigation showed that con-
temporary CFD codes can be used as a suitable means in the
thermal design process. However, an a priori evaluation of the
computed results is necessary as predictive accuracy is limited to
some extent. In the present investigation this was particularly true
for the predicted local heat transfer coefficients.

Table 3 Comparison of area averaged Nusselt numbers

Target plate Left rim Upper rim Right rim Bolt

Experiments �Nu /Nuref� 0.73 0.40 0.50 0.47 0.36
CFD �Nu /Nuref� 0.88 0.43 0.46 0.44 0.41
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Nomenclature
A � area, m2

B � heat shield length, m
c � specific heat, J /kg K

D � impingement jet diameter, m
h � heat transfer coefficient, W /m2 K
k � thermal conductivity, W /m K
L � length of impingement holes, m
N � number of cells

Nu � Nusselt number=h ·D /k
Pr � Prandtl number
T � temperature, K
t � time, s

Re � Reynolds number=u ·D /	
u � velocity, m/s

W � heat shield width, m
x � coordinate, m
y � coordinate, m

y+ � nondimensional wall distance
z � heat shield height, m

Greek Symbols
	 � kinematic viscosity, m2 /s
� � density, kg /m3

� � shear stress, N /m2

� � temperature ratio

Subscripts
0 � initial condition
B � bulk
i � index
j � jet
r � relative

ref � reference
W � wall
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Transition Mechanisms in
Separation Bubbles Under Low-
and Elevated-Freestream
Turbulence
Through numerical simulations, this paper examines the nature of instability mechanisms
leading to transition in separation bubbles. The results of two direct numerical simula-
tions are presented in which separation of a laminar boundary layer occurs over a flat
surface in the presence of an adverse pressure gradient. The primary difference in the
flow conditions between the two simulations is the level of freestream turbulence with
intensities of 0.1% and 1.45% at separation. In the first part of the paper, transition
under a low-disturbance environment is examined, and the development of the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability in the separated shear layer is compared to the well-established
instability characteristics of free shear layers. The study examines the role of the velocity-
profile shape on the instability characteristics and the nature of the large-scale vortical
structures shed downstream of the bubble. The second part of the paper examines tran-
sition in a high-disturbance environment, where the above-mentioned mechanism is by-
passed as a result of elevated-freestream turbulence. Filtering of the freestream turbu-
lence into the laminar boundary layer results in streamwise streaks, which provide
conditions under which turbulent spots are produced in the separated shear layer, grow,
and then merge to form a turbulent boundary layer. The results allow identification of the
structure of the instability mechanism and the characteristic structure of the resultant
turbulent spots. Recovery of the reattached turbulent boundary layer is then examined for
both cases. The large-scale flow structures associated with transition are noted to remain
coherent far downstream of reattachment, delaying recovery of the turbulent boundary
layer to an equilibrium state. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2812949�

1 Introduction
Separation bubbles are a common occurrence over airfoils at

low Reynolds numbers, particularly over airfoils that develop high
levels of lift such as those found in turbomachinery blade rows.
The presence of separation can adversely affect the performance
of such airfoils, for which reattachment due to laminar-to-
turbulent transition plays an important role.

Transition in a separation bubble is affected by many environ-
mental factors �1�, such as Reynolds number, pressure gradient,
freestream turbulence, surface roughness, noise, vibrations, and
periodic wake passing. Elevated levels of disturbances generally
promote transition and lead to shorter bubbles. Reliable transition
models are important for the design of high-performance airfoils,
and although most models used for turbomachinery flows are
semiempirical in nature, their development requires a thorough
understanding of the underlying physics of the transition process
�2�.

In the absence of any significant level of environmental distur-
bances, transition of a separated shear layer occurs through the
Kelvin–Helmholtz instability mode whereby receptivity of the
layer to small disturbances results in grouping of spanwise vortic-
ity at selective streamwise wavelengths �3,4�. This is analogous to
Tollmien–Schlichting instability growth in attached boundary lay-

ers under such conditions. The growth of this separated-shear-
layer instability leads to roll-up of the vorticity contained in the
layer into discrete spanwise vortex structures, which subsequently
breakdown to small-scale turbulence, thereby initiating reattach-
ment to the surface. This process closely resembles that which
occurs in planar free-shear layers �5�. Under conditions with el-
evated levels of environmental disturbances, such as freestream
turbulence, surface roughness, or periodically passing turbulent
wakes, turbulent spots form in the separated shear layer consistent
with what occurs in attached boundary-layer transition �6–8�. The
spots then grow and merge to form a turbulent shear layer during
reattachment to the surface.

Experimental studies have provided a wealth of knowledge re-
garding the parameters that affect transition in separation bubbles,
as well as providing some indications of the associated physical
mechanisms. However, their limitation in terms of simultaneous
availability of temporal and spatial variations of flow parameters
with adequate resolution has prevented the development of a com-
plete picture of the transition process. The experimental studies on
this topic are too numerous to cite; however, several have been
found to be particularly useful to the present authors �6–16�.
Given that the transition process is ultimately nonlinear, the limi-
tation imposed upon the numerous linear theories that have been
utilized in the study of instability mechanisms leading to transi-
tion is obvious. In recent years, advancements in computing
power have led to increasing use of large-eddy simulation �LES�
and direct numerical simulation �DNS� to study the physics asso-
ciated with instability and transition in separated shear layers
�4,17–25�.

The present study was undertaken to comparatively examine
the physical mechanisms associated with transition in separation
bubbles under low and elevated levels of freestream turbulence.
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Results from two DNSs are presented, one with an undisturbed
freestream and one with elevated-freestream turbulence, to exam-
ine the spatial and temporal nature of the transition process in
separation bubbles. To place the present effort in context, discus-
sions of the transition mechanisms are aided by comparisons with
transitional planar free-shear layers and attached boundary layers,
and important references are discussed and cited in the appropri-
ate sections.

2 Numerical Method and Simulation Conditions
DNS has been used for the present study of transition in sepa-

ration bubbles. Details of the simulations were previously docu-
mented �4,26�, and the following provides a summary of the com-
putational details.

The simulations were performed using the ANSYS-CFX commer-
cial CFD software package, which provides solution of the conti-
nuity and Navier–Stokes equations using a finite volume ap-
proach. The time-varying and incompressible form of the
equations solved in the simulations are given, in compact Carte-
sian notation, by

�

�xj
��Uj� = 0

�

�t
��Ui� +

�

�xj
��UjUi� = −

�p

�xi
+

�

�xj
��� �Ui

�xj
+

�Uj

�xi
��

Central differencing was used for discretization of the spatial de-
rivatives, and time discretization was realized through second-
order Euler backward differencing. Solutions of the continuity and
momentum equations at each time step were converged through
an algebraic multigrid scheme within eight iterations such that the
maximum residuals at the end of each time step were lower than
6�10−5, except very near the inlet boundaries where the maxi-
mum residuals were on the order of 10−4. rms residual levels were
on the order of 10−6 after each time step. A general description of
the algebraic multigrid method implemented in ANSYS-CFX is
given by Raw �27�, and the method makes use of the additive
correction technique of Hutchinson and Raithby �28�. The method
uses a W cycle with a coarsening rate of approximately 10, re-
quiring five grid levels for the low-freestream-turbulence simula-
tion �with 1.1�106 grid elements� and six grid levels for the
elevated-freestream-turbulence simulation �with 4.2�106 grid el-
ements�. The spatial and temporal resolutions were chosen such
that the turbulence scales in the turbulent boundary layer down-
stream of the separation bubble are resolved down to about 35
times the Kolmogorov scale. Through comparison with experi-
mental data, previous studies of this research group �4,24� have
shown this resolution to be adequate for capturing the turbulence
associated with transition and reattachment of separated shear lay-
ers. The selected spatial and temporal resolutions are also consis-
tent with recent DNSs involving separation bubbles, performed by
other research groups �17,29,30�.

The computational domain used for the elevated-freestream-
turbulence case is shown in Fig. 1, and was selected to capture the
complete boundary-layer development along a flat plate with a
prescribed streamwise pressure distribution, under elevated-
freestream-turbulence conditions. The domain used for the low-
freestream-turbulence case is the same shape as the BUBBLE
subdomain shown in Fig. 1; however the spanwise width is
0.060 m as opposed to 0.072 m. The configuration is based on an
experimental setup used by this research group in a series of ex-
periments on separated- and attached-flow transition. For details
of the experimental setup, the reader is referred to the work of
Roberts and Yaras �6�. The inlet boundary condition consists of a
4�4 array of uniform-velocity square jets of 13 mm width and
18 mm spacing, which simulates the flow through a turbulence-
generating grid that was used in the wind-tunnel experiments. The
“flat plate” begins 325 mm downstream of the domain inlet, pro-

viding a region of turbulence decay and resulting in a freestream
turbulence intensity of 5.1% with an integral length scale of 7 mm
at the plate leading edge. Periodic boundaries surround this initial
turbulence decay region, which is labeled as the INLET subdo-
main in Fig. 1. The ACCELERATION and BUBBLE subdomains
are bound by periodic boundaries in the spanwise direction, by a
solid, no-slip wall on their lower side and an outflow boundary
along their upper side. The upper outflow boundary upon which
the streamwise pressure distribution is imposed was shaped such
that fluid does not enter the domain through this boundary, and
was placed well within the freestream region. This shaping was
accomplished by first estimating the geometry of a converging-
diverging wall-bounded flow path based on the desired freestream
velocity distribution, using a one-dimensional flow assumption.
The surface shape selected for the upper domain boundary pro-
vides a greater contraction than that estimated through the said
one-dimensional calculation, ensuring that streamlines do not en-
ter the computational domain through the upper surface. On the
downstream end, the computational domain is terminated by an
outflow boundary with a prescribed area-averaged static pressure.
As this outflow boundary condition does not allow for convection
of turbulence eddies through the boundary without distortion, the
boundary was placed a conservative distance downstream of the
flow region of interest. For the low-freestream-turbulence case,
experimental data were used to provide inflow conditions at a
location corresponding to x=0.4 m.

Averaging for the low-freestream-turbulence case was accom-
plished through spanwise and time averaging of data from five
evenly spaced x−y planes over 2048 time steps. For the elevated-
freestream-turbulence case, spanwise and time averaging was ac-
complished over the entire BUBBLE domain over 3200 time
steps. Over these periods, running averages of the auto- and cross
correlation of velocity fluctuations within the transition regions
show variation by no more than a few percent, providing confi-
dence that the dominant physical aspects of the transition pro-
cesses were captured.

Table 1 provides information on the two cases, including flow
conditions and numerical details for each simulation. Figure 2
shows the boundary-layer-edge velocity distributions for both
cases near and downstream of the suction peak, and provides the
time-averaged locations of separation and reattachment for the
observed separation bubbles. Both of the separation bubbles ob-
served in the simulations can be classified as “short bubbles” in
that, in the experiments upon which the simulations are based,
they do not significantly alter the streamwise pressure distribution
from that observed at higher Reynolds numbers in the absence of
separation.

For the elevated-freestream-turbulence case, the streamwise
rate of decay of freestream turbulence downstream of the simu-
lated turbulence grid at the inflow boundary is consistent with
grid-generated turbulence in wind tunnels �31�, and a slight aniso-
tropy of the turbulence is observed. Above the plate leading edge
�x=0 m, y=0.015 m� where the turbulence intensity is 5.1%, the

Fig. 1 Schematic of computational domain
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streamwise fluctuation levels are 10% higher than those in the
other two coordinate directions, which is consistent with what has
been observed downstream of turbulence-generating grids of simi-
lar configuration �31�. The strong streamwise acceleration im-
posed over the forward part of the flat plate causes a reduction in
this streamwise turbulence intensity providing a streamwise tur-
bulence level over the separation bubble that is 10% lower than
those associated with the wall-normal and spanwise components
of velocity. As a result of the accelerating flow over the forward
part of the surface, the turbulence intensity at the time-averaged
streamwise location of separation is 1.45%. Most studies pre-
sented in the literature, for which turbulence-generating grids
were used, quote the level of turbulence intensity at the inlet of
the test configuration. However, continual decay of the grid-
generated turbulence combined with the streamwise acceleration
typically observed in similar turbomachinery flows would tend to
decrease the turbulence intensity upstream of separation to levels
more comparable to those observed in the present case. Similar
levels of decay were observed in some of the experimental test
cases used in the development of the transition model of Roberts
and Yaras �2�.

3 Results and Discussion
Separated shear layers and the process of laminar-to-turbulent

transition occurring therein share characteristics with both
boundary-layer and free-shear-layer flows. In the following dis-
cussions, extensive reference to published literature is given in an
effort to provide a context for the interpretation of the present
simulation results. This includes a comparative analysis of sepa-
rated and free-shear layers in the first part of this section, with
regard to transition in a low-disturbance environment. The second

part describes transition of a separated shear layer under elevated-
freestream turbulence and provides comparisons with transition
phenomena observed in attached boundary layers.

3.1 Transition in Low-Disturbance Environments. In pla-
nar free-shear layers, the process of laminar-to-turbulent transition
is typically initiated through receptivity of the inflectional velocity
profile to environmental disturbances. In the absence of a bound-
ing wall, the shear layer is unstable via the inviscid Kelvin–
Helmholtz mode. Growth of the most-amplified instability fre-
quency results in the roll-up and formation of vortices with a
direction that is consistent with the vorticity of the shear layer.
The dominant instability frequency has been shown to scale with
the shear-layer momentum thickness through a Strouhal number,
Sr�= f� /�U, where �U is the velocity difference across the shear
layer. Ho and Huerre �32� have identified the frequency of maxi-
mum amplification in an unforced planar free-shear layer to cor-
respond to Sr�=0.016.

The initial development of a separated shear layer in a low-
disturbance environment exhibits the same characteristics as a pla-
nar shear layer. Downstream of separation, an instability develops
that causes the vorticity in the shear layer to roll-up into distinct
spanwise vortical structures. Based on the present simulation, an
example of the transient vorticity roll-up that occurs in a separated
shear layer is shown in Fig. 3. Approximately two periods of the
dominant instability frequency are shown in this figure, and the
trajectories of two distinct vortices are identified. As the vortices
saturate and shed downstream of the separated shear layer, smaller

Table 1 Flow conditions and numerical details of simulations

Low Tu Elevated Tu

Flow Reynolds number, Resp 440,000 390,000
Turbulence intensity, Tus 0.1% 1.45%
Turbulence integral length scale, �s 0.020 m 0.011 m
Separation Reynolds number, Re�s 267 335
Number of time steps, Nts 2048 3200
Time step, �t 0.00020 s 0.00015 s
Streamwise node spacing, �x+a 24 19
Spanwise node spacing, �z+a 24 19
First node off the wall, y1

+a 0.6 0.5
Number of mesh elements 1.1�106 4.2�106

aBased on wall friction in the turbulent boundary layer downstream of reattachment.

Fig. 2 Boundary-layer-edge velocity distributions for both
simulations in the region 0.40 m<x<0.78 m, and time-averaged
locations of separation, transition onset, and reattachment

Fig. 3 Vorticity roll-up of the separated shear layer caused by
the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability „trajectories of two roll-up vor-
tices shown by white lines…
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vortical scales are observed indicating that transition to small-
scale turbulence has been initiated. The frequency content at vari-
ous streamwise locations along the separation bubble is provided
in Fig. 4, which shows maximum amplification of the instability at
a frequency of 170 Hz, and a much broader frequency content in
the downstream region of the bubble. For separated shear layers,
the frequency associated with maximum amplification of the in-
stability is generally in close agreement to that of planar free-
shear layers and is conventionally presented as a Strouhal number
based on conditions at separation �Sr�s= f�s /Ues�. Table 2 presents
the dominant instability Strouhal number observed in the present
simulation together with those noted in several other experimental
and computational studies of separated shear layers. The tabulated
values are consistent with the most rapidly amplified instability
frequency obtained through a stability analysis as presented by
Dovgal et al. �3� for analytical velocity profiles similar to those
prevailing in separation bubbles. The variation observed in Table
2 is attributed to differences in the level of reverse flow and shape
of the base-flow velocity profiles.

Through analysis based on linear stability theory, Rist and
Maucher �35� examined the effect of profile shape on the stability
of velocity profiles with reverse flow near the surface, and found
two regions in which the associated instabilities show differing
characteristics. The outer “separated” part of the shear layer is
unstable via an inviscid type instability, with minimal Reynolds
number influence, while in the reverse-flow region near the wall, a
viscous Reynolds-number-dependent instability is present. The
dominance of one mode over the other was found to depend on
the distance of the zero-velocity point from the surface and on the
level of reverse flow prevailing near the wall. Increased distance
from the surface promotes the outer-layer inviscid mode, as well
as promoting an increase in the associated frequency and growth
rates of this instability. Conversely, an increase in the level of
reverse flow promotes the inner viscous instability, with an asso-
ciated decrease in frequency and increase in growth rate. Compar-
ing the velocity profiles of the present simulation �Fig. 5�a�� and

those of the studies outlined in Table 2 with those examined by
Rist and Maucher, with respect to distance of the shear layer from
the wall and level of reverse flow, would indicate a predominance
toward the outer-layer inviscid instability. In examining the fluc-
tuation levels observed in our present simulation �Fig. 5�b��, those
associated with the inviscid instability in the separated shear layer
appear to dominate, with coexistence of near-wall viscous insta-
bility as suggested by the near-wall fluctuation peak observed
downstream of x=0.58 m. In experimental results presented by
Lang et al. �36� for a separation bubble in which the most unstable
inviscid frequency was forced by a vibrating wire upstream of
separation, similar fluctuation peaks were found in the inner and
outer regions of the separated shear layer with fluctuation profiles
that were in very good agreement with linear stability analysis of
the base-flow profile. These results provide evidence that although
the dominant instability in separation bubbles leading to transition
in a low-disturbance environment is of the inviscid Kelvin–
Helmholtz type, the influence of viscous instability near the wall
should not be dismissed, particularly in very thin separated shear
layers or in those with significant levels of reverse flow.

Increased levels of reverse flow in a separated shear layer can
lead to an absolute instability for which associated fluctuations
can propagate upstream and become self-sustaining. A criterion
often used to assess whether an absolute instability is present in a
separation bubble is the level of reverse flow in the near-wall
region. Alam and Sandham �17� identified a threshold of approxi-
mately 15–20% of the local freestream velocity, above which ab-
solute instability prevails. However, most studies including our
own indicate that laminar separation bubbles that occur over the
surfaces of airfoils have reverse-flow levels much lower than this
threshold, and the associated instability is therefore convective in
nature. In our present simulation, for which the velocity profiles
are presented in Fig. 5�a�, the reverse-flow velocity in the separa-
tion bubble remained less than 10% of the local freestream
velocity.

In planar free-shear layers, the spanwise vortices produced by
the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability are unstable to subharmonic dis-
turbances �37�. This instability leads to the vortex pairing phe-
nomenon as observed in numerous experimental and numerical
studies �32,38,39�. Specifically, this instability causes these pri-
mary vortices to be alternately shifted in the transverse direction.
The vortices shifted to the higher-velocity side are then convected

Fig. 4 Power spectra of velocity in the separation bubble un-
der low-freestream turbulence „at y=0.004 m…

Table 2 Instability Strouhal numbers identified in several ex-
perimental and numerical studies involving shear layers with
inflectional velocity profiles

Investigators Sr�s= f�s /Ues

Present study 0.011
McAuliffe and Yaras �5,16� 0.008–0.016
Pauley et al. �33,34� 0.005–0.008
Yang and Voke �19� 0.005–0.011
Talan and Hourmouziadis �11� 0.010–0.014
Ho and Huerre �32� �free-shear layer, Sr�� 0.016

Fig. 5 Characteristics of the separation bubble under low-Tu
freestream conditions „wall-normal coordinate stretched for
better visualization…; „a… time-averaged velocity vector profiles
with every sixth profile shown; „b… rms-velocity contours
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at a rate higher than that those on the lower-velocity side, causing
a rotation of two sequential vortices about each other. This rota-
tion is then further amplified due to mutual induction of the two
vorticity fields until the vortices merge. The mutually induced
velocities generate strains, which deform the vorticity distribution;
hence the vortices do not retain their original shape but become
elongated in the flow direction during their rotation �40�. The
resultant stronger new vortices have approximately double the
spacing of the primary vortices, hence the identification of this
process as a subharmonic of the primary instability. As was
pointed out by Ho and Huang �41�, the change of the local length
scale of the shear layer as a result of the vortex merging makes the
original subharmonic become neutrally stable, and the new sub-
harmonic becomes the wave of most rapid amplification. This
pairing of vortices is suggested as the dominant mechanism asso-
ciated with growth of planar free-shear layers �32�. The same
vortex-pairing phenomenon has been observed in separation
bubbles �16,20,23,42�. However, the presence of pairing has only
been observed at lower Reynolds numbers �Re�s of about 100� and
was not observed in our current simulation in which Re�s had a
value of 267.

A spanwise nonuniformity of planar free-shear layers is often
observed, which has been tied to the development of streamwise
counter-rotating vortex pairs �32,38�. It is surmised that this three
dimensionality is associated with a secondary instability superim-
posed on the primary two-dimensional instability �43�, similar to
that which occurs in boundary-layer transition when streamwise
stretching of Tollmien–Schlichting waves begins �44�. The gen-
eration of small-scale turbulence in a planar free-shear layer has
been associated with the interaction of these streamwise vortices
with the spanwise vortices originating from the primary instabil-
ity. The data of Huang and Ho �38� revealed that small-scale fluc-
tuations more frequently occur near the core of the streamwise
vortices as they interact with a merging spanwise vortex pair.
Malkiel and Mayle �42� suggest transition in a separation bubble
to occur through this interaction of streamwise and spanwise vor-
ticity. However, this interaction has not yet been identified in ei-
ther spatially resolved measurements or in numerical simulations
involving separation bubbles, including the present simulation.
Numerical studies performed by Spalart and Strelets �18�, Wissink
and Rodi �21�, Roberts and Yaras �24�, and our present simulation
indicate that in a separation bubble exposed to a low-disturbance
environment, breakdown to turbulence occurs very quickly over a
short streamwise distance. It should be noted that vortex pairing is
not observed in any of these cases. In the present simulation,
breakdown occurs in a time-periodic manner within the braid
�high-shear� region between spanwise vortices. Figure 6�a� shows
small distortions of the vorticity field in the roll-up region. These
distortions are associated with small-scale turbulence activity be-
tween the spanwise vortices which, as they convect with these
large-scale vortices, provide complete breakdown to small-scale
turbulence over approximately one wavelength of the primary in-
stability. Figure 6�a� also shows the redistribution of the vorticity
to progressively smaller scales downstream of reattachment. This
breakdown is also seen as an increase and redistribution of the
frequency content over a much wider range, as observed in the
PSD near reattachment �x=0.62 m� in Fig. 4. Despite this break-
down to small-scale turbulence, coherence of the spanwise vorti-
cal structures is still observed downstream of transition, but their
structure becomes distorted and stretched. These vortex structures
are identified in Fig. 6�b� by the low-pressure isocontours �dark
contour surfaces�. In the transition and reattachment region,
stretching and reorientation of the vorticity contained in the vor-
tical spanwise structures result in hairpinlike structures. These
structures are reminiscent of those observed in turbulent boundary
layers �45�, and are also similar to those observed by Abdalla and
Yang �23� as a result of vortex pairing. The reorientation of vor-
ticity in the streamwise direction provides enhanced momentum
exchange in the wall-normal direction, and is likely a key mecha-

nism associated with the reattachment process. Similar structures
have been observed in the reattachment region of turbulent sepa-
ration bubbles as well �46�.

The transition process described above is altered significantly in
the presence of elevated environmental disturbances. The next
section describes the mechanisms associated with transition in a
separation bubble under such conditions.

3.2 Transition in Elevated-Disturbance Environments.
Laminar-to-turbulent transition of a shear layer is promoted by the
presence of elevated freestream disturbances. Under such condi-
tions, disturbances that penetrate the shear layer undergo an alge-
braic growth followed by viscous decay, unless they manage to
grow to sufficiently large amplitudes to yield a turbulent spot.
This path to transition is also referred to as transient growth or
nonmodal growth, with the latter referring to the fact that this
mode is not predicted as one of the eigenmodes of the solution of
linearized theories based on the Orr–Sommerfeld and Squire
equations. There is no definitive threshold for when this bypass
mechanism begins to dominate but it is strongly influenced by the
magnitude of the disturbance as well as the receptivity of the
shear layer to this disturbance. Once turbulent spots are produced,
they grow and merge to form a fully turbulent shear layer in a
manner originally proposed by Emmons �47�. Bypass transition
has been observed experimentally in separation bubbles by many
researchers �e.g., �6,12��, and several studies have examined the
growth of turbulent spots induced by a traveling wave packet
�9,10�. In these “forced spot” cases, selectively amplified frequen-
cies emerge from the wave packet, forming a convecting wave
pattern within which breakdown to turbulence occurs. However,
descriptions regarding local flow development that leads to the
creation of turbulent spots under elevated-freestream turbulence
conditions are scarce. Analysis of the second test case of the
present effort provides further information in this regard.

Under elevated-freestream-turbulence conditions, streamwise
streaks appear in the laminar boundary layer upstream of separa-

Fig. 6 Transitional structures in the separation bubble under
low-Tu freestream conditions; „a… vorticity isosurface Ω
=1500 s−1, „b… pressure isosurfaces p�= Pa „dark…, p�=1 Pa
„light…
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tion and provide the conditions necessary for turbulent-spot pro-
duction. These streaks result in a large variation in the instanta-
neous streamwise separation location with time and along the
span. In Fig. 7, which shows velocity fluctuations in an x−z plane

where Ū	1 /2Ue, the strong spanwise variation and larger ampli-
tude of the u� component compared to the v� component prior to
transition is a clear indication that the streaks are comprised pre-
dominantly of fluctuations in the streamwise direction. The streaks
originate near the leading edge of the flat plate, as this is a recep-
tivity site where the mean flow changes rapidly �48�. The mecha-
nism through which these streaks are produced in a laminar
boundary layer is described by Jacobs and Durbin �49� and the
references therein, and has been referred to as “shear sheltering.”
In this process, the time-mean shear in a laminar boundary layer
acts to filter perturbations from the freestream turbulence. Viscous
stresses are able to withstand much of the perturbation spectra
associated with the freestream turbulence; however low-frequency
components can penetrate and are then amplified by the mean
shear. This results in the energy spectrum shifting to lower fre-
quencies. Figure 8 provides the frequency content of velocity fluc-
tuations at various streamwise locations through the separation
bubble region and shows the elevated levels of low-frequency
fluctuations near separation �x=0.52 m�, which are of similar
magnitude to those downstream of the bubble where transition is
near completion �x=0.58 m�. The elevated fluctuation spectra in
the 10–20 Hz range is also observed in the laminar boundary-
layer well upstream of separation and is also apparent in experi-
mental measurements by the present research group correspond-
ing to similar flow conditions. This low-frequency range is much

lower than the most energetic range associated with the freestream
turbulent eddies and is also much lower than the frequency at
which Tollmien–Schlichting waves would amplify. It is therefore
assumed that these amplified low frequencies are a result of the
“shear sheltering” effect, which generates the streamwise streaks
in the boundary layer. This is contrary to what is observed under
the condition with low levels of freestream turbulence, as seen in
Fig. 4, where much lower amplitudes of this low-frequency range
are observed in the laminar separated shear-layer compared with
those downstream of transition.

Although the laminar streaks have a long streamwise wave-
length, they have a much shorter spanwise extent �see Fig. 7�,
which is on the order of the boundary-layer thickness. This is
consistent with the simulation results of Jacobs and Durbin �49�
and experiments referenced therein. The streaks result in both for-
ward and backward jets, relative to the mean flow profile. In Fig.
7, a predominance toward low-amplitude forward jets is noted
upstream of the suction peak; however there is no bias toward
either direction within the separated shear layer. This is likely a
result of the adverse pressure gradient, which promotes reverse
flow. In this region, the laminar streamwise fluctuation levels as-
sociated with the streaks are very high, and can exceed 25% of the
local edge velocity. Asai et al. �50� provide evidence that this level
of streamwise fluctuation is enough to bring a streak in a laminar
boundary layer into a sinuous unstable mode, hence initiate a
secondary instability in the form of spanwise waviness of the
low-speed streaks. The present simulation data provide no indica-
tion that a sinuous wavering of the streaks is a precursor to
turbulent-spot production, nor the varicose wavering pattern,
which requires higher fluctuations levels. According to a recent
experimental study by Konishi and Asai �51�, the rate of growth of
the varicose instability is weaker than the sinuous instability, and
the growth rate of the latter at the fundamental mode is com-
pletely suppressed when the lateral spacing of the low-velocity
streaks is less than about 2.5 times their width. In the present
simulation, the spacing and width of the low-velocity streaks are
of similar magnitude, and thus the absence of sinuous or varicose
instability is consistent with the observations of Konishi and Asai
in attached boundary layers.

Jacobs and Durbin �49� associate the generation of a turbulent
spot with strong backward jets being lifted from near the surface
toward the freestream. The present simulation results provide evi-
dence that the generation of turbulent spots evolves more gener-
ally as a result of the strong shear associated with the streamwise
streaks. The evolution of a turbulent spot is shown in Fig. 9 in a
series of vector and vorticity plots in the x-y plane along the spot
centerline. The wall-normal coordinate has been stretched to allow
better visualization of the spot breakdown, and every fourth ve-
locity vector profile is included in the figure as well. The platform
structure of this particular spot is apparent in the x-z plots in Fig.
7 centered at about x=0.56 m and z=0.05 m. The uppermost plot
in Fig. 9 presents the time-averaged flow field in which a discon-
tinuity in the trajectory of maximum vorticity is observed as the
shear layer transitions from a laminar separated shear layer to a
turbulent reattached boundary layer. This discontinuity is caused
in part by a redistribution of the spanwise vorticity to smaller
scales as transition and reattachment progresses. At t�=0 s, a
separated laminar shear layer is present with vorticity confined to
a much thinner layer than in the time-averaged case. The smaller
scales observed downstream of x=0.57 m are associated with the
turbulence in the reattached shear layer �time-averaged reattach-
ment is at xr=0.566 m�. As the flow field evolves in time, a wave
pattern becomes apparent resulting in roll-up of the vorticity con-
tained in the shear layer. As this secondary instability grows, fluid
is entrained toward the surface, resulting in a patch of reattached
flow, which convects downstream. The roll-up occurs in a three-
dimensional manner and a series of vortex loops defines the to-
pology of the newly formed turbulent spot. At t�=0.006 s, smaller
scales are present in the shear layer indicative of the young tur-

Fig. 7 Streamwise streaks in the shear layer observed in a
plane where ŪÉ1/2Ue; „a… streamwise fluctuations; „b… wall-
normal fluctuations

Fig. 8 Power spectra of velocity through the bubble region
under elevated-freestream turbulence „at y=0.00125 m…
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bulence within the spot.
The instability that develops along the centerline of the spot is

reminiscent of Kelvin–Helmholtz vorticity roll-up, as observed in
Fig. 3 under low-freestream turbulence, and is, in fact, such an
inviscid instability despite the locally three-dimensional nature of
the shear layer. The Strouhal number associated with this instabil-
ity, based on local conditions �Sr�= f� /�U�, varies between 0.014
and 0.017, which is in good agreement with that for the Kelvin–
Helmholtz instability in plane shear layers �see Table 2�. Watmuff
�9� also observed similar agreement with the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability for the wave frequency from which vortex loops roll-up
in his wave-packet-induced turbulent-spot study. This would sug-
gest that turbulent-spot production in a separated shear layer is the
result of a local inviscid instability of the shear generated by the
streamwise streaks convecting through the shear layer. A similar
roll-up has been observed by Jacobs and Durbin �49� and Wu et
al. �52� during the initial stages of turbulent-spot formation in
simulations of freestream-turbulence-induced bypass transition
and wake-induced bypass transition of a zero-pressure-gradient
boundary layer, respectively.

Once a turbulent spot is initiated through the formation of vor-
tex loops, the spot grows in the streamwise and spanwise direc-
tions as it convects downstream, in a manner consistent with mod-
els proposed for turbulent spots under strong adverse pressure
gradients �26�. A schematic illustrating the topology of a newly
formed turbulent spot is shown in Fig. 10 and is based on exam-
ining multiple spots in the present simulation. While the most

frequently observed configuration consists of three vortex loops as
is shown in Fig. 10, there are also occurrences with only two
distinct loops, and others with a weak fourth loop appearing on
the upstream side of the spot. Regions within the spot that provide
the greatest contribution to turbulent shear stresses �−u�v�� are
identified by the shaded regions. Q2 events �u��0,v��0�, also
referred to as “ejection� processes, appear to dominate the process
of wall-normal momentum exchange over the Q4 events �u�
�0,v��0�, which are commonly referred to as “sweep” pro-
cesses �45�. As the spot convects, the spot-leading-edge �primary�
vortex loop is lifted away from the surface as it interacts with the
near-wall fluid ahead of the spot. This is reminiscent of the hairpin
vortex structures observed in near-wall regions of turbulent
boundary layers �45�. The primary loop also extends the furthest
into the freestream, where it convects at a high rate due to the
higher freestream velocity, thus contributing to the streamwise
growth of the spot. The downstream orientation of the legs of the
secondary and tertiary loops is a result of the blockage created by
the column of low-momentum near-wall fluid ejected away from
the wall by the induced effect of the primary vortex loop.

3.3 Turbulent Boundary-Layer Recovery. The two transi-
tion mechanisms identified in the two simulations of the present
effort yield some differences in the characteristics of the shear-
layer development and the turbulent boundary layer downstream
of the separation bubble. Figure 11 presents a comparison of the
streamwise intermittency distributions, the boundary-layer growth
characteristics, and the velocity-fluctuation correlation distribu-
tions over the aft region of the flat plate for the two cases exam-
ined. Under conditions of low-freestream turbulence, the bubble is
long and breakdown to turbulence occurs over a very short dis-
tance, with transition being complete very near the time-mean
reattachment point. Conversely, the bypass mechanism associated
with elevated-freestream turbulence results in a shorter and thin-
ner bubble with breakdown occurring over a much larger stream-
wise distance, and with transition being completed approximately
50% of the bubble length downstream of reattachment. This pro-
vides a more gradual change in the shear layer growth character-
istics through the bubble region.

The contour plots of fluctuation correlations in Fig. 11 also
show differing characteristics between the two cases. Under low-
freestream-turbulence conditions, fluctuation growth is initiated in
the separated shear layer with peaks of u�u�, w�w�, and u�v�
apparent in the outer separated shear layer and in the inner
reverse-flow region of the bubble, consistent with the dual-mode
instability discussed earlier in this paper. The streamwise fluctua-
tions apparent prior to transition onset are due to growth of the

Fig. 9 Evolution of a turbulent spot through time sequence of
x-y planes along the centerline of the spot „averaged vectors
and spanwise vorticity in uppermost plot…

Fig. 10 Topology of a turbulent spot in a separated shear layer
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spanwise-oriented vortices resulting from the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability. Peak levels of v�v� and w�w� are of similar magnitude
to that of u�u�, indicating strong three dimensionality of the re-
sulting breakdown process. Contrary to this, under elevated-
freestream turbulence the peak values of v�v� and w�w� are much
lower than that for u�u�. The high levels of u�u� in this case are
associated with the streamwise streaks generated in the upstream
laminar boundary layer that provide the conditions under which
turbulent spots are generated in the shear layer. A more gradual
streamwise growth and decay of fluctuations is observed under
this elevated-freestream-turbulence condition.

In order to compare the turbulent boundary layer for the two
cases, an effective bubble length has been selected such that the
trailing end of this length corresponds to the location of minimum
displacement thickness downstream of the bubble. This effective
bubble length is representative of the region over which the
bubble affects the freestream flow and its use in normalizing the
streamwise coordinate provides a reasonable match in the stream-
wise rate of growth of the turbulent boundary layer. Figure 12
shows the boundary-layer velocity profile and the distribution of
turbulent kinetic energy production for both cases, at various lo-
cations downstream of the time-mean point of reattachment. The
distributions are plotted in wall coordinates, with the inner layer
�u+=y+� and logarithmic law-of-the-wall �u+=1 /0.41 log�y+�
+5.0� profiles plotted for reference.

For the low-Tu case, only profiles up to 50% of the effective
bubble length downstream of the bubble are shown due restric-
tions in the length of the computational domain. At both 25% and
50% of the effective bubble length downstream, the velocity pro-
files show close agreement with the velocity levels of the loga-
rithmic law of the wall. The majority of turbulence kinetic energy
is produced very near the wall, around y+	10 �see lower plot in
Fig. 12�. This is in close agreement with the location of maximum
production in an equilibrium turbulent boundary layer �y+=12�
�45�. The large-scale vortical structures shed from the separation
bubble are also a source of turbulence kinetic energy, as indicated
by the humps observed in the region 50�y+�300. Alam and
Sandham �17� observed that these humps are similar to those oc-

curring in the upper half of a plane mixing layer. The humps
disappear with increasing downstream distance again indicating
recovery toward a conventional turbulent boundary layer. It
should also be noted that the turbulence kinetic energy production
is highest in the reattachment region, and decreases with down-
stream distance.

Under elevated-Tu conditions, recovery to a turbulent boundary
layer occurs in a similar manner to that under low-Tu conditions.
The velocity profiles in Fig. 12 are all below that for the logarith-
mic law of the wall, but a slow relaxation toward this equilibrium
state is observed. The peak in turbulence kinetic energy produc-
tion also occurs near y+	10. In this case, however, higher pro-
duction levels are observed in the outer region �50�y+�300�
than those observed in the low-Tu case. This is likely due to the
longer transition length, resulting in transition completion being
much closer to the streamwise location of minimum displacement
thickness.

An assessment of the full recovery length is not possible due to

Fig. 11 Comparison of streamwise intermittency distribution, boundary layer growth characteristics, and
velocity-fluctuation correlations for the two cases examined

Fig. 12 Turbulent boundary-layer properties downstream of
the separation bubble
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limits in the length of the computational domain. However, the
results presented herein are consistent with those observed by oth-
ers in separation bubbles. For example, Alam and Sandham �17�
found that reestablishment of the log law required seven bubble
lengths downstream of time-mean reattachment. This can be at-
tributed to a slow decay of turbulence kinetic energy in the outer
part of the layer, resulting from the larger-scale structures pro-
duced during transition of the separated shear layer, be it the large
hairpin vortices observed under low-Tu conditions or the vortex
loops within a turbulent spot under elevated-Tu conditions.

4 Conclusions
Mechanisms associated with laminar-to-turbulent transition in

separation bubbles have been examined in the context of DNSs
performed under conditions with low and elevated freestream
turbulence.

Under low-freestream-turbulence conditions, transition is initi-
ated through receptivity of the laminar separated shear layer to
small disturbances through the Kelvin–Helmholtz mechanism.
Two regions of instability growth are observed, one in the outer
separated shear layer and one in the reverse-flow region near the
surface, and are consistent with the results of linear stability
theory presented in the open literature. The outer inviscid mode is
observed to be dominant for velocity profiles typical of those ob-
served in laminar separation bubbles on airfoil surfaces. The fre-
quency of this instability is found to be consistent with the domi-
nant instability frequency of planar free-shear layers.

Amplification of the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability leads to
small-scale fluctuations that develop within the braid region be-
tween spanwise vortices. These fluctuations then lead to stretching
and reorientation of the spanwise structures into hairpin vortices,
which are shed downstream.

Under elevated-freestream turbulence conditions, the receptiv-
ity mechanism leading to shear-layer roll-up is bypassed as a re-
sult of streamwise streaks convecting through the shear layer.
These streaks originate near the leading edge and are a result of
shear filtering, which allows only low-frequency perturbations
from the freestream turbulence to enter the laminar boundary
layer. The streaks are elongated in the streamwise direction, and
have a spanwise length comparable to the boundary-layer thick-
ness upstream of separation. Sinuous or varicose instability of
these streaks is not directly observed as a precursor to the forma-
tion of turbulent spots. However, the strong shear associated with
these streaks appears to provide the conditions under which tur-
bulent spots form through a localized secondary instability, the
frequency of which closely matches that of the inviscid Kelvin–
Helmholtz mechanism. The spots consist of a series of vortex
loops, which grow laterally through stretching of the upstream
loops around the central core of the spot.

The vortex structures resulting from transition in the separated
shear layer remain coherent downstream of reattachment and pro-
vide a source for turbulence kinetic energy production in the outer
part of the boundary layer. Slow recovery toward an equilibrium
turbulent-boundary-layer state is observed and is consistent with
observations of long recovery lengths identified in the open litera-
ture.
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Nomenclature
f 	 frequency

Lp 	 flat plate length
Nts 	 number of time steps used for averaging

p 	 pressure
Ptke 	 turbulence kinetic energy

production=−u�v�1 /2��u /�y+�v /�x�
Resp 	 flow Reynolds number=UspLp /

Re�* 	 displacement-thickness Reynolds

number=Ue�* /

Re� 	 momentum-thickness Reynolds number=Ue� /

Sr� 	 instability Strouhal number of free-shear layer

= f� /�U
Sr�s 	 instability Strouhal number at

separation= f�s /Ues
t� 	 time referenced to arbitrary start time

�t 	 simulation time step
Tu 	 turbulence intensity
U 	 velocity magnitude
Ui 	 velocity in Cartesian direction i

�U 	 velocity difference across shear layer
u 	 x-velocity component
v 	 y-velocity component
w 	 z-velocity component
x 	 streamwise coordinate
xi 	 spatial coordinate in Cartesian direction i
x� 	 separation-referenced streamwise coordinate=x

−xs
y 	 wall-normal coordinate
z 	 spanwise coordinate
� 	 intermittency

�* 	 displacement thickness
� 	 integral length scale of freestream turbulence
� 	 dynamic viscosity

 	 kinematic viscosity
� 	 density

 	 vorticity magnitude
z 	 spanwise vorticity=�v /�x−�u /�y

� 	 momentum thickness

Subscripts
e 	 boundary-layer edge
r 	 reattachment

rms 	 root-mean-square quantity
s 	 separation

sp 	 suction peak
ts 	 start of transition
te 	 end of transition

min 	 minimum

Superscripts
� 	 wall-scale coordinate
� 	 fluctuation quantity
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Tip Clearance Effects on Inlet Hot
Streak Migration Characteristics
in High Pressure Stage of a
Vaneless Counter-Rotating
Turbine
In this paper, three-dimensional multiblade row unsteady Navier–Stokes simulations at a
hot streak temperature ratio of 2.0 have been performed to reveal the effects of rotor tip
clearance on the inlet hot streak migration characteristics in high pressure stage of a
vaneless counter-rotating turbine. The numerical results indicate that the migration char-
acteristics of the hot streak in the high pressure turbine rotor are dominated by the
combined effects of secondary flow, buoyancy, and leakage flow in the rotor tip clearance.
The leakage flow trends to drive the hotter fluid toward the blade tip on the pressure
surface and to the hub on the suction surface. Under the effect of the leakage flow, even
partial hotter fluid near the pressure surface is also driven to the rotor suction surface
through the tip clearance. Compared with the case without rotor tip clearance, the heat
load of the high pressure turbine rotor is intensified due to the effects of the leakage flow.
And the results indicate that the leakage flow effects trend to increase the low pressure
turbine rotor inlet temperature at the tip region. The air flow with higher temperature at
the tip region of the low pressure turbine rotor inlet will affect the flow and heat transfer
characteristics in the downstream low pressure turbine. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3103925�

1 Introduction
A vaneless counter-rotating turbine �VCRT� is composed of a

highly loaded single-stage high pressure turbine �HPT� and a
single-stage vaneless counter-rotating low pressure turbine/rotor
�LPT/LPR�. Due to the parts’ elimination and size reduction, the
VCRT can offer some significant benefits compared with conven-
tional two-stage turbine, even 1+1 counter-rotating turbine, such
as the elevated thrust-to-weight ratio of aero-engine, the improved
performance of aircraft, the reduced cooling flow, and so on �1–4�.
From the 1950s, counter-rotating turbines have been carefully in-
vestigated �5,6,3,4�. GE has also been developing counter-rotating
turbine systems �CRTSs� since the 1980s. And the CRTS will
apply to GEnx engines in the future. It indicates that the CRTS
will also be selected in airline engines for the aim of economy.

Experimental data taken from gas turbine combustors indicate
that the flow exiting the combustor can contain both circumferen-
tial and radial temperature gradients. The phenomenon is known
as hot streaks. The hot streaks arise from the combination of the
combustor core flow with the combustor bypass and combustor
surface cooling flows. In turbine, the hot streaks convect through
the vanes and interact with the rotor blades. They can cause local
hot spots on the blade surfaces, leading to heat fatigue of blade
and reducing blade life.

An earlier research on streamline pattern showed theoretically
that inflow temperature gradients will not alter the streamline pat-
tern in vanes as long as the inflow total pressure is uniform �7�.
However, the following research on the secondary flow of rotating
system, which was performed by Lakshminarayana and Horlock
�8�, indicated that inflow temperature nonuniformities can lead to

secondary flow in the rotating blade rows. Butler et al. �9� carried
out an experimental investigation on hot streak migration using
the large-scale rotating rig �LSRR�, which is often used in hot
streak investigations. They also found that the temperature gradi-
ents have not altered the flow within the turbine stator but to have
significant impact on the flowfield of rotor blade rows when the
total pressure in the distortion is uniform. Their conclusion had
been verified by some other experimental and numerical investi-
gations �10–12�. The results, which were obtained by Butler et al.
�9�, Sharma et al. �13�, and Roback and Dring �10� by experimen-
tal and numerical investigations, showed that hot streaks cause
hotter gas to accumulate on the rotor blade pressure surfaces and
colder gas to accumulate on the rotor blade suction surfaces.
However, the numerical investigation results of Gundy-Burlet and
Dorney �14� indicated that the migration patterns of hot streaks
are directly related to the position of the hot streak in relation to
the first-stage stator. When the hot streak impinges the leading
edge �LE� of the first-stage stator, the hot gases are convected with
the stator wake and migrate to the suction surface �SS� of the
first-stage rotor. On the contrary, the hot gases migrate to the
pressure surface �PS� of the first-stage rotor when the hot streak is
located in the midpitch of the first-stage stator vanes. The different
characteristic of hot streak migration in rotor blade rows should be
investigated in detail. In addition to secondary flow and circum-
ferentially relative location effect, Shang and Epstein �15� showed
that hot streak migration is also affected by buoyancy, which tends
to drive the hot streak toward the hub.

The experimental facilities most often used in hot streak inves-
tigations include the LSRR �9,10�, NASA warm core turbine test
rig �WCTTR� �16�, and MIT blowdown turbine test rig �BTTR�
�17�. The LSRR experiments were performed at low speed, but
blade surface temperature �CO2 concentrations� was measured. In
the WCTTR experiments, blade surface temperature was not mea-
sured, but it is a high speed rig. Compared with LSRR and
WCTTR, BTTR experiments not only were performed at high
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speed, but also blade surface temperature can been measured.
Shang et al. �18� performed hot streak experiments using BTTR in
MIT in order to examine the effects of hot streak migration on
blade surface temperature at high speed.

Dorney and Sondak �19� performed three-dimensional unsteady
Navier–Stokes simulations to study the effects of tip clearance on
hot streak migration in a high-subsonic single-stage turbine. The
simulations indicate that the tip clearance increases the radial
spreading of the hot fluid, and increases the integrated rotor sur-
face temperature compared with the case without tip clearance.
Castillon et al. �20� carried out an unsteady 3D numerical analysis
on a hot streak transport through an axial high pressure turbine
stage. The predicted results show that the hot gas driven on the
pressure surface of the rotor can convect into the tip-gap and
migrate into the suction surface.

In this paper, the effects of tip clearance on the inlet hot streak
migration characteristics in the high pressure stage of the VCRT
will be explored by means of 3D unsteady numerical simulations.

2 Numerical Algorithm
NUMECA software systems are employed to study this problem.

The numerical method is described in detail in the user manual
�21�. Here only a brief description about the main features is
reported.

The governing equations in NUMECA are the time dependent,
three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes equations.
The solver of NUMECA is FINE/TURBO and it is based on a cell
centered finite volume approach, associated with a central space
discretization scheme together with an explicit four-stage Runge–
Kutta time integration method.

Residual smoothing, local time-stepping, and multigridding are
employed to speed up convergence to the steady state solution.
The dual time-stepping method �22� and domain scaling method
�23� are used to perform time accurate calculations.

Various turbulence models have been included in the solver for
the closure of governing equations. The widely used approach
based on one transport equation �24� has been selected in this
paper. The Spalart–Allmaras model has become quite popular in
the past years because of its robustness and its ability to treat
complex flows. The main advantage of the Spalart–Allmaras
model when compared with the one of Baldwin and Lomax is that
the turbulent eddy viscosity field is always continuous. Its advan-
tage over the k-� model is mainly its robustness and the lower
additional CPU and memory usage.

The time step limitations arising from the turbulent source
terms are accounted for in the model so that computations can be
performed with the maximum allowable Courant–Friedrichs–
Lewy �CFL� number without penalizing numerical efficiency.

3 Boundary Conditions
In these simulations with inlet hot streaks, the theory of char-

acteristics is used to determine the boundary conditions at the inlet
and exit of computational domain. The total temperature is speci-
fied as a function of the spatial coordinates at the inlet. The total
pressure and the circumferential and radial flow angles are given
as many constants at the inlet. Due to selecting the Spalart–
Allmaras turbulence model, the kinematic turbulent viscosity
should be specified in the inlet boundary conditions. In this paper,
it is 0.0001 m2 /s. At the inlet, the specify turbulence intensity of
3% is selected.

In these simulations, the flow variables in the hot streak must be
modified. In the hot streak, the inlet flow variables used to define
the specified boundary conditions can be written as

uhs = u�
�Ths/T�, vhs = v�

�Ths/T�

whs = w�
�Ths/T�, Phs = P�

ahs = a�
�Ths/T�, �hs = ��/�Ths/T�� �1�

where Ths is the static temperature within the hot streak and T� is
the static temperature of the unaffected inlet flow. The static pres-
sure and total pressure within the hot streak are assumed to be
equal to that of the unaffected inlet flow.

At the exit, the circumferential and radial velocity components,
entropy, and the downstream running Riemann invariant are ex-
trapolated from the interior of the computational domain. The
static pressure, P6, is specified at the hub of the exit and the static
pressure values at all other radial locations are obtained by inte-
grating the equation for radial equilibrium. Periodicity is enforced
along the outer boundaries of H–O–H grids in the circumferential
direction.

No-slip boundary conditions should be enforced at solid wall
surfaces for viscous simulations. In this paper, absolute no-slip
boundary conditions are enforced at the hub and tip end walls of
the HPT stator regions, along the surface of the HPT vane, and
along the casing walls of the HPT rotor and LPR regions. Relative
no-slip boundary conditions are imposed at the hub end walls of
the HPT rotor and LPR regions, and the surfaces of the HPT rotor
and LPR blades. It is assumed that the normal derivative of pres-
sure is zero at the solid wall surfaces, and that the walls are
adiabatic.

4 Vaneless Counter-Rotating Turbine
The VCRT studied in this paper is composed of a highly loaded

single-stage HPT coupled with a vaneless counter-rotating LPT/
LPR. It has high expansion ratio and operates in transonic re-
gimes. The VCRT has some unique characteristics, which are dif-
ferent from the conventional two-stage turbine, even 1+1 counter-
rotating turbine. These characteristics include the following.

• The HPT rotor and LPT/LPR are counter-rotating.
• The LPT is vaneless.
• There are high relative Mach number ��1.5� and relative

flow angle ��70 deg� at the outlet of the HPT.

The design conditions of the VCRT are shown in Table 1.
The airfoil counts in the steady and unsteady models are re-

duced from the actual count 36/36/36 for the HPT stator, HPT
rotor, and LPR, respectively, to 1/1/1 for computational efficiency.
In this paper, the main interest is to analyze the effects of rotor tip
leakage on the hot streak migration in the HPT. The effects of the
rotor count ratios have not been investigated in this paper. In the
future work, the investigation on the effects of airfoil count ratios
will be performed. Although the 1/1/1 airfoil count ratio is not
realistic, the fundamental flow characteristics can be still obtained
by investigating the model VCRT. The tip clearance size studied
in this paper is 2.0 mm �2.594% HPT rotor height� �see Fig. 1�.
The typical y+ values of less than 15 are used at the boundaries.
All of these result in computational fluid dynamics �CFD� models
with about 0.42�106 �without tip clearance—Case 1� and 0.57
�106 �with tip clearance—Case 2� grid points employing a
sheared “H–O–H” mesh generated by NUMECA AUTOGRID �see Fig.
2�. It will take about 1 week to compute an unsteady case using a
3.0 GHz one-Intel-CPU computer. According to the past experi-
ences, which were obtained in the steady three-dimensional vis-

Table 1 The flow conditions in the VCRT

Inlet total temperature �K� 500
Inlet total pressure �kPa� 300
Mass flow �kg/s� 17.7
Rotational speed of HPT rotor �rpm� 6970
Rotational speed of LPR �rpm� �6970
Expansion ratio of HPT 2.93
Expansion ratio of LPT 2.07
SWR 1.77
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cous analyses about the VCRT �4�, the grid size selected in this
paper is adequate to the investigation.

5 Validating of Numerical Code
In order to validate the predicted accuracy of the numerical

code, a three-dimensional multistage unsteady Navier–Stokes
simulation with inlet radial hot streak has been performed in a test
turbine. Then the time-averaged numerical data are compared with
the available experimental data. The test turbine is a 0.767 scale
rig modeling the first stage of a two-stage core turbine designed
for a modern high bypass ratio engine. The vane has a constant
section, and was designed for a constant exit flow angle of 75 deg
from axial. The rotor inlet was designed to accept the vane exit
flow with either zero or slight negative incidence. The rotor outlet
is a free-vortex design. Both vane and blade axial chords are
constant radially. The experimental turbine has 26 vane airfoils
and 48 rotor airfoils. It was tested in the NASA Lewis Research
Center’s WCTTR �16�. The test conditions for the turbine are
shown in Table 2.

The inlet radial temperature profile in the experiment was pro-
duced using the combustor exit radial temperature simulator
�CERTS� inlet, which injected cool air through circumferential
slots in the hub and tip end walls upstream of the vane. Figure 3

shows the inlet radial temperature distribution. The ratio of the
maximum total temperature to the average total temperature is
approximately 1.05, and the ratio of maximum to minimum total
temperature is approximately 1.20 at the turbine inlet.

In order to reduce the cost of the calculation, the number of
vanes in the first row is decreased to 24 and the size of the vane is
increased by a factor of 26/24 to maintain the same blockage. So,
a one-vane/two-rotor airfoil count ratio is used in the unsteady
numerical simulation. And two geometry configurations with
1.2% tip clearance and without tip clearance for the rotor are
selected in the numerical simulations.

Figures 4–6 show the comparisons between the predicted and
experimental time-averaged critical velocity ratio distributions at
the hub, midspan, and tip of the vane, individually. The predicted
data are close to the experimental data, except for the suction
surface near the trailing edge �TE� region at the hub of the vane,
near the 40% axial chord region at the midspan and the tip of the
vane.

Figure 7 illustrates the predicted and experimental total pres-
sure distributions at the outlet of the turbine. There is a good
agreement between the predicted and experimental results. Com-
pared with the experimental results, the predicted accuracy of the
case with 1.2% rotor tip clearance is higher than the case without

Fig. 1 Meridional section of the VCRT with rotor tip clearance

Fig. 2 H–O–H grid topologies of the VCRT

Table 2 Flow conditions in the NASA test turbine

Inlet total temperature �K� 672.2
Inlet total pressure �Pa� 3.103�105

Mass flow �kg/s� 6.13
Specific work �J/kg� 1.299�105

Rotational speed �rpm� 11373
Total pressure ratio 2.36
Load factor 1.675
Flow coefficient 0.449

Fig. 3 Turbine inlet radial temperature profile

Fig. 4 Critical velocity ratio at the hub of the vane
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rotor tip clearance at the tip region of the turbine outlet. The
reason is that the geometry configuration of the case with 1.2%
rotor tip clearance is the same as that of the experiment. The tip
clearance effects are considered in the case with 1.2% rotor tip
clearance.

Figure 8 shows the predicted and experimental total tempera-
ture distributions at the outlet of the turbine. The predicted values
show close agreement with the experimental values from hub to
70% span. Although the discrepancies between the numerical data
and the experimental data are apparent from 70% span to tip, the
trends predicted that total temperature distributions are similar to
the experimental trends. And due to considering the tip clearance
effects, the results in the case with 1.2% rotor tip clearance are
more close to the experimental results than that of the case with-
out tip clearance.

The above-mentioned results indicate that the flow characteris-

tics in the high-subsonic turbine can be qualitatively predicted by
means of the numerical code. The numerical code is acceptable in
this investigation.

6 Inlet Hot Streak Profile
In this paper, a hot streak temperature ratio of 2.0 is selected.

The hot streak is circular in shape with a diameter equal to 25% of
the HPT stator span. The hot streak center is located at 50% of the
span and the leading edge of the HPT stator. The hot streak profile
is shown in Fig. 9.

7 Numerical Results
Figure 10 shows the instantaneous Mach number contours on

the midspan section of the HPT rotor for the case with 1.2% rotor
tip clearance. There are two high strength shock waves originated
from the trailing edge of the HPT rotor, which are called inner-
extending shock wave �IESW� and outer-extending shock wave
�OESW�, respectively. And a series of compression waves ema-
nates from the rotor suction surface at about 64–82% axial chord
region. The interaction between these compression waves and the
IESW can be observed in the HPT rotor. Figure 10 shows that the
wave system is very complex in the HPT rotor. The peak Mach
number is approximately 2.0 in the HPT rotor. Such high Mach
number is unusual in transonic turbine rotor. The complicated
wave system and high outlet Mach number result in some unique
aerodynamics characteristics in the HPT rotor compared with con-
ventional two-stage turbine. And these waves can also affect the
migration of the hot streak fluid in the HPT rotor. So, the inves-
tigation on the hot streak migration in the HPT rotor is very sig-
nificant.

Figure 11 shows the static temperature distribution on the mid-
span section of the HPT at one instant in time. The migrating
paths of the hot streaks in the HPT are exhibited by means of the
temperature contour. The secondary flow induced temperature re-
distribution does not occur in the HPT stator as the hot streak
directly impinges on the LE of the HPT stator. However, second-

Fig. 5 Critical velocity ratio at the midspan of the vane

Fig. 6 Critical velocity ratio at the tip of the vane

Fig. 7 Total pressure distribution at the outlet of the turbine

Fig. 8 Total temperature distribution at the outlet of the
turbine

Fig. 9 Inlet hot streak profile „cases 1 and 2…
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ary flow and buoyancy cause the temperature redistribution in the
HPT rotor when the hot streak mixes with the HPT vane wake and
flows into the HPT rotor. Most of the hotter fluid convects toward
the PS of the HPT rotor, while most of the colder fluid migrates to
the SS of the HPT rotor. And a few of hotter fluid also rounds the
LE of the HPT rotor and migrates to the SS of the rotor. The heat
load of the HPT rotor is increased due to the introduction of the
hot streak.

Figure 12 describes the leakage flow in the HPT rotor blade tip
clearance. The fluid near the pressure surface tip region can be
driven to the rotor suction surface by the leakage flow. So, as the
inlet hot streaks are introduced, some hotter fluid migrated to the
HPT rotor pressure surface tip region will convect into the rotor
suction side. The migration induced by the leakage flow directly
results in intensified heat load on the rotor suction surface. Figure
13 more clearly illustrates the above-mentioned phenomenon.
When hotter fluid migrates to the pressure surface, the combined
effects of secondary flow and buoyancy will drive the hotter fluid
toward the hub and the tip. Those hotter fluids migrated to the tip
region at the pressure side will enter the tip-gap and emerge over
the suction side. The temperature distribution on the HPT rotor is
significantly affected due to the existence of the leakage flow.

Figure 14 shows the time-averaged static temperature contour
on the HPT rotor for case 1 �without tip clearance�. The nonuni-
form temperature distribution on the HPT rotor indicates that most
of the hotter fluid will migrate toward the pressure surface of the
HPT rotor when it convects into the passage of the HPT rotor. And
only a small quantity of hotter fluid will round the LE of the HPT
rotor and migrate to the suction surface of the HPT rotor. The hot
fluid, which migrates to the pressure surface, will migrate toward
the hub and the tip along the flow direction. On the other hand, the
hot fluid, which migrates to the suction surface, will migrate to-
ward the midspan along the flow direction. The migration charac-
teristics of the hot streak in the HPT rotor are dominated by the
combined effects of secondary flow and buoyancy. The secondary
flow drives the hotter fluid toward the hub and tip on the PS and
toward the midspan on the SS �see Fig. 15�. The buoyancy in-
duces the hotter fluid near the rotor blade surface to migrate to-
ward the hub �12�. The above-mentioned migration of the hot fluid
results in a higher heat load on the HPT rotor.

The effect of buoyancy on the migration of the hot streaks can
be explained by using the simple radial equilibrium theory. The
radial equilibrium means the pressure forces balance the centrifu-

Fig. 10 Instantaneous Mach number contours on the midspan
section of the HPT rotor

Fig. 11 Instantaneous static temperature contour on the mid-
span section of the HPT—case 1

Fig. 12 HPT rotor blade tip leakage flow

Fig. 13 Instantaneous temperature contour on a cross section
„S3 section… of the HPT rotor passage—case 2
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gal forces along the radial direction. According to the simple ra-
dial equilibrium theory, the following equation �see Ref. �12�� can
be deduced:

d2sr

dx2 =
1

r
� Ths

Tcold
− 1� 1

�2 �2�

Formula �2� offers an evaluation criterion on the buoyancy ef-
fect from physical mechanism. Near the region of the HPT rotor
blade surface, the buoyancy effect is proportional to the static
temperature ratio of the hot fluid to the cold fluid, and depends on
the square of flow coefficient with inverse proportion.

Figure 16 shows the time-averaged static temperature contour
on the HPT rotor for case 2 �with tip clearance�. The nonuniform
temperature distribution on the HPT rotor shows that the leakage
flow also plays an important role in the hot streak migration be-
sides the combined effects of secondary flow and buoyancy. The
leakage flow drives the hotter fluid toward the tip on the PS and
toward the hub on the SS. Under the effect of the leakage flow,
even partial hotter fluid near the pressure surface tip region is
driven to the rotor suction surface through the tip clearance. The
tip leakage swirl induces a hot tip region on the suction surface
�see Fig. 16 ellipse mark region�. Compared with case 1 �without
rotor tip clearance�, the heat load of the HPT rotor is intensified
due to the effects of the leakage flow. Considering the existence of

rotor tip clearance, the migration characteristics of the hot streak
in the HPT rotor are dominated by the combined effects of sec-
ondary flow, buoyancy, and leakage flow.

Figure 17 indicates the time-averaged relative total temperature
distributions in the HPT rotor passages for cases 1 and 2. In these
two cases, the secondary flow drives the hotter fluid toward the PS
along the flow direction. At the meantime, the buoyancy drives the
hotter fluid toward the hub along the flow direction. When the
hotter fluid migrates to the PS, the secondary flow will drive it
toward the hub and tip along the flow direction, and the buoyancy
will continue to drive it toward the hub along the flow direction.
The combined effects of secondary flow and buoyancy directly
control the migrating directions of the hotter fluid. Under the in-
fluences of the secondary flow and the buoyancy, the hotter fluid
nearby the PS has a tendency toward the hub along the flow di-
rection. The result has also been shown in Figs. 14 and 16. And

Fig. 14 Time-averaged static temperature contour on the HPT
rotor „case 1…

Fig. 15 Secondary flow streamline distributions on a S3 sec-
tion of the HPT rotor passage

Fig. 16 Time-averaged static temperature contour on the HPT
rotor „case 2…

Fig. 17 Time-averaged relative total temperature contours on
some S3 sections of the HPT rotor passage
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the secondary flow also drives the colder fluid toward the SS
along the flow direction accompanying the hot fluid movements.
As the colder fluid migrates to the SS, the secondary flow drives
the colder fluid toward the midspan along the flow direction. The
hotter fluid, which rounds the leading edge of the HPT rotor and
migrates to the suction surface, also moves toward the midspan
along the flow direction under the effect of the secondary flow.
The buoyancy still drives the hotter fluid on the suction surface
toward the hub along the flow direction. As a result, the hotter
fluid on the suction surface also has a trend toward the hub along
the flow direction under the combined effects of secondary flow
and buoyancy. This phenomenon may be also seen in Figs. 14 and
16. Comparing the results between cases 1 and 2 in Fig. 17, it is
well known that the radial migration of the hotter fluid is also
dominated by the leakage flow in the rotor tip clearance. The
leakage flow trends to drive the hotter fluid toward the blade tip
on the pressure surface and to the hub on the suction surface.
Figure 18 more clearly shows the leakage flow effects. The effects
of the leakage flow directly result in a different temperature dis-
tribution in HPT rotor between cases 1 and 2.

Figures 19 and 20 show the instantaneous temperature distribu-
tion at the LPR inlet for cases 1 and 2, respectively. Comparing
the results in Figs. 19 and 20, it is well known that the leakage
flow effects trend to increase the LPR inlet temperature at the tip
region. The air flow with higher temperature at the tip region of
the LPR inlet will affect the flow and heat transfer characteristics
in the downstream LPT.

8 Conclusions
This paper aims to study the effects of the rotor tip clearance on

the inlet hot streak migration characteristics in HPT of a VCRT.
The major conclusions can be summarized as follows.

�1� The hot streak mixes with the vane wake and convects into
the HPT rotor. Most of the hotter fluid migrates to the pres-
sure surface of the HPT rotor. Only a few of the hotter
fluids round the leading edge of the HPT rotor and migrate
to the suction surface.

�2� The migration characteristics of the hot streak in the HPT
rotor are dominated by the combined effects of secondary
flow, buoyancy, and leakage flow in the rotor tip clearance.

�3� The leakage flow drives the hotter fluid toward the blade tip
on the pressure surface and to the hub on the suction sur-
face.

�4� The leakage flow trends to increase the heat load of the
HPT rotor blade.

�5� The existence of the leakage flow will affect the flow and
heat transfer characteristics in the downstream LPT.
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Nomenclature
a � velocity of sound
c � nondimensional chord
P � static pressure
r � radius
s � displacement

SWR � ratio of specific work of the high pressure tur-
bine to that of the low pressure turbine

Fig. 20 Instantaneous temperature contour at the LPR inlet—
case 2

Fig. 18 Time-averaged relative total temperature contours on
three S3 sections of the HPT rotor passage—case 2

Fig. 19 Instantaneous temperature contour at the LPR inlet—
case 1
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T � static temperature
u, v, w � x, y, z components of velocity

V � absolute velocity
X � axial displacement
� � density
� � flow coefficient

Superscripts
� � total quantity

Subscripts
6 � LPT rotor exit quantity

cr � critical value
hs � hot streak quantity
r � radial direction
x � axial direction
� � freestream quantity
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Aerodynamic Asymmetry
Analysis of Unsteady Flows in
Turbomachinery
A nonlinear harmonic balance technique for the analysis of aerodynamic asymmetry of
unsteady flows in turbomachinery is presented. The present method uses a mixed time-
domain/frequency-domain approach that allows one to compute the unsteady aerody-
namic response of turbomachinery blades to self-excited vibrations. Traditionally, re-
searchers have investigated the unsteady response of a blade row with the assumption
that all the blades in the row are identical. With this assumption the entire wheel can be
modeled using complex periodic boundary conditions and a computational grid spanning
a single blade passage. In this study, the steady/unsteady aerodynamic asymmetry is
modeled using multiple passages. Specifically, the method has been applied to aerody-
namically asymmetric flutter problems for a rotor with a symmetry group of 2. The effect
of geometric asymmetries on the unsteady aerodynamic response of a blade row is illus-
trated. For the cases investigated in this paper, the change in the diagonal terms (blade
on itself) dominated the change in stability. Very little mode coupling effect caused by the
off-diagonal terms was found. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3103922�

1 Introduction
Traditionally, researchers have used frequency-domain and

time-domain methods to investigate the unsteady aerodynamics in
turbomachinery. The frequency-domain methods, namely, time-
linearized �1–3� and harmonic balance �4–6� methods, assume
that the unsteady disturbances are temporally and spatially peri-
odic, a condition satisfied to a good approximation for many un-
steady flows of interest. The time-linearized techniques further
assume that the disturbances are small compared with the mean
flow, and the governing equations can be linearized about a non-
linear mean operating condition. The main drawback for time-
linearized techniques is their inability to model dynamically non-
linear effects. On the other hand, the harmonic balance approach
does not make any small-disturbance assumption and can model
dynamically nonlinear problems very efficiently. The main advan-
tage of the frequency-domain methods is that the computational
domain for the entire blade row can be reduced to a single blade
passage using complex periodic boundary conditions. The time-
accurate, time-domain methods �7–9� do not rely on any assump-
tions regarding the size of the unsteady disturbance or the tempo-
ral and spatial periodicity. Therefore, this approach is relatively
simple to implement. The main drawback of these solvers is the
very large computational time required, on the order of one to two
orders of magnitude more than the frequency-domain methods.

The airfoils in bladed disk assemblies and blisks are coupled
both structurally and aerodynamically. It is well known that both
coupling mechanisms can play a significant role in determining
the stability and maximum airfoil resonant response. Also, it has
been known that frequency mistuning always has a stabilizing
effect that is caused by a strong mode coupling. In the majority of
research presented in the literature, both frequency-domain and
time-domain unsteady flow analyses have assumed that all the
blades in a row are identical. Therefore, the computed unsteady

response is identical except for an interblade phase angle shift.
However, in reality, the blades may have manufacturing variations
such as mis-staggering that may result in aerodynamic asymmetry
�also known as aerodynamic mistuning�. If the aerodynamic
asymmetry in a blade row is large enough, it may play a signifi-
cant role in the stability of the turbomachinery blades. In the past
50 years or so, turbomachinery mistuning research efforts have for
the most part concentrated on blade-to-blade frequency variations
with models only accounting for the structural coupling �10–17�.

In contrast to frequency mistuning, the subject of aerodynamic
asymmetries has received very limited attention in the literature.
Although the previous work on aerodynamic asymmetries pre-
sented some important results, there is still need for further inves-
tigation of this problem. Fleeter and Hoyniak �18� studied the
effect of variation on circumferential blade spacing. Alternating
blade spacing was found to stabilize a system that was unstable
with equal spacing. However, their analysis was limited to simple
flat plate blade geometries. Sladojević et al. �19,20� studied the
effect of alternating stagger angle on stability for a more realistic
fan profile. Small deviations in stagger angle �0.5 deg� did not
significantly affect the stability. However, larger variations �2.0
deg� were found to be significantly destabilizing. Note that the
analysis of Sladojević et al. �19,20� investigated the effect of in-
creasing the alternate stagger angle. However, the aerodynamic
response of the blades can be fundamentally different if the stag-
ger angle of the alternating blades is decreased. In addition, be-
cause of the fact that Sladojević et al. used a time-accurate solver,
they had to model the entire wheel in their computations, which
made the analysis very expensive. Kielb et al. �21� used an ap-
proach where they perturbed the aerodynamic force matrix ob-
tained from a symmetric computational fluid dynamics �CFD�
analysis. Specifically, they investigated three different aerody-
namic asymmetries: single blade perturbation, symmetry group
perturbation, and random perturbation. They concluded that single
blade perturbation and symmetry group of 2 perturbations had a
flutter suppressing effect, whereas random perturbations of all
blades had a destabilizing effect. The main drawback with the
work of Kielb et al. �21� was that their method was based on a
probabilistic approach.

In this paper, the effect of aerodynamic asymmetries caused by
alternate blade-to-blade spacing and alternate staggering �in either
direction� on the stability of a rotor is investigated. The unsteady
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aerodynamics is modeled using the state-of-the-art mixed time-
domain/frequency-domain harmonic balance approach. The use of
harmonic balance method allows us to model the blade row using
a computational grid spanning a single sector �symmetry group�.
This reduces the computational and memory requirements dra-
matically compared with similar time-accurate analyses �20�.

2 Governing Equations
To motivate the present multistage harmonic balance analysis,

we describe how the method may be applied to the solution of the
three-dimensional Euler equations. Note, however, that although
we analyze only inviscid flows in this paper, the method is equally
applicable to the Navier–Stokes equations.

Consider the three-dimensional Euler equations, written in the
blade row frame of reference, which may be stationary or rotating
at a speed � about the x axis. The Euler equations in Cartesian
coordinates are given by

d

dt�� �V
UdV +� �

A
�F,G,H� · ndA =�� �

V
SdV �1�

The vector of conservation variables, U, the flux vectors, F, G,
and H, and the source vector, S, are given by

U = �
�

�u

�v

�w

�E
�, F = �

�u − � ḟ

�u2 + p − �uḟ

�uv − �v ḟ

�uw − �wḟ

�uI − �Eḟ

�, G = �
�v − �ġ

�uv − �uġ

�v2 + p − �vġ

�vw − �wġ

�vI − �Eġ
�

H = �
�w − �ḣ

�uw − �uḣ

�vw − �vḣ

�w2 + p − �wḣ

�wI − �Eḣ

�, S = �
0

0

���2y + 2�w�
���2z − 2�v�

0
�

where ḟ , ġ, and ḣ are the x, y, and z components of the velocity of
the unsteady grid motion, respectively. For an ideal gas with a
constant specific heat ratio, the pressure p is related to the conser-
vation variables through

p = �� − 1���E − 1
2 �u2 + v2 + w2� + 1

2 ��r�2�
In addition, the rothalpy I is defined as

I =
�E + p

�
=

�

� − 1

p

�
+

1

2
�u2 + v2 + w2� −

1

2
��r�2

where r is the distance from the x axis �r=�y2+z2�. The Euler
equations are nonlinear in the conservation variables, and so the
equations will admit nonlinear solutions.

3 Harmonic Balance Method
For many flows of interest in turbomachinery aerodynamics,

the flow �when viewed in the relative frame of reference� is peri-
odic in time, with period T=2� /�. Because the flow is temporally
periodic, the flow variables may be represented as a Fourier series
in time with spatially varying coefficients. For example, the con-
servation variables may be expressed as

U�x,y,z,t� = A0�x,y,z� + 	
n=1

�

�An�x,y,z�cos��nt�

+ Bn�x,y,z�sin��nt�� �2�

where � is the fundamental frequency, and A0, An, and Bn are the

Fourier coefficients of the flow variables. In principle, the sum-
mations in these series are taken over all integer values of n. In
practice, however, the series may be truncated to a finite number
of terms, N. Therefore, the flow variables can be computed and
stored at 2N+1 equally spaced points over one temporal period.

Assembled together into the vectors U� and Ũ, the subtime level
solutions and the Fourier coefficients can be written as

U�

U1

U2

]

U2N+1

� = , Ũ =

A0

A1

]

AN

B1

]

BN

� �3�

The Fourier coefficients can be determined from the subtime
level solutions by a discrete Fourier transform. Conversely, the
conservation variables at the subtime levels can be determined
from the Fourier coefficients by the inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form. Following Eq. �2� these relations can be written in matrix
form as

U� = F−1Ũ �4�

Ũ = FU� �5�

Note that F and F−1 are square matrices as the number of time
sublevels is equal to the number of Fourier coefficients.

Next, we write the Euler equations at all subtime levels simul-
taneously so that

�U�

�t
+

�F�

�x
+

�G�

�y
+

�H�

�z
= S� �6�

where, for example, F� is the vector of x-fluxes evaluated at U�.
Hence, Eq. �6� has 5� �2N+1� equations. Note that the 2N+1 sets
of conservation equations �Eq. �6�� are coupled only through the
time derivative term, which is approximated by the pseudospectral
operator, D. To motivate the development of D, we note that

�

�t
U� = 	

n=1

N

�− �n · An sin��nt� + �n · Bn cos��nt�� �7�

or in matrix form

�U�

�t
=

�F−1

�t
Ũ �8�

Making use of Eq. �5� gives the desired pseudospectral operator

�U�

�t
=

�F−1

�t
FU� = DU� �9�

Finally, substitution of Eq. �9� into Eq. �6� gives the desired har-
monic balance equations, i.e.,

DU� +
�F�

�x
+

�G�

�y
+

�H�

�z
= S� �10�

The advantage of Eq. �10� over the classical form of the harmonic
balance equations is that the fluxes in Eq. �10� are much easier to
compute �order N operations�. The fluxes are simply computed at
each of the 2N+1 time levels in the usual way.

To solve the harmonic balance equations, we introduce a
“pseudotime” term so that the equations may be marched rapidly
to a steady-state condition using a conventional computational
fluid dynamics scheme. Thus, Eq. �10� becomes
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�U�

��
+ DU� +

�F�

�x
+

�G�

�y
+

�H�

�z
= S� �11�

where � is a fictitious or pseudotime, used only to march Eq. �11�
to steady state, driving the pseudotime term to zero. Note that
pseudotime harmonic balance equations are similar in form to the
original time-domain form of the Euler equations, Eq. �1�. Thus,
existing well-developed steady CFD techniques may be used to
efficiently solve the nonlinear harmonic balance equations with
comparable number of iterations required.

Equation �11� is discretized on a computational grid spanning a
single sector that has K blade passages for problems that satisfy
complex periodic boundary conditions for a symmetry group of K.
Similarly, for aerodynamically symmetric problems, the harmonic
balance equations are discretized on a computational grid span-
ning only a single blade passage. A typical grid for a symmetry
group of 2 is shown in Fig. 1. We use Ni’s �22� two-step Lax–
Wendroff scheme to discretize the harmonic balance equations.
The Lax–Wendroff scheme is a node-centered conservative finite
volume scheme. A combination of second and fourth difference
smoothing is used to capture shocks. Also, because only “steady-
state” solutions are desired, we use local time stepping and
multiple-grid acceleration techniques to speed up convergence.
The harmonic balance method as described here has some simi-
larities to the classical “dual time step” method. Our approach,

however, has a number of important advantages. First, in the dual
time step method, the solution is marched from one time level to
the next time accurately, using pseudotime to drive the residual of
the time-accurate equations to zero. The process is repeated over
many time steps for several periods until a periodic solution has
been reached. In our approach, we store the solution at just a few
points over a single period, and the solutions at all these temporal
points are advanced simultaneously using pseudotime marching
until the solution converges. Second, because we solve for the
solution over one complete period, a spectral operator may be
used to compute the physical time derivative � /�t. The spectral
time derivative is much more accurate than finite difference op-
erators, which are used in the dual time step approach. Therefore,
many fewer physical time levels are required using the present
method. Finally, previous work by the authors indicates that the
resulting scheme may be much less dissipative than conventional
time-domain techniques.

4 Boundary Conditions
The boundary conditions consist of surface, far-field, and peri-

odic boundary conditions and are applied once at every iteration
in the flow solver. The solid surface boundary conditions require
that there be no flow through the surface. Therefore, for an invis-
cid flow the normal velocity of the fluid on the surface must be
equal to the normal velocity of the moving surface.

At the far-field of the computational domain, that is, at the inlet
and the exit, we use quasi-three-dimensional nonreflecting bound-
ary conditions �23� to eliminate the spurious reflections of the
outgoing pressure, entropy, and vortical waves.

As mentioned previously, for problems with a symmetry group
of K, the computational domain can be reduced to a single sector
�with K blades� by making use of complex periodicity conditions
along the periodic boundaries. To apply these conditions, the so-
lution U� is transformed along the periodic boundaries using Eq.

�5� to find the vector of Fourier coefficients Ũ �which contains the
cosine and sine coefficients An and Bn�. Inspection of Eq. �2�
reveals that the appropriate boundary condition is given by

An�x,r,	 + 	G� = An�x,r,	� · cos�
n� − Bn�x,r,	� · sin�
n�
�12�

Bn�x,r,	 + 	G� = An�x,r,	� · sin�
n� + Bn�x,r,	� · cos�
n�
�13�

where 	G is the tangential gap for the sector, and 
 is the inter-
sector phase angle. Note that we have momentarily switched to
cylindrical coordinates for simplicity.

5 Aeroelastic Equations
By using the single family of modes approach the modal equa-

tions of motion for a mistuned bladed disk �24,25� can be written
in traveling wave coordinates as

���s + �K� − �2�I + �M��Y = FB + FW �14�

where �s is a diagonal matrix containing the squares of the tuned
system mode frequencies due to structural coupling, �K and �M
are the perturbations in modal stiffness and mass matrices due to
frequency mistuning, and FB and FW are the modal force vectors
due to blade motion and external excitations. Note that the
aeroelastic equation �Eq. �14�� is an NB�NB reduced order model
�ROM�, where NB is the total number of blades in the row. When
the blades are aerodynamically symmetric �represented by sub-
script s� the aerodynamic forces due to blade motion can be ex-
pressed as

FBs = AsY �15�

where As matrix is a diagonal matrix containing the traveling
wave unsteady aerodynamic coefficients that are determined from

Fig. 1 Representative computational grid for a compressor
with a symmetry group of 2
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the unsteady harmonic balance CFD analysis used in this study
�K=1�. For each traveling wave the physical forces on the blades
are identical except for a constant interblade phase angle shift.
When the blades are aerodynamically asymmetric, the forces due
to blade motion can be expressed as

FB = AaY �16�

where the Aa matrix is generally full.
In this study, we ignore the effects of any external excitations

and focus only on the flutter problem. In addition, we assume that
the mass ratio is high so that the aeroelastic eigenfrequencies are
not significantly different from the structural eigenfrequencies.
For the results presented herein the same mode shape and fre-
quency were used for the entire range of interblade phase angles.
Thus, the results are valid for a case where the blade mode shape
is independent of the nodal diameter and where the unsteady aero-
dynamic forces do not change significantly over the frequency
range of the system modes. With these assumptions, the modal
equations of motion �Eq. �14�� can be rewritten as

��s + Am − Aa − �2I�Y = 0 �17�

where Am is the frequency mistuning matrix. Equation �17� is an
eigenvalue problem whose eigenvalues are the frequencies and
eigenvectors are the traveling wave displacements.

6 Aerodynamic Asymmetry
The physical system displacements, X, and the traveling wave

displacements, Y, are related to each other with a pair of discrete
Fourier and discrete inverse Fourier transformation matrices �26�,
i.e.,

X = EY �18�

Y = E−1X �19�

The physical aerodynamic forces, Ax, also known as influence
coefficients then become

Ax = EAaE−1 �20�

Aa = E−1AxE �21�
When the blades are aerodynamically symmetric the physical

aerodynamic matrix, Ax, is circulant. The diagonal terms of the
matrix are the force on a blade due to its own motion. The off-
diagonal terms are the forces on a blade due to the motion of the
neighboring blades. When the blades are aerodynamically asym-
metric the circulant nature of this matrix is destroyed.

In this paper, the aerodynamic asymmetry caused by arranging
the blades in a symmetry group of 2 �K=2� is investigated, al-
though the method described herein is already applicable to any
number of blades in a symmetry group. As mentioned previously,
the aeroelastic matrix equation �Eq. �17�� is an NB�NB reduced
order model. When a symmetry group of 2 is considered, the
problem decouples into NB /2 2�2 systems. The current method
uses a two-passage model as shown in Fig. 1 with one even �e�
and one odd �o� blades. For a symmetry group of 2 Eq. �16� can
be written in terms of two traveling waves as

�ai,i ai,i+NB/2

ai+NB/2,i ai+NB/2,i+NB/2 �yi

yi+NB/2� = �FB
i

FB
i+NB/2� �22�

where i is the blade index. In addition, the aerodynamic forces can
be written in terms of the physical aerodynamic forces as

�FB
i

FB
i+NB/2� = E−1�Fx

e

Fx
o� = 0.5�1 e−ji

1 − e−ji
�Fx

e

Fx
o� �23�

Substituting Eq. �23� into Eq. �22� results in

�ai,i ai,i+NB/2

ai+NB/2,i ai+NB/2,i+NB/2 �yi

yi+NB/2� = 0.5�Fx
e + Fx

oe−ji

Fx
e − Fx

oe−ji
�

�24�
For each intersector phase angle, the coefficients in the previous

equation need to be determined to solve the aeroelastic modal
equation. For this, one must pick two sets of modal amplitudes
and compute the physical forces on the blade. The choice of the
traveling wave displacements is not unique. As an example, one
may pick yi=0.5 and yi+NB/2=0.5 as the first set of modal ampli-
tudes. This translates to moving only the even blades �in their
prescribed natural frequency and mode shape� and keeping the
odd blades stationary in the physical space. As the second set, yi

=0.5 and yi+NB/2=−0.5 values can be picked, which translates to
moving only the odd blades and keeping the even blades station-
ary. These result in the following equations:

�ai,i ai,i+NB/2

ai+NB/2,i ai+NB/2,i+NB/2 �0.5

0.5
� = 0.5�Fx

e,e + Fx
o,ee−ji

Fx
e,e − Fx

o,ee−ji
� �25�

�ai,i ai,i+NB/2

ai+NB/2,i ai+NB/2,i+NB/2 � 0.5

− 0.5
� = 0.5�Fx

e,o + Fx
o,oe−ji

Fx
e,o − Fx

o,oe−ji
�

�26�

where Fx
e,o is the physical force on the even blades when the odd

blades are moving only, and similarly Fx
o,e is the physical force on

the odd blades when the even blades are moving only. After some
algebra, the coefficients of the tridiagonal Aa matrix can be com-
puted giving

ai,i = 0.5�Fx
e,e + Fx

e,o + e−ji�Fx
o,e + Fx

o,o��

ai,i+NB/2 = 0.5�Fx
e,e − Fx

e,o + e−ji�Fx
o,e − Fx

o,o��

ai+NB/2,i = 0.5�Fx
e,e + Fx

e,o − e−ji�Fx
o,e + Fx

o,o��

ai+NB/2,i+NB/2 = 0.5�Fx
e,e − Fx

e,o − e−ji�Fx
o,e − Fx

o,o�� �27�
After the coefficients of the modal force matrix are computed,

the eigenvalue problem given by Eq. �17� must be solved to ana-
lyze the flutter characteristics for the aerodynamically asymmetric
cascade.

7 Numerical Results
Throughout this paper, we consider the middle blade row of a

multistage inviscid subsonic linear cascade �configuration D �27��.
The harmonic unsteady motion of the blades is assumed to be
very small so that the unsteady aerodynamic response is linear.
Therefore, in our harmonic balance analysis we only retain the
mean and the first harmonics of the flow variables �N=1�. That
means we only need a total of three subtime level solutions in our
analysis.

The blades of this geometry are made up of NACA four-digit
�4.5�506 airfoils. The airfoils are staggered with 49.5 deg angle
and the gap-to-chord ratio is 0.8. The total number of blades in the
blade row is 40. The inlet relative Mach number and the flow
angle are 0.7 and 60 deg, respectively. The nondimensional inlet
total pressure and exit static pressure are 2.022 and 1.797. The
lengths are nondimensionalized by the aerodynamic chord of the
rotor blades, velocities by the relative inflow velocity, and the
pressures by the inlet dynamic pressure. For the unsteady flow
problem, we assume that the rotor blades pitch around the mid-
chord with a frequency of 400 Hz, which corresponds to a reduced
frequency �0c /U of 0.3.

8 Symmetric Cascade
In this section, an aerodynamically symmetric cascade is inves-

tigated, and the current harmonic balance CFD flow solver is vali-
dated. In addition, the accuracy of the proposed method to com-
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pute the coefficients of the Aa matrix �Eq. �27�� is verified. First,
the results obtained from the current harmonic balance CFD
analysis are compared with those obtained using the potential flow
solver of Silkowski and Hall �27�.

Figure 2 shows the steady pressure distributions on the blade
surface obtained using two different flows solvers. As can be seen,
the agreement between the two solvers is very good. For the un-
steady problem, the flow in a single blade passage for an inter-
blade phase angle of 36 deg is computed first. Later, the same
problem is solved on two passages for an intersector phase angle
of 72 deg. Those results are compared with those obtained from
the potential flow solver of Silkowski and Hall. Shown in Figs. 3
and 4 are the real and imaginary parts of the first harmonic of
unsteady pressure. Here, the unsteady pressure is nondimension-
alized by �U�̇0c, where � and U are the density and relative
velocity at the inlet, �̇0 is the pitching velocity, and c is the chord

of the blade. As in the case of the steady flow computations, our
agreement to the code of Silkowski and Hall is very good. Also
shown in the same figures is the unsteady pressure computation
for two passages and an intersector phase angle of 72 deg. For an
aerodynamically symmetric case, the unsteady response on the
reference blade should be equal for one �=36 deg� and two-
passage solutions �
=72 deg�. As can be seen, these two cases
give identical results, which validate the accuracy of our multi-
passage harmonic balance solver.

Next, the accuracy of the present technique used for computing
the aerodynamic coefficients for a symmetry group of 2 is inves-
tigated. For this case, two different multipassage solutions are
performed for an intersector phase angle of 72 deg. In the first run,
only the even blades are vibrated and the odd blades are kept
stationary and the physical generalized forces Fx

e,e and Fx
o,e are

computed. In the second run, only the odd blades are vibrated and
the even blades are kept stationary and the physical generalized
forces Fx

e,o and Fx
o,o are computed. These values are given in Table

1.
Once the physical forces for an intersector phase angle of 72

deg are known, the traveling wave coefficients a4,4, a4,24, a24,4,
and a24,24 can be computed using Eq. �27�. For an aerodynami-
cally symmetric case, the off-diagonal terms in the aerodynamic
matrix must be 0.0. As can be seen from Table 2, the computed
off-diagonal terms a4,24 and a24,4 are indeed 0.0. In addition, the
two diagonal terms a4,4 and a24,24 are equal to the physical forces
obtained from the single passage computations for =36 deg and
=−144 deg, as expected.

Finally, the unsteady responses for all interblade phase angles
are computed by running the CFD code for all intersector phase
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Fig. 2 Steady pressure distribution on the blade surface
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Fig. 3 Real part of computed unsteady surface pressure. The
rotor blades vibrate in pitch with a reduced frequency of 0.3
and an interblade phase angle of 36 deg.
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Fig. 4 Imaginary part of computed unsteady surface pressure.
The rotor blades vibrate in pitch with a reduced frequency of
0.3 and an interblade phase angle of 36 deg.

Table 1 The physical aerodynamic forces for the two-passage
tuned case „�=72 deg…

Aerodynamic force Real part Imaginary part

Fx
e,e 0.211774 �0.135282

Fx
e,o �0.136358 �0.061102

Fx
o,e �0.146232 0.030717

Fx
o,o 0.091807 �0.233916
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angles twice. Shown in Fig. 5 are the real and imaginary parts of
the modal force. For a frequency tuned and aerodynamically sym-
metric rotor the stability is determined by the imaginary part of
the modal force. Thus, for this case, the rotor is unstable for the
interblade phase angle range of �99 to �45 deg. In addition, Fig.
5 shows �63 deg interblade phase angle to be the most unstable.

9 Alternate Blade-to-Blade Spacing
Having validated our baseline CFD solver as well as our

method for computing the diagonal and off-diagonal terms in the
Aa aerodynamic force matrix, we now move our attention to the
aerodynamic asymmetry analysis method described in this paper.

Here, the effect of alternate blade-to-blade spacing is investi-
gated. As mentioned before the nominal blade-to-blade gap is 0.8
for the cascade analyzed here. For the first case, the blade-to-blade
gap is changed to 0.9–0.7 in the two-passage model. The unsteady
flow for all the possible intersector phase angles are then com-
puted, and the diagonal and the off-diagonal terms in the Aa ma-
trix are calculated. Figures 6 and 7 show the computed diagonal
and off-diagonal terms of the aerodynamic matrix. As can be seen,
changing the blade-to-blade spacing to 0.9–0.7 has virtually no
effect on the diagonal terms. However, the off-diagonal terms are
relatively large ��15% of diagonal terms�, so they may have an
effect on the aeroelastic stability of the mistuned system.

For the second case, the unsteady response for 1.0–0.6 spacing
is investigated, and the diagonal and the off-diagonal terms are
calculated. As shown in Fig. 8, the diagonal terms are somewhat
different than the symmetric cascade. However, the overall effect
in the unstable region �−99��−45� is very small. Compared
with the 0.9–0.7 case, the off-diagonal terms are now even larger
��40% of diagonal terms� �see Fig. 9�.

Having computed all the terms of the aerodynamic matrix Aa,
one can now solve the flutter problem given by Eq. �17� for alter-
nate blade-to-blade spacing and determine the eigenvalues of the
system. For the results presented in this section, it is assumed that
there is no frequency mistuning �Am=0� and no structural damp-
ing. Figure 10 compares the eigenvalues of the alternate spacing
cases considered in this paper with the symmetric case. In all
cases, the least stable eigenvector corresponds to seven nodal di-
ameter backward traveling wave. The least stable eigenvalue for
the symmetric case has a damping value of �0.32%. Note that in
this work, the damping is defined as the critical damping ratio. As
can be seen, overall the alternate spacing for both 1.0–0.6 and
0.9–0.7 cases improves the stability of the system. Similar find-
ings were reported in a study by Fleeter and Hoyniak �18� for
alternate spacing of flat plates. Most of the aeroelastic eigenvalues
have increased damping. The stabilizing effect is apparent in the

Table 2 Aerodynamic coefficients for the two-passage tuned
case „�=72 deg…

Coefficient Real part Imaginary part

a4,4 0.075411 �0.196383
a4,24 0.000000 0.000000
a24,4 0.000000 0.000000
a24,24 0.348128 �0.074178
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least damped region. However, the effect is negative for a small
number of points in the stable region. As an example, for the 3
nodal diameter eigenvalue, the damping is slightly lower for the
alternate blade-to-blade configurations compared with the sym-
metric case. Another thing to note is that the improvement in
stability for the 1.0–0.6 case is more pronounced than the 0.9–0.7
case in the minimally damped region. However, both configura-
tions are still unstable.

It is also of interest to examine the eigenvectors. For the least
stable 1.0–0.6 eigenvalue shown in Fig. 10 the intersector phase
angle is �36 deg. In terms of traveling waves the mode is domi-
nated by a �18 deg interblade phase angle mode and is coupled
with a 162 deg interblade phase angle mode with an amplitude
that is 13% of the dominant mode. In terms of physical blade

displacements the even blades have 80.7% of the amplitude that
of the odd blades. Within each sector the even blades lag the odd
blades by a phase of 26.4 deg.

10 Alternate Blade Stagger
In an earlier work Sladojević et al. �20� analyzed the mis-

staggering effect for a transonic viscous configuration. The con-
clusion of their work was that small deviations in stagger angle
�0.5 deg� did not significantly affect the stability. However, larger
variations �2.0 deg� were found to be significantly destabilizing.
In this section, a similar study is performed, and the effect of
alternating the blade stagger in a symmetry group of 2 is investi-
gated. However, the flow regime and the solver used in this work
are fundamentally different �subsonic inviscid flow�.

The nominal blades in the rotor blade row have a stagger angle
of 49.5 deg. First, the stagger angle of the odd blades is changed
from their nominal values. As the final numerical study, the stag-
ger angle of both the odd and even blades is alternated but in
opposite directions. Note that the profiles of the blades are un-
changed.

As in the previous test cases, a total of 40 different multipas-
sage unsteady runs �20 for only the odd blades moving and 20 for
only the even blades moving� is computed for each alternate stag-
ger angle considered here. First, the stagger angle of the even
blades is kept unchanged �49.5 deg� while the odd blades are
rotated �2 deg �47.5 deg stagger angle�. Shown in Fig. 11 are the
real and imaginary parts of the off-diagonal traveling wave coef-
ficients for the 0/�2 configuration. One can see that the off-
diagonal terms are quite small compared with the previous alter-
nate spacing cases. Although not shown here, there is almost no
change in the diagonal terms.

Second, the stagger angles of the odd blades are changed
+2 deg �51.5 deg stagger angle� and the multipassage CFD code
is run for every possible intersector phase angle. The diagonal
terms for this case are plotted in Fig. 12 showing some destabi-
lizing effect in the minimally damped region. The off-diagonal
terms are not presented since they show similar behavior with the
0/�2 case.

After each term in the Aa matrix is computed for 0/�2 and
0 /+2 cases the eigenvalues of the aeroelastic problem must be
analyzed using Eq. �17�. Figure 13 compares the eigenvalues of
the alternate stagger angles with the symmetric case. In all cases,
the least stable eigenvector corresponds to seven nodal diameter
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backward traveling wave. As mentioned before, the least stable
eigenvalue has a damping of �0.32% for the symmetric system. It
can be seen that the alternate stagger angle of 0/�2 improves the
aerodynamic stability of the system increasing the least stable
damping to �0.20%, whereas 0 /+2 stagger angle decreases the
least stable damping to �0.43%. Because the asymmetry of the
stagger angles is relatively large ��2 deg�, the change in the sta-
bility of the system may be attributed to the change in the mean
background �steady� flow.

Next we consider the cases where the stagger angles of the odd
blades are changed by �5 deg. Figures 14 and 15 show the diag-
onal traveling wave coefficients for 0/�5 and 0 /+5 configura-
tions, respectively. In both cases, it can be seen that the change in
the stagger angle changes the unsteady response substantially re-
sulting in changes in the diagonal traveling wave coefficients. For
the 0/�5 case, the values of the traveling wave coefficients de-

crease in the −99��−45 deg range and increase in the −144
��−99 range. On the other hand, 0 /+5 case seems to have a
larger destabilizing effect for all of the negative interblade phase
angles.

Shown in Figs. 16 and 17 are the off-diagonal traveling wave
coefficients for 0/�5 and 0 /+5 configurations. One can see that
the off-diagonal terms are relatively large and might play an im-
portant role in the stability for both cases. Since there is also
interest in the variation in the aerodynamic matrix in physical
space �influence coefficients�, examples from the 0 /+5 case are
now discussed. For the diagonal terms �blade on itself� the ampli-
tudes of the even and odd blades are 4.0% higher and 3.6% lower,
respectively, than those of the symmetric case. The variations in
the first off-diagonal terms �the effect of the neighboring blades�
are very large. For the +1 blades the even blades have nearly
twice the amplitude of the symmetric case. For the �1 blades the
amplitudes are less than half that of the symmetric case.
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The eigenvalues are compared with the symmetric case in Fig.
18. The aerodynamic asymmetry results in an increase in the
damping for the least stable eigenvalue from �0.32% to �0.14%
for the 0/�5 case. However, the number of unstable eigenvalues
increases from 8 to 11. In the case of 0 /+5 alternate stagger, it is
seen that overall the eigenvalues are more unstable with the least
stable eigenvalue having a �1.1% damping. In addition, the num-
ber of unstable eigenvalues increases to 13. There are two possible
causes for this significant decrease in stability for the 0 /+5 case:
�1� an increase in the positive values of the imaginary part of the
diagonal terms and �2� a mode coupling effect caused by the off-
diagonal terms. It was found for this case that the decrease in
stability is greatly dominated by the diagonal terms. Therefore, the
effect is that the asymmetric aerodynamics decreases the stability
of the critical intersector traveling wave mode. It is not a mode
coupling flutter behavior.

For the results presented in this section, the stagger angles of
the odd blades were changed keeping the even blade stagger angle
in their nominal value. It was observed that an increase in the
stagger angle decreased the stability whereas a decrease in the
stagger angle increased the stability. As mentioned before, this
may be due to the change in the steady flow characteristics. Figure
19 shows the effect of alternate stagger angle variation on the
steady flow of the even blades. As can be seen, an increase in the
stagger angle of the odd blades increases the loading on the even
blades. On the other hand, a decrease in the stagger angle de-
creases the loading. Therefore, the change in the stability of the
system can directly be related to the change in the mean back-
ground �steady� flow.

As the last test case in this paper, the stagger angles of the odd
and even blades are changed by +2.5 deg and �2.5 deg, respec-
tively. The reason for this choice of alternate stagger is to keep the
blade-to-blade stagger difference at 5.0 deg while accounting for a
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change in stagger in either direction. Shown in Fig. 20 are the
eigenvalues of the previous two cases as well as the +2.5 /−2.5
case. As can be seen, the damping of the least stable eigenvalue
increases to �0.20% compared with �0.32% for the symmetric
case. Overall the +2.5 /−2.5 case is more stable than the 0 /+5 case
and less stable than the 0/�5 case. However, the total number of
unstable eigenmodes for +2.5 /−2.5 is fewer than both.

11 Conclusions
In this paper, the effect of aerodynamic asymmetries caused by

alternate blade-to-blade spacing and alternate staggering on the
stability of a linear cascade is investigated. The method can be
used for configurations that have any number of blades within the
symmetry group. The method, which is particularly well suited for
the computation of aerodynamic forces that produce flutter, can
model flow nonlinearities and is very efficient. For the cases con-
sidered in this paper, results show that alternate blade-to-blade

spacing improves the stability of the blades. Alternate staggering,
on the other hand, may have stabilizing or destabilizing effect
depending on the direction of mis-staggering. The change in the
stability due to aerodynamic asymmetries can be attributed to a
change in the steady aerodynamics, a change in the diagonal terms
�blade on itself�, and a mode coupling effect caused by the off-
diagonal terms in the aerodynamic matrix. For the cases consid-
ered the change in the diagonal terms dominated the change in
stability. Very little mode coupling effect was found. This behav-
ior is fundamentally different than that of frequency mistuning.
Finally, note that the method was only presented for an inviscid
linear cascade, and additional investigation needs to be carried out
for full three-dimensional transonic viscous flows, which is the
subject of ongoing research.
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Nomenclature
as,k � force on blade s due to the motion of blade k
A � control surface

An ,Bn � nth temporal Fourier coefficients
Aa � aerodynamic force matrix in traveling wave

space
Ax � aerodynamic force matrix in physical space
Am � frequency mistuning matrix

c � chord length
D � pseudospectral operator
E � total energy

E ,E−1 � discrete Fourier and inverse Fourier transfor-
mation matrices

ḟ , ġ , ḣ � control surface velocity
FB � modal force vector due to blade motion
FW � modal force vector due to external excitations

F ,G ,H � flux vectors
F ,F−1 � discrete Fourier and inverse Fourier transfor-

mation matrices
I � rothalpy
I � tuned mass matrix
j � �−1

K � number of blades in the sector
NB � total number of blades in the blade row

p � pressure
r � distance from the axis of rotation
S � source vector
t � time

U � relative inflow velocity
U� � vector of conservation variables in all subtime

levels

Ũ � vector of Fourier coefficients
u ,v ,w � Cartesian velocities

V � control volume
x ,y ,z � Cartesian coordinates
x ,	 ,r � relative cylindrical coordinates

X ,Y � physical and traveling wave blade
displacements

�̇0 � velocity of pitching motion
 � interblade phase angle
� � specific heat ratio

�K � stiffness matrix perturbation
�M � mass matrix perturbation

	G � sector gap
� � critical damping ratio

�s � tuned stiffness matrix
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� � density

 � intersector phase angle
� � pseudotime
� � excitation frequency
� � wheel speed
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Separated Flow Measurements
on a Highly Loaded Low-Pressure
Turbine Airfoil
Boundary layer separation, transition, and reattachment have been studied on a new,
very high lift, low-pressure turbine airfoil. Experiments were done under low freestream
turbulence conditions on a linear cascade in a low speed wind tunnel. Pressure surveys
on the airfoil surface and downstream total pressure loss surveys were documented.
Velocity profiles were acquired in the suction side boundary layer at several streamwise
locations using hot-wire anemometry. Cases were considered at Reynolds numbers
(based on the suction surface length and the nominal exit velocity from the cascade)
ranging from 25,000 to 330,000. In all cases, the boundary layer separated, but at high
Reynolds number the separation bubble remained very thin and quickly reattached after
transition to turbulence. In the low Reynolds number cases, the boundary layer separated
and did not reattach, even when transition occurred. This behavior contrasts with previ-
ous research on other airfoils, in which transition, if it occurred, always induced reat-
tachment, regardless of Reynolds number. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3104608�

1 Introduction
Boundary layer separation can lead to partial loss of lift and

higher aerodynamic losses on low-pressure turbine �LPT� airfoils
�e.g., Refs. �1–3��. As designers impose higher loading to improve
efficiency and lower cost, the associated strong adverse pressure
gradients on the suction side of the airfoil can exacerbate separa-
tion problems. The problem is particularly relevant in aircraft en-
gines due to the lower density and therefore lower Reynolds num-
bers at altitude. A component efficiency drop of 2% may occur
between takeoff and cruise in large commercial transport engines,
and the difference could be as large as 7% in smaller engines
operating at higher altitudes �4,5�. Prediction and control of suc-
tion side separation, without sacrifice of the benefits of higher
loading, are therefore crucial for improved engine design.

Separation and separated flow transition, which can lead to
boundary layer reattachment, have received considerable atten-
tion. Studies have included flows over flat plates subject to pres-
sure gradients similar to those on the suction side of LPT airfoils,
and flows over airfoils either in single passage facilities or multi-
blade cascades. Some have considered steady inflow conditions,
while others have included the effect of unsteady wakes. Recent
examples include Refs. �6–12�. Volino �13� provided a review of
some earlier studies. In general, previous work shows that the
strong acceleration on the leading section of the airfoil keeps the
boundary layer thin and laminar, even in the presence of elevated
freestream turbulence. When separation does occur, it is usually
just downstream of the suction peak. If transition then occurs in
the shear layer over the separation bubble, it is typically rapid and
causes the boundary layer to reattach �13,14�. Transition is depen-
dent on Reynolds number, freestream turbulence level, and the
surface roughness conditions upstream of the separation point.
Several correlations for separated flow transition have been devel-
oped based on experimental data, including those of Mayle �2�,
Hatman and Wang �15�, Davis et al. �16�, Yaras �17�, Volino and
Bohl �18�, and Praisner and Clark �19�.

The advances in separation understanding and prediction have

led to attempts at separation control. Zhang et al. �20�, Bohl and
Volino �21�, Volino �22�, and others provided examples using pas-
sive devices such as boundary layer trips. Others have used active
devices such as vortex generator jets �e.g., Refs. �4,23�� or plasma
devices �e.g., Ref. �24��.

Another way to improve performance is to design airfoils with
pressure gradients more resistant to separation, as described by
Praisner and Clark �19�. Forward loading, for example, makes
airfoils more separation resistant by extending the adverse pres-
sure gradient on the aft portion of the suction side over a longer
distance. This reduces the local pressure gradient at all locations,
making separation less likely. If separation does occur, forward
loading provides a longer distance along the airfoil surface for
reattachment. Forward loading has some disadvantages, however.
As noted by Zhang et al. �20�, the longer region of turbulent flow
on a forward loaded airfoil can lead to increased profile losses.
Forward loading also creates longer regions of strong pressure
gradient on the endwalls, which can produce stronger secondary
flows and losses. If flow control were incorporated in the design
of an advanced airfoil, as discussed by Bons et al. �25�, it might be
possible to produce an aft loaded airfoil that was resistant to sepa-
ration and had low profile and secondary loss characteristics over
a range of Reynolds numbers.

The objective of the present study is to document the flow over
a very highly loaded LPT airfoil. The airfoil chosen was designed
at the Air Force Research Laboratory �AFRL�, and is designated
the L1A. It is available on a limited basis to U.S. researchers from
Ref. �26�. Dimensions of the L1A as used in the present experi-
ments are given in Table 1. Based on the design calculations of
Clark �26�, the L1A has 10% higher loading than the “ultrahigh
lift” airfoils described by Zhang and Hodson �27�, and 17% higher
loading than the Pack B airfoil considered in several studies such
as Refs. �13,14,4�. The design calculations indicate that the Zwe-
ifel coefficient increases from about 1.15 on the Pack B to about
1.35 on the L1A. If the definition for the Zweifel coefficient is
taken as

Zw = 2 cos2 �2�L�/Cx��tan �1 + tan �2� �1�

as given by Lakshminarayana �28�, Zw=1.08 for the Pack B �in
agreement with the value given by McAuliffe and Sjolander �29��
and Zw=1.23 for the L1A. The L1A has the same inlet and exit
flow angles and loading as the L1M airfoil used by Bons et al.
�25�. The L1M is a midchord loaded design and is resistant to
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separation even at very low Reynolds numbers. While the L1M
and L1A were designed with the same methodology, the L1A is
aft loaded, and is therefore expected to be more prone to separa-
tion. It is expected to be a good test airfoil for future flow control
work, in which separation may be suppressed while maintaining
the benefits of both very high loading and aft loading. Figure 1
shows the inviscid flow pressure profiles for the L1A, L1M, and
Pack B airfoils. The inviscid code used for the computations was
adapted from Ref. �30�. Figure 1�a� shows the pressure coefficient
Cp as a function of dimensionless axial position, x /Cx. These
coordinates are useful for comparing the lift generated by the
airfoils. Figure 1�b� shows Cp as a function of the streamwise
distance along the airfoil surface, s /Ls, where Ls is the wetted
surface length along the suction side. These coordinates are most
useful for explaining the boundary layer development and are
used to present the results below. The higher lift of the L1A and
L1M compared with the Pack B is clear in Fig. 1. Also clear is the

stronger adverse pressure gradient of the L1A on the downstream
region of the suction side. The pressure gradient is shown again in
Fig. 2 as the product of the local acceleration parameter K and the
Reynolds number. The Reynolds number, Re, is based on Ls and
the nominal exit velocity from the cascade Ue �computed using
the inlet velocity and the design inlet and exit flow angles�. The
parameter K is inversely proportional to Re, so K Re is indepen-
dent of Reynolds number. The negative K values downstream of
s /Ls=0.7 are about twice as strong for the L1A than for the other
two airfoils. This suggests more of a tendency for boundary layer
separation and possibly less of a tendency for the flow to reattach.

2 Experimental Facility and Measurements
Experiments were conducted in a closed loop wind tunnel with

a linear cascade in one corner of the loop. An axial fan sends air
through turning vanes in the first corner of the tunnel and then
through a heat exchanger. Following the heat exchanger is the
second turn and a 6.25:1 area ratio contraction. Following the
contraction is a 0.46 m square by 1.1 m long test section, which
was not used in the present study. Following this test section is a
2.4 m long diffuser, which expands the flow area to 0.75
�0.75 m2. A fine screen with 0.12 mm mesh thickness, 0.42 mm
mesh spacing and 49% blockage is located in the exit plane of the
diffuser. The screen breaks up the boundary layers, which form on
the diffuser walls and provides a uniform flow into the cascade
test section. A seven blade cascade is located in the wind tunnel’s
third turn, as shown in Fig. 3. A generic airfoil shape is shown in
the figure. The flow continues from the cascade into the tunnel’s
fourth turn, then through a second diffuser before returning to the
fan.

The freestream turbulence entering the cascade was measured
with a cross-wire probe positioned just upstream of the center
blade. The streamwise velocity component had a turbulence inten-
sity, TI, of 0.8%, while the component intensity in the direction
across the cascade was 0.5%. The spanwise component intensity
was assumed to also be 0.5% based on the symmetry of the wind
tunnel. The combined freestream turbulence intensity based on all

Table 1 Cascade parameters

Axial chord, Cx
�mm�

True chord
�mm�

Pitch, L�
�mm�

Span
�mm�

Suction side, Ls
�mm�

Inlet flow angle
�deg�

Exit flow angle
�deg�

134 146 136 724 203 35 60
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Fig. 1 Comparison of inviscid pressure profiles for the Pack
B, L1M, and L1A airfoils: „a… Cp versus axial position; „b… Cp
versus streamwise location
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Fig. 2 Acceleration, K Re, versus streamwise location for
Pack B, L1M, and L1A airfoils based on inviscid solution
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three components was 0.6%. Spectral measurements showed that
80% of the energy in the streamwise fluctuations was due to the
unsteadiness at dimensionless frequencies fLs /Ue�2, where f is
the frequency in hertz. Approximately 70% of the energy in the
cross stream components was also below this frequency. If the
turbulence is high pass filtered to remove this unsteadiness, the
streamwise and cross stream component intensities are 0.36% and
0.27%, respectively, for an overall freestream turbulence intensity
of 0.3%. The integral length scale of the freestream turbulence is
6.3 cm in the streamwise direction and 6.7 cm in the other direc-
tions. While such low freestream turbulence and large length
scales are not representative of engine conditions, they are still of
interest. In zero or favorable pressure gradient boundary layers,
high TI can cause bypass transition, but under adverse pressure
gradients, natural transition appears to play a role at all TI levels.
Hughes and Walker �31�, for example, observed evidence of
Tollmien–Schlichting �TS� waves in cases with TI as high as 8%.
Volino �14� also saw evidence of TS waves in both high and low
TI cases. Low TI cases provide a somewhat simpler environment
for explaining the already complex phenomenon of separated flow
transition. The present low TI cases will also serve as comparison
cases for future work with elevated TI. Higher TI and length
scales closer to the boundary layer thickness are expected to has-
ten the transition process.

The blades in the cascade were machined from high density
foam, which has a consistency much like hard wood. The center
blade, designated B4 in Fig. 3, contains pressure taps near the
spanwise centerline. A tailboard, shown in Fig. 3, was needed to
produce the correct exit flow angle from the cascade. Its position
was set to produce periodicity at high Reynolds numbers. A tail-
board on the opposite side of the cascade and inlet guide vanes
were found to be unnecessary. To produce the correct approach
flow to the end blades �B1 and B7�, the amount of flow escaping
around the two ends of the cascade was controlled with the flaps
shown in Fig. 3. The flap positions were set using a wool tuft
upstream of each blade to check that the incoming flow ap-
proached the stagnation points with the correct angle. The inlet

flow angle at the center of the cascade was also checked with a
three-hole pressure probe and found to be within 2 deg of the
design angle. At high Reynolds numbers, the approach velocity to
the middle four passages was measured to be uniform to within
6%, and the difference between any two adjacent passages was
within 3%. At low Reynolds numbers, slightly more variation was
observed, but the approach velocity to the middle two passages
still agreed to within 5%. Good periodicity at high Reynolds num-
bers was also observed in the exit flow from the cascade, as evi-
denced by suction side velocity profiles acquired near the trailing
edge of blades B2–B6 and by total pressure loss surveys, which
are shown below. At low Reynolds numbers, when significant
separation bubbles were present, the periodicity was not as good
due to the suppression of the separation bubble thickness on the
blades closest to the tailboard. This is an unavoidable result when
using a finite linear cascade to study separated flow. It is consid-
ered acceptable for the present facility, since its intended purpose
is for the study of flow control, which if successful should sup-
press separation on all blades, thereby restoring periodicity even
at low Reynolds numbers.

2.1 Measurements. Pressure surveys were made using a pres-
sure transducer �0–870 Pa range Validyne transducer�. Stagnation
pressure was measured with a pitot tube upstream of the cascade.
Static pressure taps were located in the center blade as noted
above. The uncertainty in the suction side pressure coefficients
was 0.07. Most of this uncertainty was due to the bias error. Sto-
chastic error was minimized by averaging pressure transducer
readings over a 10 s period.

A four component traverse with three linear stages and one
rotating stage was located in the wind tunnel downstream of the
cascade. The traverse produced an acceptably low blockage when
it was located at least two axial chord lengths downstream of the
cascade. Variations in the wind tunnel velocity were less than 2%
as the traverse was moved to various positions. The traverse was
used to hold and move probes for velocity and downstream pres-
sure measurements.

Total pressure losses were documented using a Kiel probe tra-
versed across three blade spacings, 0.63Cx downstream of the
cascade. To compute the mass flow averaged pressure loss, a ve-
locity profile was also acquired along the same line as the total
pressure surveys using a single-sensor hot-film probe.

Velocity profiles on the suction surface were measured at the
six streamwise stations listed in Table 2. All stations are down-
stream of the inviscid pressure minimum at s /Ls=0.49. Profiles
were measured near the spanwise centerline of the airfoil. Profiles
were acquired with a hot-wire anemometer �AA Lab Systems
model AN-1003� and a single-sensor hot-film probe �TSI model
1201-20�. The sensor diameter is 51 �m, and the active length is
1.02 mm. At each measurement location, data were acquired for
26 s at a 20 kHz sampling rate �219 samples�. All raw data were
saved. The high sampling rate provides an essentially continuous
signal, and the long sampling time results in low uncertainty in
both statistical and spectral quantities. Data were acquired at 40
wall normal locations in each profile, extending from the wall to
the freestream, with most points concentrated in the near-wall
region. The probe was positioned as close to tangent to the airfoil
surface as possible at each station, such that the probe body ex-
tended downstream of the sensor and the direction of the traverse
was within 5 deg of normal to the surface. In most cases the
closest point to the wall in each profile was within about 0.2 mm
of the wall, which compares to boundary layer thicknesses rang-

tailboard

flap

flap

screen

B1

B2

B3

B4

B5

B6

B7

Fig. 3 Schematic of linear cascade

Table 2 Velocity profile measurement stations

Station 1 2 3 4 5 6
s /Ls 0.53 0.59 0.69 0.78 0.88 0.97
x /Cx 0.65 0.72 0.80 0.86 0.92 0.97
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ing from 1.1 mm to over 40 mm.
Flow direction in a separation bubble cannot be determined

with a single-sensor hot-wire, but velocity magnitude can be mea-
sured and was found to be near zero within the bubbles of the
present cases when the flow was laminar. In cases where the flow
became turbulent but remained separated, fluctuating velocities
caused false high mean velocity readings in the separation bubble.
With the exception of these turbulent separated cases, the uncer-
tainty in the mean velocity is 3–5% except in the very near-wall
region, where near-wall corrections �32� were applied to the mean
velocity. Uncertainties in the momentum and displacement thick-
nesses computed from the mean profiles are 10%. The uncertainty
in the shape factor, H, is 8%. Local skin friction coefficients were
computed from the near-wall mean velocity profiles using the
technique of Volino and Simon �33�. This technique accounts for
streamwise pressure gradient effects on the mean profile. The un-
certainty in Cf is 8%. The uncertainty in the fluctuating stream-
wise velocity is below 10%.

Pressure surveys and velocity profiles were acquired at nominal
Re=25,000, 50,000, 100,000, 200,000, 300,000, and 330,000. An
additional pressure survey was acquired at Re=125,000. The Rey-
nolds number, as defined above, is based on the suction surface
length and the nominal cascade exit velocity. The corresponding
Reynolds numbers based on the cascade inlet velocity and the
axial chord length ranged from 10,000 to 133,000.

3 Results

3.1 Pressure Profiles. Pressure profiles for all cases are
shown in Fig. 4. The inviscid profile for the L1A airfoil is shown
for comparison. At the three highest Re, with the exception of a
slightly higher suction side peak, the data generally agree with the
inviscid profile. This indicates that the boundary layer is attached
over most of the airfoil in these cases. Some deviation between
the three highest Re cases is visible at s /Ls=0.6 with the Cp value
rising slightly at the lower Re. This may indicate a small separa-
tion bubble at this location. At the three lowest Reynolds numbers,
the suction peak is suppressed and the Cp values have a constant
value on the downstream part of the suction side. This plateau
indicates that the boundary layer has separated. The Cp values
never return to the inviscid line, indicating that the boundary layer
never reattaches �i.e., the separation bubble bursts�. At Reynolds
numbers of 100,000 and below, the separation bubble always ap-
peared to burst. At Re above 150,000 the boundary layer was
attached over most of the airfoil. Between Re=100,000 and
150,000 the behavior was less predictable, with some dependence
on whether the desired wind tunnel velocity was approached from

above or below. The Re=124,500 case in Fig. 4 shows the sup-
pressed suction peak and burst bubble of the lower Re cases, but
in some trials �not shown� the Cp values dropped somewhat from
their plateau near the trailing edge.

The pressure side Cp values also show some change with Rey-
nolds number. Near the leading edge, Cp is higher for the lower
Re cases, suggesting more of a leading edge separation bubble.
Near the trailing edge the Cp values are again higher at the lower
Re. This is believed to result when the suction side separation
bubble forces fluid toward the pressure side, thereby increasing
the pressure side velocity.

The lift on the airfoil can be determined by integrating the
difference between the suction and pressure side Cp values along
the axial direction. The result is shown as a function of Reynolds
number in Fig. 5. The lift is about 20% lower for the separated
flow cases.

The results in Fig. 4 contrast with the results for the Pack B
airfoil presented by Volino �13�, Bons et al. �4�, Simon et al. �34�,
and others. With low freestream turbulence, at Re�50,000 the
boundary layer on the Pack B airfoil separated and did not reat-
tach, much like the L1A behavior of the present study. At Re
�300,000, the boundary layer remained attached over most of the
surface, again similar to the L1A behavior shown above. At inter-
mediate Reynolds numbers, however, the Pack B results showed
separation with reattachment after a large separation bubble. At
Re=100,000, for example, the boundary layer on the Pack B air-
foil separated just after the suction peak and did not reattach until
near the trailing edge. As Reynolds number increased, the reat-
tachment location gradually moved upstream. The L1A does not
show this large separation bubble behavior, instead appearing to
switch more abruptly between a nearly fully attached boundary
layer and a burst bubble. This will be explored in more detail with
the velocity profiles below.

3.2 Total Pressure Losses. The loss coefficient, �, is shown
for all cases in Fig. 6. The coordinate � indicates the distance in
the direction perpendicular to the axial chord. The normalizing
quantity L� is the blade spacing. The origin, �=0, corresponds to
the location directly downstream of the trailing edge of the center
blade in the direction of the exit design flow angle. At the two
highest Reynolds numbers, the losses are low, and the locations of
the loss peaks are in the expected positions downstream of the
airfoils. This indicates that the actual flow angle is about equal to
the design angle. The peaks downstream of blades B3–B5 are
similar to each other, indicating periodicity in the cascade. The
loss coefficient is near zero between the peaks. At Re=205,900,
the loss coefficients are slightly larger than at the higher Re. Al-
though the difference is within the uncertainty, the trend is con-
sistent with the appearance of a small separation bubble at this
Reynolds number, seen in Fig. 4 at s /Ls=0.6. At the lower Rey-
nolds numbers, the burst separation bubble results in much higher
losses, and forces the peaks about 0.35L� toward the pressure side
of each passage. This shift corresponds to a 14 deg change in the
exit flow angle. The reduction in flow turning is consistent with
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the lower lift shown in Fig. 5. The peaks become noticeably
smaller moving from B6 to B3, indicating the effect of the tail-
board in reducing the separation bubble thickness.

The integrated loss around the center blade is computed as

�int =�
−L�/2

L�/2

�Ud�/�
−L�/2

L�/2

Ud� �2�

and is shown in Fig. 7 as a function of Reynolds number. Losses
increase with decreasing Re. Between Re=300,000 and 200,000,
�int increases by 37%, due to the thicker boundary layer at lower
Reynolds numbers. The most dramatic increase, however, occurs
between the attached and separated flow cases. The integrated loss
increases by a factor of 7 between the highest and lowest Rey-
nolds numbers.

The turbulence associated with the airfoil wakes is shown in
Fig. 8. The rms fluctuating streamwise velocity at 0.63Cx down-
stream of the trailing edge is normalized on the nominal exit ve-
locity for each case. At the higher Reynolds numbers, the bound-
ary layer turbulence has decayed to about 4% of Ue. A double
peak is apparent, with the slightly higher peak resulting from the
suction side boundary layer and the smaller peak from the pres-
sure side. Between blades the turbulence intensity is at the back-
ground level of the wind tunnel. At the lower Reynolds numbers,
the turbulence level is much higher and in agreement with the loss
coefficients, the peaks are shifted toward the pressure side of the
passages.

3.3 Velocity Profiles. Velocity profiles for the six suction sur-
face measurement stations are shown in Fig. 9 for the nominal
Re=25,000 case. The top row in the figure shows the distance

from the wall normalized on the suction surface length plotted
against the local mean velocity normalized on the nominal exit
velocity, Ue. The boundary layer has just separated at the first
measurement station and the separation bubble grows larger at the
downstream stations. The boundary layer does not reattach. The
second row in Fig. 9 shows the rms streamwise fluctuating veloc-
ity, u�, normalized with Ue. There is a very large peak located in
the shear layer over the separation bubble, which reaches a dimen-
sionless magnitude of about 0.2. The third row in Fig. 9 shows the
intermittency, 	. The intermittency is the fraction of time the flow
is turbulent. It was determined at each measurement location
based on the instantaneous streamwise velocity signal, using the
technique described in Ref. �35�. Turbulent flow is defined here to
include a range of large and small scale eddies. A boundary layer
or shear layer may have significant u� fluctuations but still be
considered nonturbulent if these fluctuations are induced by an
external source such as freestream turbulence or are associated
with instability in a narrow frequency band. Transition to turbu-
lence is characterized by the appearance of broadband fluctua-
tions. In the intermittency processing routine, the velocity signal
is high pass filtered, and the appearance of high frequency fluc-
tuations is used to distinguish between turbulent and nonturbulent
flows. The results in Fig. 9 indicate that the shear layer remains
nonturbulent until the last measurement station, where a small
peak indicates the possible beginning of transition.

Figure 10 presents another view of the transition process using
the turbulence spectra. The spectra are computed from the fluctu-
ating velocity signal acquired at the location of peak u� at each
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measurement station shown in Fig. 9. Frequencies are resolved
from 4.88 Hz to 10 kHz in 4.88 Hz increments using 4096 point
fast Fourier transforms to compute the spectra. The frequencies
and power spectral density �PSD� are normalized using Ls and Ue.
There is a clear broadband rise in the spectra between the third
and fourth measurement stations, and the magnitude continues to
rise downstream. The rise indicates that transition may be begin-
ning by the fourth station. The rise in the spectra is not as abrupt
as at higher Reynolds numbers �shown below�, however, which
may indicate that transition is only in its earliest stages. This may
explain the intermittency values near zero in Fig. 9.

The velocity profiles for the Re=50,000 case are shown in Fig.
11. The mean and fluctuating velocity show essentially the same
behavior observed in the Re=25,000 case of Fig. 9. The boundary
layer does not reattach, in agreement with the pressure profile of
Fig. 4. The intermittency values rise slightly above zero at the
third station and indicate that transition is clearly underway by the
fourth station. The corresponding turbulence spectra of Fig. 12
agree, showing a clear rise in the power spectrum between the
second and third stations and a further rise to a more turbulent
state by the fourth station.

The initiation of transition without boundary layer reattachment
shown in Figs. 11 and 12 is markedly different than the behavior
observed in previous studies with other LPT airfoils. Volino �13�
noted that on the Pack B airfoil, when transition began in the
separated shear layer, the associated mixing almost immediately
induced boundary layer reattachment. This behavior was utilized
by Volino �22� and by Zhang et al. �20�, who used small passive

devices on their airfoils to control separation. These devices were
too small to trip the boundary layer to turbulent but introduced
small disturbances, which accelerated the transition process in the
shear layer, thereby moving reattachment upstream. Both Volino
�22� and Zhang and Hodson �27� found that these small devices
resulted in lower losses than large devices, which immediately
tripped the boundary layer to turbulent. The present results sug-
gest that such devices may not work with the L1A airfoil because
transition is not sufficient to force reattachment. The strong nega-
tive acceleration parameter, shown in Fig. 2, particularly at low
Re is apparently strong enough to prevent reattachment of the
turbulent shear layer. A comparison of the present results to those
of Volino �13� shows that the stronger pressure gradient results in
a separation bubble on the L1A that is about four times thicker
than that on the Pack B airfoil in terms of y /Ls at a given Rey-
nolds number. When transition occurs, the turbulence in the shear
layer is apparently too far from the airfoil to induce enough near-
wall mixing to force reattachment. This suggests that transition,
whether naturally occurring or induced through flow control, must
occur far enough upstream to cause reattachment before the sepa-
ration bubble becomes too thick.

Figure 13 shows the velocity profiles for the Re=100,000 case.
Similar to the previous cases, the separation bubble grows in the
streamwise direction, the boundary layer does not reattach, and
there is a very high peak in the fluctuating velocity in the shear
layer over the separation bubble. The intermittency rises slightly
above zero at the second station and indicates fully turbulent flow
by the third station, where 	=1 in the shear layer. As in the
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Fig. 10 Turbulence spectra for Re=25,000 case
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previous case, the transition is not sufficient to induce boundary
layer reattachment. Figure 14 shows the spectra for the Re
=100,000 case. There is a clear narrowband rise in the spectrum
between the first and second stations, centered about a dimension-
less frequency of 12. A further broadband rise occurs by the third
station, indicating a turbulent shear layer, in agreement with the
intermittency profiles of Fig. 13. The peak at the second station in
Fig. 14 indicates a shear layer instability, which likely initiates
transition. Similar peaks are visible in the other Reynolds number
cases, and will be discussed further below.

Velocity profiles for the Re=200,000 case are shown in Fig. 15.
The boundary layer was laminar and on the verge of separation at
the first two measurement stations. The small peak in intermit-
tency at the first measurement station is believed to be erroneous,
based on the spectra and the zero intermittency measurement at
the second station. The skin friction, as determined from the near-
wall velocity profile, was near zero at the first two stations, but
any separation bubble was very thin. Between the second and
third stations, the boundary layer underwent transition. The
boundary layer was clearly attached and fully turbulent at the third
station and remained attached at all downstream stations, in agree-
ment with the pressure profiles of Fig. 4. The spectra for this case
are shown in Fig. 16. The clear jump from laminar to turbulent
flow is clear between the second and third stations.

The velocity profiles and spectra for the Re=300,000 case are
shown in Figs. 17 and 18. The results are very similar to those of
the Re=200,000 case, with transition occurring between the sec-
ond and third stations, and the boundary layer remaining attached

and turbulent downstream.
The shape factor, H, and skin friction coefficient Cf are good

indicators of the state of the boundary layer with respect to sepa-
ration and transition. The shape factor is shown for the high Re
cases in Fig. 19. It is between 2.5 and 3.5 at the first two mea-
surement stations, where the boundary layer is laminar and on the
verge of separation. It then drops rapidly with the onset of transi-
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Fig. 14 Turbulence spectra for Re=100,000 case
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tion, reaching a minimum of about 1.57 at the fourth measurement
station. While this value clearly indicates that the boundary layer
is attached and turbulent, it is still above the zero pressure gradi-
ent turbulent value of about 1.4. At the downstream stations, H
begins to rise, and it exceeds 1.7 by the last station. The skin
friction coefficient is shown as a function of momentum thickness
Reynolds number in Fig. 20. It rises from near zero after transition
and decreases in the streamwise direction. Also shown is a stan-
dard flat-plate correlation for turbulent boundary layers from
Schlichting �36� and the Ludwieg–Tillmann correlation. The
present Cf values are as much as 40% lower than the flat-plate
correlation and agree well with the Ludwieg–Tillmann correla-
tion. The rising H and low Cf values are indicative of the strong
adverse pressure gradient. The corresponding values on the Pack
B airfoil �13� were closer to typical zero pressure gradient values,
which is consistent with the weaker pressure gradient on the Pack
B and the stronger tendency for reattachment at low Re on the
Pack B.

3.4 Instability Prediction. The spectral peak noted above at
the second station in Fig. 14 suggests an instability in the shear
layer that likely initiates transition. Although less distinct, similar
peaks are visible just before or just after transition inception at all
Reynolds numbers. Volino �14� observed similar peaks in the
boundary layer on the Pack B airfoil and associated them with TS
waves, using an analysis from Ref. �37�. The TS waves are be-
lieved to form in the attached boundary layer between the begin-
ning of the adverse pressure gradient region and the separation
location. The TS waves then continued to grow in the separated
shear layer until they became large enough to induce transition, as
discussed in Ref. �18�. Walker �37� gave the most unstable fre-
quency for TS waves as

2
�f/U�
2 = 3.2 Re�

−3/2 �3�

Hughes and Walker �31� noted that the frequency predicted by Eq.
�3� is a function of streamwise position, since the freestream ve-
locity, U�, varies in nonzero pressure gradient cases, and the dis-
placement thickness, �, changes as the boundary layer grows.
Hence, a single frequency cannot be expected for all TS waves in
a boundary layer. For the present study, U� and Re� were taken at

the separation location. The Re� value was estimated with the
boundary layer code TEXSTAN �38�. The code was used to compute
the laminar suction side boundary layer from the leading edge to
the separation point using the pressure gradient from Fig. 4 as
input for each case. The code stops when the flow separates, and
the separation points computed were in good agreement with the
pressure and velocity profiles presented above. Figure 21 shows
the peak frequencies extracted from Figs. 10, 12, 14, 16, and 18
along with frequencies predicted by Eq. �3�. The good agreement
between the experimental and predicted values indicates that TS
waves may play a role in the transition. It is also possible that
other instability mechanisms are present. Stieger and Hodson �39�,
and Roberts and Yaras �40�, for example, observed Kelvin–
Helmholtz rollup of the shear layer.

3.5 Transition Correlations. Several correlations for predict-
ing the starting location for separated flow transition are available
in the literature, and some of these are tested below against the
present data.

Mayle �2� presented the following correlations for short and
long separation bubbles.

Rest = 300 Re�s
0.7 short bubble �4�

Rest = 1000 Re�s
0.7 long bubble �5�

where Rest is the Reynolds number based on the freestream ve-
locity at separation and the distance from separation to transition
start.

The correlation of Davis et al. �16� is

Rest = 25000 log10�coth�0.1732TI�� �6�
For the present experiments, TI could reasonably be set between
0.3% and 0.8%, as discussed above. Varying TI within this range
does not significantly affect the correlation predictions. For Eq.
�6� and all the correlations below, TI was set to 0.5%.

Hatman and Wang �15� identified several transition modes and
present correlations for each of them. Their laminar separation
mode transition correlation can be cast in terms of Rest as

Rest = 0.0816 Res + 26805 �7�
Yaras �17� proposed

Rest = 0.04 Res + 6.3 � 104�1 − tanh3�TF��� �8�

where TF�=max�TF ,1%�, and TF=TI�ss /��0.2, where ss is the
distance from the leading edge to the separation point and � is the
integral length scale of the freestream turbulence.

Roberts and Yaras �40� presented

Rest = �785 − 30TF�Re�s
0.7 �9�

Praisner and Clark �19� presented the correlation

Rest = 173.0 Res Re�s
−1.227 �10�

The above correlations are based on the conditions at the sepa-
ration location and in some cases the freestream turbulence inten-
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sity. Volino and Bohl �18� reasoned that instabilities begin to grow
when the boundary layer becomes unstable at the start of the
adverse pressure gradient region, and presented the following cor-
relation:

Rept = 8.80�6.37 − log10�TI2��Re�p
4/3 �11�

where Rept is based on the freestream velocity at the suction peak
and the distance from the suction peak to the transition start.

The location of the suction peak for each case was taken from
the experimental data of Fig. 4. The separation location and the
momentum thickness Reynolds numbers at separation, Re�s, and
at the suction peak, Re�p, were taken from the TEXSTAN calcula-
tions described above. Equations �4�–�11� were then used to com-
pute st, which is defined as the distance from the leading edge to
the start of transition. The Reynolds numbers used with the cor-
relations are listed in Table 3. The st results are shown as a func-
tion of Re in Fig. 22. The experimental transition locations, as
determined from Figs. 9–18, are also shown. The uncertainties in
the experimental locations, which result from the finite spacing
between the measurement stations, are indicated by the error bars
in Fig. 22. Values of st /Ls�1 in the figure indicate that transition
is predicted downstream of the trailing edge of the airfoil.

The Mayle �2� short bubble correlation, which is only intended
for separation bubbles that reattach, predicts transition somewhat
too far upstream at all Reynolds numbers. For the Re�200,000
cases, all of the other correlations agree with the experimental
results. For the lower Re cases, the Roberts and Yaras �40� and
Volino and Bohl �18� correlations continue to agree with the ex-
periment, while the other correlations predict transition too far
downstream.

4 Conclusions
The flow over the very high lift L1A airfoil was studied experi-

mentally using a linear cascade. Reynolds numbers based on the
suction surface length and nominal exit velocity ranging from
25,000 to 330,000 were considered. In all cases the laminar suc-
tion surface boundary layer separated, but at Reynolds numbers
greater than 150,000, the separation bubble was very thin and
short, and the boundary layer was attached over most of the sur-
face. At lower Reynolds numbers, the boundary layer separated
and never reattached. Separation without reattachment caused the
lift on the airfoil to decrease by 20% and the total pressure losses
increased by a factor of 7 above the highest Reynolds number
case. Transition to turbulence occurred in all cases in the shear
layer after separation, and appeared to be caused by the growth of
Tollmien–Schlichting waves, which originated in the boundary
layer upstream of separation. The transition location was well pre-
dicted by the correlations of Roberts and Yaras �40� and Volino
and Bohl �18�. Transition caused immediate reattachment in the
high Reynolds number cases, but the turbulent shear layer re-
mained separated in the low Re cases. This behavior contrasts
with previous studies on other LPT airfoils. In those studies, tran-
sition immediately triggered reattachment, even at low Reynolds
numbers. On the present airfoil, the strong adverse pressure gra-
dient prevents reattachment at low Re, even after transition oc-
curs.
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Nomenclature
Cf � skin friction coefficient
Cp � 2�PT− P� /�Ue

2, pressure coefficient
Cx � axial chord length

f � frequency
H � � /�, shape factor
K � �� /U�

2 ��dU� /ds�, acceleration parameter
Ls � suction surface length
L� � blade spacing �pitch�
P � pressure

PS � upstream static pressure
PT � upstream stagnation pressure

PTe � downstream stagnation pressure
Re � UeLs /�, exit Reynolds number

Re� � displacement thickness Reynolds number
Re� � momentum thickness Reynolds number

s � streamwise coordinate, distance from leading
edge

TI � freestream turbulence intensity
U � mean streamwise velocity

U� � local freestream velocity
Ue � nominal exit freestream velocity, based on in-

viscid solution
u� � time averaged rms streamwise fluctuating

velocity
x � axial distance from leading edge
y � distance from wall

Zw � Zweifel coefficient
�1 � inlet flow angle
�2 � exit flow angle
� � displacement thickness
� � coordinate along blade spacing, normal to axial

chord

Table 3 Conditions at suction peak and separation location
based on laminar boundary layer calculation

Re sp /Ls ss /Ls Re�p Re�s

25,800 0.438 0.496 48 61
50,900 0.438 0.494 68 85
102,000 0.438 0.496 96 122
205,900 0.493 0.538 151 182
297,300 0.493 0.538 182 220
333,900 0.493 0.537 193 231
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Fig. 22 Predicted and experimental transition start location:
error bars indicate uncertainty due to finite spacing of mea-
surement stations
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	 � intermittency, fraction of time flow is turbulent
� � kinematic viscosity
� � density
� � momentum thickness
� � �PT− PTe� / �PT− PS�, total pressure loss

coefficient
�int � total pressure loss integrated over blade

spacing

Subscripts
p � pressure minimum �suction peak� location

pt � distance from suction peak to transition start
s � separation location

st � distance from separation location to transition
start

� � freestream
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Analytical and Numerical
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Flow Heat Transfer in the Vent
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Engine Demonstrator
Advanced aircraft engine development dictates high standards of reliability for the lubri-
cation systems, not only in terms of the proper lubrication of the bearings and the gears,
but also in terms of the removal of the large amounts of the generated heat. Heat is
introduced both internally through the rotating hardware and externally through radia-
tion, conduction, and convection. In case where the bearing chamber is in close proximity
to the engine’s hot section, the external heat flux may be significant. This is, for example,
the case when oil pipes pass through the turbine struts and vanes on their way to the
bearing chamber. There, the thermal impact is extremely high, not only because of the hot
turbine gases flowing around the vanes, but also because of the hot cooling air, which is
ingested into the vanes. The impact of this excessive heat on the oil may lead to severe
engine safety and reliability problems, which can range from oil coking with blockage of
the oil tubes to oil fires with loss of part integrity, damage, or even failure of the engine.
It is therefore of great importance that the oil system designer is capable of predicting the
system’s functionality. As part of the European Research program efficient and environ-
mentally friendly aero-engine, the project component validator for environmentally
friendly aero-engine (Wilfert, et al., 2005, “CLEAN–Validation of a GTF High Speed
Turbine and Integration of Heat Exchanger Technology in an Environmental Friendly
Engine Concept,” International Symposium on Air Breathing Engines, Paper No. ISABE-
2005-1156; Gerlach et al., 2005, “CLEAN–Bench Adaptation and Test for a Complex
Demo Engine Concept at ILA Stuttgart,” International Symposium on Air Breathing
Engines, Paper No. ISABE-2005-1134) was initiated with the goal to develop future
engine technologies. Within the scope of this program, MTU Aero Engines has designed
the lubrication system and has initiated an investigation of the heat transfer in the
scavenge and vent tubes passing through the high thermally loaded turbine center frame
(TCF). The objective was to evaluate analytical and numerical models for the heat
transfer into the air and oil mixtures and benchmark them. Three analytical models were
investigated. A model that was based on the assumption that the flow of air and oil is a
homogeneous mixture, which was applied on the scavenge flow. The other two models
assumed annular two-phase flows and were applied on the vent flows. Additionally, the
two-phase flow in the scavenge and vent pipes was simulated numerically using the ANSYS

CFX package. The evaluation of the models was accomplished with test data from the
heavily instrumented test engine with special emphasis on the TCF. Both the analytical
and the numerical models have demonstrated strengths and weaknesses. The homoge-
neous flow model correlation and the most recent correlation by Busam for vent flows
have demonstrated very good agreement between test and computed results. On the other
hand the numerical analysis produced remarkable results, however, at the expense of
significant modeling and computing efforts. This particular work is unique compared
with published investigations since it was conducted in a real engine environment and not
in a simulating rig. Nevertheless, research in two-phase flow heat transfer will continue
in order to mitigate any deficiencies and to further improve the correlations and the CFD
tools. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3068331�

1 Introduction

Excessive thermal impact on the lubrication system hardware is
one of the reasons for severe engine problems such as self-

ignition, coking, and premature aging of the oil and also bearing
malfunctions. This would disable the proper performance of the
system and of the engine in general and could lead to damage with
possible in-flight shutdowns and consequently unplanned and ex-
pensive shop maintenance. Bearing chambers and oil tubes, which
are located in the aft section of the engine, adjacent to the high or
the low pressure turbine sections are most frequently affected.

Oil tubes usually pass through struts on their way to the bearing
chamber. Scavenge pipes are always connected to the bottom of
the chamber whereas vent pipes are in most applications con-
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nected to its upper half. The risk of an oil self-ignition in the
scavenge or the vent pipes is significant since they transport not
only the lubrication oil but also the air, which is used for sealing
the bearing chambers. Particularly in the vent pipes the likelihood
of oil self-ignition is much higher because of the elevated air-to-
oil ratio as compared with the scavenge pipes. On the other hand
however, the flow velocity in a scavenge pipe is dictated by the
scavenge pump capacity, which leads to much lower air/oil mix-
ture velocities compared with a vent pipe. The likelihood for fire
stabilization is there higher. Where possible, vent and scavenge
tubes usually are thermally protected by insulation or heat shields.
Unfortunately, this may not be always possible because of space
and aerodynamic restrictions in the strut design.

The self-ignition of lubrication oil is a very complex process for
which there is a wealth of information in the technical literature
particularly recommending a review on Refs. �1–3�. Oil self-
ignition was recently investigated within the scope of the Euro-
pean Research program ATOS �4�. Research in ATOS had shown
that the combination of bearing chamber pressure, droplet size of
the oil spray, and aging of the oil considerably influence the self-
ignition temperature threshold �3�. Whereas for Mobil Jet II oil
�MIL-PRF-23699 standard� the self-ignition temperature at ambi-
ent pressure and stoichiometric conditions is about 640 K
�367°C� this decreases to below 538 K �265°C� when the pres-
sure is raised and a fine oil spray is present. Mobil Jet II was the
oil brand that was used in the component validator for environ-
mentally friendly aero-engine �CLEAN� engine. The gravimetric
air-to-oil ratio is defined by Eq. �1� and the stoichiometric value is
0.91. In order to avoid stoichiometric mixtures in bearing cham-
bers and also in order to achieve better engine performance,
manufacturers may use seals designed to considerably restrict the
amount of the sealing air. Such seals, for example, are carbon or
brush seals, which when compared with the most common laby-
rinth seals allow �provided they do not deteriorate significantly�

less air to flow into the bearing chamber. Nevertheless, it cannot
be completely assured that locally in a bearing chamber or in an
oil pipe a critical stoichiometric air-to-oil ratio is present.

In order to provide a means of assessing oil fire risk in the vent
and the scavenge pipes a heat transfer model was created. This
model took into account the heat transfer mechanisms, which af-
fect the fluid temperature in the tubes. These are the thermal ra-
diation from the surroundings, the convective heat transfer from
the air, which may flow around the tube, the conduction in the
pipe, and of course the internal heat transfer by the air/oil mixture.
Three heat transfer �Nusselt-number� correlations for air and oil
mixtures were coded: a correlation that was developed by
Groothuis and Hendal �5� and was refined by Kudirka et al. �6�.
This was used during the CLEAN engine development. The sec-
ond most recent correlation was developed by Busam �7� in the
course of his Ph.D. research. These two correlations have been
developed for vertical tubes and upward flow �vent flow�. The
third correlation has been developed by the author who assumed a
homogeneous air and oil mixture flowing with mean physical
properties. This has been evaluated for scavenge flows. A descrip-
tion of all three correlations is given in the following pages. Test
results from the CLEAN engine have been compared with the
analytical results derived herein.

2 Engine Description/Instrumentation
In order to obtain high quality measurements a vast instrumen-

tation scheme was provided to the lubrication system and to the
turbine center frame �TCF� as depicted in Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1
the lubrication system is displayed. The system had a main feed
pump �1�, which supplied oil to the bearings. A second feed pump
�2� supplied oil to the squeeze film dampers. The oil flow to the
bearings and to the squeeze film dampers was controlled via by-
pass and control valves.

Fig. 1 Diagram showing the CLEAN engine lubrication system
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The main oil supply characteristic to the bearing chambers was
a linear function of the main shaft speed. The oil was scavenged
by four scavenge pumps �4�, �41�, �5�, and �6�. A recovery pump
�3� pumped the scavenged oil from the deaerator tank �air/oil
separator� through the water/oil cooler back into the main oil tank.
This pump also served as an emergency pump in the event of a
failure of a feed pump. Upstream of the bearing chambers the
mass flow rate of the oil supplied to the bearings and to the
squeeze film dampers, the oil pressures, and the temperatures
were recorded. Downstream of the bearing chambers the vent and
scavenge temperatures were recorded. Figure 2 depicts the instru-
mentation in the TCF with the bearing chamber and the vent or
scavenge tubes depending on the angular location. Inside the TCF
a vast number of thermocouples at multiple axial and angular
locations were used to record metal and air temperatures. Addi-
tionally, pressure taps were installed to record the pressure of the
air at the locations where the air temperature was measured. In-
side the bearing chamber the air/oil mixture temperature and pres-
sure were measured. The bearing outer race temperature was re-
corded in order to monitor the condition of the roller bearing. This
bearing was a main shaft bearing and was designed to run up to
maximum speed of 18,700 rpm. The scatter for the oil flow mea-
surement was �5 l/h and �1.5% for the air flow. The scatter for
the thermocouple temperature measurements in the TCF was �1.5
K, whereas the scatter for the lube oil temperatures was �5 K.
The accuracy of the pressure measurement was �0.15%.

In the TCF the air/oil mixture was removed by a scavenge pipe
at the bottom and a vent pipe at the top of the bearing chamber.
The two pipes were geometrically identical. Their streamline
length from inlet A to outlet B �Fig. 3� was about 0.5 m.

The part of the tubes going through the struts had a noncircular
cross section of 262 mm2 whereas for the circular part the cross
section was 235 mm2. The length of the noncircular part was
about 0.25 m. The bearing chamber was sealed by metallic brush
seals. Figure 3 also shows how the secondary air was delivered.
All air flows, pressures, and temperatures were controlled and
measured during engine operation. This enabled accurate determi-
nation of the external heat transfer coefficients. The highest air/oil
temperature was expected in the vent tube at the strut outlet �lo-
cation TS� as shown in Fig. 3.

The hot air supply temperature to the LPT �orange color line�
was originally designed to rise up to 673 K �400°C� at maximum
main shaft speed �100%NH�. This requirement was a source of
significant concern during engine development, since this might
have considerably increased the risk of oil fire in the vent pipe
during engine operation. Eventually the maximum engine speed
was set at 94%NH. Consequently no data measurements exist for

the 100%NH speed. Nevertheless a prediction was performed for
this speed based on the engine’s performance prediction data.

3 Heat Transfer Correlations in Scavenge Pipes
Assuming Homogeneous Two-Phase Flow Mixture

The major differences between scavenge and vent pipes are not
only the location in the bearing chamber but also the fact that the
scavenge pipe is connected to a scavenge pump. The scavenge
pump capacity has an impact on the air-to-oil ratio in the tube.
Generally the gravimetric air-to-oil ratio X in a scavenge tube is
much lower than the ratio in the vent tube �Table 1�. The scavenge
pump was sized here to transport 2520 l/h of air and oil and was
running constantly at this rate. The air and oil supply varied as
functions of the NH speed.

The idea behind this model was that air and oil are homoge-
neously mixed at a low air-to-oil ratio and the resulting fluid has
mixed properties. It was conceived based on flow regime findings
in both scavenge and vent pipes. These findings were recognized
within the scope of the European Research program ATOS �4�. In
ATOS two sets of “flowcharts” created by Hewitt and Roberts �8�
and Oshinowo and Charles �9�, both of which were applicable on
vertical two-phase flows in pipes, were successfully used to iden-
tify the flow regime present.

The work by Hewitt and Roberts �8� matched two-phase flow in
vent pipes whereas the work by Oshinowo and Charles �9�
matched scavenge flows. The latter were categorized in the “bub-
bly film flow” regime. With this in mind, the mixture was as-
sumed to be “homogeneous” and therefore represented as result-
ing to one single phase with mixed physical properties. The model
for scavenge flows described herein has delivered reliable results
in other engine programs. The following mixing equations are
recommended in Refs. �10� and �11�.

For air-to-oil ratio,

X = mair/�mair + moil� �1�
For average volume fraction,

� = �oilX/��oilX + �air�1 − X�� �2�
For mixture density,

�m = �air� + �oil�1 − �� �3�

Fig. 2 A schematic of the turbine center frame with instrumen-
tation setup

Fig. 3 A schematic of the secondary air system „SAS… in the
TCF. The arrows depict the TCF air flow.
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For specific heat capacity of the mixture,

cpm = cpoil�1 − X� + cpairX �4�
For Reynolds-number of the mixture,

Rem = �mair + moil�D/��mA� �5�
Collier and Thome �12� recommended for the homogeneous
model the following approximation for the mixture dynamic vis-
cosity:

1/�m = X/�air + �1 − X�/�oil �6�
and for the thermal conductivity of the mixture Tye �13� recom-
mended

�m = �oil
�1−���air

� �7�
and for mixture Prandtl-number,

Prm = �mcpm/�m �8�
The following Nusselt-number correlations are recommended by
Ref. �14�: Laminar flow Rem�2300,

Nulaminar = ��83.326 + �B − 0.6�3 + C3�1/3��Prm/PrmW�0.11

with

B = 1.953�Rem Prm D/L�1/3

and

C = 0.924 Prm
1/3�Rem D/L�1/2 �9�

PrmW is the Prandtl-number of the mixture in the vicinity of the
tube’s wall.

For flow in the transition regime, 2300�Rem�10,000,

Nutransition = ��1 − ��E + �F��Prm/PrmW�0.11

with

� = 1.299 � 10−4�Rem − 2300�, E = �83.326 + �G − 0.6�3 + H3�1/3

G = 1.953�2300 Prm D/L�1/3, H = 0.924 Prm
1/3�2300D/L�1/2

and

F = 38.5 Prm/��1 + 0.788�Prm
2/3 − 1����1 + �D/L�2/3� �10�

For turbulent flow Rem	10,000,

Nuturbulent = ���
m/8�Rem Prm�/�1 + 12.7�
m/8�1/2�Prm
2/3 − 1���

��1 + �D/L�2/3��Prm/PrmW�0.11

with


m = ��1.8 log10�Rem� − 1.5��−2 �11�

4 Correlations for Heat Transfer in Vent Pipes Assum-
ing Annular Two-Phase Flow

For the heat transfer analysis in vertical pipes with upward flow
two correlations have been considered. The most recent one is
from Busam �7� as a result of his Ph.D. research. It was based on
rig test results for air and oil flows in a vent pipe. Busam �7� used
a bearing chamber facility, which was developed at the University
of Karlsruhe �Germany� and was used in several European Re-
search activities with references in numerous technical publica-
tions 15–18. This bearing chamber rig had a roller bearing and
Mobil Jet II oil was the lubricant. Busam’s correlation �7� has not
yet been published in the international literature and it appears for
the first time with his kind permission

Nu = 0.077�Reair
0.52��Reoil

0.14� �12�
This correlation is valid for Reynolds-numbers, which range

between 24,400 and 125,100 for the air and between 30 and 400
for the oil. The accuracy of the heat transfer coefficient is given by
Busam �7� as �15%. Busam �7� demonstrated in his work that the
flow pattern in the vent is annular.

The second correlation was from Kudirka et al. �6�. This was
based on experimental results with air/water and air/gas-oil mix-
tures and upward flows. They developed the following Nusselt-
number correlation based on froth or bubbly slug flow with tran-
sition into annular flow

Nu = 125�UG/UL�0.125��air/�oil�0.6 Reoil
0.25 Proil

1/3��oil/�oilW�0.14

�13�

UG and UL are the superficial velocities for air and oil, respec-
tively, and �oilW is the dynamic viscosity of the oil in the vicinity
of the tube’s wall. This correlation was created for flows up to a
combined Reynolds-number �Reoil+Reair� of about 70,000. The
accuracy was given within the �15% range. Kudirka et al. �6�
mentioned in their work that maximum heat transfer is achieved
when the flow is annular. This correlation yields higher heat trans-
fer coefficients than the Busam correlation �7�. It was used during
the early stages of the CLEAN engine development for prediction
of the oil and air temperatures in the vent tubes.

5 Means of Analysis
A calculation code was created for performing the analysis.

This code incorporated the above mentioned Nusselt-number cor-

Table 1 The selected operating points of the CLEAN engine used in the analysis

NH
�%�

NL
�%�

Xvent
�%�

Xscav
�%�

Pchamber
�bar�

Tair/oil
�°C�

1 86 91.7 51.5 1.5 1.30 90
2 83 66.7 47 1.9 1.31 84
3 93.7 95.5 64.2 1.3 1.28 102
4 90 87.6 57.3 1.4 1.31 96
5 70.7 25.7 66.1 1.6 1.18 69
6 86.3 96.7 49.6 1.7 1.40 90
7 86.3 72.7 60.9 1.4 1.30 88
8 75.3 41.9 73.9 1.3 1.22 64
9 79.4 53.2 54.2 1.6 1.24 66

10 85.7 98.2 58.2 1.4 1.29 88
11 85.7 30.3 49 1.6 1.35 89
12 92.6 88.6 44 1.6 1.41 97
13 79.4 41.9 52.5 1.7 1.25 68
14 82.8 55.3 49.8 1.6 1.30 85
15 93.2 84.3 53 1.3 1.26 101
16* 99 84.3 48.8 1.3 1.48 108

*
Point 16 �at 100%NH� have been selected from the performance table.
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relations for the two-phase flow heat transfer and also the heat
transfer by radiation from the surroundings, convective heat trans-
fer from the hot LPT air, and also conduction through the walls of
the pipes. The energy balance equation was

Qrad + Qconv = Qcond = Qconv_2ph �14�

Qrad is the radiation heat from the surroundings, Qconv is the
convective heat from the air flow around the tube, Qcond is the
conduction heat through the pipe walls, and Qconv_2ph is the two-
phase flow heat, which is absorbed by the air/oil mixture.

The sealing air mass flow was calculated using brush seal mod-
els �19�. The oil distribution in the vent and scavenge pipes was
calculated using LUSYS, an MTU internal code, which can calcu-
late flow distribution and pressure drop in secondary air systems
by evaluating the hydraulic resistances of the participating com-
ponents �20�. It is also capable of calculating two-phase flow air
and oil pressure drops in pipe work systems using modified
Lockhart–Martinelli equations �21�. For the CFD analysis the lat-
est ANSYS CFX code version 11 was used.

6 Results

6.1 Correlation Analysis. A comparison of Nusselt-numbers,
obtained using all three correlations �Eqs. �9�–�13��, was per-
formed in order to check for continuity and also to compare the
results. A vent flow was assumed and the computations were per-
formed by varying the air flow at constant oil flow and vice versa.
The boundary conditions such as oil pipe dimensions, pressure,
and temperature for the fluids were the same in all cases. The
results of the analysis are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5.

Neither of the correlations showed any discontinuity even
though in some cases the results were produced by violating the
validity limits of the correlations. The comparison between the
Kudirka et al. �6� with the Busam correlation �7� shows similar
behavior in terms of rate of change with the Reynolds-number.
This behavior seems typical for an annular flow. The Busam cor-
relation �7� simply yields about four times lower Nusselt-numbers
and consequently lower heat transfer coefficients. On the contrary,
the rate of change in the Nusselt with the Reynolds-number in the

Fig. 4 Nusselt-number variation as a function of the oil flow at constant air
flow „0.02 kg/s…

Fig. 5 Nusselt-number variation as a function of the air flow at constant oil
flow „80 l/h…
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homogeneous flow correlation shows a completely different be-
havior. This behavior is typical for the different origin and the
different philosophy of this correlation. Therefore, it cannot be
recommended for heat transfer calculations when annular flows
are involved.

Sixteen operating points representing different cycle conditions
of the engine had been selected and evaluated. These are pre-
sented in Tables 1 and 2. Operating Point 16 was scaled based on
the engine’s performance data. No measured data exist for this
point.

Figure 6 depicts the results for the vent flow. The measured
air/oil temperatures were compared with the computed tempera-
tures using the referenced correlations. These mostly overpre-
dicted the measurements taken. Nevertheless, the Busam correla-
tion �7� has produced the more accurate results.

On average over the 15 performance points this correlation
overpredicts the measurements by about 3 K whereas the correla-
tion of Kudirka et al. �6� overpredicts them by about 6 K. Addi-
tionally the Busam correlation �7� has computed pipe wall tem-
peratures, which were closer to the measured ones. Table 3 makes
a comparison of the external and the internal wall temperatures
derived by the two correlations for seven operating points.

The next important question that is raised herein is about the
flow regime in the vent pipe. The investigation of flow regimes in
oil pipes was recently carried out in the ATOS program �4� and the

method was applied here as well. For the vent pipe flow the
Hewitt and Roberts �8� charts were used whereas for the scavenge
flow the charts by Oshinowo and Charles �9�. The results for the
vent flow are shown in Fig. 7.

All of the 16 operating points are in the “annular flow” domain.
For the flow in the scavenge pipe all 16 points are in the domain,
which is for a “falling bubbly film” �Fig. 8�. The comparison
between the measured and the computed fluid temperatures in the
scavenge pipe is displayed in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows how the
vent and scavenge flow regimes may look.

The average accuracy of the computed results for the scavenge
flow is less than 2 K. The homogeneous mixture correlation seems
to adequately meet the requirements toward predicting tempera-
tures in the scavenge pipes.

Of course, the model was based on the assumption that a ho-
mogeneous mixture with mean properties is present. This assump-
tion is supported by the fact that the flow regime in the scavenge
pipe is a bubbly film. Encouraged by these results, the application
of the two-phase flow code was extended on an operating point,
which could have been envisioned as the worst case scenario. This
operating point was selected from the engine’s performance table.
It is listed in Tables 1 and 2 as Point 16.

The analysis was performed assuming maximum shaft speed of
about 100% combined with maximum LPT air feed temperature

Table 2 The LPT air flow information. Point 16 has been selected from the performance table.

Point
NH
�%�

NL
�%�

mLPT
�kg/s�

Pair
�bar�

Tair
�°C�

1 86 91.7 0.0474 1.51 193
2 83 66.7 0.04384 1.28 167
3 93.7 95.5 0.0703 2.41 282
4 90 87,6 0.0724 2.40 266
5 70.7 25,7 0.0272 1.10 106
6 86.3 96,7 0.0513 1.71 223
7 86.3 72.7 0.0478 1.47 195
8 75.3 41.9 0.0328 1.10 116
9 79.4 53.2 0.0386 1.08 145

10 85.7 98.2 0.0485 1.62 216
11 85.7 30.3 0.0502 1.51 193
12 92.6 88.6 0.0534 1.82 285
13 79.4 41.9 0.0387 1.19 150
14 82.8 55.3 0.0437 1.32 168
15 93.2 84.3 0.0732 2.46 296
16 99 84.3 0.08 2.40 400

Fig. 6 Measured and calculated air/oil temperatures in the TCF vent pipe.
Busam’s correlation †7‡ yields best accuracy to the measurements. The CFD
results are in between the results from the correlations.
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Table 3 Comparison of the pipe wall temperatures in the vent and scavenge pipes passing
through the strut. The numbers in parentheses are for the measured temperatures „vent pipe
only….

Point
Tpipe wall according to

Busama �°C�
Tpipe wall according to
Kudirka et al.b �°C�

Tpipe wall according to the
homogeneous flow model �°C�

1 136/134 �150� 116/113 145/143
3 216/212 �232� 160/153 244/241
5 83/82 �81� 78/77 88/87

10 141/139 �150� 119/116 151/149
12 183/179 �205� 144/139 193/190
13 102/101 �119� 90/88 116/115
15 208/204 �229� 160/153 211/206
16 263/256 187/175 305/300

aReference �7�.
bReference �6�.

Fig. 7 The vent flow regime according to Hewitt and Roberts †8‡ is for
annular flow. Operating Points 1–16 are given in Tables 1 and 2.

Fig. 8 The scavenge flow regime according to Oshinowo and Charles †9‡ is a bubbly
film
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of 673 K �400°C�. Since no measured data exist for this case all
boundary conditions were derived from the engine’s performance
table.

Using the flow maps �Figs. 7 and 8�, the vent and scavenge flow
regimes were predicted in Point 16 as annular and falling bubbly
film, respectively. The calculated vent temperatures are depicted
in Fig. 6. The temperature difference between the result from the
correlation of Kudirka et al. �6� and the result from the Busam
correlation �7� is about 10 K, which is the largest deviation of
results from these two correlations so far. The calculated scavenge
temperature with the homogeneous flow model is depicted in Fig.
9 �highest value in this survey�.

In Table 3 the calculated metal temperatures for Point 16 are
listed. Based on the results, the internal wall metal temperatures
for both the vent and the scavenge pipes are much above the
coking temperature, which is approximately 503 K �230°C�. This
is a risk that the designer should consider in the early stages of the
engine development. Mitigation of these risks in a later stage and
particularly after the engine is certified can be associated with a
high technical effort and a considerable financial burden.

6.2 CFD Modeling and Analysis. The CFD analysis was per-

formed with the commercial code ANSYS CFX version 11. The code
is capable of handling two-phase flow problems �bubble flows�.
An application to annular flows combined with an international
publication is not known to the author. For this reason, special
emphasis was given to the annular flow simulation.

The geometry of the model was imported into CFX from a CAD
model. The mesh was built by 1.7�106 hexahedral elements. For
the two-phase flow domain, a number of about 300,000 elements
were used. The two-phase flow simulation was based on an
Eulerian/Eulerian approach. At pipe inlet, the average static pres-
sure �Table 1� was used as a boundary condition. Additionally the
volumetric air-to-oil ratio was given. The liquid phase was repre-
sented as a continuous phase whereas the gas as the dispersed
phase.

At the wall a nonslip boundary condition was used for the liq-
uid phase and a free slip boundary condition was selected for the
gas phase. At the outlet the total mass flow rate was given. The
flow was simulated as turbulent using the shear stress transport
�SST� model. The drag force between the bubbles was considered
according to Ishii and Zuber �22� and the particle �bubble� in-
duced turbulence was modeled according to Sato and Sekoguchi

Fig. 9 Very good accuracy between measured and calculated air/oil tem-
peratures in the scavenge pipe

Fig. 10 Vent and scavenge flow regimes „highlighted… as by Hewitt and
Roberts †8‡ „vent… and Oshinowo and Charles †9‡ „scavenge…
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�23�. The gravitation vector was acting in the flow direction in the
case of the scavenge flow and against the flow direction in the
case of the vent flow. The computation was performed on a Linux
cluster with the use of 12 processors. The computation time was
over 2000 CPU hours for a vent flow and about 400 CPU hours
for a scavenge flow. Due to the high computational effort only
four engine performance points could be computed. These were
Points 1, 3, 4, and 16 �Tables 1 and 2�.

The CFD analysis focused on the following investigations:

�1� oil and air flow regimes
�2� mixture temperatures at the pipe outlet
�3� pipe wall temperature distributions
�4� worst case scenario �Point 16�

In Fig. 3 the air supply system was depicted. Figure 11 shows
the modeling domain with the scavenge pipe and also its sur-
roundings. The inflows �white arrows� and the outflows �yellow
arrows� of the different fluid streams in the domain are shown.

For conducting the CFD simulation, the volumetric and not the
gravimetric oil-to-air ratio was used. This is defined as Xv
=Voil / �Vair+Voil� where Voil and Vair are the volumetric flow rates
for oil and air, respectively. In the case of the gravimetric air-to-oil
ratio, according to Eq. �1�, the stoichiometric value is 0.91.

Using the volumetric ratio Xv, Eq. �1� can be written as

X = �air/��air + �oilXv/�1 − Xv�� �15�
The results of the numerical analysis for the scavenge flow are

as follows.

�1� Figure 12 shows for Point 3 the oil volume fraction in the
vicinity of the inner wall of the tube. A high oil volume
fraction indicates high oil concentration with the air en-
trainment increasing when the colors change from red to
navy blue. Based on experience from former research and
technology programs the oil moves in circular scavenge
pipes outwards toward the long arc of the bend. Perspec-
tives �a� and �b� show that the oil indeed flows radially
outwards along the long arcs �red areas�. On the contrary
no experimental experience is available on the flow transi-
tioning from the circular into the noncircular region.

Perspectives �c� and �d� show that the oil covers one side
of the noncircular tube more than the opposite side. The air

concentration increases from the inner wall to the centerline
of the tube. This is shown in Fig. 13. Air with an oil volume
fraction of approximately 1% �i.e., about 99% air� flows
through the core of the tube. For the five marked positions
in the selected noncircular cross section the oil volume
fractions were calculated. Oil is mostly present on the pipe
walls but moving toward the centerline of the tube the oil
quantity decreases. The values for the oil fraction become
nowhere in the tube 100% �pure oil� or 0% �pure air�.
Therefore it can be assumed that air is always entrained
into the oil, which would result into a flow of a bubbly film.

The CFD simulation was repeated for other operating
points as well. Since comparable results were achieved, this
increased confidence about the quality of the numerical
analysis.

Based on these results further research with special em-
phasis on the understanding of the flow regime in noncir-
cular tubes will be initiated.

�2� Figure 9 shows that for Points 1, 3, 4, and 16 the CFD
calculated fluid temperatures at the tube outlet are in very
good agreement with the measured temperatures. Even
though only these few performance points were numeri-
cally evaluated the accuracy of the results gives confidence
about the CFD modeling and the simulation strategy, which
was followed. Nevertheless further evaluation will follow.

�3� Contrary to averaged pipe wall temperatures produced by
the correlations the CFD modeling calculates a temperature
distribution on the entire pipe walls. This enables the local-
ization of possible hot spots. The most critical area for the
CLEAN oil system designer was the area of the oil pipe
surrounded by the hot strut with hot LPT air flowing in
between. Results for this case �Performance Point 3� will be
discussed here.

As a consequence of the nonuniform oil flow distribution
in the tube �Fig. 12�, the temperature distribution on the
pipe’s wall is also nonuniform. Perspective �d� in Fig. 12
shows that the oil fraction there is lower than on the oppo-
site side �perspective �c��. In Fig. 14 the left-hand side cor-
responds to perspective �d�, whereas the right-hand side
corresponds to perspective �c�.

The temperature level on the side of the pipe visible in

Fig. 11 The CAD model of the scavenge pipe shown in different viewing perspectives.
The airstreams around the pipe are indicated.
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perspective �c� is lower than on side �d�. Generally, the
external metal temperature of the part of the tube, which
passes through the hot strut, ranges between 420 K and
490 K.

A hot spot of about 490 K �217°C� has been identified
on the pipe. The temperature there is below the ignition
temperature of the oil but very close to the oil coking tem-
perature.

Fig. 12 The oil concentration „volume fraction… in the scavenge pipe from four viewing
perspectives. Perspectives „a… and „b… show the oil accumulation along the longest arc in
the bends. Perspectives „c… and „d… show the front and rear sides of the noncircular part
of the pipe.

Fig. 13 A domain of almost pure air „È99%… occupies the center of the
tube. The oil covers most of the tube’s inner walls particularly the arcs in
the bends.
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�4� The worst case scenario �Point 16� was investigated for the
scavenge pipe. This scenario assumed that the temperature
of the air around the pipe would rise up to 400°C �673 K�.
The interesting question in this case will be whether the

pipe walls will be at a temperature that means a potential
danger for the oil �coking or ignition�. Figure 15 shows the
oil and the temperature distributions on the tube’s walls,
respectively �oil distribution: perspectives �a� and �c�; tem-

Fig. 14 The metal temperature distribution on the oil scavenge pipe for Performance
Point No. 3

Fig. 15 The oil and temperature distributions on the scavenge pipe’s walls at an air
temperature around the tube of 400°C „Operation Point No. 16…
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perature distribution: perspectives �b� and �d��.
It is noted here that the temperature scale is different

compared with the prior figure. Almost the complete sur-
face of the tube part, surrounded by the strut, reaches tem-
peratures above the oil coking temperature. The average
external wall temperature in this area is 516 K �243°C�. In
this figure the colors from yellow to red are for tempera-
tures above 500 K with the maximum temperature being at
569 K �296°C�. The inner wall temperature is about 4 K
lower. This temperature could cause ignition if locally a
stoichiometric air-to-oil ratio was present. Fortunately, this
is not the case here. Despite that, this should be forecasted
and avoided during the early stages of the engine
development.

The fluid temperature at the tube outlet is about 119°C �392 K�.
A comparison with the value from the homogeneous flow corre-
lation is given in Fig. 9. The difference is about 3 K with ANSYS

yielding a slight higher value.
The results of the vent flow analysis are as follows.

�1� Figure 16 shows for the Operation Point 3 the oil distribu-
tion in the vicinity of the inner wall of the tube. As already
observed in the case of the scavenge pipe the oil moves
radially outwards when it flows through the bends. Also,
the oil is spread more on one side in the noncircular tube
section than on the opposite side. The same figure shows
the oil distribution in different cross sections. The core of
the tube is almost completely oil less. There, the oil volume
fraction is less than 0.1%. This implies that only very small
droplets of oil are present there and are being swept by the
air flow. Oil is only present in the vicinity of the tube’s
wall. This is the characteristic of the annular flow.

Since in the tube’s core mostly air is present, Eq. �15�
was used to calculate the air-to-oil ratio X. This yields
56.6%, a number well below 91% �the ignition threshold�
and provides enough safety margin toward ignition. But, in
the same figure, the red marked point indicates a very low
volumetric oil concentration in the range of 0.012%. This
yields a gravimetric air-to-oil ratio of 92%, which can be

regarded as critical. Nevertheless in this particular case the
ignition potential is generally discarded since the wall tem-
perature does not exceed 225°C �Fig. 17�.

�2� The CFD analysis was performed for Points 1, 3, 4, and 16

Fig. 16 The oil flow distribution in the vent pipe. In the arc areas the oil moves radially
outwards. The core of the tube is almost free of oil.

Fig. 17 The temperature distribution on the vent pipe’s walls.
The hot areas reach temperatures up to 225°C.
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�Fig. 6�. The calculated values overpredict the measure-
ments by about 4 K. This provides a sufficient accurate
simulation for engineering purposes. Still, further operating
points will be simulated next so that more confidence about
the quality of the CFD results can be gained.

�3� Figure 17 depicts the temperature distribution on the exter-
nal pipe walls. In the noncircular part of the tube, which is
surrounded by the hot strut, the hot areas �colored red�
reach temperatures as high as 498 K. The internal wall
temperature there is 496 K. The measured temperature on
the vent pipe was 505 K �232°C�, a temperature which is
very close to the calculated temperature. The hot areas on
the vent pipe are a potential risk for the oil since the tem-
peratures there are very close to the coking temperature of
the oil. The range of the calculated external metal tempera-
ture on the part of the tube, which passes through the hot
strut, is between 408 K and 498 K. In most cases the wall
temperature levels in the vent pipe are lower than those on
the scavenge pipe since the fluid velocity is much higher.
But it was shown before that in the vent pipe locally the
gravimetric air-to-oil ratio can be critical. This makes vent
pipes potentially running into a higher risk for coking and
oil ignition than the scavenge pipes.

�4� The worst case scenario �air at 400°C around the pipe,
Point 16� was investigated here as well. Figure 18 shows
the oil and the temperature distribution on the tube’s walls.
Large sections of the tube’s surface, which is surrounded by
the strut, are at temperatures above 500 K �yellow and
brown areas�.

The average metal temperature of this tube section is 478 K
�205°C�. The hot spots on the tube are at temperatures of 542 K
and 546 K. These could cause ignition, but this scenario is remote
since these spots are small and the fluid velocity is high
��130 m /s� thus stabilization is not possible. The fluid tempera-
ture at the tube outlet is about 133°C �406 K�. A comparison with
the value from the correlations is given in Fig. 6. The CFD cal-
culated value is between the values from the correlations.

7 Conclusions
As part of the European Research program CLEAN an evalua-

tion was performed of the two-phase flow heat transfer in scav-
enge and vent pipes passing through the turbine center frame of a
real aero-engine. This was accomplished by using heat transfer
models from different sources, which can reflect the flow condi-
tions in these pipes. Additionally, the ANSYS CFX code was used in
order to perform a CFD analysis. For the first time a vent flow
simulation was performed using this tool. The following conclu-
sions can be extracted.

�1� The homogeneous two-phase mixture correlation showed a
very good agreement with the engine test results for the
scavenge flow. Thus, this correlation can be used in the
design of scavenge systems as long as the flow pattern is a
bubbly film �Figs. 8 and 10�. Other usage restrictions �i.e.,
specific Reynolds-number limits� have not currently been
identified. However, further research is required to prove
that this is the case. The CFD analysis of the scavenge flow
has also led to accurate results. The fluid temperatures at
the pipe outlet were calculated very close to the measured
temperatures. The flow distribution in the bends is in agree-
ment with the up to date experimental experience. The flow
transition into the noncircular part of the tube is “observed”
numerically for the first time. Further experimental investi-
gation will be necessary in the future in order to establish
more detailed information.

Depending on the operating condition, hot spots may
arise. In the case of pipe transition from circular into non-
circular cross section, a nonuniform distribution of the oil
on the tube walls takes place. This increases the likelihood
for hot spots. Due to the generally low air-to-oil ratio in the
scavenge tube the probability of ignition is remote. Never-
theless the recommendation given would be to avoid abrupt
bends and transitions since these design forms lead to zones
of very low oil concentration with a potential high ignition
risk.

Coking cannot be discounted during operation particu-

Fig. 18 The oil „a… and „c… and temperature „b… and „d… distributions on the vent pipe’s
walls when the air temperature around the tube is 400°C „Point 16…
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larly when permanently large areas of the oil tubes are sub-
jected to temperatures over 500 K.

The designer should also focus on properly sizing the oil
tubes in order to achieve uniform and thick oil films, which
would hinder hot spots. Of course this has to be balanced
against the pressure drop in the system.

Major obstacle for using the CFD analysis in complex
geometries like in this case is the gigantic simulation and
computation effort involved. Despite that, computation of
worst case scenarios should be anticipated in order to iden-
tify critical hot spots, which may be the source for coking
or oil fire.

�2� For the vent flow the correlation by Busam �7� has demon-
strated best accuracy to the measured temperatures. Thus, it
can be recommended as a reliable tool for calculating these
temperatures in a modern turbine engine. Restrictions in
using this correlation are given through the Reynolds-
numbers for the air and the oil flow. The correlation has not
been published in the technical literature so far. The CFD
analysis was carried out for the vent flow for only two
operating points and the quality of the results gives confi-
dence about the quality of the simulation. The same recom-
mendations given for the scavenge pipe are also valid for
the vent pipe as well. Moreover since the vent pipes run
hotter than the scavenge pipes and are much more vulner-
able to coking or oil ignition, hot shields, insulations,
thicker pipe walls, or coatings could inhibit high heat fluxes
into the air and oil mixture. The engine designers should
always be looking into these issues in the early stages of
the engine development process.

8 Outlook
This survey has been a first step toward validation from rig

based correlations to a real aero-engine environment. More testing
and particularly engine testing will be needed in the future in
order to demonstrate whether the derived correlations can be uni-
versally used, and reveal any deficiencies, limitations, and restric-
tions. It would be necessary, for example, to validate the correla-
tions in bearing chambers, which are sealed by labyrinth or carbon
seals. Particularly labyrinth seals are the most unrestrictive to the
sealing air and may cause the creation of flammable mixtures in
the bearing chamber.

In ATOS the use of screens around the bearings leads to reduc-
tion in the dwell time of the air/oil mixture in the bearing chamber
�24�. Even though this was very effective in terms of reducing the
parasitic losses in bearing chambers, it has also led to a consider-
able reduction in the oil amount leaving through the vent and
created flammable mixtures. In a situation like that the designer
has to decide between benefits and possible risks.

It is imperative that the conducted research will have to be
extended so that the predictions of air and oil temperatures in the
scavenge and vent tubes can cover a wide range of applications,
hence meeting the future design requirements.

The CFD survey has been very successful with exceptionally
accurate results; however, it requires extreme effort and is time
consuming, which was the reason that only few points could be
evaluated so far. A future follow-up is planned where more oper-
ating points will be surveyed.
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Nomenclature
A � cross section of the tube �m2�

BB � ball bearing
CAD � computer aided design
CFD � computational fluid dynamics

cp � specific heat capacity �kJ /kg K�
D � hydraulic diameter �mm�

FBC � front bearing chamber
Fr � Froude number=W2

air+oil /gD
g � acceleration of gravity=9.81 �m /s2�

HPC � high pressure compressor
HPT � high pressure turbine

ID � internal diameter �mm�
L � length of the tube �m�

LPT � low pressure turbine
M � mass flux=m /A �kg /m2 s�

MCD � magnetic chip detector
m � mass flow rate �kg/s�

NH � high pressure compressor shaft speed �%�
NL � low pressure compressor shaft speed �%�
Nu � Nusselt-number

P � pressure �absolute� �kPa�
Pr � Prandtl-number=cp� /�
Q � heat �W�

RB � roller bearing
RDS � radial drive shaft

Rv � Vair /Voil=delivered air-to-oil volume ratio
Re � Reynolds-number=UD /�

SQF � squeeze film damper
T � temperature �°C�
U � velocity �m/s�
V � volume flow �m3 /s�
W � superficial velocity of the fluid �m/s�
X � mair / �mair+moil�=air-to-oil ratio �gravimetric�

Xv � Voil / �Vair+Voil�=oil-to-air ratio �volumetric�
� � �oilX / ��oilX+�air�1−X��=average volume

fraction
�H � heat transfer coefficient �W /m2 K�

� � dynamic viscosity �kg/ms�
� � thermal conductivity �W/mK�
 � ��oil /�water� / ���oil /�water���oil /�water�3�1/4

� � kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�
� � density �kg /m3�
� � surface tension �N/m�

Subscripts
m � mixture

mW � mixture in the vicinity of the tube’s wall
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Aerothermal Investigation of a
Rib-Roughened Trailing Edge
Channel With Crossing-Jets—
Part I: Flow Field Analysis
The present contribution addresses the aerothermal, experimental, and computational
studies of a trapezoidal cross-sectional model simulating a trailing edge cooling cavity
with one rib-roughened wall. The flow is fed through tilted slots on one side wall and
exits through straight slots on the opposite side wall. The flow field aerodynamics is
investigated in Part I of the paper. The reference Reynolds number is defined at the
entrance of the test section and set at 67,500 for all the experiments. A qualitative flow
model is deduced from surface-streamline flow visualizations. Two-dimensional particle
image velocimetry measurements are performed in several planes around midspan of the
channel and recombined to visualize and quantify three-dimensional flow features. The
crossing-jets issued from the tilted slots are characterized and the jet-rib interaction is
analyzed. Attention is drawn to the motion of the flow deflected by the rib-roughened wall
and impinging on the opposite smooth wall. The experimental results are compared with
the numerical predictions obtained from the finite volume Reynolds-averaged Navier–
Stokes solver, CEDRE. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3103929�

1 Introduction

State-of-the-art gas turbine engines are designed to operate at
turbine inlet temperatures over 1850 K. Since modern alloys can
withstand temperatures of up to about 1350 K, efficient cooling
must be applied to the turbine components exposed to the com-
bustion gases. Many cooling schemes are employed in the high
pressure stages of the turbine; in general the blade is cooled by a
combination of external film cooling, which limits the heat flux
from the hot stream, and of internal convection and impingement
cooling, which extract the heat from the blade material. In the
internal cooling method, air drawn from the compressor is fed
through serpentine passages within the airfoil and removes heat
by convection. The coolant is then ejected at the blade tip, through
trailing edge cooling slots or through film cooling holes on the
airfoil surface. The cooling channel walls are most often rough-
ened with turbulators such as ribs, pins, and dimples. These de-
vices enhance the cooling effectiveness by augmenting convective
heat transfer and turbulence transport coefficients, besides increas-
ing the surface area for convective heat transfer.

The best schemes provide high cooling effectiveness with mini-
mal coolant mass flow rates and pressure drop penalties. Reviews
of mechanisms and performance of heat transfer augmentation
techniques were presented by Ligrani et al. �1� and Han et al. �2�.

The literature about rib-roughened channels is particularly ex-
tensive. Chandra et al. �3� and Han and co-workers �4,5� con-
cluded that geometrical parameters such as passage aspect ratio,
blockage ratio, rib angle of attack, reciprocal ribs positioning, rib
pitch to height ratio, and rib shape have pronounced effects on

both local and overall heat transfer coefficients. Taslim and Wad-
sworth �6� stressed the contribution of the on-rib heat transfer
coefficient to the total heat transfer.

In standard rib-roughened channels the coolant usually flows
along the main channel axis. However, internal forced convection
cooling shows its maximum effectiveness when coupled with im-
pingement cooling. The coolant bleeds through parallel cavities
via rows of holes through the divider wall; jet arrays are produced
and a large heat transfer enhancement is achieved in the impinge-
ment regions. Applications of this method to smooth cavities were
demonstrated by Florschuetz et al. �7�, Bunker and Metzger �8�,
Cho and Goldstein �9�, Huang et al. �10�, Pamula et al. �11�, and
Uysal et al. �12�. The dominant parameters in the system appear to
be the jet to cross flow mass flow and momentum ratios, the jet
Reynolds number, the pitch to hole diameter ratio, and the jet
orientation. Haiping et al. �13�, Akella and Han �14�, Taslim et al.
�15�, and Rhee et al. �16� investigated the heat transfer impact of
jets impinging on ribbed walls. Besides considerations valid for
nonribbed geometries, these authors underlined the influence of
parameters such as the relative position of the turbulators to the
holes, the rib height to hole diameter ratio, and the heat transfer
area increase.

Most of the studies available in literature deal with square or
rectangular channels. In reality, the cross section of an internal
cooling channel varies depending on its location; the cavity near
the leading edge mostly exhibits a triangular cross section, while
channels near the trailing edge might also be triangular or trap-
ezoidal. The trailing edge should be as thin as possible for aero-
dynamical reasons. This is conflicting with the need of integrating
internal cooling passages in this area of the blade. Cunha et al.
�17� presented analytical models for representative trailing edge
configurations and compared performances. Among others, Taslim
et al. �18� and Kiml et al. �19� also investigated rib-roughened
trailing edge cooling cavities. However, to the present authors’
best knowledge, the only case resembling the geometry investi-
gated in the present paper was presented by Taslim et al. �20�.

None of the abovementioned studies presents a direct combina-
tion of flow measurements and heat transfer distributions in the
same channel configuration. This is quite unfortunate, as any in-
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sight on the origin and impact of the fluid motion in the cooling
cavities is greatly helpful to the designer. Furthermore, wide and
trustworthy experimental databases are necessary to assess the
reliability of computational fluid dynamics �CFD� codes in these
complicated flow patterns. The strong three-dimensional nature of
the flow in ribbed channels and its influence on the heat transfer
was highlighted by Çakan �21�, Rau et al. �22�, and Casarsa and
Arts �23� in a single-pass channel, and by Chanteloup et al. �24� in
a two-pass channel. Roclawski et al. �25� used highly resolved
flow measurements in a ribbed cavity to construct a synthetic
velocity model.

The reported investigation addresses experimental and compu-
tational studies of a trapezoidal model simulating a ribbed trailing
edge cooling cavity, also equipped with slots. High resolution
aerodynamic and heat transfer measurements are presented, as
well as numerical predictions obtained by means of a Reynolds-
averaged Navier–Stokes solver �CEDRE�. This work focuses on the
effect of the jets impinging on the rib-roughened wall, illustrating
the impact of the main flow structures on the heat transfer perfor-
mance. Part I of the paper describes the test section, the aerody-
namic measurements, and the proposed flow model, and compares
them with the simulations. Part II of the paper presents the heat
transfer coefficient distributions, stressing the link between flow
field and thermal patterns, and compares the experimental results
with the CFD predictions.

2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

2.1 Test Section. The measurement campaign is conducted on
a large scale Plexiglas model. It reproduces a trailing edge cooling
channel of a turbine blade �Fig. 1�.

The model consists of two adjacent trapezoidal cavities sepa-
rated by a midwall: the first one, the inlet channel, simulates the
passage before the trailing edge and has a hydraulic diameter
Dh,inlet=81.4 mm; and the second one is the trailing edge cavity
under investigation. The two cavities are connected by means of a
number of racetrack shaped slots with a hydraulic diameter
Dh,mid=21.9 mm; these midwall slots have axes sloped down
with an angle close to 30 deg with respect to the horizontal direc-
tion, in such a way that the issued crossing-jets impinge on the
bottom wall of the trailing edge cavity. The midwall slots present
an aspect ratio ARmid of about 0.5 and their length is about twice
their hydraulic diameter.

In the rib-roughened configuration the bottom wall of the trail-
ing edge cavity is equipped with squared cross-sectional ribs.
These obstacles are inclined at 30 deg with respect to the main
axis of the channel �y-direction�, their pitch is 7.5 rib heights and
they present a mean blockage ratio of 0.3.

The flow exits the channel through a number of horizontal race-
track shaped slots with a hydraulic diameter Dh,exit=11.7 mm,
their aspect ratio ARexit is almost 0.2 and their length is about
twice their hydraulic diameter.

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 2. The air flow is
regulated by an upstream centrifugal blower discharging in a set-

tling chamber. The latter is connected to the test section via pro-
longation of the inlet channel, as long as the test section itself.

2.2 Operating Conditions. The operating conditions are
monitored in the inlet section �Fig. 1� by static pressure taps, a
traversing Pitot probe, and one in-flow calibrated K-type thermo-
couple. All experiments are conducted at a fixed Reynolds number
equal to 67,500. This reference Reynolds number is defined in the
inlet section and is based on the hydraulic diameter Dh,inlet, the
bulk flow velocity Ub,inlet, and the local fluid properties.

In order to check pressure drop and mass flow distributions
across the various slots, static pressure taps are installed in each
midwall and exit slots. The pressure penalty induced by the ribs
results in a 4% increase in the friction factor with respect to the
no-rib configuration. Considering this particular geometry and the
present Reynolds number, the friction factor seems to be the most
appropriate to characterize the channel performance rather than
conventional geometrical parameters such as the blockage ratio.
The outlet conditions are quantified by means of a Pitot probe and
an in-flow calibrated K-type thermocouple traversing downstream
the exit slots.

Reynolds number uncertainty is about 2% with a confidence
level of 20:1 and is determined following the approach described
by Kline and McClintock �26�. Using the same method, uncertain-
ties of 0.2 K �20:1� are associated with the thermocouple tempera-
ture measurements.

As represented in Fig. 1, air enters the trailing edge cavity by
slots on the midwall and exits through slots on the opposite wall;
the periodical arrangement of slots and ribs gives rise to a peri-
odical flow. This allows concentrating the experimental effort and
measurements in the central area of the test section. Flow period-
icity is preliminarily checked with various static and total pressure
measurements. Apart from side effects due to the proximity to the
lateral walls, maximum variations of 6% in inlet channel static
pressure, 4% in crossing-jets static pressure, and 6% in exit jet
velocity are identified along the channel. Particle image velocim-
etry �PIV� measurements confirm good flow field periodicity, with
variations remaining within the uncertainty associated with the
measurement technique. The investigated area can be considered
as representative of most of the test section.

2.3 Surface-Streamline Flow Visualizations. In order to
gain some insight into the flow field structure, surface-streamline
flow visualizations are conducted along the bottom and upper
walls of the channel, both for nonribbed and rib-roughened con-
figurations. Two visualization techniques are used: ink dot surface
flow visualization and wool tufts surface flow visualization. In the
first technique the analogy between the ink streak length and the
wall shear stress is exploited; in the second one the direction of
the fluttering tufts gives indications about the flow direction.
These flow visualizations also help in the choice of the PIV mea-
surement planes.

2.4 Particle Image Velocimetry. The main aerodynamic in-
vestigation is performed by means of two-dimensional particle
image velocimetry �2D-PIV�. The light source is a pulsed Nd-Yag
laser �250 mJ/pulse�. The images are acquired by a digital camera
with a spatial resolution of 1280�868 pixels; couples of images
are recorded at a frequency of about 2 Hz with a minimum sepa-

Fig. 1 Test section

Fig. 2 Sketch of the setup
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ration time of 2 �s. The seeding particles �vaporized oil� are
produced by a seeding generator directly connected to the intake
of the blower and present a diameter of about 1–2 �m.

The investigated flow field is highly three-dimensional; there-
fore, high cross-plane velocities can affect the accuracy of the PIV
data. Bias due to parallax error is reduced by using long focal
length lenses �105 mm�. A low amount of nonvalid vectors in the
cross-correlation is maintained by choosing small separation time,
high image resolution, and correct laser sheet thickness. The PIV
data reduction tool is Wi.D.I.M. �Window Displacement Iterative
Multigrid�. It was developed at the von Karman Institute by
Scarano and Riethmuller �27,28�. The resolution of the processed
data is about 3 vectors/mm.

The accuracy of the PIV data can be affected by two different
kinds of error sources. The first one concerns biases due to incor-
rect estimation of the magnification factor, stability and accuracy
of the trigger signals, velocity lag of tracer particles, optical dis-
tortion of the lens system, and cross-plane velocity component. It
can be effectively controlled by an accurate choice of the mea-
surement parameters and produces a minimum effect on the mean
flow fields. The second type of error sources is associated with the
evaluation process of the instantaneous images. These errors are
random in nature �29,30� and can be filtered in the averaging
process. Therefore, the uncertainty on the mean flow field is
purely based on the finite sampling. In the present contribution,
the time-averaged quantities are computed on the basis of 1000
samples; the sampling frequency is sufficiently low to consider
each realization statistically independent from the others. From
the theory of signal analysis, see Ref. �31�, the uncertainties in the
mean velocities and root mean square �rms� quantities are esti-
mated to be 2% and 5%, respectively, both within a confidence
level of 20:1.

PIV is performed in the central area of the test section along
eight measurement planes. The position and nomenclature of these
planes are provided in Fig. 3: x�y and x�y are two inclined planes,

respectively, parallel to the midwall slot axis and parallel and
close to the upper wall; xy1 and xy2 are two horizontal planes
placed at, respectively, 0.2 and 1.5 rib heights from the bottom
wall. The vertical planes xz are perpendicular to both bottom wall
and midwall and are positioned at 3

4 of the midwall slot width
�xz_core_ i at slot i, and xz_core_ i+1 at slot i+1� or in between
two successive slots �xz_mid_ i_ i+1 and xz_mid_ i+1_ i+2�.
The camera optical axis is placed perpendicular to the laser sheet,
with optical access from the upper wall or the lateral wall. All the
subsequent velocity fields are nondimensionalized by the bulk
flow velocity Ub,inlet.

3 Flow Field Investigation

3.1 Configuration Without Ribs. The aerothermal investiga-
tion of the smooth channel establishes a baseline, which helps
determining the impact of the turbulators in the ribbed configura-
tion, i.e., the object of the study. A qualitative model of the flow
field is sufficient for the purposes of the present work and is
obtained via surface-streamline flow visualizations. The results of
the experiments are summarized in Fig. 4 and highlighted the
following three main features.

• Tilted crossing-jets issued from the midwall slots impinge
on the bottom wall close to the midwall �Fig. 4�a��.

• After the impingement point, adjacent jets interact with each
other �Fig. 4�a��, producing an upward jet rebound impact-
ing the upper wall, where the scrubbing action is still re-
markable.

• On the exit wall �Fig. 4�b�� quick evaporation and high
smearing of ink dots in between the exit slots, as well as the
direction of the fluttering tufts, suggest the existence of re-
markable impingements on this part of the trailing edge.

This model is consistent with the heat transfer distributions on the
upper and bottom walls presented in Part II of the paper �32�.

3.2 Configuration With Ribs. The rib-roughened configura-
tion is characterized by means of preliminarily surface flow visu-
alizations along the bottom and upper walls, and PIV measure-
ments in the planes described in Fig. 3. These measurements
provide a detailed description of the main flow structures and an
aerodynamic characterization to be linked to the thermal analysis
described in Part II of the paper �32�. In the following, the experi-
mental results will be commented drawing a detailed description
of different flow features such as crossing-jet, inter-rib flow path,
jet-rib interaction, and flow close to the upper wall; afterward an
overall summary of the mean flow model will be presented.

3.2.1 The Crossing-Jet. The crossing-jet is characterized by

Fig. 3 Overall view of the PIV planes

Fig. 4 Configuration without ribs—Mean flow model obtained by means of surface
streamlines flow visualizations: „a… crossing-jets interaction, and „b… impingements at
the exit wall
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means of PIV in planes x�y and xz_core_ i. Contour plots of
time-averaged in-plane velocity and streamlines are presented in
Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the results on plane x�y. Both
velocity levels and streamlines path highlight an important unbal-
ancing of the crossing-jet; since only a part of the y-momentum
initially present in the inlet channel is dissipated through the mid-
wall slot, the jet is mainly present on the right side of the slot
span. In order to characterize this feature in detail, data from plane
x�y are extracted along a line at 1 rib height from the midwall
�Fig. 7�. The streamwise velocity peak of the core is found at
Y /s=0.92 and is 1.5 times higher than the value that it would
achieve in the case of a uniform velocity distribution. Both �u�2

�fluctuation in x� direction� and �v2 are, respectively, 40% and
30% higher on the right side of the jet than on its left side. Based
on the peaks of �u�2 and �v2 the spanwise dimension of the jet is
quantified as 45% of the slot span. At both boundaries �u�2 is
about 30% higher than �v2; at Y /s=0.75 �position of the vertical
plane xz_core_ i� the velocity fluctuations have similar intensity
in all directions.

Figure 6 shows a three-dimensional view of the PIV results in
both planes x�y and xz_core_ i. The flow issued by the midwall
hole is tilted down with an angle close to the inclination of the
slot; the velocity magnitude is evenly distributed in the

z-direction. The streamlines path highlights that almost half of the
jet produced by slot i impinges on rib i and enters the inter-rib
area comprised in between rib i and rib i+1. The other half partly
impinges on rib i−1, partly overtakes it, and flows in the
x-direction �likely impinging on rib i−2�. Above the jet the flow is
organized in a complex recirculation zone characterized by low
in-plane velocity and organized in two different vortical struc-
tures. In between these two structures, and at the end of the mea-
surement plane toward the exit wall, two separation points char-
acterized by the downward motion are evident on the upper wall.
The description of the flow close to the upper wall is helped by
the measurements performed in plane x�y, described later.

Velocity modulus and streamlines path measured in plane x�y in
between two midwall slots �Figs. 5 and 6� suggest that the flow in
this area is mainly aligned in z-direction.

3.2.2 The Inter-Rib Area. If the crossing-jet claimed a lot of
attention because this is the way the air enters the trailing edge
cavity, the inter-rib area, i.e., the part of the test section comprised
between two successive ribs, requires a detailed analysis too. This
area is, in fact, the most active for the heat transfer performance as
evidenced by the thermal analysis presented in Part II of the
present contribution �32�.

Preliminary surface flow visualizations performed for the rib-
roughened configuration suggest the existence of remarkable jet-
rib interactions. It has been observed that the tilted crossing-jet
produces a strong impingement partially on the first part of the
corresponding rib i and partially on the bottom wall. In between
the ribs, after the impingement, wool tufts and ink dots show that
the jet rebounds toward the adjacent obstacle and then lifts off as
an upward structure. This upward deflection is strong enough to
produce an impingement on the upper wall.

A refinement of this characterization is performed by means of
PIV measurements in a horizontal plane �xy1, see Fig. 3�a�� 0.2
rib heights above the bottom wall, between ribs i and i+1.

Streamlines path and in-plane time-averaged velocity modulus
presented in Fig. 8�a� confirm the presence of a strong impinge-
ment on the first part of rib i �Imp I in Fig. 8�b��. As suggested by
the measurements performed in plane xz_core_ i �Fig. 6�, this first
impingement is produced by the interaction of jet i with the cor-
responding rib i. After this source point, PIV data in plane xy1
�Fig. 8�a�� show that a part of the flow moves back toward the
midwall, the remaining part is guided by the ribs and flows toward
the trailing edge. The presence of a second impingement �Imp II
in Fig. 8�b��, i.e., the impingement produced by jet i+1 on rib i,
deviates the inter-rib flow toward rib i+1. The modulus of the
velocity decreases steeply suggesting a significant out-of-plane
motion revealed also by the flow visualizations. The end of the
inter-rib domain close to rib i+1 is characterized by low momen-
tum flow and low velocity fluctuations �data not reported in the
present paper�. At the extremity of rib i a perturbation of the
streamlines path suggests the existence of a third impingement
area �Imp III in Fig. 8�b�� by far weaker than the ones already

Fig. 5 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in plane x�y

Fig. 6 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in planes x�y and xz_core_ i
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locity fluctuations in the crossing-jet
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reported. As suggested by the measurements in plane xz_core_ i
�Fig. 6� and exploiting the periodicity of crossing-jets and ribs,
this impingement appears to be produced by part of jet i+2 on rib
i.

In order to quantify the cross-plane acceleration, the continuity
equation for incompressible flow can be written as

�U

�x
+

�V

�y
= −

�W

�z
�1�

where the left hand side can be calculated from the PIV results.
Further simplification can be made taking into account the fact
that the measurement plane is very close to the bottom wall; either
an acceleration of the flow toward the wall �−�W /�z�0 and W
�0� or a deceleration from the wall toward the measurement
plane �−�W /�z�0 and W�0� can be discarded. Therefore, a
positive value of −�W /�z represents a downward deceleration,
while a negative value represents an upward acceleration. The
result is presented in Fig. 8�b�; along rib i three zones of down-
ward deceleration �Imp I, Imp II, and Imp III� correspond to the
three impingement areas previously identified from the observa-
tion of the mean flow path. The strength decreases from the first to
the last area. In the center of the inter-rib domain a wide area of
upward acceleration confirms the upward motion discussed above.

The characterization of the flow just above the ribs is obtained
by the measurements performed in a horizontal plane �xy2, see
Fig. 3�a�� 1.5 rib heights above the bottom wall. Contour plots of
time-averaged in-plane velocity and streamlines path over planes
xy2 and x�y are presented in Fig. 9. In order to help the compre-
hension of the fluid structures, the periodicity of the flow is ex-
ploited duplicating periodically the PIV data of plane x�y. These
results show that the rib guidance effect is by far less important
above the turbulators; this volume is mainly dominated by the
effect of the crossing-jets and the upward structures generated in
between the ribs. In plane xy2 the streamlines are aligned toward
the trailing edge and velocity fluctuations with rms higher than
0.2Ub are observed in the jet core up to the center of the ribbed
part of the cavity �data not shown in figure�; in this region �u2

presents values even 60% higher with respect to �v2 and �w2.

3.2.3 Upward Jet Deflections. The experimental results previ-
ously described suggest the existence of upward jet deflections
originating from the jet-rib interaction. A detailed description of
these flow structures is obtained by means of PIV measurements

conducted in the vertical plane in between two midwall slots
�xz_mid_ i_ i+1�. In Fig. 10 contour levels of time-averaged in-
plane velocity modulus and streamline path in planes
xz_mid_ i_ i+1 and a small portion of xy1 are presented. The
streamlines path shows that after the first impingement on rib i
�Imp I, Fig. 8�b��, a part of jet i bounces back toward the midwall
and rolls up. A part recirculates in the corner with the bottom wall,
the remaining part ends up in an upward structure that impinges
on the upper wall. As previously supposed by the results in x�y
�Figs. 5 and 6�, the main velocity component in between two
midwall slots is aligned with the z-direction; as the flow reaches
the upper wall, it slightly spreads and looses part of its energy.

Further from the midwall, at the end of plane xz_mid_ i_ i+1
�Fig. 10�, remarkable values of in-plane velocity and almost ver-
tical path of the streamlines confirm the presence of a second
upward structure. In agreement with the analysis of the results in
plane xy1 �Fig. 8�b��, the flow lifts off from the center of the
inter-rib domain. The structure is sufficiently strong to reach the
upper wall and to sustain a recirculation area bounded by the ribs,
the upper wall and the flow close to the midwall. The strength of

Fig. 8 Plane xy1: „a… modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity, stream-
lines and ideal jet path „dashed lines…; „b… cross-plane acceleration near the
bottom wall

Fig. 9 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in planes xy2 and x�y „periodically duplicated…
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this upward flow motion is also confirmed by relevant values of
in-plane velocity fluctuations �data not reported in the figure�.

3.2.4 The Flow Close to the Upper Wall. The impact of the
upward flow motions previously described can be appreciated by
the study of the flow close to the upper wall. Figure 11 reports
PIV results in x�y, an inclined plane parallel and close to the upper
wall �see Fig. 3�a��. The figure shows contour levels of time-

averaged in-plane velocity modulus and streamlines path.
In agreement with preliminary flow visualizations, periodical

impingement regions around the center of the upper wall are
clearly put in evidence. From there, the flow spreads in all direc-
tions and then leaves the surface along two different separation
lines. The first one describes an arc just above the core of the jet
and divides the flows of similar periodical upward structures. The
second one is parallel to the midwall and divides the flow that
comes from the upward structures at the center of the cavity from
the fluid that goes up close to the midwall in between two succes-
sive jets. The traces of both separation lines can be noticed also
from the plot presented in Fig. 6. The main direction of the recir-
culating flow bounded by the midwall and the second separation
line is toward the hub. This is mainly due to the driving effect of
the turbulators: on the bottom wall, the ribs guide the flow toward
one of the closed end-wall of the channel �i.e., the tip of the
blade�, but to satisfy the mass conservation part of the flow must
have a negative component in y-direction in a region of low mo-
mentum, i.e., above the row of jets.

3.3 Final Mean Flow Model. Figure 12 provides an overall
view of the PIV results. A model for the mean flow in the rib-
roughened trailing cavity is deduced from the ensemble of these
data and is presented in Fig. 13.

The flow inside the cavity is driven by inclined crossing-jets
originating from the midwall. Only part of the momentum in the
y-direction present in the inlet channel is dissipated through the
midwall slots. This leads to a remarkable unbalancing within the
jets: the core extends over less than half of the slot span.

The crossing-jets effectively penetrates inside the cavity up to

Fig. 10 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and
streamline paths in planes xz_mid_ i_ i+1 and xy1

Fig. 11 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and
streamlines path in x�y

Fig. 12 Modulus of time-averaged in-plane velocity and
streamlines in all PIV measurement planes

Fig. 13 Summary of the mean flow path model: „a… inter-rib region and
vertical structures; „b… near the upper wall
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the end of the ribbed part; each jet produces different impinge-
ments on the three turbulators that are in front of the slot. Looking
at rib i, three impingement areas can be defined: Imp I, Imp II, and
Imp III, respectively, produced by jets i, i+1, and i+2 �Fig.
13�a��. About half of jet i produces the first impingement, a part of
the impinging jet bounces toward the midwall and rolls up under
the jet itself or lifts off generating an upward structure �VS1� that
reaches the upper wall. The remaining part of the fluid is guided
by the ribs and flows under the jet produced by slot i+1. The
presence of the second impingement area �Imp II� deviates the
inter-rib flow toward rib i+1. The blockage effect produced by
this turbulator forces the flow to separate from the bottom wall
and to produce a second upward deflection �VS2� that goes up to
the upper wall. The effect of the third impingement area �Imp III�
is by far less evident; it mainly deviates the flow toward the exit
slots but does not produce any vertical flow deflection. In prox-
imity of the end of rib i+1 the flow is characterized by low mo-
mentum and low turbulence levels.

The vertical structure VS1 impinges on the upper wall in be-
tween two slots �Fig. 13�b��. Close to the corner between the
upper wall and the midwall, the flow is organized in a recircula-
tion structure whose main flow direction is toward the blade hub.

The upward structure VS2 produces another periodical im-
pingement in between two slots approximately at the center of the
upper wall. From this point the flow spreads in all directions. A
part directly goes toward the trailing edge, the remainder separates
from the upper wall along two different separation lines. The first
one �S1� describes an arc above the jet core and divides the flow
coming from similar vertical structures VS2, the second one �S2�
is parallel to the midwall and separates the flow coming from VS1
and VS2. The area above the jet core is interested by a recirculat-
ing flow.

The nonribbed area close to the trailing edge is characterized by
flow mainly aligned in the x-direction; the part of the fluid that is
in front of the exit slots enters uniformly into the cavities, the
remainder strongly impinges on the walls separating the exit slots
and afterward exits through the trailing edge holes.

4 Numerical Predictions

4.1 The Numerical Model. The numerical simulation is per-
formed by means of the code CEDRE �developed by ONERA�. This
code is a 3D solver of the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes
�RANS� equations based on a finite volume formulation. CEDRE is
a multiphysics platform, which uses multidomain techniques on
generally unstructured meshes; the finite volume cells are general
polyedra based on any kind of polygonal contour, planar, or
skewed �33�.

The solution is computed in a 3D domain representing the com-
plete test section including the prolongation of the inlet channel.
The computation simulates the experimental conditions applied
for the heat transfer measurements object of the second part of the
present paper �32�. Mass flow and total temperature are imposed
as boundary conditions at the end of the prolongation of the inlet
channel. They are extrapolated from the pressure and temperature
measurements performed in the inlet section �Fig. 1�. The static
pressure is imposed downstream of the exit slots. Air �considered
as ideal gas� is used as working fluid.

Turbulence closure is provided by the �− l �turbulent kinetic
energy and length scale� turbulence model developed by Smith
�34�. The turbulent length scale l is defined as

l = C�

�3/2

�
�2�

where � is the rate of dissipation of �, and C� is a constant of the
model. With respect to other two-equation turbulence models, this
closure scheme has the advantage of using a variable �the turbu-
lent length scale� which is directly proportional to the wall dis-
tance. The interpolation is easier as is based on a field of linear

variables, so the model results robust and does not need an ex-
treme grid refinement at the wall.

A high Reynolds number formulation is used; near wall regions
are treated by wall functions. Two types of grids were tested: an
Octree mesh �overall number of elements about 2.7�106� and a
Delaunay mesh �about 2.8�106�. The second one gave better re-
sults owing to the higher control of elements size and was chosen
for the presented computation. It consists of four layers of pris-
matic elements in the vicinity of the walls and tetrahedra else-
where. The wall y+ of the grid ranges from 3 to 10. A view of the
computational mesh is provided in Fig. 14.

4.2 Comparison With the PIV Data. In view of a detailed
comparison between heat transfer predictions and thermal charac-
terization performed in the second part of the present contribution
�32�, this section is aimed at providing an analysis of the calcu-
lated flow field on the basis of the experimental investigation de-
scribed above. A few topological discrepancies between computed
and measured flow fields are found. The analysis of the CFD data
therefore focuses more on the qualitative differences between pre-
dicted and measured flow structures. In the following, CFD results
are presented extracting data on 2D slices placed in the same
position of the PIV measurement planes defined in Fig. 3.

The predicted flow inside the test section is mainly character-
ized by the presence of a single impingement area on each inter-
rib domain and a tip-to-hub flow organized in a single wide heli-
coidal structure situated above the ribs, close to the midwall.

Concerning the description of the crossing-jet, the velocity lev-
els and distribution along the y-direction are similar to the experi-
mental observations: the strong unbalancing toward the positive
y-direction is correctly predicted.

In comparison with Fig. 6, Fig. 15 shows instead some differ-
ences in the vertical path of the jet. The core spreads much more
quickly and no streamlines enter inside the second inter-rib vol-
ume in front of the slot. Moreover above the jet the recirculating
flow is much more organized and no separation from the upper
wall is predicted. This behavior is the direct consequence of the
existence of a continuous helicoidal structure that flows toward
the hub above the jets.

Topological discrepancies are found also in the plane placed in
between two successive midwall slots. In comparison with Fig.
10, Fig. 16 shows that both the upward structures described by
PIV are not predicted. The helicoidal structure deviates the flow
that goes up close to the midwall and no streamline that comes out
from the inter-rib region reaches the upper wall.

Finally, the different structure of the upward deflections is rec-
ognizable also in the predictions in plane x�y. In comparison with
Fig. 11, Fig. 17 shows the absence of defined impingement points
and the different way in which the flow separates from the surface
is evident.

Fig. 14 CFD: computational mesh
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5 Conclusions
The present study addresses a detailed aerodynamic character-

ization of a trapezoidal cross-sectional model simulating a trailing
edge cooling cavity with one rib-roughened wall and slots along

two opposite walls. The insertion of the turbulators produces an
increase in the friction factor of about 4%; the periodicity of the
design is reflected also in a periodic evolution of the flow inside
the cavity. The characterization of the central part of the cavity
can therefore be considered as representative of the flow evolution
in the complete model.

Surface-streamline flow visualizations conducted in the model
without ribs point out the following main features.

• The crossing-jet issued from the tilted slot produces a local-
ized impingement on the bottom wall in the vicinity of the
midwall.

• After the impingement, the jet interacts with the adjacent
ones and is deflected toward the upper wall where it pro-
duces a remarkable scrubbing action.

• Strong impingement areas are detected at the trailing edge in
between each couple of exit slots.

A three-dimensional reconstruction of detailed 2D-PIV mea-
surements shows that the insertion of the ribs produces a complex
interaction with the crossing-jets. The flow field can be summa-
rized with the following features.

• The crossing-jet is characterized by a strong unbalancing
toward the tip �already noticed in the nonribbed configura-
tion�.

• Each jet impinges on the three ribs that are in front of the
slot, with the first impingement by far stronger than the
others.

• On the bottom wall, the end of the inter-rib domain is char-
acterized by an area of very low momentum flow.

• The jet-rib interaction produces two upward jet deflections
for each inter-rib domain; these structures originate from the
bottom wall and carry fluid to the upper wall where a peri-
odic system of separation lines and impingements is ob-
served.

• The main direction of the recirculating structures present
near the upper wall is toward the hub.

The experimental results are compared with the numerical pre-
dictions obtained by a code solving the RANS equations �CEDRE�
coupled with a two-equation �− l turbulence model. From the
aerodynamic point of view, the predicted flow inside the test sec-
tion is mainly characterized by the presence of a single impinge-
ment area on each inter-rib domain and a tip-to-hub flow orga-
nized in a single wide helicoidal structure above the ribs, near the
midwall.

Nomenclature
AR � aspect ratio, height/width
C� � constant of the turbulence model
Dh � hydraulic diameter �m�

l � turbulent length scale �m�
Re � Reynolds number, Ub,inletDh,inlet /�air

s � midwall slot span �m�
U, V, W � mean velocity components in x, y,

and z �m/s�
�u2, �u�2, �v2, �w2 � root mean squares of the velocity

fluctuations in x, x�, y, and z �m/s�
x � axis parallel to the exit slots axes

x� � axis parallel to the midwall slots axes
x� � axis parallel to the upper wall
y � axis parallel to the main channel axis
z � axis perpendicular to the channel

bottom wall

Greek
� � rate of dissipation of turbulent kinetic

energy �m2 /s3�

Fig. 15 CFD: modulus of mean in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in plane xz_core_ i

Fig. 16 CFD: modulus of mean in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in plane xz_mid_ i_ i+1

Fig. 17 CFD: modulus of mean in-plane velocity and stream-
lines path in plane x�y
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� � turbulent kinetic energy �m2 /s2�
� � kinematic viscosity �m2 /s�

Subscripts
B � bulk flow

exit � exit wall slot
inlet � inlet section
mid � midwall slot
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Experimental and Computational
Fluid Dynamics Based
Determination of Flutter Limits in
Supersonic Space Turbines
Turbines operating at high pressure in high velocity flow are susceptible to flutter. As
reduced frequencies become sufficiently low, negative aerodynamic damping will be
found in some modes. Ensuring that the total system damping is positive over the entire
turbine operating envelope for all modes is of utmost importance in any design since
flutter in a turbine often causes blade failures. This is in contrast to the normal engineer-
ing approach, which is to require a positive aerodynamic damping. A unique test cam-
paign with a 1.5 stage supersonic space turbine has been performed. The turbine was
operated at simulated running conditions over a large operating envelope in order to
map out flutter limits. During the test, flutter was intentionally triggered at seven different
operating conditions. Unique data have been obtained during the test that supports
validation of design tools and enables better understanding of flutter in this type of
turbine. Based on the data the flutter boundary for the turbine could be established.
Using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) tools flutter was predicted at all operating
points where the flutter limit was crossed. Both in predictions and as evidenced in test the
two nodal diameter backward traveling mode was the most unstable. In addition to this
predicted values of aerodynamic damping at flutter agreed well with damping estimated
from measured amplitude growth. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3072491�

1 Introduction
A turbopump in a rocket engine consists of a pump driven by a

turbine. It delivers fuel or oxidizer to the thrust chamber where the
propellants are brought to react and increase in temperature. Since
the combustion process takes place under constant pressure, the
chamber pressure is the net result of the turbopump system. Tur-
bomachinery for liquid rocket propulsion share many of the de-
sign features and challenges found in gas turbines. The emphasis
is on delivering very high power in a small machine, even to a
greater extent than in jet engines.

The turbines used in gas generator cycle rocket engines are fed
by bleeding off a percentage of the combustibles. A gas generator
burns the combustibles to temperatures typically below 1000 K
allowing for blades without cooling. If the combustibles are hy-
drogen and oxygen this is done using a hydrogen rich mixture. In
our context it is worth noting that the sonic speed is very high in
this mixture due to the presence of hydrogen. The entry pressure
is equal to the chamber pressure, 90–120 bars, and an exit pres-
sure that can be as low as atmospheric.

Volvo Aero Corporation �VAC� develops and manufactures the
turbines for the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen pumps, which
are components of the gas generator cycle engine of the European
space launcher. They are velocity-compounded impulse turbines
with relative Mach numbers up to 2. A rotor assembly consists of
approximately a hundred blades to a disk.

The design trend is toward designing the rotors as blisks, i.e.,
the blades and disk are an integral part machined out from a
forging. In a traditional bladed disk there is considerable damping
in interfaces on shrouds and in blade fir tree attachments to the
disk. In an integral design these are nonexistent. Hence, only a
very low viscous material damping remains. Introduction of a

blisk design, therefore, may give rise to aeroelastic problems due
to its much lower structural damping than a bladed disk. For a
blisk without a damping device the aerodynamic damping be-
comes the dominating term of the total damping. In a computa-
tional study �1� it is suggested that this class of turbines is
aeroelastically unstable for low nodal diameter system modes in
the absence of material damping. It makes the turbine type par-
ticularly sensitive to flutter.

A well validated computational tool is a prerequisite when de-
signing rotor blisks for this application. The in-house tools �2,3�
used in design of the rocket turbines have been extensively vali-
dated against standard test cases �4� and some specific cascade test
cases such as those in Ref. �5� and proprietary supersonic linear
cascade tests. None of these cases is fully representative for the
state in these supersonic turbines. Thus, a full scale aeromechani-
cal test at simulated running conditions in air, with a 1.5 stage
supersonic turbine, was performed in the turbine test rig at VAC.
The objective of the test was to obtain test data for validation of
design methods.

2 Experiment
The turbines of interest to us in this work are components of an

engine working according to the gas generator cycle. The turbines
are powered by a mixture of hydrogen and some steam. The ideal
gas law is a good approximation for the state of this gas in the
pressure and temperature range of interest. In the specific appli-
cation the turbine inlet total pressure is typically 90–120 bars. The
inlet total temperature is 900 K and the total-to-total pressure ratio
is typically 15–20.

In the turbopump environment extensive testing is cumbersome
and expensive. Using a turbine rig normally used for performance
testing on site at VAC allows for a safe and controlled environ-
ment where the hardware can be pushed to its limits. Air is used as
a working fluid, which means that no hot and explosive gases
need to be handled. The maximum inlet total pressure in the test
rig is 8 bars. The maximum inlet total temperature is 650 K and
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total-to-total pressure ratios up to 20 are possible to reach. With
these differences scaling laws are applied in order to restore both
aerodynamic and aeroelastic properties to similarity by designing
in suitable structural properties.

2.1 Scaling of Test. The straightforward rewriting of the
Navier–Stokes equations and the equation of state in nondimen-
sional form in conjunction with dimensional analysis leads to fol-
lowing similarity rule for the unsteady aerodynamics: For geo-
metrical similar turbines, the unsteady flow fields will be similar
if the pressure ratio, �, nondimensional speed, Nk, and reduced
frequencies, k, are similar.

The reduced frequency ascertains similarity in unsteady aero-
dynamic response to a moving blade. For a similar relation be-
tween the structural dynamics and the aerodynamic response ei-
ther the mass ratio between fluid and structure or a characteristic
damping has to be similar. For aeroelastic similarity we require in
addition that the characteristic nondimensional damping is made
similar � �.

This parameter may be viewed as an energy ratio. It is preferred
over the mass ratio since it has a direct translation into the aero-
dynamic damping.

The first two parameters, which are purely aerodynamic, are
easily obtained in the rig that has been used primarily for perfor-
mance testing earlier. The nondimensional speed, Nk, and pressure
ratio are defined as

Nk =
� · rm

�� · R · T00

�1�

� =
P00

P3
�2�

Similarity in these parameters essentially gives a lowered shaft
speed for testing in air following the sonic speed ratio. The disk
centrifugal and thermal stresses are both much less severe on the
rig and hence there are no new mechanical issues introduced go-
ing in this direction. Rather this gives margin in the operation of
the turbine rotor.

The most difficult parameter to get equal in test rig and engine
rig is the reduced frequency. In general it is almost impossible,
since the parameter depends on structural eigenfrequencies and
the flow velocity, according to

k =
c�

2vin
�3�

where c is the blade chord, � is the structural eigenfrequency, and
vin is the flow velocity entering the rotor. As mentioned, the work-
ing fluids at engine conditions and in test rig are different. The gas
constants for these gases differ by a factor of 8 and the ratio of
specific heats differs by 2%. For all practical purposes the ratio of
specific heats in engine and in air test rig may be considered to be
equal. If the inlet total temperature in test is set to 400 K, the
speed of sound in engine conditions and test rig conditions will
differ by a factor of 4. The same is true for flow velocity since the
Mach numbers will be similar if nondimensional speed and pres-
sure ratio are equal in engine and test rigs. Based on practical and
economical concerns the test object was chosen to have the same
geometric dimension as the original turbine. This means that the
eigenfrequencies of the test turbine rotor should be a quarter of
the eigenfrequencies of true turbine rotor. To achieve this for all
eigenfrequencies is impossible, since it necessitates the need for
material properties, which do not exist in any known material
today. For some modal frequencies, however, it may be possible
depending on the characteristics of the mode. The modes of inter-
est to us in the present work are low nodal diameter system
modes. For these modes the blades oscillate as rigid bodies, close
to point masses on the rim of an ideal disk. With most of the
bending energy in the disk, the modal frequencies may be lowered
by making the disk thinner. Note that a rotor modified in this way

from an aerodynamic point of view still will be geometrically
similar to the original turbine rotor.

Based on above observations the disk part of the rotor blisk was
milled down to minimum thickness allowed by the disk burst
criterion when running the turbine in the air test cell.

The reduced frequency for two nodal diameter �ND� system
mode of the modified rotor at design point in air test rig is 0.041.
This is very close to the reduced frequency for the same mode of
the original rotor at design point in engine, which is 0.038. Hence,
very good similarity has been achieved for the two ND mode
between air rig testing and engine running conditions.

The fourth scaling parameter, which is the characteristic damp-
ing � �, is defined as

� � =
N · P00 · L

2�M�2 �4�

It can be controlled by selecting the inlet manifold pressure care-
fully. For the turbine type studied here where the reduced frequen-
cies are very far below stability limit, this scaling parameter can
be considered more important in practice.

2.2 Test Setup. The test turbine is based on a two-stage tur-
bine, which is qualified for production. Two modifications were
introduced in the test turbine. First, the second rotor was removed.
Thus, the test turbine was a 1.5 stage turbine. The second modi-
fication was aimed at making the first stage rotor susceptible to
low ND system mode flutter. The first stage rotor of the produc-
tion turbine, which is a bladed disk, was replaced with a rotor
blisk. Moreover, to lower the frequency and to achieve similarity
in reduced frequency for at least one mode the disk part of the
blisk was made as thin as the disk burst criterion permitted �cf.
Sec. 2.1�. Figure 1 shows the test hardware. The inlet manifold
with the first stator is labeled 12. The rotor and second stator are
labeled 13 and 14, respectively.

The blisk was instrumented with 14 strain gauges. Eight gauges
were mounted at different angular positions on the disk rim to be
able to assess the nodal diameter pattern of the eventual vibration.
Two gauges were mounted on the blades and four on the shroud.

Fig. 1 Drawing of test turbine
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Figure 2 shows the instrumented blisk. Two tape recorders were
used to record strain gauge signals with a bandwidth of 40 kHz.
The turbine was also instrumented with probes for measuring total
temperature and total pressures at the inlet and at the outlet, a
Venturi probe for massflow measurement, pressure gauges be-
tween blade rows, and accelerometers on bearing housings.

A water brake was used to load the turbine.

3 Computational Method
For comparison and for validation flutter prediction analyses

have been performed for the most interesting operating conditions
of the test campaign. The in-house CFD solver VOLSOL has been
used in all these analyses. It is a general structured multiblock
finite volume solver for viscid and inviscid flows. For spatial dis-
cretization a third-order accurate upwind scheme due to Eriksson
�6� is used. It is described in the open literature by Larsson �7�.
The governing equations are integrated in time using a three-stage
Runge–Kutta method. At inlets and exits one-dimensional nonre-
flecting boundary conditions �8� are used. The code allows for
both nonlinear �3� and linear harmonic flutter analyses �2�.

For the case of interest the hub-tip ratio is high and the relative
flow is supersonic. Moreover, there is no radial variation of hub
and shroud walls through the rotor. The design also has the same
profile across the span. Experience has shown that the flow is
dominated by the behavior of the shock systems, which is well
captured in the 2D analyses. This is not to say that the flow is
strictly 2D, but is taken as an indication that we can attempt to

work with relatively simple CFD analyses. There is a considerable
interest from a design point of view to avoid very heavy analysis
methods since many analyses are needed considering operating
points, geometries, and modes. In order to yield a basic under-
standing of dominant features, it will be attempted to use rela-
tively lightweight analyses in order to interpret the test evidences.
Hence, to analyze the unsteady flow in this paper two-dimensional
linear time-harmonic Euler computations were performed. Linear
harmonic Euler methods have been developed and used for vari-
ous types of flows by Refs. �2,9–11�. The method computes har-
monic perturbations, due to some prescribed structural vibration,
about a nonuniform mean flow. The prescribed vibration is com-
monly the structural eigenmodes.

In order to assess flutter and predict aerodynamic damping the
aerodynamic work is computed from the linear Euler result. By
definition the aerodynamic work per cycle is

W = −�
t=0

T �
S

pv · dSdt �5�

The aerodynamic damping is computed as a critical damping ratio
from the aerodynamic work per cycle as

�aero = −
W

4�U
�6�

where U is the total vibration energy in the mode. It is computed
as

U = 1
2 M�2A2 �7�

where M is the modal mass, � is the modal frequency, and A is
the modal amplitude. When the aerodynamic damping is negative
the aerodynamic forces act to increase the amplitude of the vibra-
tion during each cycle.

4 Results
Prior to the test uncoupled linear flutter analyses were per-

formed. They indicated that flutter would occur during the test. A
red line level was set to 150 �strain on the strain gauges located
at the rotor shroud.

4.1 Test Results. Eight test sequences were performed during
the test campaign. These were run at the operating conditions
defined by nondimensional speed, Nk, and total-to-static pressure
ratio, �ts, shown in Fig. 3. The horizontal axis and the vertical
axis represent the total-to-static pressure ratio and the nondimen-
sional speed, respectively.

The pressure ratio has been normalized by pressure ratio at
reference operating condition. The operating points during differ-

Fig. 2 Instrumented blisk

Fig. 3 Operating conditions in test
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ent test sequences are shown as different symbols. The elapsed
time between consecutive symbols in each test sequence is 0.5 s.
Hence, the distance between consecutive symbols is a measure of
the rate of change in operating conditions during the test se-
quence. The inlet total pressure varied between 150 kPa and 700
kPa and inlet total temperature was 400 K.

Unstable rotor vibrations occurred during seven test sequences.
These vibrations were identified as flutter.

During testing the air supply was shut down immediately as
soon as the red line level was exceeded. Despite rapid shutdown
of air contact between rotor and stator shrouds could not be
avoided in all test sequences. Figure 4 illustrates maximum dis-
placement of the rotor when in contact with the stators.

Figure 5 shows the tested operation conditions �ts and Nk and
where flutter occurred. The flutter events are marked with gray
diamonds.

Based on these flutter events a flutter boundary was con-
structed. It is depicted in Fig. 4 with a dashed line. The motivation
for its shape is as follows. In test sequence numbers 1, 3, 5, 7, and
8 the changes in nondimensional speed and pressure ratio are slow
as the flutter boundary is approached. Hence, the flutter events in
these test sequences are on the flutter boundary or very close to it.
It is difficult to see but the path of test sequence 5 follows the
flutter boundary for a while. When the path change direction and
conditions just beyond the depicted boundary are reached flutter
occurs. In test sequences 2 and 4 the changes in pressure ratio and
nondimensional speed are rapid, which the long distance between

consecutive sampling points indicates. Thus, it is highly plausible
that the onset of flutter in these tests occurred at conditions that
are different from the conditions where flutter finally was
observed.

An unexpected flutter event occurred during test 8. In this test
the speed was slowly decreased from a scaled pressure ratio of 1
and a nondimensional speed of 0.45. At a nondimensional speed
of 0.36 the rotor went into flutter. The waterfall diagram, Fig. 6,
shows the response of one strain gauge when this occurred. The
horizontal axis represents the frequency of the vibration. The axis
perpendicular to the frequency and in the horizontal plane repre-
sents the rotational speed �rpm�. The vertical axis is the strain
��strain�. In the figure one can see that when the rotor speed is
reduced a sudden high response occurs at 11,000 rpm. The fre-
quency at the onset of flutter is 600 Hz. The air supply was shut
down when the red line level was exceeded. Next the rotational
speed rapidly decreased. The figure clearly shows how the flutter
frequency decreases with decreasing rotor speed.

Figures 7–9 show measured strain gauge responses versus time
at different flutter events. The figures show that that the ampli-
tudes are growing exponentially in time at all events. By compar-
ing Figs. 7–9 one can see that the amplitude growth in Fig. 9 is the
most rapid. Hence, it is a more dramatic flutter event than the
other two events. After the initial exponential growth the ampli-
tude is saturated, which is a tell tale sign that some nonlinear
mechanism has come into play. While this potentially could excite
other modes the vibration is still dominated by the second nodal

Fig. 4 Maximum displacement of rotor

Fig. 5 Flutter events and flutter boundary

Fig. 6 Waterfall diagram at the time of flutter in test 8
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diameter mode. During test sequence 8, Fig. 9, the strain has
reached a constant value after 1 s, which is due to the limitation of
amplitude by contact between rotor and stator shrouds.

When flutter is initiated and as long as nonlinear effects are
negligible the amplitude of the response will grow exponentially
in time, i.e., as a viscous damped system with negative damping.
Hence, the total damping when flutter is initiated can be estimated
by fitting ex curves to the envelope of maxima of Figs. 7–9. Figure
10 shows the maxima of Fig. 9 and the curve fitted them in a
linear-logarithmic diagram. Toward the right end of the curve one
can see that the slope is decreased, which is due to nonlinear
effects. In a viscous damped system the amplitude will grow as

A = Ce−�tot�t �8�
Comparison of Eq. �8� to the expression

A = 16.76e2.21t �9�
of the curve fitted to the measured data in Fig. 8 yields

�tot = −
2.21

�
= −

2.21

2� · 600
= − 0.06% �10�

The total damping in all other tests has been estimated in the way
described above. A summary and comparison of estimated total

damping from tests with predictions are presented in Sec. 4.3.

4.2 Computed Results. Flutter prediction analyses have been
performed for all tests in order to validate an in-house developed
code. For these analyses a 2D linear Euler method has been used
�2�. The computational mesh used is shown in Fig. 11. It has 4
blocks and 8266 nodes.

Two examples of mean flow fields are shown in Fig. 12. The
figure shows the contours of the relative Mach number before
flutter, Fig. 12�a�, and at the onset of flutter, Fig. 12�b�, in test

Fig. 7 Strain gauge response of the 2ND mode versus time
when flutter occurred during test 3

Fig. 8 Strain gauge response of the 2ND mode versus time
when flutter occurred during test 5

Fig. 9 Strain gauge response of the 2ND mode versus time
when flutter occurred during test 8

Fig. 10 Maxima of strain gauge response of Fig. 9 versus time

Fig. 11 Computational mesh
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sequence 8. Recall that during this test the speed was slowly de-
creased from a scaled pressure ratio of 1 and a nondimensional
speed of 0.45, cf. Fig. 5. At a nondimensional speed of 0.36 the
rotor went into flutter. Figure 12�a� shows the mean flow field just
before the flutter boundary was reached. As one can see there is an
oblique bow shock ahead of the leading edge. Behind the shock
the flow becomes subsonic. On the pressure side it stays subsonic
to the trailing edge. On the suction side the flow accelerates and
becomes supersonic before the peak.

Soon after the peak the flow is reduced to subsonic speed by a
normal shock. A short distance downstream this shock the flow
again reaches supersonic speed. In the exit region a series of
shocks brings it down to subsonic speed for the remaining part of
the suction side.

Figure 12�b� shows the mean flow field at inception of flutter in
test 8. Ahead of the leading edge there is a curved bow shock.
Behind this the flow accelerates and becomes supersonic. It stays
supersonic along the suction side through the blade passage until
the exit region where a series of shocks makes it subsonic for the
remaining part of the suction side. A normal shock near the lead-
ing edge makes the flow subsonic on the pressure side. It remains
subsonic until the vicinity of the trailing edge where it locally is
accelerated to supersonic speed.

The connection between the operating points and the occur-
rence of flutter is central to interpreting the test results. CFD
analyses can help in this matter. Looking first at the flow pattern
in test sequence 8 it can easily be seen that for Nk above the flutter
boundary, the flow exhibits passage shock and an almost normal
entry shock. As Nk is reduced the flow becomes started with su-

personic suction side and an almost matched entry shock. Com-
paring the unsteady pressure fields from the linear Euler analysis
it is immediately clear that the change in shock system has a
dramatic effect on the unsteady aerodynamics. For calculating the
aerodynamic damping the imaginary part of the solution is the
important element. Here the response in the passage is much
larger for the started flow than for the unstarted flow. Figure 13
shows the imaginary part of the unsteady pressure field from test
sequence 8 prior to flutter and when flutter started. In the unstarted
case the pressure is nearly in phase with the motion, whereas in
the case of started flow it exhibits large imaginary response in the
passage. It is reasonable to believe that the lower response in the
case with a near normal entry shock comes from the fact that the
pressure rise is insensitive to geometric changes in the gas path,
simply put it cannot get much worse. In contrast as expansion/
compression waves are well matched forming a shock-free started
flow the sensitivity to changes is greater.

When the rotor blades vibrate in a mean flow like Fig. 12�a�
pressure disturbances will emanate from the peak of the suction
side and propagate both upstream and downstream. The predicted
critical damping for the flow condition in Fig. 12�a� was positive.

When the rotor vibrates in the mean flow field of Fig. 12�b�
pressure perturbations will emanate from the moving passage
shock and propagate downstream. With the flow conditions in Fig.
12�b� the code predicted negative critical damping.

The computed mean flow fields at all of the observed flutter
events have the same characteristics as the flow field shown in
Fig. 12�b�, supersonic flow along the suction side, a normal in-
passage shock, and subsonic pressure side. The driving mecha-
nism for the type of flutter, which occurred in all seven test se-

(b)

(a)

Fig. 12 Contours of relative Mach number in test 8 in „a… prior
to flutter in „b… at onset of flutter „white Mach=2.3, dark blue
Mach=0.04…

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Contours of the imaginary part of unsteady pressure
in test 8 in „a… prior to flutter in „b… at onset of flutter
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quences, is motion of the in-passage normal shock.
Figure 14 shows the scaled critical damping for backward trav-

eling disk modes of zero to eight nodal diameters obtained using
the linear Euler method. The frequency of the first family of
modes increases with nodal diameter, which is the reason for the
higher modes approaching zero damping, most easily seen by in-
specting Eqs. �6� and �7�. The critical damping has been scaled
with relative inlet total pressure according to

�s = � ·
Pref

P0rel
�11�

where Pref has been set to the relative inlet total pressure of test 1.
It can be seen that the most unstable mode in all tests is the two
nodal diameter modes. The 2ND mode is easily picked out from
checking the frequency, which is well separated from 1ND and
3ND. Judging forward or backward is done by checking the phase
difference of the strain gauges against the modal analysis. Also,
note that if the curve for test 8 is excluded the remaining curves
form three groups. A comparison of the mean flow fields will
show that the flow within each group is similar. Hence, for similar
flows, the magnitude of the aerodynamic damping scales linearly
with the inlet total pressure.

4.3 Comparison Between Tests and Computations. A sum-
mary of the predicted aerodynamic damping and the estimated
total damping at the flutter events in all tests is presented in Table
1. The second column of the table presents the predicted aerody-
namic damping, �aero, obtained with 2D linear Euler method. The
third column of the table is the total damping estimated from tests,
�tot. It shows that we have been able to predict flutter in all cases
where flutter occurred in the tests, i.e., the sign is negative every-
where. Comparing �aero and �tot we can see that the ordering of
test cases in level of severity, based on the value �aero or �tot,
produces the same results. The total damping is the sum of the

aerodynamic and the structural damping. Since the flutter mode is
the same in all tests and the frequency is of the same order, the
difference �tot−�aero would ideally be constant.

From Table 1 we get that the difference �tot−�aero is in the range
0.0–0.04%, which is in the interval we would expect to find the
structural damping. In fact, a frequency response analysis has
shown that the material damping of the blisk is 0.005%. Hence,
we can conclude that the agreement between the test results and
the predictions is quantitatively good.

5 Concluding Remarks
An aeromechanical test of a 1.5 stage supersonic turbine at

simulated operating conditions in air has successfully been per-
formed. During the test, free flutter was triggered at seven differ-
ent operating conditions. Thus, some unique product relevant flut-
ter data have been obtained. Based on these data the flutter
boundary for the turbine was established. Using both testing and
CFD has allowed a better understanding of the physics and flow
mechanisms leading to flutter in this class of turbines.

The test data have also been used for validation of computa-
tional methods. Using a two-dimensional time-harmonic linear
Euler method we have been able to predict flutter in all cases
where we obtained flutter in the tests. The predicted values of
aerodynamic damping at flutter agreed well with damping esti-
mated from measured amplitude growth data. Although 2D CFD
appears to capture the principal effects it can be foreseen that
further understanding and important details will result from ex-
tending the CFD analyses to 3D.
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Nomenclature
A � vibration amplitude
c � chord
k � reduced frequency
L � blade span

M � modal mass
Nk � nondimensional speed

n � number of blades of the blade row
P00 � manifold inlet total pressure
P3 � exit static pressure

P0rel � relative inlet total pressure
Pref � reference pressure

R � gas constant
rm � mean radius

T00 � manifold inlet total temperature
U � vibration energy

vin � relative inlet velocity
W � aerodynamic work per cycle
� � critical damping ratio

�s � scaled critical damping
� � � characteristic damping
� � ratio of specific heats

�ts � total-to-static pressure ratio
� � rotational speed
� � circular frequency

Fig. 14 Scaled critical damping versus nodal diameters for
backward traveling disk modes

Table 1 Summary of predicted measured damping

Test No.

Predicted
aerodynamic damping,

�aero
�%�

Measured total
damping, �tot

�%�

1 �0.08 �0.04
2 �0.04 �0.02
3 �0.02 �0.01
4 �0.02 �0.01
5 �0.01 �0.01
7 �0.06 �0.03
8 �0.08 �0.06
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Optimization of Nonaxisymmetric
Endwalls in Compressor
S-Shaped Ducts
This paper presents a new design methodology for strutted S-shaped compressor ducts
that allows for more aggressive designs while maintaining current levels of duct loss. A
baseline duct geometry was selected, which had a radius change to length ratio that is
34% larger than current engine design limits. A large-scale low-speed model of the
baseline duct was experimentally tested. The flow in the corner between the hub and the
strut was found to separate due to the high local diffusion causing an increase in duct
loss. Area ruling was applied to the baseline duct and was predicted to reduce the size
and extent of the strut-hub corner separation, but the duct design was compromised. The
duct loss coefficient at midpitch was predicted to increase compared with that of the
baseline design. Nonaxisymmetric endwall profiling was then used on the duct wall,
locally to the strut, to remove the strut-hub corner separation and thus reduce net duct
loss, without compromising the duct design away from the strut. The endwall geometry
was produced by numerical optimization. It was shown that the net duct loss was insen-
sitive to casing profiling but highly sensitive to hub profiling. The optimal hub geometry
was experimentally tested and shown to completely remove endwall strut-hub corner
separation. The profiling was found to reduce the net duct loss by 16%. The paper shows
that the key benefit to endwall profiling is that it can be used to safely increase the size of
the design space in which aeroengine duct designers can operate.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3103927�

1 Introduction

In aeroengines, an S-shaped annular duct is used to connect the
high pressure �HP� compressor spool to the upstream spool. The
duct is required because the spools are designed with different
mean radii. The inlet to the duct is at the larger radius. Because
the inlet and exit directions of the duct are approximately axial,
there are two bends in the duct. The curvature in the S-shaped
duct generates static pressure gradients normal to the streamlines.
In the first bend, this results in a rise in the casing pressure and a
fall in the hub pressure and, in the second bend, the opposite
occurs. This results in the flow close to the hub wall being sub-
jected to a small acceleration, followed by a large deceleration and
then finally a small acceleration �Fig. 1�. The flow close to the
casing wall is subjected to the opposite trends, with a small initial
deceleration followed by a large acceleration and then a small
deceleration.

In addition to the pressure gradients caused by the curvature,
the flow in the duct is subjected to streamwise pressure gradients
generated by changes in area from inlet to exit. Typically, com-
pressor ducts have a small overall area reduction, which helps to
reduce the severity of adverse pressure gradients by accelerating
the flow. In practice the magnitude of area change is set by the
particular engine architecture.

In many aeroengines large nonlifting struts intersect the
S-shaped duct. These serve two purposes. First, they are a struc-
tural element. Second they allow services, such as oil, cooling air,
and the radial drive shaft, to traverse the duct. These constraints
mean that the struts have a minimum cross-sectional area. Limi-
tations on strut length, set by both upstream potential forcing lim-

its and by the duct length, result in the strut having a relatively
high thickness-to-chord ratio, which is typically between 0.2 and
0.3 in modern engines.

The presence of the strut causes additional pressure gradients to
be imposed on the duct wall local to the strut. At the front of the
strut the flow stagnates. The flow is then accelerated to a velocity
greater than that which occurs without the strut being present.
Finally the flow is decelerated along the rear portion of the strut
�Fig. 1�. Close to the casing wall, the deceleration caused by the
rear part of the strut usually occurs in the region of the S-shaped
duct where curvature has resulted in a large acceleration. This
means that the deceleration is unlikely to cause boundary layer
separation on the casing. Close to the hub wall, the opposite oc-
curs and the deceleration at the rear of the strut usually occurs
over the region where duct curvature already results in a large
flow deceleration. The result is that if the combination of strut
diffusion and duct diffusion is too high, a corner separation will
occur in the flow between the strut and the hub wall.

The nondimensional design space of annular S-ducts �unstrut-
ted� depends on four main parameters. The four parameters that
are most commonly used are �R /L, hin /L, Aout /Ain, and Rin /hin.
Increasing the first three parameters by either increasing the
change in radius, �R, or reducing the length, L, or increasing the
exit area, has a similar effect on the duct’s performance. The large
deceleration on the hub wall increases in magnitude and the flow
begins to separate. This is commonly referred to as increasing
duct “loading.” If a strut is added to the duct an extra nondimen-
sional design parameter is added. This is the thickness-to-chord
ratio, t /c. As this parameter is raised the local diffusion along the
strut-hub corner rises moving it toward separation.

During the aeroengine design process, there is a requirement to
fix the annulus line early. This encourages the designers to “play
safe” so as to avoid any chance of strut-hub corner separation.
This often limits the design space in which the duct designer
operates. The consequence of such design decisions can lead to
nonoptimal designs of the neighboring compressor stages. It can
also result in an unnecessary rise in engine length and thus weight
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or it can lead to restricted service access to the engine core. It is
thus very important that, early in the engine design process, the
designer has a good understanding of the true limits of the com-
pressor S-shaped duct design space.

A number of researchers have investigated the flows in unstrut-
ted annular S-ducts. Most of these investigations �1–5� have in-
volved the experimental testing of a single geometry of duct. The
geometries tested are typically of low “loading” �not close to
separation�. Ortiz Dueñas et al. �6� investigated the effect of vary-
ing the duct loading by keeping �R and hin constant and reducing
the duct length. The area ratio Aout /Ain was set to 1 and Rin /hin
was infinite because a two-dimensional duct was used for the
study. Three lengths of duct were tested; the first was designed to
be characteristic of the limits of current duct designs �100% duct�,
whereas the second and third had lengths equal to 74% and 64%
of the length of the first duct. For each duct length, the duct
turning angle at the geometrical center of the duct was optimized.
It was found that reducing the length to 74% of its original length
only caused a small rise in loss. But, reducing the length to 64%
caused a much larger rise in loss. These results implied that the
design space in which ducts operated was larger than had been
previously thought.

Two researchers have experimentally investigated the flows in
strutted annular S-ducts. Bailey et al. �5� investigated the effect on
a compressor S-shaped duct of a single strut with a 0.12 thickness-
to-chord ratio. The strut’s blockage was found to have a signifi-
cant effect on the duct’s pressure field. The design of the duct and
strut was such that geometry had a low loading and no hub corner
separation occurred. Sonoda et al. �7� investigated the effect of
varying the inlet boundary layer thickness on the flow develop-
ment in a strutted compressor S-shaped duct. The strut had a
thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.21 and the hub-strut corner had a
small separation from 80% to 100% chord. Two thicknesses of the
inlet boundary layers were tested, one 5% of span and one 30% of
span. Changing the thickness of the inlet boundary layer was
found to alter the size of the hub corner separation. Thickening the
hub inlet boundary layer was found to raise the net duct loss by
33%.

The research to date has shown that as either duct loading or
strut thickness-to-chord ratio is increased, the streamlines with the
highest deceleration occur in the hub-strut corner. Classically the
streamwise area distribution of the duct is adjusted to compensate
for the extra blockage of the strut. This is often referred to as
“area ruling.” Wallin and Eriksson �8� performed an axisymmetric
optimization with four design variables on an unstrutted turbine
duct and a nonlifting strut in a compressor duct with swirling flow.
The compressor nonlifting struts had a thickness-to-chord ratio of
0.21 and the duct was characterized by moderate loading ��R /L
=0.5 and hin /L=0.3�. They showed that net duct loss reductions

of up to 16% are achievable through what is essentially area rul-
ing, but the design was compromised, due to a small increase in
duct loss away from the strut, in order to reduce the extent of the
corner separations. This raises the question of whether a nonaxi-
symmetric optimization, where the area is altered locally around
the strut, would be more beneficial.

The aim of this paper is to take a duct that is of sufficiently high
loading that when an engine representative strut with engine rep-
resentative thickness-to-chord ratio is added, hub-strut corner
separation occurs, and then to use nonaxisymmetric endwall pro-
filing to remove the separation. The authors have not found any
previous research on the use of nonaxisymmetric endwall profil-
ing in compressor interstage ducts. However, the use of nonaxi-
symmetric profiling in other turbomachinery components has been
reported by several authors �9–14�. Harvey et al. �9� described a
design methodology for using nonaxisymmetric endwall profiling
to control secondary flows in turbines. The proposed design was
experimentally verified by Hartland et al. �10�. A significant re-
duction in the secondary flows was achieved along with a reduc-
tion in the net loss. Wallin and Eriksson �13� applied nonaxisym-
metric profiling to an aggressive intermediate turbine duct with a
lifting vane. The aim of the research was also to control secondary
flows. They showed that by using optimized endwall profiling
during the design process, both the improved performance and a
reduced weight could be achieved.

The paper will start by describing the design of a highly loaded
duct/strut combination that suffers from a strut-hub corner sepa-
ration and is thus outside the normal design limits. An area-ruled
design will be outlined. A numerical optimization will then be
undertaken to design a nonaxisymmetric endwall profile. The end-
wall profiling methodology developed in this paper differs from
that discussed above. In previous research publications it has been
used to control endwall secondary flows whereas in this paper, it
is used to reduce the peak deceleration experienced by the flow in
the strut-hub corner region without adversely affecting the loss
away from the strut. Finally the performance of the axisymmetric
and nonaxisymmetric profiling will be compared with the baseline
duct.

2 Experimental Methods
The geometry is described in Ref. �6� and is shown in Fig. 2.

The duct inlet height was 137 mm. Inlet and exit flow condition-
ing were used to create engine representative boundary condi-
tions. This included an inlet turbulence grid, of solidity 56%, that
created a freestream turbulence of 5%. Inlet boundary layer trips
were used to create hub and casing boundary layers with a thick-
ness based on 95% of the freestream velocity, �95, of 20% of the
inlet duct height, hin. An exit gauze was used to simulate the
presence of the downstream compressor with a loss coefficient,
�P0 /qin, of 1.1. Several gauzes were tested to obtain the required
loss coefficient that best represented the pressure rise created by a
downstream rotor, using the method described by Place et al. �15�.
The location of the gauze was chosen to be equivalent to the
location of a rotor in a downstream compressor stage.
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The nondimensional parameters of the duct are �R /L=0.67,
hin /L=0.40, Aout /Ain=1, and Rin /hin=�. The thickness-to-chord
of the strut is 0.271. The strut had uniform fillets with a radius of
2% of chord. The strut-hub and strut-casing corners were inclined
at 25 deg relative to the radial direction. The chord based Rey-
nolds number of the strut was 2.7�105. The profiled hub endwall
was machined in a single piece from modeling board and replaced
the original hub wall of Ortiz Dueñas et al. �6�.

The strut has three rows of 27 tappings �10%, 50%, and 90%
spans�. The static pressure coefficients in the paper are defined as

Cp =
P − Pref

P0ref − Pref
�1�

Traversing of the flow was undertaken with a five-hole probe at
0.3hin upstream of the start of the duct and at 0.3hin downstream
of the end of the duct �labeled “IN” and “EX” in Fig. 2�. All net
duct losses are calculated between these planes. The net duct loss
was defined as the difference between the circumferentially mixed
out and radially mass-averaged loss. The diameter of the probe
was 2 mm �5–10% of the boundary inlet boundary layer height�.
The accuracy of the total pressure loss coefficient, Yp, measure-
ments is �0.005. The coefficient is defined as

YP =
P̃0IN

− P̃0EX

P0ref
− Pref

�2�

where P0ref
and qref are the freestream total pressure and dynamic

head measured at the reference location �labeled in Fig. 2�. For
more details on measurement setup and results see Ortiz Dueñas
�16�.

3 Numerical Methods
The computational fluid dynamics �CFD� solver used in the

present work is the 3D hybrid mesh flow solver HYDRA. The spa-
tial discretization is based on an upwind edge-based finite volume
scheme �17�. The upwind scheme chosen is the flux difference
splitting approach of Roe �18�. A multigrid technique is used to
accelerate the convergence to steady state. The coarser meshes are
automatically generated by using an element-collapsing algorithm
�19�. The performance of the multigrid technique takes advantage
from a Jacobi preconditioning �20� and a five-stage Runge–Kutta
scheme �21�. Turbulence is modeled using a high Reynolds num-
ber k-� model. The high Reynolds number form of the k-� model
cannot be integrated to a viscous wall. Instead, standard equilib-
rium wall functions based on the “law of the wall” are used to set
the wall shear stress, the production of turbulent kinetic energy,
and the dissipation rate at the near wall grid nodes. Parallelization
of the solver is handled through the OPLUS library �22,23� and
message passing interface �MPI�. The mesh generator used is the
Rolls-Royce in-house code PADRAM �24�. PADRAM is based on
both transfinite interpolation and elliptic grid generators to pro-
duce hybrid H–O meshes. An orthogonal body-fitted O mesh is
used to capture the gradients close to the strut, while a H mesh is
used in the passage. The mesh is independently generated for
every stream section.

The inlet to the domain was located 3.35hin upstream of the
duct inlet to allow a boundary layer of the correct thickness to
form. An actuator disk is located downstream of the duct to simu-
late the exit gauze. The computational mesh used had 725,000
nodes. The first grid point was located at a y+ of approximately
20. Radial profiles of total pressure, flow angle, k, and � were
specified at the inlet. These were iteratively adjusted to match the
measured values at the inlet plane of the S-shaped duct. The outlet
boundary condition was a circumferentially uniform static pres-
sure profile that was fixed to give the correct massflow through
the domain. Convergence was achieved when the change in the

computed total pressure loss calculated between the inlet and exit
of the computational domain was less than �1�10−5�. This was
typically achieved after 800 iterations.

4 Baseline Duct
The project requires a baseline duct to be designed, which is

outside the limits of the current design space and is thus separated.
This duct will then be used as a test case for applying the endwall
profiling.

4.1 Geometry Choice. Initially, an unstrutted duct was se-
lected that is highly loaded and was near the limit of attached
flow. The measured variation of net duct loss with �R /L pre-
sented in Ref. �6� is reproduced in Fig. 3 �square symbols�. The
100% duct was designed to be characteristic of the duct loadings
used in modern aeroengines ��R /L=0.5 and hin /L=0.3�. The area
ratio, Aout /Ain, was set equal to 1. The results show that as the
duct length is reduced to 74% there is a small rise in loss while a
further reduction of 64% shows a large rise. Figure 3 also shows
the numerical predictions for the 100%, 74%, and 64% unstrutted
ducts. The same sharp rise in loss between 74% and 64% lengths
is seen. It was therefore decided that the 74% duct geometry was
sufficiently highly loaded and close to the edge of the design
space that it could be used in the study. The strut chosen in this
project has a thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.271. This is thicker than
previous struts reported in literature and is meant to be character-
istic of the struts used in modern aeroengines. To examine the
effect of the strut on duct performance, the strut was added to both
the 100% and 74% ducts and numerical simulations undertaken.
The results of this are shown in Fig. 3. The predictions show that
in the case of the 100% duct, the presence of the strut creates a
50% increase in duct loss while in the case of the 74% duct, the
presence of the strut caused an 88% increase in duct loss. The
strut in the 100% duct was found to have a small hub endwall
separation while the strut in the 74% duct was found to have a
large hub separation.

It is important that the baseline duct geometry that is chosen in
this study is unseparated when no strut is present but has a large
separation when the strut is added. This is because the endwall
profiling local to the strut is aimed at removing the extra local
diffusion caused by the strut but is not able to alter the duct shape
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away from the strut. The baseline duct was therefore chosen to be
the 74% duct with a strut with thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.271.

4.2 Experimental Duct Test. The experimentally measured
pressure distribution around the strut in the baseline duct is shown
in Fig. 4. To aid interpretation, the results of an inviscid numerical
prediction have been included. The experimentally measured pres-
sure distribution at 10% span shows a change in gradient at �50%
chord, while at 50% span it shows a change at �80% chord. This
indicates that the strut has a hub corner separation. Even though
the flow on the strut surface is not two-dimensional, the magni-
tude of the diffusion on the strut surface at 10% span can be
gauged using Lieblein’s diffusion factor �Dlocal�, which is defined
as

Dlocal =
Vmax − VTE

Vmax
�3�

Using compressor cascade data Lieblein showed that losses in-
creased significantly when Dlocal�0.47. At 10% span the numeri-
cally predicted inviscid pressure distribution gives a Dlocal=0.75.

The exact size and location of the strut-hub corner separation
were investigated using surface flow visualization, see Fig. 5. The
strut-hub corner separation occupies a significant fraction of the
strut surface. The separation occurs just aft of maximum strut
thickness, at approximately 40% of chord. The radial pressure
gradient generated by the second bend in the duct drives the low

momentum fluid in the separation bubble radially outwards. By
the time this low momentum fluid reaches the trailing edge, it has
migrated to approximately 80% of span. On the rear part of the
strut surface close to the hub wall �labeled “A” in Fig. 5� a region
of zero wall shear stress can be observed, where the flow visual-
ization did not move. In addition to the strut-hub corner separation
the flow visualization also shows evidence of boundary layer tran-
sition. As the boundary layer approaches 40% it starts to migrate
toward the hub then exhibits a sharp deviation toward the casing.
This behavior could be evidence of transition occurring on the
strut. Calculations performed using ANSYS-CFX 10 �not shown�
with the transition model of Menter et al. �25� showed a similar
phenomenon to occur in the calculated surface streamlines to that
present in the test. When the same calculation was run with fully
turbulent boundary layers the “kink” in the streamlines disap-
peared. The tests were undertaken at a chord based Reynolds
number of 2.7�105 with an inlet turbulence intensity of 5%. In an
aeroengine, the Reynolds numbers are approximately five times
greater while the turbulence intensities are likely to be similar. It
is thus likely that in a real machine, the transition location will be
further upstream.

The measured net duct loss coefficient Yp was 0.09 �shown in
Fig. 3�. This agrees relatively closely with the computationally
predicted value of 0.093. The flow field at the exit of the duct is
presented in Fig. 6, in terms of total pressure coefficient. The
effect of the strut corner separation on the exit traverse can be
observed as the high loss region between 0% and 50% spans. Due
to high levels of unsteadiness in this region, the contours of the
total pressure coefficient do not appear smooth. Hotwire measure-
ments were used to measure the unsteadiness in this region. No
distinct frequency peaks were found and the spectra had a turbu-
lent character.

5 Axisymmetric Profiling
In order to test the effect of axisymmetric profiling the stream-

wise area distribution of the baseline duct was adjusted in order to
compensate for the blockage of the struts. Figure 7 shows the
streamwise area distribution for the unstrutted duct �Duct74�, the
strutted duct �baseline�, and the area-ruled duct �area rule�.

The computed distributions of total pressure coefficient at the
exit of the baseline and area-ruled ducts are shown in Figs. 8 and
9. The loss core associated with the large strut-hub corner separa-
tion in the baseline case now occurs closer to the hub endwall.
This is a direct result of area ruling. The area-ruled duct reduces
the maximum velocity on the strut surface and therefore reduces
the maximum deceleration experienced along a streamline. Fig-
ures 10 and 11 show the predicted near wall surface flow lines.
Figure 10 can be compared with the experimental flow visualiza-
tion in Fig. 5. The kink in the streaklines seen in the experiment is
not present in the numerical calculations due to the boundary lay-
ers being modeled as fully turbulent. This is more appropriate to
the actual compressor where the Reynolds numbers are higher.
The boundary layer separates from the strut in the baseline design
at approximately 30% of chord. The separation extends to 60% of
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the duct height at the trailing edge. The area-ruled strut-hub corner
separation starts at approximately 50% of chord and extends to
50% of duct height at the trailing edge.

Area ruling has clearly had a beneficial effect on the strut-hub
corner separation; the predicted net duct loss has decreased by
10%. Although the overall net duct loss has decreased, the mid-
pitch duct loss was predicted to increase by 6%. The increase in
midpitch duct loss is generated by the diffusion �see Fig. 7� and
increase in curvature around the first bend on the hub endwall.

6 Optimization of Nonaxisymmetric Profiling
The aim of the optimization is to move the portions of the hub

and casing endwalls that are close to the vane in such a way that
the extra deceleration on the hub wall caused by the presence of
the strut is canceled. This is intended to reduce the local decelera-
tion in the strut-hub corner to a safe level and thus prevent hub
corner separation. The following sections describe the numerical
optimization process and the final design chosen.

6.1 Response Surface Methodology. Shahpar �26� success-
fully demonstrated that design of experiments and response sur-
face methods could be successfully used for optimization in a
turbomachinery environment. This method was therefore chosen
for this optimization. One particular advantage of response sur-
face methods that Shahpar �26� highlighted was its ability to take
full advantage of large parallel computers.

In the present work, the optimization is performed using the
smart optimization for turbomachinery �SOFT� system �27� of
Rolls-Royce. SOFT provides a library of different optimizers, de-
sign of experiment techniques, statistical analysis of variation, and
advanced response surface methods.

The initial database was built using the quasirandom sequence
generator LP-� �28�. Unlike pseudorandom sequences, quasiran-
dom sequences provide uniform distribution in spaces with di-
mensions greater than 3. The number of candidate designs used to
build the database was n=10k, where k is the number of design
variables. The response surface methodology �RSM� used to ap-
proximate the design space was the linear radial basis function.
Radial basis functions were developed for scattered multivariate
data interpolation �29�. The linear radial basis function is ex-
pressed as

ŷ = �
i=1

N

	i�ri + c� �4�

where ri= �x−xi� is the Euclidean distance of the point x from the
ith data point xi in parameter space. Other radial basis functions
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are available in SOFT, e.g., cubic and Gaussian, but the linear
combination was found to best fit the design space.

The adaptive range multi-objective genetic algorithm �AR-
MOGA� was used to minimize the fitted response of the cost
functions �30�. The adaptive range multi-objective genetic algo-
rithm concentrates the search on the most promising area out of
the initial design space. The search range is adapted according to
the population statistics of the average and standard deviations,
hence focusing on promising areas. The population size was based
on 10 individuals that were evolved for 400 generations.

6.2 Parametrization and Constraints. The parametrization
of the endwalls was performed using the method described by
Harvey et al. �9�. In this approach, perturbations to the axisym-
metric endwall surface are created by the product of two curves in
the axial and circumferential directions. The axial profile of the
perturbation is defined by a B-spline curve through six control
points, giving six design variables per endwall, as shown in Fig.
12. The circumferential perturbations of the profiles were created
using the first harmonic of a cosine function applied symmetri-
cally about the strut center line. The perturbation is given by

�r�
� = AA +
1

coe
b cos	2�


p

 �5�

where p is the blade pitch, b is the amplitude of the cosine, and
coe is a normalizing coefficient. The static pressure field created
by the strut was found to stretch over approximately half the strut
pitch. The pitch of the endwall profiling, p, was therefore set at
half the strut pitch. The maximum radial amplitude applied to the
12 control points was limited to 0.07hin.

The optimization targets were to minimize the S-shaped duct
total pressure loss, defined by Eq. �2�, and the pitchwise static
pressure distortion at inlet to the duct, defined by Eq. �6�. A pres-
sure variation equal to zero indicates a uniform static pressure
field at the inlet to the duct and therefore reduced forcing on
upstream components. Limits were applied to the mass-averaged
radial flow angle �	� at the inlet and exit of the duct. The root
mean square pressure variation �RMSPV� �inlet static pressure
distortion� is given by

RMSPV = ���
i

N

�P�
i� − P̃�2

N
�

10
+ ���

i

N

�P�
i� − P̃�

N
�

90

�6�

where P̃ is the mean static pressure at the height.

6.3 Hub and Casing Profiling. The first design optimization
study focused on the profiling of both the hub and the casing
endwalls. The Pareto front for the fifth update to the response

surface model is shown in Fig. 13. The x-axis represents the
change in duct loss coefficient compared with the baseline duct,
�Yp. The y-axis represents the inlet pressure variation expressed
as a static pressure coefficient, Cp. Marked in Fig. 13 are two
possible designs: the lowest duct loss design, which achieved re-
ductions of approximately 23% of Yp and 26% of Cp, and the
lowest root mean square pressure variation design, which
achieved reductions of approximately 15% of Yp and 34% of Cp.

The minimum duct loss design was rerun, once with a plane
hub surface and profiled casing surface �labeled casing only in
Fig. 13� and then with a plane casing surface and profiled hub
surface �labeled hub only in Fig. 13�. Profiling the casing only
achieved a reduction in inlet pressure distortion of 5% of Cp,
while the net duct loss was increased by 8% of Yp when compared
with the baseline duct. When profiling was applied to the hub
endwall only, the inlet pressure distortion was reduced by 19% of
Cp, and duct loss was reduced by 22%. This shows that, as ex-
pected, the hub profiling controls the static pressure field on the
hub wall and therefore plays a dominant role in controlling strut-
hub corner separation.

The dominant source of loss in the strutted duct is the strut-hub
corner separation. Therefore, the influence of hub profiling on this
separation is investigated by comparing the static pressure distri-
bution around the strut at the hub for the baseline duct, the duct
with both endwalls profiled, and with only the hub endwall pro-
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filing, as shown in Fig. 14. The baseline case shows a change in
gradient at 40% of chord that is caused by the strut-hub corner
separation. The effect of the optimal endwall profiling �“minimum
Yp” case� is to reduce the peak velocity and move its location
forward. This reduces the magnitude of the deceleration and raises
the length over which it occurs, both of which help to suppress
corner separation. The “hub alone 1” case is very similar to the
minimum Yp case.

Inspection of near wall streamlines �not shown� for the mini-
mum duct loss design and the hub alone design showed the pres-
ence of a small separation close to the trailing edge. It was found
that the control points close to the strut trailing edge had reached
their perturbation limit of 0.07hin. The maximum allowable per-
turbation in the optimization was raised from 0.07hin to 0.20hin in
the areas where the limits had been reached and the optimization
was rerun, with only the hub control points active. The strut-hub
corner pressure distribution for this design is shown in Fig. 14
�labeled “hub alone 2”�. The new optimized hub endwall did not
have a hub corner separation because it had a lower peak velocity,
which had been moved further forward. The net duct loss was
26% of Yp lower than the baseline case and 7% of Yp lower than
the initial hub alone 1 case. In addition the predicted midpitch
duct loss was found to increase by 2% of Yp compared with 6% of
Yp for the area-ruled duct design.

The hub endwall of the hub alone 2 duct geometry is shown in
Fig. 15. The contours in Fig. 15 highlight the extent of profiling

applied. Negative contours are regions of reduced endwall height
and positive are regions of increased endwall height. The profile
endwall can be seen to lower the wall in the front portion of the
duct and to raise it in the rear portion. To see the effect this has on
the static pressure distribution on the hub endwall, Figs. 16 and 17
show contours of Cp with and without endwall profiling. Figure
17 has the contours of profiled endwall’s perturbation height su-
perimposed and the labels indicate the additional concavity and
convexness due to the profiling. The presence of the profiling can
be seen to reduce the effect that the strut has on the hub surface
static pressure. Close to the strut leading edge the profiling in-
creases the convex curvature of the streamlines and so lowers the
static pressure. This compensates for the raised static pressure
caused by the front of the strut. Close to maximum strut thickness,
the profiling increases the concave curvature of the streamlines,
thereby raising the static pressure. This compensates for the re-
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duced static pressure caused by the flow being accelerated by the
strut. Along the rear part of the strut the profiling increases the
convex curvature of the streamlines lowering the static pressure.
This compensates for the raised static pressure caused by the de-
celeration of the flow by the strut. Downstream of the strut, pro-
filing increases the concave curvature of the streamlines, thus rais-
ing the static pressure. This raises the diffusion of the flow
immediately downstream of the strut. The net result is that the
static pressure experienced by the hub endwall boundary layer
close to the strut is now closer to that experienced by the hub
boundary layer at the midpitch of the strut.

6.4 Final Design. The final design was chosen as the hub
alone 2 case. Figure 18 shows the computationally predicted sur-
face flow lines for the optimized case. Comparing Figs. 10 and 18,
the effect that the nonaxisymmetric profiling has had is immedi-
ately clear. The near wall surface streamlines for the optimized
design do not show any reverse flow regions on the strut surface.
The corner separation present in the baseline design has been
completely removed.

Figure 19 shows the computationally predicted duct exit total
pressure coefficient. The predicted net duct loss coefficient Yp was
0.069. In Fig. 8 the high loss core associated with the separated
flow can be observed between 20% and 80% of the duct height.
The wake width and depth of the optimized design are signifi-
cantly reduced when compared with that of the baseline duct.

7 Profile Endwall Validation
The experimental setup for the profile endwall tests was iden-

tical to that used for the baseline tests except that the hub wall was
replaced with the new profiled wall. It should be noted that the
same instrumented strut was used. This meant that the pressure
tappings on the strut are in an identical location to those in the
baseline test. However, the presence of the endwall profiling
means that they are no longer at, for example, 10% span. In fact,
the rise in the hub wall at the rear of the strut meant that a number
of the rear tappings were covered and are thus not used. A com-

parison between the pressure distributions at 10% span of the strut
with the baseline and profiled hub endwalls is shown in Fig. 20.
The endwall profiling can be seen to reduce the peak velocity at
20% chord and thus reduce the peak deceleration experienced by
the flow. This is consistent with the CFD predictions. The flow
visualization shown in Fig. 21 shows that the presence of endwall
profiling has removed the corner separation. It should also be
noted that a similar boundary transition location is observed in
Figs. 5 and 21.

The flow field at 0.3hin downstream of the duct’s exit is pre-
sented in Fig. 22 in terms of the total pressure coefficient. In the
hub region, the presence of endwall profiling can be seen to have
reduced the high loss region associated with the hub separation. It

Fig. 18 Computed near wall streamlines for the predicted op-
timal design
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Fig. 19 Computed exit total pressure coefficient of the optimal
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Fig. 20 Measured Cp at 10% of span with and without endwall
profiling

Fig. 21 Flow visualization on the surface of the strut for the
nonaxisymmetric experimental test
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Fig. 22 Measured exit contours of total pressure coefficient
for nonaxisymmetric test
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can also be seen to have raised the loss over a region close to the
hub wall between −0.15z / p and 0.15z / p. This is also observed in
the results of the numerical predictions shown in Fig. 19. This is
caused by the added deceleration caused by the endwall profiling
downstream of the strut. The wake of the strut between 50% span
and the casing is thinner and shallower than in the baseline case.
This is due to the endwall profiling controlling the radial migra-
tion of the boundary layer fluid on the strut surface.

It is also interesting to note that the exit flow is asymmetric. In
the baseline case, the strut was adjusted by fractions of 1 deg until
the exit flow became symmetric. In the profiled endwall case the
profiling locked the strut in one location with zero geometric in-
cidence. This meant that it was impossible to adjust the strut. This
sensitivity of the duct exit flow to small changes in incidence or
small asymmetries in the flow is unusual in turbomachinery and is
thought to be caused by the strut being symmetric.

8 Further Discussion
Figure 23 shows a compilation of all the measurements and

predictions of net duct loss. The experimental results have shown
that by removing the hub corner separation, the endwall profiling
has reduced the net duct loss coefficient by 16%, without ad-
versely affecting the loss away from the strut. This means that the
range of �R /L over which a duct can be safely designed has been
increased by 34%.

The 100% length duct was found to have a small hub separation
and is thus unlikely to have achieved the minimum loss achiev-
able for a duct of that �R /L. This raises the question as to what
the minimum achievable net loss is for a particular length of duct.
In order to answer this question the two-dimensional duct loss for
a particular duct length is added to the profile loss at midspan
from the strut with hub profiling. This is a somewhat simplistic
approach but points to the minimum loss achievable. The blue line
in Fig. 23 shows this theoretical minimum loss for a range of
�R /L. This implies that a further reduction in net duct loss could
be achieved.

Profiled endwalls in S-shaped ducts can be used in a number of
ways to improve the performance of aeroengines. If used on ex-
isting strutted unseparated ducts it can reduce the upstream and
downstream potential fields of the strut and secondary flows
around the vane, thus improving efficiency. Profiling also allows
the size of the design space in which aeroengine duct designers

can operate to be increased. This allows designers to increase the
thickness of struts, decrease the length of the duct, or increase the
radius change across the duct beyond current design limits.

9 Conclusions
Simple area ruling proved to be capable of reducing strut-hub

corner separation, but the duct design was compromised. A new
design methodology for the application of nonaxisymmetric end-
wall profiling for compressor S-shaped ducts has been described,
which performs like area ruling close to the strut but crucially
does not compromise the duct in regions not affected by the strut
blockage. Numerical optimization of both hub and casing end-
walls showed that profiling of the hub alone was critical to con-
trolling the strut-hub corner separation and that similar levels of
net duct loss could be achieved through profiling of the hub end-
wall alone. The nonaxisymmetric profiling of the hub endwall
used curvature to minimize the pressure field imposed by the pres-
ence of the strut. This means that the static pressure experienced
by the boundary layer near the strut is closer to that experienced
by the hub boundary layer at midpitch. This reduces the decelera-
tion experienced by the hub endwall boundary layer close to the
strut thus avoiding strut-hub corner separation.

The use of endwall profiling has allowed a strutted duct to be
designed, which has a �R /L that is 34% higher than current de-
sign limits with only a 11% increase in predicted net duct loss.
Endwall profiling was shown to reduce the measured net duct loss
by 16%. Analysis of the minimum achievable duct loss showed
that by improved endwall profiling the loss could be reduced by a
further 11%. In the future this may be achievable by allowing the
pitch as well as the height of the profiled endwall to be optimized
at each axial duct location. In practice designers may not wish to
raise �R /L but wish to raise the thickness-to-chord ratio of the
strut to increase service access to the inner annulus. The numerical
predictions in Fig. 23 show that the presence of a strut of
thickness-to-chord ratio of 0.271 causes the hub of both the 100%
and 74% ducts to separate and thus for duct loss to rise. This
shows that the thickness-to-chord ratio of the strut is likely in
practice to determine whether the strut-hub corner separates. End-
wall profiling is therefore likely to be of most use to designers as
a method of allowing them to design thicker struts.
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Nomenclature
A � area

Cp � static pressure coefficient
h � duct height
L � duct length

P0 � total pressure
P � static pressure
Q � dynamic pressure �P0− P�
R � radius

Re � Reynolds number, Uhin /
U � velocity
y+ � =u�y /
Yp � total pressure loss coefficient
 � kinematic viscosity

Superscripts/Subscripts
� � mixed out quantity
IN � duct inlet plane
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Fig. 23 Net duct loss
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EX � duct exit plane
ref � reference location

p � pitch
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Design and Experimental
Verification of Mistuning of a
Supersonic Turbine Blisk
A rotor blisk of a supersonic space turbine has previously been designed to allow for free
flutter to occur in an air test rig (Groth Mårtensson, and Edin, 2010, “Experimental and
Computational Fluid Dynamics Based Determination of Flutter Limits in Supersonic
Space Turbines,” 132(1), p. 011010). Flutter occurred at several operating conditions,
and the flutter boundary for the test turbine was established. In this paper the rotor blisk
is redesigned in order to inhibit flutter. The design strategy chosen is to introduce a
mistuning concept. Based on aeroelastic analyses using a reduced order model a crite-
rion for the required level of mistuning is established in order to stabilize the lower
system modes. Proposals in literature suggest and analyze mistuning by varying blade
mode frequencies in random patterns or by modifying blades in an odd-even pattern.
Here a modification of sectors of the blisk is introduced in order to bring a sufficient split
of the system mode frequencies. To verify that the redesigned blisk efficiently could inhibit
flutter, an experiment similar to that in the work of Groth et al. is performed with the
mistuned rotor blisk. By running the redesigned blisk at operating conditions deep into
the unstable region of the tuned blisk, it is demonstrated that a relative low level of
mistuning is sufficient to eliminate rotor flutter. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3072492�

1 Introduction
Turbomachinery for liquid rocket propulsion shares many of

the design features and challenges found in gas turbines. The em-
phasis is on delivering very high power in a small machine, even
to a greater extent than in jet engines.

The turbines used in gas generator cycle rocket engines are fed
by bleeding off a percentage of the combustibles. A gas generator
burns the combustibles to temperatures typically below 1000 K,
allowing for blades without cooling. If the combustibles are hy-
drogen and oxygen this is done using a hydrogen rich mixture. In
our context it is worth noting that the sonic speed is very high in
this mixture due to the presence of hydrogen. The entry pressure
is equal to the chamber pressure, 90–120 bars and an exit pressure
that can be as low as atmospheric.

A rotor blisk of a turbine used in gas generator cycle rocket
engines has previously been designed to allow for free system
mode flutter �1� to occur in an air test rig �2�. The reason for this
was to acquire product relevant test data for validation of design
tools. The design allowed for operating the turbine at fully rel-
evant similarity in aeroelastic properties of critical modes. It has
been proposed based on computation in Ref. �3� that turbines in
this application will be prone to flutter due to very low reduced
frequencies. The blisk used in referenced test was tuned. Flutter
occurred at several operating conditions, and the flutter boundary
for the test turbine was established.

The objective of this work has been to introduce a design
change on the same test hardware as in Ref. �2� in order to inhibit
flutter and to demonstrate that the flutter boundary can be pushed
away from the desired operating range. There are in principle two
strategies to consider in order to eliminate flutter.

The first is to introduce structural damping. It can be done by
coating the structure with another material or by introducing a
damper device. Since the blisk in this application is very sturdy a
thin coated layer is not likely to provide sufficient damping to

inhibit flutter. Other possible damper devices for a shrouded blisk
are, e.g., ring dampers. They provide damping by the energy dis-
sipation due to friction between damper and the blisk. Common to
the mentioned concepts of this strategy is the difficulty to accu-
rately predict the damping provided by these devices. Develop-
ment of such concepts has to rely on full scale testing at the true
operating conditions for assessment and verification of damping
capability.

The second strategy is to introduce mistuning of the rotor.
Many researchers have studied mistuned systems. Most of these
studies, however, have been focused on blade-to-blade variations
in order to obtain an aeroelastically stable system. Proposals in
literature suggest and analyze mistuning by varying blade mode
frequencies in random patterns �4,5� or in an alternating high/low
pattern �6�.

In this work the design strategy chosen for inhibiting system
mode flutter is to introduce a mistuning concept. A modification of
sectors of the blisk is introduced in order to get a sufficient split of
the system mode frequencies. The mistuned blisk is the same
hardware as used in Ref. �2� turbine test, only modified by ma-
chining the sectors that give the mistuning. This approach guar-
antees that the only effects on the flutter limit are due to the
mistuning.

2 Background
The objective of this paper is to inhibit flutter of a supersonic

rotor blisk by introducing a mistuning design and to experimen-
tally verify that the modified rotor is flutter free. For this purpose
a test turbine, which previously was made susceptible to flutter
�2�, has been used. In this section we will give a brief recapitula-
tion of the test turbine and the major findings in Ref. �2� since it is
the starting point of the present work.

The test turbine is based on a two-stage velocity-compounded
impulse turbine, which is qualified for production. A two-
dimensional layout of a similar turbine is shown in Fig. 1. The
production turbine is part of a turbopump of a rocket engine. It is
powered by a mixture of mainly hydrogen and some steam in the
turbopump environment.

In the turbopump the turbine inlet total pressure is typically
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90–120 bars. The inlet total temperature is 900 K and the total-
to-total pressure ratio is typically 15–20. Extensive testing in this
environment is cumbersome and expensive. For more safe and
controlled testing a turbine rig normally used for performance
testing on site at Volvo Aero Corporation �VAC� was used. Air is
used to power the turbine in the test rig, which means that no hot
and explosive gases need to be handled. The maximum inlet total
pressure in the test rig is 8 bars. The maximum inlet total tem-
perature is 650 K and total-to-total pressure ratios up to 20 are
possible to reach. With these differences, scaling laws have to be
applied in order to restore both aerodynamic and aeroelastic prop-
erties to similarity by designing in suitable structural properties.
Four scaling parameters were used in Ref. �2�.

The first two parameters, which are purely aerodynamic, are
easily obtained in the rig. They are the nondimensional speed, Nk,
and pressure ratio defined as

Nk =
� · rm

�� · R · T00

�1�

� =
P00

P3
�2�

The third and most difficult parameter to get equal in test rig and
engine rig is the reduced frequency. In general it is almost impos-
sible since the parameter depends on structural eigenfrequencies
and the flow velocity according to

k =
c�

2vin
�3�

where c is the blade chord, � is the structural eigenfrequency, and
vin is the flow velocity entering the rotor.

The fourth parameter is the characteristic damping �� defined as

� � =
N · P00 · L

2�M�2 �4�

can be controlled by selecting the inlet manifold pressure care-
fully.

Two major modifications were introduced in the test turbine.
First, the second rotor was removed. Thus, the test turbine was a
1.5 stage turbine. The second modification was aimed at making
the first stage rotor susceptible to low nodal diameter �ND� system
mode flutter. The first stage rotor of the production turbine, which
is a bladed disk, was replaced by a rotor blisk. Moreover, to lower
the frequency and to achieve similarity in reduced frequency for at
least one mode, the disk part of the blisk was made as thin as the

disk burst criterion permitted. In this way very good similarity
between the test rig environment and the engine environment was
obtained for the two ND mode.

Eight test sequences were performed during the test campaign.
During seven test sequences flutter occurred. Based on these
events it was possible to establish the flutter boundary. The flutter
mode in all cases was identified as the backward traveling two ND
system mode. The total damping at onset of flutter was estimated
from the measured amplitude growth data. A very good agreement
was found when comparing predicted values of the aerodynamic
damping at flutter obtained using two-dimensional linear time-
harmonic Euler analyzes �7� to those obtained in the tests. Figure
2 shows the predicted critical damping for backward traveling
disk modes of zero to eight NDs and at the operation conditions of
all flutter events. The figure shows that the most unstable mode at
all flutter events is the two ND mode. Also, that all ND modes
between 1 and 4 are critical.

A typical mean flow field at one of these flutter events is shown
in Fig. 3. The figure shows that the flow is supersonic along the
suction side through the blade passage until the exit region where
series of shocks makes it subsonic. A normal shock near the lead-
ing edge makes the flow subsonic on the pressure side. It remains
subsonic until the vicinity of the trailing edge where it locally is
accelerated to supersonic speed. The driving mechanism for the
type of flutter that occurred in all seven test sequences is the
motion of the in-passage normal shock.

So far we have made a recapitulation of Ref. �2�. In the follow-
ing we will focus on what is original for this work, i.e., to inhibit
flutter through mistuning of the rotor.

3 Theory
This section outlines the derivation of the equations of motion

for a mistuned blisk including both aerodynamic and structural
couplings between orthogonal standing waves.

Designing a mistuned system to overcome flutter is an attempt
to obtain an aeroelastically stable system. In order to facilitate the
design of a mistuned blisk a suitable model must be constructed
and appropriate criteria defined. Mistuning studies have mostly
focused on blade-to-blade variation. Models like the fundamental
mistuning model �FMM� used in Ref. �4� therefore describe the
dynamics of blades with couplings to neighboring blades through
aerodynamics and disk. Such representations are efficient in de-
scribing the effects of weight changes or blade-to-blade frequency
variation on the dynamics of the system. In our case we have
identified low nodal diameter modes 1–4 as the critical modes and
will take a different route that leads to more compact reduced
order models �ROMs� adapted for the lower modes. The model
developed here resembles the model of Martel et al. �5�. For this
application, the displacement is assumed to be axial and perfectly
sinusoidal as a function of the tangential coordinate for a particu-
lar nodal diameter, which allows the direct use of a single mode as

Fig. 1 A two-dimensional layout of a two-stage impulse
turbine

Fig. 2 Scaled critical damping versus nodal diameters for
backward traveling disk modes
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a projection basis for the ROM. The modes for small perturbations
are assumed to conserve its modal shape. A very simple system
consisting of only two spring-mass-damper systems describing the
dynamics of each nodal diameter separately results from this. The
mode shapes are the two orthogonal standing waves in the disk
frame of reference. The modal mass, stiffness, and frequency of
this tuned system are taken directly from the modal analysis using
a standard finite element �FE� package. The structural equations
are uncoupled forming a diagonal second order system. When
including the modal mistuning by a small mass perturbation and a
viscous damping term C, the equations of motion become

�K 0

0 K
��x1

x2
	 + �C 0

0 C
��ẋ1

ẋ2
	 + �M + �M 0

0 M
��ẍ1

ẍ̇2
	

= �F1�t�
F2�t� 	 �5�

The frequency of the basic modes is

�0 = �K/M �6�

In this context we will be working with small perturbations of the
properties, �M /M, in the order of a few percent.

Structural mistuning is introduced into the system simply by
adding mass or stiffness to one of the modes. The simplest way of
thinking of this is to place a point mass on the node line of one of
the modes. This will have no effect at all on that mode but will
lower the frequency of the other where the displacement is maxi-
mal at the position of the mass. In practice point masses do not
exist, but form a reasonable model to work with in formulating the

equations. The FE analyses as used in Sec. 4 effectively solve the
design problem using the derived design criterion.

In this model the aerodynamic terms are needed only for the
positive and negative interblade phase angles given by the nodal
diameter of the critical mode. Superimposing the backward and
forward waves allows us to formulate the aerodynamic forces act-
ing on the standing wave modes. The aerodynamic forces in this
context are the forces onto the disk resulting from vibration in the
modes themselves. With respect to flutter the important terms are
the aerodynamic damping of a mode and the off-diagonal non-
symmetric coupling terms.

In order to derive the aerodynamic forces the motion of the
blades is first described in the traveling wave domain. Rigid body
motion in the axial direction describes the mode shape well. For
the blade we have the motion described by

x̂k�t� = ĥei�teik� �7�

where ĥ is the amplitude of the blade motion. The blade index k
runs in the direction of rotation of the machine. The interblade
phase angle, �, is determined by the ND and the blade count, N,
as

� =
2�ND

N
�8�

A positive interblade phase angle, �, thus gives a backward trav-
eling wave. Using the prescribed motion a linear Euler solver �7�
calculates the force from the traveling wave on blade 0. The force
for any blade can then be written as

Fig. 3 Contours of relative Mach number „range from 0.0 to 2.3…
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F̂k�t� = F̂ei�teik� = Â��� · ĥei�teik� �9�
where

Â��� = F̂/ĥ �10�
is the force as calculated in the CFD code. For linear systems we
can freely superimpose any results. Summation of forward and
backward traveling waves of the same nodal diameter gives a
standing wave:

x̂1,ke
i�t = ĥei�t�eik� + e−ik�� = 2ĥei�t cos�k�� �11�

For the second mode a phase shift is introduced on the traveling
waves such that

x̂2,ke
i�t = 2ĥei�t sin�k�� �12�

Performing the summation of forces we get for the force due to
the standing wave motion in mode 1 as

F̂1,k�t� = F̂���ei�teik� + F̂�− ��ei�te−ik�

= ei�t�cos�k���F̂��� + F̂�− ���

+ i sin�k���F̂��� − F̂�− ���� �13�

and for mode 2 the force becomes

F̂2,k�t� = F̂���ei�teik�e−i��/2� + F̂�− ��ei�te−ik�ei��/2�

= ei�t�− i cos�k���F̂��� − F̂�− ���

+ sin�k���F̂��� + F̂�− ���� �14�

The modal force per blade onto the first standing wave due to
itself is

F̂11 =
1

N

N

x̂1,k · F̂1,k = ĥ�F̂��� + F̂�− ��� �15�

The modal force per blade exerted on mode 2 due to mode 1
motion is

F̂21 =
1

N

N

x̂2,k · F̂1,k = iĥ�F̂��� − F̂�− ��� �16�

The modal force per blade exerted on mode 1 due to mode 2
motion is

F̂12 =
1

N

N

x̂1,k · F̂2,k = − iĥ�F̂��� − F̂�− ��� �17�

The modal force per blade onto the second standing wave due to
itself is

F̂22 =
1

N

N

x̂2,k · F̂2,k = ĥ�F̂��� + F̂�− ��� �18�

The aerodynamic forces on the modes can thus be written on
matrix form at a given frequency as

� �Â��� + Â�− ��� − i�Â��� − Â�− ���

i�Â��� − Â�− ��� �Â��� + Â�− ���
��x̂1

x̂2
	 =�F̂1

F̂2

	
�19�

The frequency, �a0, at which the aerodynamic response is calcu-
lated is normally the tuned system frequency. This harmonic re-
sponse is translated to an approximate temporal response in order
to use the standard form of the dynamic equation to formulate the
eigenvalue problem. The notation for the real coefficients is

A+ = 1
2Re�Â��� + Â�− ���

A− = − 1
2Im�Â��� − Â�− ���

B+ = −
1

2�a0
Im�Â��� + Â�− ���

B− =
1

�a0
Re�Â��� − Â�− ��� �20�

Introducing real coefficients in Eq. �19� and transforming it to the
time domain we get the following expression for the aerodynamic
forces in the vicinity of �a0:

�A+ − A−

A− A+ ��x1

x2
	 + �B+ − B−

B− B+ ��ẋ1

ẋ2
	 = �F1

F2
	 �21�

The terms in this form are simple in structure and can be given
some physical meaning. The A+ term is the force from a standing
wave onto itself, the equivalent of a spring to ground term. B+ is
in the same way equivalent to a viscous damper to the ground.
These can, however, be negative in value. Normally, the A− term
would be the term to cause instability in the system. It is antisym-
metric giving a nonreciprocal force acting between the modes.
This either contributes to damping or amplification depending on
whether the wave is forward or backward traveling.

�K + A+ − A−

A− K + A+ ��x1

x2
	 + �C + B+ − B−

B− C + B+ ��ẋ1

ẋ2
	

+ �M + �M 0

0 M
��ẍ1

ẍ̇2
	 = �0

0
	 �22�

The structural damping of blisks in the actual alloys is very small
in itself. The viscous damping term, C, is therefore neglected,
which is conservative with respect to flutter limits.

Using an increasing �M as a parameter the system damping
can be plotted against the separation of the eigenfrequencies as
found in the modal analysis. The frequency separation parameter,
df�, if defined as the frequency separation divided by the tuned
system frequency and can be written as

df� =
��

�0
= 1 −� M

M + �M
�23�

This measure is very suitable for the purpose of finding a design
criterion to evaluate using FE modal analysis due to its simplicity.
The designer can use standard modal analysis and design tools
with the goal to find a solution with the prescribed frequency split.

The system damping is calculated as the ratio of the real part of
the eigenvalue to the imaginary or in other terms the growth rate
divided by the frequency. This is equal to the critical damping
ratio often used to express the damping characteristics. Solving
the aeroelastic system on reduced form is quickly done in a stan-
dard numerical package. It amounts to solve the above nonsym-
metric 4�4 eigenvalue problem for increasing mass perturba-
tions.

Figure 4 shows the impact of the frequency separation, df�, on
the critical damping for the two ND mode at different operating
conditions. The damping is shown as a function of the frequency
separation for the most critical mode found in analysis and the
turbine flutter test �2� using the same hardware, at different oper-
ating points. The selection comes from the turbine reference op-
erating point and relevant extremes in the operating envelope. The
behavior is similar in all cases, showing the identical result for
zero separation when the damping is calculated directly for the
tuned modes. The change in frequency is realized from either a
stiffness or mass change over a sector of the disk or shroud, as
described in Sec. 4 of this paper. Upon inspecting Fig. 4 different
regions can be noted. For very small frequency separations the
mistuning results in no effect. This is the separation over which
the aerodynamics is sufficiently strong to bring the system into a
coupled mode. For “large” separations the modes are effectively
split and therefore become more or less equal. In this case the
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necessary symmetry is broken and the modes act as standing
waves with no aeroelastic interaction. Both waves are stable.

The stability line is crossed for an intermediate separation
where the slope of the damping is large. This would be the critical
separation for structures with negligible structural damping. If vis-
cous damping in the material is significant, this can be added to
the system damping, thus changing the critical separation toward
lower necessary values.

Figure 5 shows the behavior for different modes. The same
pattern holds for all the lower modes, and for each of the modes
shown, a separation should be provided.

Theoretically it is sufficient to bring the total system damping
above zero in order to have a stable system. In practice, however,
if the theoretical value is correct and just above 0, we expect that
almost half of the hard wares would be unstable.

Hence, the following requirements on the design therefore have
to be satisfied.

• Sufficient separation in order to be safely outside manufac-
turing variations; otherwise some could be accidentally in
tune.

• Sufficient separation to act as pure split modes is preferred
since the dynamic properties at this point would be rather
insensitive to computational errors or variations in
properties.

From Figs. 4 and 5 it is clear that 1% separation should be
sufficient to render the system stable for any conceivable operat-
ing condition. Starting from a tuned blisk analysis the designer
can now proceed to seek solutions by finding design that in a
modal analysis provides the defined separation.

4 Design
The objective of the redesign is to introduce mistuning, i.e., to

separate the nodal diameter eigenmodes prone to flutter in fre-
quency. Predictions indicated a flutter risk for the eigenmodes
corresponding one to four nodal diameters, see Fig. 2. The eigen-
frequencies of these eigenmodes are presented in Table 1. These
eigenfrequencies are valid for a nonrotating tuned blisk at room
temperature. Moreover, as mentioned in Sec. 2 the most unstable
motion has periodicity of two nodal diameters.

4.1 Introducing Mistuning. The level of mistuning needed to
inhibit flutter is predicted in Sec. 3. The objective of the redesign
is to obtain a rotor blisk having these properties. In reality, there
are several sources that may contribute to mistuning. The redesign
will introduce mistuning. In addition, there may be unintentional
mistuning that most probably comes from manufacturing, instru-
mentation, balancing, and mounting of the turbine. Therefore, a
margin is added to the predicted values so that the modified rotor
blisk in reality renders values close to or above the frequency
separation wanted. The margin should account for both the unin-
tentional mistuning and errors in predictions of the frequency
separation.

Figure 6 illustrates the modified rotor blisk. Two equally sized
grooves are milled in the shroud. The tangential distance between
the centers of these grooves is 180 deg. One groove can be seen
while the other one is on the opposite side of the blisk. This
pattern is the lowest order of cyclic symmetry and has the ability
to introduce mistuning to the modes of interest. The level of mis-
tuning of the design is therefore a matter of the size of the
grooves.

A higher order cyclic symmetrical mistuning pattern does not
have this feature of introducing mistuning to every nodal diam-
eter. Four identical grooves in the shroud with the tangential dis-
tance of 90 deg, for instance, would have separated the eigenfre-
quencies corresponding to every second nodal diameter starting at
No. 2.

Figure 7 shows predictions of the eigenmodes with two nodal
diameters. In Ref. �2� it is demonstrated that these eigenmodes are
the most critical ones concerning flutter. It can be seen that the
modal displacement near the modified regions is small for mode
�a� while it is large for mode �b�. This difference renders a differ-
ence in eigenfrequency: The eigenfrequency of mode �a� is lower
than the one of mode �b�. A frequency separation may be obtained
by changing the stiffness and/or the mass around the rotor blisk.

Fig. 4 The critical two ND mode damping as a function of the
frequency separation parameter df � under different operating
conditions „— ref. point, -·- and ··· limit operating points, and
- - - double pressure…

Fig. 5 Damping as a function of df � for different nodal diam-
eters „-·- one ND, — two NDs, - - - three NDs, and ··· four NDs…

Table 1 Eigenfrequencies of the tuned rotor at rest „hertz…

ND 1 ND 2 ND 3 ND 4

Eigenfrequencies 448 508 1034 1911

Fig. 6 The design of the rotor blisk with detuning
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In this case, the mass effect is the dominating one. The mode with
high modal displacement at the grooves, mode �b�, has higher
eigenfrequency than the other one.

4.2 Predictions and Experimental Verification. In the de-
sign process, the frequency split of nodal diameter two modes is
critical and it governs therefore the size of the grooves in the
shroud.

The objective value for these modes is set to 1.3% at reference
operating conditions at the test: A margin of 0.2% is added to the
predicted value of 1.1% from aeroelastic analyses, see Sec. 3.

The frequency split as a function of the size of the grooves is
based on finite element analyses. In these analyses any impact
from temperature, stress stiffening, and spin softening is included.
Models of the whole rotor blisk including modifications are ana-
lyzed. The shaft and its boundary conditions are, however, mod-
eled in a simplified manner.

The result from these analyses is that the removal of the mate-
rial from the rotor blisk should be about 9 g in total for this
specific rotor. Figure 7 shows predictions of the eigenmodes with
two nodal diameters. The corresponding eigenfrequencies of this
design are predicted to meet the objective 1.3% at reference op-
erating conditions. The predicted values of the frequency split
sufficient to suppress flutter together with the corresponding val-
ues after the redesign are presented in Table 2.

The values of the frequency separation were experimentally
tested before and after milling the grooves in the shroud. The blisk
was then at rest. The source of excitation was a loudspeaker, and
the response was measured close to the shroud using an acceler-
ometer. It should be mentioned that the mass of the accelerometer
had little impact on the frequency separation. The frequency con-
tent of the excitation was chosen to excite the eigenmodes of
interest. Results from the predictions and experimental frequency
testing are gathered in Table 3. It should be noted that the redesign
renders a level of mistuning higher than the unintentional mistun-
ing of a tuned blisk. In addition, values from predictions and
testing are in very good agreement except for modes with one
nodal diameter. This is explained by the simplified modeling of
the axle and the boundary conditions. The higher modes can be
considered to be mainly disk modes while the axle is active for the
modes with one nodal diameter. This renders that the modeling of
the axle as well as the boundary conditions plays a role for the
modes with one nodal diameter. Another observation that can be

made is that the frequency split predicted at rest is somewhat
different as compared with reference operating conditions. This
difference is a result of the phenomenon called stress stiffening.

The frequency separation during air testing is also found. These
values are presented in Sec. 6.

5 Test Setup
As mentioned in Sec. 2, the test turbine of investigation �2� has

also been used in the present work but with one modification only.
The rotor blisk has been mistuned, as described in Sec. 4. Figure
8 shows the test hardware. The inlet manifold with the first stator
is labeled 12. The rotor and second stator are labeled 13 and 14,
respectively.

The blisk was instrumented with 16 strain gauges. Ten gauges
were mounted at different angular positions on the disk rim to be
able to assess the nodal diameter pattern of the eventual vibration.
Two gauges were mounted on blades and four on the shroud.
Figure 9 shows the instrumented blisk.

Two tape recorders were used to record strain gauge signals
with a bandwidth of 40 kHz. The turbine was also instrumented
with probes for measuring total temperature and total pressures at
the inlet and at the outlet. Moreover, a Venturi probe for massflow
measurement and pressure gauges between blade rows and accel-
erometers on bearing housings.

A water brake was used to load the turbine.

Fig. 7 Standing eigenmodes of nodal diameter 2 in the disk
frame of reference

Table 2 Frequency separation of eigenmodes with one to two
NDs at reference operating conditions

ND 1 ND 2 ND 3 ND 4

Results from aeroelastic analyses 0.7% 1.1% 0.4% 0.1%
Mistuned blisk, prediction 0.9% 1.3% 1.2% 1.0%

Table 3 Frequency separation of eigenmodes with one to four
NDs for a nonrotating blisk

ND 1 ND 2 ND 3 ND 4

Tuned blisk, test 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 0.4%
Mistuned blisk, prediction 1.1% 1.5% 1.2% 1.0%
Mistuned blisk, test 0.5% 1.3% 1.2% 1.2%

Fig. 8 Drawing of test turbine
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6 Results
The test campaign for verification of the mistuning concept was

focused on exploring the region beyond the flutter boundary of the
tuned rotor found in Ref. �2�, see Fig. 10. For the test sequences
shown in the figure the inlet total pressures varied between 150
kPa and 700 kPa and the inlet total temperature was 400 K.

Previously, in Sec. 3, it has been demonstrated that doubling the
inlet pressure leads to higher requirements on the mistuning in
order to obtain stable modes, see Fig. 4. A way of demonstrating
the flutter margin in the test is therefore to operate at increased
inlet pressures. The intention for the test campaign was to perform
all test sequences at a maximum inlet total pressure of the rig, i.e.,
800 kPa. The water break could, however, not provide sufficient
moment to allow for testing at maximum inlet pressure and at
very low nondimensional speeds, Nk, i.e., 0.13. Thus, the inlet
total pressure varied between 450 kPa and 800 kPa, which in all
sequences are substantially higher than in the reference test �2�.
The inlet total temperature was kept at 400 K during the whole
test campaign. Figure 10 shows the tested operating conditions
defined by total-to-static pressure ratio, �ts, and nondimensional
speed, Nk. The pressure ratio is normalized by the pressure ratio at
reference operating condition. The dashed line is the flutter
boundary for the tuned blisk.

In order to understand the dynamics of the disk and to verify
the absence of limit cycle type flutter, more detailed signal analy-
sis of the responses was performed. Figures 11–14 show examples
of the response at one of the rim gauges for 20–1500 Hz excita-
tions during different test sequences.

Figures 11 and 12 show the strain gauge responses versus fre-
quency and time for the test sequences 1–4 with Nk equal to 0.11.
The responses at 50 Hz, 150 Hz, 250 Hz, and 350 Hz in Fig. 11
are due to disturbances from electric field �ac�. As can be seen in
Figs. 11 and 12 the vibration amplitudes for one ND to three ND
modes, i.e., responses at 450 Hz, 520 Hz, and 1020 Hz, are
bounded and less than 5 	strain. These types of low level re-
sponses are typically found in the application. They are due to the
high level noise always present in the machine. For the rest of test
sequences 1–4, figures similar to Figs. 11 and 12 were obtained
from the signal analysis. They show the same behavior as Figs. 11
and 12. In other words only stable vibrations have been detected
during this test sequence.

For the two other test sequences the entire sequences have been
mapped out in logarithmic plots in order to identify any possible
dynamic response. Figures 13 and 14 show the strain gauge re-
sponse versus rotor speed and frequency. These sequences span
over large ranges of speed, 1–250 rps, and normalized pressure
ratio, 0.15–1.1. The maximum response is less than 10 	strain.

Figures 13 and 14 show that there were only noise excited
modes present in these test sequences. In other words only stable
vibrations were detected during test sequences 6 and 7 of Fig. 10.

The entire test could be performed at increased pressure levels
compared with those in Ref. �2� with no indications on high am-
plitude flutter at any mode. This is in itself an ultimate proof that
the mistuning design has worked as intended. But, it is not suffi-
cient to experimentally assess the flutter margin.

The design of the test hardware has been described in terms of
taking the steps of deriving a necessary frequency separation and
then the realization of a design that is analyzed in using modal

Fig. 9 Instrumented blisk

Fig. 10 Operating conditions in test

Fig. 11 Time spectral map 20–750 Hz for test sequence with Nk
0.11

Fig. 12 Time spectral map 750–1500 Hz for test sequence with
Nk 0.11
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analysis in FEM. The separation is small and therefore it was
deemed necessary to verify that the design intent was met in terms
of mode separation. In order to assess this during the test cam-
paign the coherent output power spectrum has been extracted

from the experimental data at specific test sequences. Figures 15
and 16 show the coherent output spectrum for test sequences 1–4
with Nk equal to 0.11 versus frequency. In the figures one can
clearly see the frequency separation of eigenmodes of nodal di-
ameters 1–3.

Table 4 summarizes the frequency separations for different
modes measured and predicted at reference operating condition.
Comparing the measured and predicted frequency separations for
different modes we can see that they are in close agreement for
the two ND to four ND modes.

In addition to the observations made on suppression of flutter,
some high-frequency eigenmodes were excited by the stator har-
monics. In general, mistuning can have a negative impact on
forced responses. However, the responses obtained in the present
test were low and indicated no amplitude amplification due to
mistuning.

Fig. 16 Coherent output power spectrum for the three ND
mode

Fig. 13 Time spectral map 20–1500 Hz; test sequence 6 in Fig.
10

Fig. 14 Time spectral map 20–1500 Hz; test sequence 7 in Fig.
10

Fig. 15 Coherent output power spectrum for the one ND and
two ND modes

Table 4 Measured and predicted frequency separation at ref-
erence operating conditions

ND 1 ND 2 ND 3 ND 4

Measured in air test rig 1.7% 1.4% 1.0% 1.3%
Predictions using FEM 0.8% 1.2% 1.0% 0.9%
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7 Concluding Remarks
A design method for removing flutter instability based on mis-

tuning has been put forward. The methods allow analytical pre-
diction of the system stability ahead of engine testing.

It has been applied to a rotor blisk. The blisk has intentionally
been mistuned to stabilize it and to make it flutter free. A test
campaign has been performed with the mistuned blisk. The tests
were focused on exploration of the region beyond the flutter
boundary of the tuned blisk. Flutter did not occur for any of the
investigated operating conditions. Thus, it has been demonstrated
that the chosen mistuning design was sufficient to push the flutter
boundary far outside the turbine operating envelope.

Moreover, the test has shown that the method for prediction of
frequencies and frequency separation of mistuned modes de-
scribed in this paper is capable of doing so with good accuracy.
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Nomenclature
A 
 vibration amplitude
c 
 chord
C 
 viscous damping
k 
 reduced frequency
K 
 modal stiffness
L 
 blade span

M 
 modal mass

N 
 number of blades of the blade row
ND 
 number of nodal diameters
Nk 
 nondimensional speed

P00 
 manifold inlet total pressure
P3 
 exit static pressure
R 
 gas constant

rm 
 mean radius
T00 
 manifold inlet total temperature
vin 
 relative inlet velocity

� 
 critical damping ratio
�� 
 characteristic damping
� 
 ratio of specific heats

�ts 
 total-to-static pressure ratio
� 
 rotational speed
� 
 circular frequency
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Measurements of Secondary
Losses in a Turbine Cascade With
the Implementation of
Nonaxisymmetric Endwall
Contouring
An approach to endwall contouring has been developed with the goal of reducing sec-
ondary losses in highly loaded axial flow turbines. The present paper describes an ex-
perimental assessment of the performance of the contouring approach implemented in a
low-speed linear cascade test facility. The study examines the secondary flows of a
cascade composed of Pratt & Whitney PAKB airfoils. This airfoil has been used exten-
sively in low-pressure turbine research, and the present work adds intrapassage pressure
and velocity measurements to the existing database. The cascade was tested at design
incidence and at an inlet Reynolds number of 126,000 based on inlet midspan velocity
and axial chord. Quantitative results include seven-hole pneumatic probe pressure mea-
surements downstream of the cascade to assess blade row losses and detailed seven-hole
probe measurements within the blade passage to track the progression of flow structures.
Qualitative results take the form of oil surface flow visualization on the endwall and
blade suction surface. The application of endwall contouring resulted in lower secondary
losses and a reduction in secondary kinetic energy associated with pitchwise flow near
the endwall and spanwise flow up the suction surface within the blade passage. The
mechanism of loss reduction is discussed in regard to the reduction in secondary kinetic
energy. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3072520�

1 Introduction
Implementation of high-lift airfoils in low-pressure turbine de-

sign is an attractive means to reduce engine weight and manufac-
turing costs. Several studies �1–3� have shown that increasing
airfoil loading inherently leads to higher secondary losses. Thus it
is desirable to manipulate the flow field in the endwall region to
reduce secondary losses and potentially open the design envelope.

Geometric modifications to the endwall region have been
shown to yield lower secondary losses. Both Chung and Simon
�4� and Aunapu et al. �5� studied the effects of endwall fences on
the secondary flow in a linear cascade representation of a single
turbine blade passage. Their investigations showed that the size
and strength of the passage vortex could be reduced with the
application of endwall fences. The improvements were thought to
be a result of altering the trajectory of the passage vortex within
the blade passage.

The use of nonaxisymmetric endwall contouring within the
blade passage for loss reduction has been studied by researchers in
the past decade. Harvey et al. �6� and Yan et al. �7� presented
methods for applying nonaxisymmetric full-passage endwall con-
touring. The authors relied on predictions of cross-passage pres-
sure gradient and secondary kinetic energy for design optimiza-
tion based on the notion that simulations using a mixing-length
turbulence model were unable to accurately predict loss.

Experimental assessments of endwall contouring were con-
ducted by Hartland et al. �8� and Rose et al. �9�. Both studies
showed a marked improvement as a result of the application of a

profiled endwall. The reduction in loss was attributed to a reduc-
tion in secondary kinetic energy and improved outlet flow quality
based on reducing flow over-/underturning in the pitchwise direc-
tion. Ingram et al. �10� used the same design tool as Hartland et al.
�8� to develop a contoured endwall that was supposed to achieve
maximum loss reduction. However, the computations were unable
to predict a separation of the intrapassage boundary layer that led
to higher losses despite a reduction in blade row under-/
overturning and lower outlet secondary kinetic energy.

The present study examines the flow field of a moderately
loaded linear cascade of turbine airfoils with and without the
implementation of endwall contouring. The focus is on the phys-
ics of the endwall flow in order to enhance the understanding of
the relationship between losses and secondary kinetic energy. The
nonaxisymmetric endwall contouring was designed by the method
of Praisner et al. �11�. This work is part of an ongoing collabora-
tion between Pratt & Whitney Aircraft and Carleton University
aimed to exploit high-lift low-pressure turbine designs.

2 Experimental Apparatus and Procedures
Cascade test section. The study was conducted in Carleton Uni-

versity’s low-speed linear cascade wind tunnel. The wind tunnel is
an open circuit design, and the test section shown in Fig. 1 mounts
downstream of a settling chamber and contraction. The same test
section was used by McAuliffe and Sjolander �12� and Mahallati
et al. �13� for measuring the midspan performance of PAKB. The
apparatus has also been used for the study of secondary flows by
Benner �14� and more recently by Zorić et al. �1,2�. Thus the
experiment is at a mature state, and the operating procedures for
establishing inlet uniformity and exit flow periodicity are well
established. The cascade is comprised of nine PAKB airfoils. The
geometric details of the cascade are given in Table 1. The probe
measurements and flow visualizations were conducted on the fifth
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blade passage from the top of the cascade. When the test section
was switched over to the profiled endwall configuration, the pla-
nar endwall insert that mounts the blades to the turntable was
replaced with a contoured endplate. The details of the contouring
design and optimization are described by Praisner et al. �11�. The
primary objective for the optimizations was mass-averaged total
row loss reduction. Also, the local exit flow angle close to the
endwall �5% span� was constrained to prevent significant over-
turning. All eight blade passages were profiled to ensure period-
icity at the outlet. A rendering of the contoured endwall is pre-
sented in Fig. 2, showing the three predominant geometric
features. The contouring is comprised of a hill �H� and two val-
leys �V1� and �V2� located within the blade passage. The maxi-
mum positive and negative amplitudes of the contoured endwall
are 7.1% and 4.7% of axial chord, respectively. The effect of these

geometric features on the flow field relative to the planar endwall
will be discussed in regard to the flow visualizations and pressure
probe measurements.

Oil surface flow visualization technique. Oil surface flow visu-
alizations were carried out by mixing titanium dioxide pigment
with oil mixtures of various viscosities. Visualizations were con-
ducted on the blade suction surface as well as on the turntable
wall of the test section �the same wall where probe measurements
were taken�. The opposing wall of the test section is removable
and made of Plexiglas to allow visual access.

Instrumentation and data acquisition. Pressures were measured
with Data Instruments ASG DRAL505DN differential transducers
having an operating range of �1250 Pa. The estimated uncer-
tainty in pressure measurement due to calibration, linearity, and
hysteresis is �0.2% of full scale range. Transducer voltage output
was sampled using a United Electronics Industries PowerDAQ
PD2-MFS-8-800/14 board. Measurements were sampled for 10 s
at 1 kHz upstream of the cascade. Downstream and intrapassage
measurements were sampled for 15 s at 1 kHz.

The inlet boundary layer was measured using a Pitot tube hav-
ing inner and outer diameters of 0.33 mm and 0.64 mm, respec-
tively. Pitot probe total pressure measurements have an estimated
uncertainty of �0.3% of inlet midspan dynamic pressure. The
cascade inlet flow quality was documented using a three-hole
pressure probe having a wedge angle of 45 deg. The probe tip has
a width of 0.64 mm and a thickness of 2 mm. The three-hole
probe was calibrated over a range of �21 deg in 0.5 deg incre-
ments. Measured flow angles have an estimated uncertainty of
�0.4 deg; dynamic and total pressures have uncertainties of
�0.6% and �0.3% of inlet midspan dynamic pressure, respec-
tively.

To facilitate intrapassage measurements near the wall, a new
gooseneck seven-hole probe and mounting system was designed.
The new probe has the same head geometry used in the previous
secondary flow studies conducted at Carleton �60 deg cone angle�,
but uses smaller hypodermic tubing resulting in a smaller head
diameter �1.83 mm�. The new probe mounting assembly allows
the axial position of the probe to be modified independent of the
pitchwise and spanwise alignment or position. Thus the angular
misalignment errors between measurement planes are negligible,
and the position of the traverse planes relative to one another is
known. The probe was calibrated in 2 deg increments over a range
of �50 deg of misalignment in both pitch and yaw. The estimated
uncertainty for measured flow angles is �0.5 deg; measured dy-
namic and total pressure uncertainties are estimated to be �1.1%
and �0.4% of inlet midspan dynamic pressure, respectively.

The seven-hole probe measurements were taken on axial planes
consisting of 976 data points within the blade passage. The exit
conditions of the cascade were documented using 1288 measure-
ment points at 140% axial chord downstream of the leading edge.
Spanwise resolution of the measurement grids was held constant
at 1.33% of span. The pitchwise resolution varied from 2.78% of
pitch at 63% axial chord to 4.05% of pitch at the downstream
measurement plane.

Operating conditions. The investigation was conducted at a
Reynolds number of �1.26�0.02��105 based on inlet midspan
velocity and axial chord. The inlet midspan velocity was approxi-
mately 25 m/s. The inlet and outlet Mach numbers were approxi-
mately 0.073 and 0.111, respectively; thus the flow in the test
section was essentially incompressible.

A turbulence generating grid installed 18.4 axial chords up-
stream of the leading edge of the middle blade in the cascade is
used to produce a freestream turbulence intensity of 4% with an
integral length scale of 0.4Bx. Mahallati et al. �13� showed that an
elevated level of freestream turbulence tends to suppress PAKB’s
suction-surface separation bubble resulting in lower profile loss.
Their investigation found that the PAKB did not stall with this
level of turbulence intensity and length scale over the range of
Reynolds numbers tested �5.5�104–1.5�105�. Gregory-Smith
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Fig. 1 Linear cascade test section

Table 1 Cascade geometry

Chord, C �mm� 83.9
Axial Chord, Bx �mm� 75.4
Pitch, s �mm� 66.8
Span, h �mm� 203.2
Design inlet flow angle, �1 �deg� 35
Design outlet flow angle, �2 �deg� �60
Stagger angle, � �deg� 26

Fig. 2 Isometric view of profiled endwall
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and Cleak �15� studied the effects of freestream turbulence inten-
sity on secondary flows and found little influence on secondary
loss and secondary kinetic energy. Zorić �16� conducted a similar
study investigating the effects of turbulence intensity on row loss
for PAKB. Akin to Ref. �15�, installing the turbulence generating
grid resulted in a thinner inlet boundary layer and led to slightly
lower secondary losses. Based on these studies it is suggested that
the flow physics discussed herein are relatively insensitive to Rey-
nolds number and level of freestream turbulence intensity.

3 Results and Discussion
Cascade inlet conditions. The turbulence generating grid used

in the present study caused a total pressure surplus to develop
over a significant spanwise distance between the endwall and mid-
span. The total pressure surplus is seen in Fig. 3 measured by a
boundary layer traverse using a Pitot probe 1.2Bx upstream of the
leading edge of the cascade at y /s=0.5. A similar inlet total pres-
sure distribution was reported by Hartland et al. �8� for their up-
stream mounted grid. To account for the nonuniformities caused
by the grid, the inlet was traversed with a three-hole pressure
probe over one blade pitch from the wall to half span; the total
pressure was mass averaged as the reference total pressure coef-
ficient �CPo,1� �. The mass-averaged total pressure coefficient as
well as the inlet boundary layer parameters are summarized in
Table 2.

Blade loading distribution. Blade loading �1–3� and static pres-
sure distribution �1,2,17� are known to have significant impacts on
the size and strength of secondary flows. The midspan loading
distribution for PAKB is shown in Fig. 4 as measured by Mahal-
lati et al. �13� using the same test section and turbulence generat-
ing grid as the current study. The loading distribution is plotted as
static pressure coefficient �CP� versus fraction of surface length
�S /Smax�. Figure 4 shows that varying the Reynolds number from
1.0�105 to 1.5�105 has negligible effect on loading. The present
study was conducted at a Reynolds number of 1.26�105, which
falls nearly halfway between the conditions shown. The aerofoil
exhibits a “short” suction-surface separation bubble �see Ref.
�18�� that extends from roughly 0.61S /Smax to 0.78S /Smax or
0.74S /Smax at Reynolds numbers of 100,000 and 150,000, respec-
tively. PAKB is considered to be an aft-loaded airfoil, with a suc-
tion peak at approximately 0.50S /Smax. The suction-surface
boundary layer sees a gradual and consistent acceleration up to the
suction peak. The pressure surface boundary layer sees a decel-
eration up to 0.3S /Smax where it begins to accelerate toward the
trailing edge. It is commonly accepted that the static pressure
difference across the blade passage drives the migration of the
pressure leg of the horseshoe vortex toward the suction surface of
the adjacent blade �19–21�. The application of endwall contouring
is known to modify the static pressure distribution in the endwall
region �6,22� and to affect the formation of the secondary flow �8�.
The subsequent discussion focuses on the changes to the flow field
interpreted from the limiting streamlines of the oil surface flow
visualizations.

Flow visualization results. Figure 5 shows oil surface flow vi-
sualizations overlaid with interpreted separation streamlines for
the planar endwall. The nomenclature of Sieverding �19� is used
wherever possible. On the endwall �Fig. 5�a��, the flow enters the
figure from the right and exits nominally through the top. The
incoming stagnation streamline meets the primary separation line
S1 at the separation saddle point A1. S1 marks the separation of the
inlet boundary layer from the endwall. The incoming inlet bound-
ary layer fluid is funneled to either side of the blade where S1
meets the suction surface. The second major separation line on the
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Fig. 3 Spanwise variation in total pressure coefficient as mea-
sured with a Pitot probe 1.2Bx upstream of the leading edge at
y /s=0.5

Table 2 Summary of results

Location Flow quantity

Endwall

Planar Contoured

Inlet � /h 0.16
�� �mm� 1.9
� �mm� 1.6

H 1.2
CPo,1� 0.00025

Outlet Bx=1.40 CPototal
� �0.098 �0.091

CPoprofile
� �0.057 �0.054

CPosecondary
� �0.041 �0.037
Y total 0.043 0.039

Yprofile 0.024 0.023
Ysecondary 0.019 0.016

CSKE� 0.015 0.013
�2� �deg� �57.2 �57.1

�MS2
� �deg� �57.7 �57.6
q2� /qMS1

� 2.304 2.326
qMS2
� /qMS1

� 2.312 2.332
AVR 0.979 0.988

Mixed out CPototal
� �0.117 �0.108

CPoprofile
� �0.058 �0.055

CPosecondary
� �0.059 �0.053
Y total 0.052 0.047

Yprofile 0.025 0.024
Ysecondary 0.027 0.023
�2� �deg� �57.7 �57.6

�MS2
� �deg� �57.7 �57.6
q2� /qMS1

� 2.259 2.281
qMS2
� /qMS1

� 2.309 2.329
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Fig. 4 Loading distribution measured by Mahallati et al. †13‡
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endwall, S2, corresponds to the liftoff line of the horseshoe vortex.
The horseshoe vortex is wrapped around the leading edge of the
aerofoil downstream of S2. The area between the airfoil leading
edge and S2 has the least pigment in every endwall photograph
taken during the flow visualization study. Observing the formation
of the endwall oil flow pattern, it was found that the first shearing
of oil occurred away from the leading-edge/endwall-junction to-
ward S2. This suggests that the surface shear stress is highest there
and is congruent to the findings of Praisner and Smith �23�.

The pressure legs of the separation lines �S1P and S2P� travel
across the blade passage; in doing so, the pressure leg of the
horseshoe vortex related to S2P evolves into the passage vortex.
S1P and S2P encounter the suction surface of the adjacent blade at
high angle of attack; this results in what Sieverding �19� refers to
as a “strong interaction.” The consequence of a strong interaction
is the formation of the corner vortex at the endwall/suction-
surface junction marked by S3. S3 appears to have its origin just
downstream of where the suction leg of the primary inlet bound-
ary layer separation �S1S� meets the suction surface. Hodson and
Dominy �24� found that the growth of the corner vortex can be
seen as the distance between S3 and the suction surface increases.
The size and strength of the corner vortex are driven by the cross-
flow within the blade passage. The intensity with which the corner
vortex is energized can be seen as surface streamlines are directed
toward S3 and the angle of incidence they make with it. The cor-
ner vortex would be energized most if the surface streamlines met
the suction surface at a right angle. The new boundary layer that
forms downstream of the pressure leg of the horseshoe vortex is

swept toward the suction surface by the pitchwise cross-passage
flow �shown schematically by the large arrow�. Near the exit of
the cascade, at about midpitch, significant surface streamline cur-
vature occurs as the new boundary layer falls under the influence
of the lower static pressure near the suction-surface/endwall-
junction �highlighted shown by the small arrows�.

The suction-surface flow visualization is shown Fig. 5�b� with a
ruler marking the approximate fraction of suction-surface length
from the leading edge. Figure 5�b� shows three dominant separa-
tion lines and two reattachment lines. S5 and R5 mark the separa-
tion and reattachment of the suction-surface boundary layer. The
reattachment of the corner vortex separation �S3� is marked by R3.
S4 is typically associated with the passage vortex, while S2S is the
extension of the suction leg of the horseshoe vortex that has been
swept off the endwall. As the suction leg of the horseshoe vortex
works its way toward the trailing edge, it migrates toward mid-
span until it encounters the suction-surface separation �S5� where
it appears to vanish. The smoke flow visualizations of Wang et al.
�25� have shown that the suction leg is lifted from the endwall by
the passage vortex and is wrapped around it. This notion has also
been suggested by other researchers �26–28�.

The suction-surface flow visualizations show an appreciable
distance between the S2S and S4 separation lines. Several research-
ers �24,25,27,29� support the notion that this region is filled with
inlet boundary layer fluid that has been directed there by the pri-
mary inlet boundary layer separation S1. In the present study,
when the endwall flow visualizations were conducted and no oil
was applied to the suction surface of the blade, most of the oil

Fig. 6 „a… Endwall and „b… suction-surface oil surface flow vi-
sualization for the contoured endwall

Fig. 5 „a… Endwall and „b… suction-surface oil surface flow vi-
sualization for the planar endwall
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from the endwall pooled against S3 and was slowly convected
toward the trailing edge. This buildup of oil is clearly seen in Fig.
5�a�. On occasion it was observed that a small amount of oil was
swept off the endwall onto the suction surface of the airfoil and
was convected toward the trailing edge between S2S and S4. It is
believed that the wall induced vortex as shown in Fig. 7 is com-
prised of inlet boundary layer fluid.

The application of the contoured endwall did not change the
underlying flow physics given that the separation and reattach-
ment lines of Fig. 5 are also seen in the oil surface flow visual-
izations of Fig. 6. Consequently the same vortical structures are
present in both flows. The contouring affects the local static pres-
sure on the endwall by means of streamline curvature �22�. A
convex curvature locally accelerates the flow, thus reducing the
local static pressure. A concave wall curvature causes a relative
diffusion of the flow, thereby raising the local static pressure.
Valley V1 �Figs. 2 and 6�a�� represents one such concave curva-
ture, and the local diffusion of the flow can be seen by the in-
creased distance between S1P and S2P relative to Fig. 5�a�. The
increased static pressure, compared with that of the nominal end-
wall height, caused the initial separation of the inlet boundary
layer �marked by S1P� to move upstream. When observing the
formation of the pattern in that region, it was found that the oil
approached stagnation at the upstream turning of S1P and was
slowly swept toward the suction surface along the separation line.
This feature is similar in appearance to the endwall boundary
layer separation of Ingram et al. �10� but does not seem to harm
performance.

The contouring reduces the cross-passage flow and influences
the formation of the corner vortex marked by S3. As with the
planar case, S3 has its origin downstream of where S1S meets the
suction surface; however, the corner vortex remains small over a
much larger fraction of the suction surface. The new intrapassage
boundary layer that forms downstream of S2P is relatively un-
swept compared with the planar case �shown by the large arrow�.
The endwall flow visualizations of Ingram et al. �30� also showed
a reduction in cross-flow for both contoured endwalls tested. In
Fig. 6�a� of the current work, the angle of incidence of the intra-
passage boundary layer is almost tangent to the suction surface.
This results in a weak convergence �19� that imparts little energy
to the corner vortex. Just downstream of the large arrowhead, the
contouring begins to blend back to the nominal endwall height in
the direction of the outlet metal angle. In doing so the flow is
accelerated, the static pressure drops, and the surface streamlines
turn abruptly toward the suction surface of the blade. As a result
the corner vortex is energized. A similar increase in cross-flow
near the exit of the cascade was documented by the endwall sur-
face flow visualizations of Hartland et al. �8� for their contoured
endwall. The influence of the contouring on the cross-passage
flow and its effect on the roll-up of the passage vortex will be
discussed further with regard to the pneumatic probe measure-
ments presented below.

The suction-surface oil flow visualization for the contoured
endwall is presented in Fig. 6�b�. The endwall height is shown by
the solid white line as the blades are recessed into the contoured
endwall. In comparison to the planar case, S2S and S4 are driven
further toward midspan near their origins by the higher local static
pressure at the suction-surface/endwall-junction resulting from the
presence of valley V1. The penetration height of S4 at the trailing
edge has been reduced; this is a sign of a reduction in passage
vortex size.

Pressure probe results. Figure 7�a� shows line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient overlaid with a flood of streamwise vor-
ticity coefficient measured at the trailing edge plane for the planar
endwall. The view is looking upstream with the passage suction
surface on the left and pressure surface on the right. The stream-
wise vorticity is derived from the incompressible Euler equations
as per Gregory-Smith et al. �31�. It is a property that is useful for

identifying vortical structures and quantifying their strength and
sense of rotation. For the right-handed coordinate system selected,
the passage vortex has negative vorticity �clockwise rotation�
about the streamwise direction. Two counter-rotating vortical
structures are evident; the corner vortex located where the suction
surface meets the endwall, and the wall induced vortex located
near the blade suction surface beginning at about 8% up the span.

Figure 7�b� depicts an interpretation of the vortical structures as
they exist just upstream of the trailing edge plane of the cascade
and their relationship to the separation and reattachment lines dis-
cussed above. The corner vortex is bound by S3 and R3 and has a
sense of rotation opposite to that of the passage vortex. The wall
induced vortex is rooted at S4 and also has a counterclockwise
sense of rotation. The dotted arrows show the direction in which it
is believed that low momentum fluid is convected into the second-
ary flow structure. The application of endwall contouring is
thought to reduce this convection process leading to lower losses.
This will be discussed with relation to the pressure probe mea-
surements presented next.

The seven-hole probe traverse data for the 0.63Bx plane are
presented in Fig. 8. The thumbnail in the center of the figure
highlights the location and pitchwise extent of the measurement
plane. The figure contains two different types of plots, showing
the modifications to the flow field caused by the application of
endwall contouring. Secondary velocity vectors are superimposed
with a flood of negative streamwise vorticity coefficient �C�s� for
the baseline and contoured endwall in Figs. 8�a� and 8�c�, respec-
tively. The secondary velocity vectors show the components of
velocity on a plane normal to the mass-averaged flow velocity
vector �primary flow direction�. Streamwise vorticity is convected

Fig. 7 „a… Line contours of total pressure loss coefficient su-
perimposed with flood of streamwise vorticity and „b… inter-
preted vortex structure at the trailing edge plane „1.00Bx…
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with fluid particles, thus enabling these plots to track the passage
vortex in subsequent figures. Note that the peak of negative vor-
ticity �Fig. 8�a�� does not coincide with the point about which the
secondary velocity vectors revolve. The profiled endwall in Fig.
8�c� exhibits a weaker passage vortex; no distinct peak of negative
vorticity is obvious. The other plots in Fig. 8 �Figs. 8�b� and 8�d��
display line contours of total pressure loss coefficient �CPo� over-
laid with a flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient �CSKE�.
The secondary kinetic energy coefficient is the kinetic energy as-
sociated with the secondary velocity vectors normalized by the
kinetic energy on the inlet centerline of the cascade. Thus CSKE
illustrates the strength of the cross-flow near the endwall, whose
peak is approximately 2.7 times stronger for the planar endwall.
The pitchwise cross-flow is believed to be responsible for rolling
up the boundary layer near the endwall, and this process appears
more advanced for the planar case judging from the CPo contours
of Figs. 8�b� and 8�d�. Hartland et al. �8� also found weaker cross-
flows and less convection into the suction-surface corner resulting
from the application of their profiled endwall; they attribute this to
an alleviation of the cross-passage static pressure gradient in the
early part of the passage.

Figure 9 shows the secondary flow structures at 71% axial
chord. The passage vortex has strengthened for the planar endwall
in Fig. 9�a� relative to Fig. 8�a� �note the change in scale for the
C�s flood contours�. The contoured case �Fig. 9�c�� is beginning to
show a peak of negative vorticity near the suction surface at z /h
=0.06, yet its strength is weaker than that of the planar endwall. In
Fig. 9�b�, the planar endwall exhibits stronger pitchwise cross-
flow as determined by CSKE, and the roll-up of the secondary flow
is more advanced because of the high secondary kinetic energy
that existed upstream near the endwall in Fig. 8�b�. The core of
high total pressure loss is starting to rise away from the endwall,
displaced by higher energy fluid convected from the pressure side
of the passage. The bottom left corner of Fig. 9�b� shows a high
loss region, marking the existence of the corner vortex. The pres-
ence of the corner vortex is expected at this axial location judging
from the surface flow visualizations of Fig. 5�a�. The loss con-

tours of Fig. 9�d� show no evidence of a corner vortex or an
appreciable loss core associated with the roll-up of the boundary
layer.

Figure 10 shows the traverse results from a plane located at
80% axial chord. In Fig. 10�a�, the planar endwall has a large
kidney shaped mass of fluid with high negative vorticity, while the
contoured endwall generates two distinct accumulations of fluid
with negative vorticity and milder magnitudes �Fig. 10�b��. The
contours of CSKE for the planar endwall show two discrete peaks,
the first, located near the endwall at y /s=0.22, is linked to the
pitchwise cross-flow as discussed above. The second peak, located
near the suction surface at z /h=0.06, is related to spanwise flow
away from R3 toward midspan. Examining the loss contours of
Fig. 10�c� reveals a lobe of lossy fluid marked by the CPo
=−0.50 line that is displaced off the suction surface of the blade
by fluid that has been convected into the corner, across the limit-
ing streamline connecting S3 and R3, and up the blade suction
surface. To the authors’ knowledge, this has not been documented
previously.

The secondary kinetic energy coefficient in Fig. 10�d� has a
peak value approximately 68% that of the planar endwall. This
peak is associated with spanwise flow up the blade suction sur-
face. Also noteworthy is the appearance of the corner vortex form-
ing at the suction-surface/endwall-junction, but its evolution has
been delayed relative to the planar case. The delayed evolution of
the corner vortex was discussed above in relation to the flow
visualization results of Figs. 5�a� and 6�a�.

By the trailing edge plane the contoured endwall is blended
back to the nominal endwall height. This has a significant effect
on the pitchwise cross-flow, which is now stronger for the con-
toured endwall for the first time �Fig. 11�d��. The strong cross-
flow energizes the corner vortex, which in a short streamwise
distance has grown to a size and strength comparable to that of the
baseline case. Nevertheless, the planar endwall has stronger span-
wise flow associated with the peak of CSKE located near the suc-
tion surface at z /h=0.08 �Fig. 11�c��, which will continue to con-
vect fluid away from the endwall downstream of the blade

Fig. 8 Secondary velocity vectors with flood of streamwise vorticity coefficient „C�s… and „„b… and „d…… line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient „CPo… with flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient „CSKE… at 63% axial cord
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passage. The application of endwall contouring results in a 31%
reduction in peak strength of the passage vortex at the exit plane
of the cascade as determined by the streamwise vorticity.

The exit traverse plane was measured 140% Bx downstream of
the leading edge of the cascade, and the results are presented in
Fig. 12. The projection of the trailing edges is shown as dashed
lines at y /s=0 and y /s=1. Overall the flow fields for the two test
cases appear similar, but several features are worth discussing.

The peak negative vorticity that is associated with the passage
vortex has been reduced by about 10% by the profiled endwall.
The area of the traverse plane that contains fluid of negative vor-
ticity is smaller; thus it can be said that the contouring reduces the
overall size and strength of the passage vortex. To the left and
slightly above the passage vortex is a core of fluid with positive
vorticity. The origin of this fluid is unclear; however, it has been
suggested that it is the shed vorticity from the trailing edge �24� or

Fig. 9 Secondary velocity vectors with flood of streamwise vorticity coefficient „C�s… and „„b… and „d…… line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient „CPo… with flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient „CSKE… at 71% axial cord

Fig. 10 Secondary velocity vectors with flood of streamwise vorticity coefficient „C�s… and „„b… and „d…… line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient „CPo… with flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient „CSKE… at 80% axial cord
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that it is the wall induced vortex described above �27�. The peak
strength of this counterclockwise rotating vortex has been reduced
by about 20% relative to the planar endwall. The fact that the peak
vorticity of these two structures is linked suggests a physical con-
nection between them. It is plausible that this positive vorticity is
generated in the blade suction-surface boundary layer between R3
and S4 �see Fig. 7�b��, induced by the passage vortex. Near the

endwall and to the left of the trailing edge projection lines, there
are two cores of positive vorticity. These are the corner vortices of
the passage measured �near y /s=0� and the adjacent passage in
the cascade �near y /s=1�. The strength of the corner vortex is
comparable in Figs. 12�a� and 12�c�.

The floods of secondary kinetic energy coefficient in Fig. 12
display the same trend that had developed by the trailing edge

Fig. 11 Secondary velocity vectors with flood of streamwise vorticity coefficient „C�s… and „„b… and „d…… line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient „CPo… with flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient „CSKE… at the trailing edge plane

Fig. 12 Secondary velocity vectors with flood of streamwise vorticity coefficient „C�s… and „„b… and „d…… line contours of total
pressure loss coefficient „CPo… with flood of secondary kinetic energy coefficient „CSKE… at 140% axial cord
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plane. Near the endwall, the contouring generates higher second-
ary kinetic energy resulting from the overturning developed in the
aft part of the passage. Away from the endwall, a distinct peak of
secondary kinetic energy exists between the two vortical struc-
tures discussed above. This kinetic energy appears to belong to the
spanwise flow up the blade suction surface that was evident at the
trailing edge. Inspection of the secondary velocity vectors of Fig.
12 reveals that the spanwise flow has been turned clockwise and
that the degree of turning seems proportional to the strength of the
passage vortex.

The total pressure loss contours of Figs. 12�c� and 12�d� have
peaks of similar magnitudes except along the endwall. The highest
losses for both the flat and profiled cases occur near the endwall,
marked by the liftoff of the corner vortex. The next loss core from
the endwall, located further toward midspan, is linked to the pas-
sage vortex. The peak loss in these cores is almost identical for the
two cases �within the error of the experiment�. The most substan-
tial difference in loss is seen in the third loss core located farthest
from the endwall and roughly in line with the wake. This lossy
fluid is comprised of suction-surface boundary layer fluid that has
been displaced by the passage vortex, and fluid that has been
convected into the suction corner and up the blade surface by the
cross-flow and spanwise flow. It is unclear what happens to the
wall induced vortex at the trailing edge of the blade; it may find
itself in this loss structure or it might be wrapped around the
passage vortex. In the latter case, its location could be lost due to
the resolution of the measurement grid. The peak loss of this third
structure is comparable between the planar and contoured con-
figurations; however, the size of the structure has been reduced
with the contouring. The reduction in size is believed to be a result
of less convected fluid, as shown by the dashed arrows of Fig.
7�b�.

The exit flow of the cascade is analyzed by pitchwise mass-
averaging in Fig. 13. The total pressure loss coefficient is normal-

ized by the outlet dynamic pressure at midspan. The contouring
produces slightly higher losses from the wall out to 10% span, and
the two configurations have almost equal loss over the next 6%.
From 16% to 34% of span, an appreciable loss reduction is
achieved by the profiled endwall as discussed above. Between
32% and midspan, a slight increase in loss is measured for both
configurations as a result of the inlet total pressure surplus dis-
cussed in regard to Fig. 3. The mass-averaged and mixed-out
mass-averaged exit flow results are summarized in Table 2. The
endwall contouring reduces the mixed-out Y total by 9.6% and
mixed-out Ysecondary was reduced by 14.8%.

Figure 13�b� shows that the blade row produces a classic
over/underturning of the flow. The application of contouring in-
creases the overturning at the endwall by 1.8 deg and reduces the
maximum underturning by 1.3 deg. The mixed-out mass-averaged
flow angle was unchanged within the error of the experiment.

The secondary kinetic energy distribution for the blade row is
presented in Fig. 13�c�. The high CSKE near the endwall is a direct
consequence of the flow overturning there. The peak between
z /h=0.1 and z /h=0.2 results from the underturning as well as the
spanwise flow as discussed above. At the downstream measure-
ment plane, endwall profiling has the effect of increasing the sec-
ondary kinetic energy near the endwall and reducing it between
10% and 20% of span. Overall, the measured mass-averaged CSKE
has been reduced by 13%.

4 Conclusions
Experimental results have been presented documenting changes

to the flow field as a result of the application of nonaxisymmetric
endwall contouring. In broad terms, the results confirm what has
been shown by a number of earlier researchers; endwall contour-
ing is an effective means of reducing endwall losses.

Endwall contouring reduces the strength of pitchwise cross-
passage flow near the endwall and spanwise flow up the suction
surface of the blade, resulting in a weaker passage vortex. The
weaker passage vortex delays the roll-up of the secondary flow
and reduces the amount of fluid convected into it.

This paper has also put forth a detailed interpretation of the
three dimensional flow field within the blade passage of a PAKB
linear cascade, further expanding the database for this established
research airfoil. The interpretation is based on oil surface flow
visualizations and a series of intrapassage seven-hole pressure
probe measurements.

Finally, the results presented herein lay the ground work of a
research program investigating secondary loss reduction for high-
lift turbine airfoils. Future publications will examine the effect of
overall loading level and loading distribution on loss reduction
mechanisms and build on the discussions put forth.
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Nomenclature
AVR 	 axial velocity ratio=uMS2

� /uMS1
�

Bx 	 axial chord
C 	 true chord length

CP 	 static pressure coefficient= �P− PCL1
� /qCL1

CPo 	 total pressure coefficient= �Po− PoCL1
� /qCL1

CPoprofile 	 profile pressure loss
coefficient= �PoMS2

� − PoMS1
� � /qMS1

�
CPosecondary 	 secondary loss coefficient=CPototal

−CPoprofile
CPototal 	 total pressure loss

coefficient= �Po2�− Po1�� /qCL1
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Fig. 13 Pitchwise mass-averaged results for the 140% Bx mea-
surement plane: „a… total pressure loss coefficient, „b… outlet
flow angle, and „c… secondary kinetic energy coefficient
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Cq 	 dynamic pressure coefficient= �Po− P� /qCL1
CSKE 	 secondary kinetic energy

coefficient=SKE /qCL1
C�s 	 streamwise vorticity coefficient=�s ·C /VCL

H 	 boundary layer shape factor=�� /�
h 	 blade span
q 	 dynamic pressure=1 /2
V2

Re 	 Reynolds number=
VCLC /�
P 	 static pressure

Po 	 total pressure
S 	 separation streamline

S /Smax 	 fraction of surface length
SKE 	 secondary kinetic energy=1 /2
�vsec

2 +wsec
2 �

s 	 blade pitch
u, v, and w 	 axial, pitchwise, and spanwise components of

velocity
V 	 velocity

vsec ,wsec 	 normal components of the secondary velocity
vector

Yprofile 	 mass-averaged profile loss coefficient= �CPoMS1

�

−CPoMS2

� � /qMS2
�

Ysecondary 	 mass-averaged secondary loss
coefficient=Y total−Yprofile

Y total 	 mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient
= �CPo1

� −CPo2
� � /q2�

� 	 pitchwise flow angle
� 	 stagger angle

�� 	 displacement thickness
� 	 dynamic viscosity
� 	 momentum thickness

 	 density

�s 	 streamwise vorticity=�x cos ��+�y sin ��
�x 	 x-component of vorticity= ��w /�y�+ ��v /�z�
�y 	 y-component of vorticity=1 /u�v ·�x+ �1 /
�

���Po /�z��

Subscripts
1, 2 	 cascade inlet and outlet
CL 	 midspan value mass averaged over one blade

pitch
MS 	 midspan
S , P 	 suction or pressure leg of the separation

streamlines

Superscripts
� 	 pitchwise mass-averaged value
� 	 mass-averaged value

Abbreviations
H 	 hill
R 	 reattachment
S 	 separation
V 	 valley
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Investigation of Loss Generation
in an Embedded Transonic Fan
Stage at Several Gaps Using
High-Fidelity, Time-Accurate
Computational Fluid Dynamics
The blade-row interaction (BRI) rig at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Compressor
Aero Research Laboratory, has been simulated at three axial gaps between the highly
loaded upstream stator row and the downstream transonic rotor using TURBO. Previous
work with the stage matching investigation (SMI) demonstrated a strong dependence of
mass flow rate, efficiency, and pressure ratio on the axial spacing between an upstream
wake generator and the downstream rotor through the variation of the axial gap. Several
loss producing mechanisms were discovered and related to the spacings, referred to as
close, mid, and far. In the SMI work, far spacing had the best performance. The BRI
experiments were a continuation of the SMI work with the wake generator replaced with
a swirler row to turn the flow and a deswirler row to create a wake by diffusion. Results
of the BRI experiments showed a performance degradation between mid- and far spac-
ings, which was not observed in SMI. This trend is seen in the numerical work as well,
and the time-averaged data show that the majority of this performance change occurred
in the rotor. An unsteady separation bubble periodically forms and collapses as shocks
reflect through the stator passage, creating additional aerodynamic blockage. The shed
vortices induced by the unsteady loading and unloading of the stator trailing edge are
chopped, with a frequency related to the spacing, by the rotor leading edge and ingested
by the rotor. Once ingested the vortices interact in varying degrees with the rotor bound-
ary layer. A treatment of the loss production in the BRI rig is given based on the time-
accurate and time-averaged, high-fidelity TURBO results. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3072522�

1 Introduction
As part of an ongoing effort to increase stage loading and effi-

ciency, the Air Force Research Laboratory �AFRL�, Compressor
Aero Research Laboratory �CARL�, has been conducting experi-
mental and computational research on transonic compressor
blade-row interactions. The stage matching investigation �SMI�
was the first such effort and was intended to characterize the effect
of blade-row spacing on the interaction between a downstream
transonic rotor and an upstream wake generator in a simulated
compressor stage. The results of the investigation demonstrated
the reduction in pressure ratio, mass flow rate, and efficiency with
axial spacing between the blade rows. As a continuation of this
effort, the blade-row interaction �BRI� rig has been tested and
several simulations have been completed to further quantify and
analyze the interaction mechanisms that occur in highly loaded,
embedded transonic fan stages. The SMI and BRI rigs were de-
signed to permit the stator-to-rotor axial spacing to be set to three
values—“close,” “mid,” and “far.” The major differences between
the BRI fan and SMI core rotors are fewer blades �28 versus 33�,
higher tip speed �414.53 m/s versus 341.37 m/s� resulting in an
increased tip relative Mach number �1.389 versus 1.191�, and the
hub relative Mach number being supersonic �1.100 versus 0.963�.

The SMI rig, described in detail by Gorrell et al. �1�, was de-
signed to have a variable number of upstream wake generator

stators upstream of the transonic rotor. Because the rotor was
designed for incoming axial flow, the wake generator was uncam-
bered. In order to produce a wake through base drag, which was
representative of the 2D total pressure loss of an upstream fan or
compressor stage, the trailing edge was designed to be blunt. As a
first attempt to understand the blade-row interactions, the wake
generator geometries were designed with the goal of simplifying
the flow field. As reported by Gorrell et al. �2� the SMI rig test
documented that the axial spacing between an upstream stator and
downstream transonic rotor had a significant effect on stage per-
formance. Time-accurate simulations by Gorrell et al. �3� of the
SMI experiment revealed some important aspects of the produc-
tion of additional loss. At close spacing the rotor bow shock was
chopped by the wake generator trailing edge and formed a pres-
sure wave on the upper surface of the wake generator that propa-
gated upstream until it weakened. The bow shock was oblique as
it interacted with the wake generator trailing edge, but the result-
ing pressure wave that formed was turned more normal to the
wake generator blade surface. The resulting moving shock pro-
duced an entropy rise. The magnitude of loss production was af-
fected by the strength of the bow shock and how much it turned as
it interacted with the trailing edge of the wake generator. At far
spacing the rotor bow shock degenerated into a bow wave before
it interacted with the stator trailing edge and no significant pres-
sure wave formed on the stator upper surface. For this condition,
no additional loss was produced.

Additional details of the unsteady flow environment were ana-
lyzed with measurements using digital particle image velocimetry
�DPIV� and with refined time-accurate simulations using the 3D,
unsteady, Navier–Stokes computational fluid dynamics �CFD�
solver TURBO by Gorrell et al. �4�, Turner et al. �5�, and

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
the JOURNAL OF TURBOMACHINERY. Manuscript received September 18, 2008; final
manuscript received October 28, 2008; published online September 17, 2009. Re-
view conducted by David Wisler. Paper presented at the ASME Turbo Expo 2008:
Land, Sea and Air �GT2008�, Berlin, Germany, June 9–13, 2008.
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Estevadeordal et al. �6�. Generally there was excellent agreement
between the measurements and simulations, instilling confidence
in both. At close spacing vortices were shed from the trailing edge
of the upstream stationary blade row in response to the unsteady,
discontinuous pressure field generated by the downstream rotor
bow shock. Shed vortices increased in size and strength and gen-
erated increased loss as spacing decreased, a consequence of the
effective increase in rotor bow shock strength at the stationary
blade-row trailing edge. A relationship for the change in shed
vorticity as a function of rotor bow shock strength was presented
that predicts the difference between close and far spacing TURBO
simulations.

The BRI rig, shown in Fig. 1, was a variation of the AFRL SMI
rig. The BRI rig used much of the same hardware with the main
difference being the replacement of the blunt, uncambered wake
generator of the SMI rig with two upstream stator rows, called the
swirler and deswirler. These rows generated a wake by diffusion
and the deswirler had realistic stator trailing edge geometry. As
the axial inlet flow passed through the swirler row, a tangential
velocity was introduced to the flow. By adjusting the stagger angle
of the swirler, the incoming flow angle to the deswirler row was
adjusted and gave control to the loading experienced by the sec-
ond blade row. Additionally, the swirler row could be clocked
relative to the deswirler to control the pitchwise position of the
wake from the first blade row and to optimize the total pressure
loss at the entrance of the rotor. The highly loaded deswirler stator
row then created a wake and returned the flow to axial for entry
into the rotor. A downstream stator row was also present. The
BRI investigation focused on the effect of changing the swirler
stagger angle, the stator-to-rotor axial spacing, and the operating
condition.

With a more realistic upstream stator design, the BRI experi-
ments were able to address the question of whether the interaction
observed between the rotor bow shock and the SMI wake genera-
tor was a product of the blunt, thick trailing edge or if the behav-
ior would occur with any stator geometry. Langford et al. �7�
showed that large vortices can be produced from the passing of a
shock over the thin trailing edge of an upstream stator in a cas-
cade. van de Wall et al. �8� showed numerically using TURBO
that this occurred in both the cascade and in a turbomachinery
stage.

List et al. �9� and List �10� discussed the high-fidelity TURBO
simulations in detail and showed many of the interaction effects
that were found in BRI. As axial spacing was decreased from far
to close the strength of the rotor bow shock as it impinged on the
deswirler trailing edge increased. This caused an unsteady loading
followed by an immediate unloading, which caused vortex shed-
ding with the strength of the vortex related to the strength of the
bow shock. During this interaction, the shock was turned normal
to the flow on the pressure side of the deswirler within the region
close to the blade. This effect was the same as in SMI and the
forward propagating normal pressure wave, supersonic in the rela-
tive frame, created an additional entropy rise. The remainder of
the bow shock set up a reflected train of high gradient pressure
waves, which then interacted with the suction side of the

deswirler. As discussed in Refs. �7,8� with respect to the upstream
stator, the suction side of the deswirler row separated periodically
and then collapsed, causing an additional thick wake to be shed.
This wake, combined with the shed vortices from the trailing edge
were ingested by the rotor with some of the wake being chopped
by the rotor leading edge, dependent on spacing, and the remain-
der passing through the bow shock, causing the loss across the
shock to be amplified. Varying amounts of interaction occurred
between the wake from the deswirler and the rotor boundary layer.

2 Numerical Approach
The solver used during this work, TURBO, is a 3D, viscous,

unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� solver and
has been previously discussed by Chen and Whitfield �11� and
Chen et al. �12–15�. It employs a finite volume Roe scheme to
obtain up to third order spatial accuracy and an implicit time
integration to obtain second order temporal accuracy. The two-
equation turbulence model, the NASA/CMOTT k-� model, has
been specially developed for turbomachinery calculations by Zhu
and Shih �16�. TURBO integrates to the wall in the case of y+
�10.5 and otherwise uses wall functions. The turbulence model
includes a near-wall damping term, which allows the use of the
k-� model at this resolution. TURBO has been shown to run on
8996 processors using message passing interface �MPI�.

Phase-lag methodologies offer solutions restricted to the neigh-
boring blade row’s blade passing frequency and higher harmonics.
This generally causes an aliasing of many of the unsteady fre-
quencies experienced within turbomachinery flow. As noted by
Van Zante et al. �17� phase-lag is inadequate for the resolution of
circumferential variation and effects from other blade rows within
the same frame of reference. Since the primary features of interest
in the BRI simulations are the interactions occurring between the
deswirler and rotor, it was important to capture all of the frequen-
cies associated with those interactions and model correct blade
counts. By removing the downstream stator blade row it was pos-
sible to model a quarter-annulus section of the rig including eight
swirlers, eight deswirlers, and seven rotor passages. These are
based on the correct blade counts for the three blade rows, 32, 32,
and 28, respectively. In addition to allowing a periodic computa-
tion, the simulation of only the first three blade rows in BRI
allowed additional refinement in the region between the deswirler
trailing edge and rotor leading edge, the region of interest. The
reduction in required computational resources when moving from
four blade-row simulations to three row simulations was also cru-
cial in allowing additional spanwise resolution to capture radial
migration of the flow. The simulation of three blade rows instead
of four was justified by the results of the SMI simulations by
Gorrell et al. �2�, which showed that the performance in two
blade-row and three blade-row simulations in the SMI rig was
very similar. Simulations presented in Refs. �3,4� showed excel-
lent agreement between the measured efficiency difference and
the two blade-row CFD. While the BRI rig is very different, the
focus was on the loss production in the first three blade rows.

2.1 Computational Grid. The computational grids used in
this study were single block H-grids. The turbomachinery grid-
ding system �TGS� �18� was used to create elliptically smoothed
meshes for each blade passage. In order to maintain a consistent
cell size in the gap between the deswirler trailing edge and the
rotor leading edge, a pure H-grid block with point counts propor-
tional to gap size was appended to the deswirler row. This allowed
the meshes for each blade passage to be identical between close,
mid-, and far spacings. Figure 2 shows an axisymmetric view of
the midspacing computational domain.

Table 1 gives the dimensions used for the baseline blade pas-
sages. For simplicity, the grids of the swirler and deswirler were
identical in each spacing, with an appropriately sized block at-
tached to the inlet or the outlet. The rotor grids were identical. The
difference between the tangential spacing of the deswirler and the

Fig. 1 Blade-row interaction rig
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rotor gave comparable cell sizes and allowed wake capture in the
rotor. The final grid dimensions are given in Table 2. Gorrell et al.
�3� suggested that the level of resolution of the interface between
blade rows caused a loss of accuracy in the SMI simulations. The
resolution of the BRI simulations was more than double in the
tangential direction and almost 1.5 times the radial resolution.
Note that the final grid for the SMI rotor �33 blades� was 189
�71�81 nodes in the axial, radial, and tangential directions, re-
spectively. The initial grids for the upstream wake generator �24
blades� used 61 nodes in the tangential direction. This grid had
adequate resolution because the trailing edge thickness was so
large. The improved resolution in later SMI simulations �4� and in
BRI has had a particularly positive effect on the propagation of
wakes and vortices through the sliding interfaces. The meshes
used in the current BRI simulations are also finer than those used
by van de Wall et al. �8�, who used 385�80�160 nodes in each
passage. The resolution, as noted in Ref. �4�, was essential for the
capture of wake shedding and transport.

In addition to these grids, for all spacings a pure H-grid block
was merged upstream of the swirler, and for mid- and far spac-
ings, a block was appended to the deswirler row. The blocks were
sized appropriately to obtain 225 mm of grid upstream of the rotor
leading edge to match the end of the bellmouth; the rotor passage
extended axially 83 mm downstream of the rotor leading edge to
move the exit boundary condition half a chord length downstream
of the trailing edge. The axial spacing of the block appended to
the deswirler was set to maintain the resolution from the exit of
the primary deswirler grid all the way to the rotor interface plane.
The resultant grid sizes were quite large. Table 2 shows the final
grid point counts and the CPU resources needed to run each of the
fine quarter-annulus cases. Close spacing, totaling over 140
�106 grid points required 784 processors, midspacing with over
156�106 points required 848 processors, and far spacing with
more than 166�106 points required 912 processors.

Both the swirler and the deswirler blades had a hub and tip
clearance. This clearance was not gridded but instead modeled as
described by Kirtley et al. �19�. Van Zante et al. �20� employed
this condition with success. A wall boundary condition was used
across the appropriate expanse of the gap to simulate the presence
of a button at the swirler hub and hardware connections at the
swirler tip and the deswirler hub and tip. The rotor tip clearance

was also treated with this clearance model. Four cells were placed
in the hub gap region and eight cells were placed in the tip gap
region to capture the tip flows.

2.2 Initialization and Boundary Conditions. Freestream
conditions were used as an initial condition for each of the simu-
lations. Various techniques were used, including reduced accuracy
and finer time steps, in order to pass the initial transients. The flow
required roughly two full revolutions to set up and approximately
ten revolutions to converge. The actual time to converge was
shown to be related to the wave speeds in the axial direction by
List �10�.

An isentropic inlet was used with a total pressure and total
temperature profile matching that of the rig just upstream of the
swirler row. A freestream turbulence intensity was also specified
at 2%. The proper numerical application of the inlet profile and
turbulence intensity by TURBO has been confirmed in the analy-
sis. Between blade rows an interface boundary condition is used
to interpolate the flow solution in a time-accurate sense to the
neighboring grids. At the exit, a mass flow rate imposition was
used as a boundary condition. Periodicity is assumed tangentially
at the extents of the quarter-annulus mesh.

2.3 Simulations. The TURBO simulations corresponded to
the peak efficiency configuration for the hardware rig. Close,
mid-, and far spacings were each run to their corresponding mass
flow rates. The simulations were run second order accurate in time
and third order in space. TURBO employed six Newton subitera-
tions with three Gauss–Seidel passes at each subiteration. TURBO
was executed on the Air Force Research Laboratory Major Shared
Resource Center �AFRL MSRC� SGI Altix and HP Opteron sys-
tems, each with 2000 batch-processing CPUs.

Previous work by van de Wall et al. �8� used a coarser compu-
tational mesh and recommended 800 time steps per blade passing
period to fully resolve the vortex propagation through the rotor
passage. The BRI simulations have been obtained for 120, 160,
and 320 time steps per blade passing. Although these temporal
resolutions are lower than was required by van de Wall et al. �8�,
the additional grid resolution was able to compensate in the cap-
ture of the vortex propagation. Axial grid refinement at the exit of
the deswirler and the inlet of the rotor was critical for the capture
of the shed vortex physics.

3 Results
The quantities used to discuss loss are the change in entropy

level, �s, and the entropy flux, as defined in Eq. �1� and described
by Gorrell et al. in Refs. �3,4�. This parameter includes an axial
momentum term and more clearly defines flow features such as
vortex shedding and fluid wakes.

sflux =
�u�s

Cp
�1�

In the SMI experiments and numerics, the dominant blade-row
interaction effects, which caused a performance decrease, sub-
sided as the axial spacing between blade rows was increased. The
experimental effort for BRI, described by Estevadeordal et al.
�21�, showed that midspacing had the highest efficiency and mass
flow rate. Far spacing had slightly lower efficiency and close
spacing was the least efficient. The performance data for BRI are
given in Table 3. This trend was mirrored in the computational
effort and suggests that the loss mechanisms are augmented by the

Fig. 2 Axisymmetric view of midspacing computational
domain

Table 1 Typical BRI grid sizes

Axial Radial Tangential

Swirler 223 101 151
Deswirler 256 101 201
Rotor 391 101 226

Table 2 Total BRI grid nodes and number of CPUs

Total �close� Total �mid� Total �far�

Swirler 4,926,073 4,468,543 4,011,013
Deswirler 5,197,056 7,328,661 9,358,761
Rotor 8,924,966 8,924,966 8,924,966
No. of CPU 784 848 912

Table 3 BRI experimental results

Close Mid Far

Mass flow rate �kg/s� 14.846 14.892 14.840
Pressure ratio 2.057 2.061 2.078
Efficiency �%� 81.748 82.067 81.979
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diffusion of the deswirler row. The results of the three blade-row
CFD simulation were scaled by a constant factor of approximately
0.93 to fit with the overall four blade-row experimental efficiency,
shown in Fig. 3 as previously presented by List �10�.

3.1 Time-Accurate Solutions. Time-accurate analyses of
data sets of this size require special postprocessing capabilities. A
parallel visualization tool, as described by List et al. in Ref. �22�,
was used to extract planes and isosurfaces of data from the solu-
tions of each of the three spacings. These surfaces were then ani-
mated using TECPLOT or ray-tracing software. Unsteady visualiza-
tion of flow features, particularly the interactions between the
rotor and the deswirler wake, has been crucial in the understand-
ing of the loss generation in BRI. In addition to using unsteady
visualization, viewing successive blade passages within a single
time-step can also give information about the unsteady phenom-
ena. Due to the enforcement of the periodic boundary conditions
and the relative blade counts between the rotor and the upstream
blade rows the passages exhibit a time-lag.

Figure 4 shows contours of entropy flux for a single time-step
at midspan. This shows a time-accurate representation of the
propagation of the swirler and deswirler wakes into the rotor pas-
sages. From left to right, close, mid-, and far spacings are pre-
sented. Each of the spacings exhibits the key loss producing
mechanisms discussed by Gorrell et al. �2–4� with regard to the
SMI simulations. These include the stronger vortices shed at close
spacing, the propagation upstream along the pressure surface of
the chopped rotor bow shock, a strengthening of vortices ingested
into the rotor as they pass through the bow shock, and wake-

chopping by the rotor leading edge. These mechanisms were dis-
cussed for the numerical simulations by List et al. �9,10� and
experimentally by Estevadeordal et al. �21�.

The wake-chopping seen in Fig. 4 for close spacing results in
larger vortex structures interacting with the blade surface bound-
ary layer. The spacing between the deswirler and rotor is small
enough that many of the vortices are chopped by the rotor leading
edge, but many also pass only through the rotor bow shock. As
this process occurs, the vortices are broken down and travel along
both surfaces of the rotor. Based on observation in unsteady visu-
alization that the vortices primarily travel along the pressure or
suction side in close spacing, it is appropriate to state that this
interaction is of principle importance in the detriment of effi-
ciency. The snapshot of far spacing also indicates an interaction
between some of the vortices and the rotor boundary layer. Be-
cause the wakes of the swirler and deswirler have additional time
to mix with the core flow, the tangential extent of the wakes en-
tering the rotor passage is greatly increased from either close or
midspacing. This mixing, however, spreads the wake such that a
portion of the vortices travel down the center of the passage. In
the midspacing simulations, most of the vortices propagated
downstream through the center of the passage.

An additional region of loss has been observed in each of the
simulations. A separation bubble periodically forms and collapses
on the suction side of the deswirler aft of 50% chord. The forma-
tion of this separation region is affected by shock and pressure
wave reflections and the corresponding interactions with the
suction-side boundary layer and amplified by the deswirler’s dif-
fusivity. A similar separation region was discussed by Langford et
al. �7� and van de Wall et al. �8�. The spanwise extent of this
region varies in time. As the region collapses, additional vortices
are shed along with a thicker wake from the deswirler trailing
edge. This wake has a higher loss and tends to interact with the
rotor pressure and suction surfaces.

3.2 Time-Averaged Solutions. Analysis of the time-averaged
flow field for the three BRI simulations revealed specific charac-
teristics, which contribute to the resulting efficiency, pressure ra-
tio, and mass flow rate behavior. The time-averaged behavior of
the flow as expressed by �s is given as a mass-averaged distribu-
tion in Fig. 5 and a circumferentially averaged rotor exit profile in
Fig. 6, taken upstream of where the stator leading edge would be
in a simulation including the stator. The distribution of entropy
shows that at the trailing edge of the deswirler, for each respective
spacing, far spacing has the lowest entropy level. At the rotor
leading edge, however, the entropy levels for close and far spac-
ings are consistent and midspacing is the lowest. Within the rotor
passage the values of entropy in far spacing follow the same trend
as midspacing but close spacing diverges indicating a greater per-
formance detriment. This behavior indicates that the mechanisms
of greatest importance in this investigation are the deswirler wake

Fig. 3 Comparison of CFD efficiencies to experimental
efficiencies

Fig. 4 Entropy flux contours at midspan for „a… close, „b… mid-, and „c… far spacings
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behavior and the resulting interaction with the rotor flow field.
From the entropy exit profile the radial variation of the flow can
be observed. The regions that differ are below 25% span, at mid-
span, and above 80% span. Comparison of the exit profile of
entropy with the exit profile of efficiency showed that there was a
nearly linear correlation between the entropy and the efficiency,
thus making it appropriate to discuss performance in terms of
entropy and entropy flux. Figure 7 demonstrates this point show-
ing that the core flow matches this assumption and deviates only
at the hub and tip for all three cases.

Contours of loss given in Fig. 8 shows the extent of a region of
high loss associated with the suction-side boundary layer. The
blade-to-blade extent of this region in midspacing is less signifi-
cant than that of far or close spacing. It is known that the wake of
the upstream deswirler does interact with the rotor suction and
pressure surfaces. The extent of this region implies that the fre-
quency of interaction, which occurs on the suction surface, is
highest in close spacing and smallest in midspacing.

An analysis of the momentum in the deswirler passage showed
that the momentum is greater in midspacing than the others
throughout the majority of the deswirler passage. The region of
momentum deficit near the suction side is minimum in midspac-
ing indicating that the separation region in close and far spacings
is larger in the time-averaged sense. This accounts for the differ-
ence in the entropy distribution given in Fig. 5 aft of the deswirler

trailing edge. There is also additional momentum deficit in the
swirler wake in close spacing. The shedding of the swirler trailing
edge is likely more heavily influenced by the rotor blade passing
frequency in close spacing than in mid- and far spacings.

The extent of the wake exiting the deswirler and its effect on
the rotor inlet is shown in Fig. 9. Two distinct regions of loss are
apparent in the flow: first the swirler wake, which in close and
midspacings is a separate region at roughly 35% pitch from the
left �suction� side. The second is the deswirler wake visible at 0%
pitch. Close spacing has the strongest and most distinct wakes for
both upstream blade rows. This coherent wake results in smaller,
stronger vortices being chopped by the rotor leading edge. At
midspacing the wakes have mixed out to an extent and the swirler
wake begins to interact more with the deswirler wake. Far spacing
shows that the effects of the two wakes have merged into a wide
region of loss. This region is being ingested by the rotor and
results in a circumferentially larger loss region in the rotor pas-
sage. The majority of the differences between the spacings occur
at the same radial location as the suction-side separation bubble.
Additionally, the region between the swirler wake and 100% pitch
exhibits stronger loss in close and far spacings but the core flow in
midspacing maintains a lower loss level.

Figure 10 gives contours of �s at midspan for close, mid-, and
far spacings in the rotor. The time-average values confirm the
discussion regarding where the ingested vortices travel through
the rotor passage. The concentration of entropy in the center of the
passage in midspacing indicates that this was the highest fre-
quency path for the stronger wake components. Far spacing also

Fig. 5 Time-averaged entropy distribution through the compu-
tational domain

Fig. 6 Time-averaged entropy profile at the rotor exit

Fig. 7 Near linear relationship between efficiency and entropy

Fig. 8 Time-averaged entropy flux contours at midspan of the
rotor near 50% chord
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shows a larger amount of entropy generation in the center of the
passage than close spacing. This figure near the suction side of
each passage also gives perspective to the extent of the region
shown in Fig. 8. At higher spans the high entropy regions tend
toward the suction side in all three spacings as seen in Fig. 11. A
region of high entropy also exists aft of 50% chord on the pressure
side.

Figure 12 is an aft to fore view of an isosurface of entropy flux
in the rotor passage �i.e., looking through the exit of the rotor
passage�. The isosurface level is 0.0123 and corresponds to the
higher entropy region seen at midpitch in midspacing in Fig. 10.
This is colored by radial vorticity. As discussed regarding Fig. 9,
the loss region entering the rotor is stronger in close spacing. As
the wakes are chopped by the rotor leading edge and modulated
by the bow shock it can be observed that the spanwise extent is
greater than either mid- or far spacing. The region is also confined

to the pressure surface of the rotor. Midspacing has a wider isos-
urface of loss, but has the smallest spanwise extent and addition-
ally is concentrated near the center of the passage. Recalling that
the additional time to mix with the core flow for the far spacing
wakes created a wider region of loss, the entropy flux surfaces
show that the loss in the rotor passage is wider than in midspac-
ing. This region is also slightly greater in spanwise extent just aft
of the bow shock.

4 Conclusions
A numerical investigation of the BRI rig using the solver

TURBO has been carried out for one configuration at three spac-
ings. The results have been used to explain the experimental data
taken. The resolution of the grids used in this study enabled the
capture of shed vortices initiated by interaction between the tran-

Fig. 9 Time-averaged entropy flux contours at an axial cut upstream of the rotor leading edge for „a… close, „b… mid-, and
„c… far spacings

Fig. 10 Time-averaged absolute entropy contours at midspan for „a… close, „b… mid-, and „c… far spacings

Fig. 11 Time-averaged absolute entropy contours at 85% span for „a… close, „b… mid-, and „c… far spacings
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sonic rotor and the upstream stationary deswirler row. The major-
ity of the grid clustering focused on keeping consistent cell sizes
in the region between the deswirler and the rotor which would
provide good resolution of the vortex cores. The temporal reso-
lution required was on the order of 9000 per rev due to the grid
density. It was shown that midspacing exhibited the best perfor-
mance due to the propagation of the wakes primarily through the
center of the rotor passage. Far spacing behaves in much the same
way but has a loss region entering the rotor with greater pitchwise
extent, accounting for the performance deficit with respect to mid-
spacing. The loss region associated with the closest axial spacing
is greatest in spanwise extent and is concentrated closer to the
pressure side of the rotor passage where it interacts with the
boundary layer. Resultantly, close spacing has the lowest effi-
ciency of the three spacings. The mechanisms seen in the BRI
simulations were consistent with many of the mechanisms seen in
SMI. The strength of the rotor bow shock, and thus axial spacing
between blade rows, directly affected the strength of the shedding
vortices and the wake behavior from the upstream blade rows. As
a direct consequence, the path of the wake migration through the
rotor passage impacts the rotor pressure ratio and efficiency. The
understanding of these mechanisms will ultimately lead to design
systems which account for the blade-row interactions of transonic
turbomachinery.
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Nomenclature
� � density
u � flow axial velocity

Cp � specific heat
�s � change in absolute entropy

sflux � entropy flux
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Web-Based, Interactive
Laboratory Experiment in
Turbomachine Aerodynamics
Remote laboratory exercises are gaining popularity due to advances in communication
technologies along with the need to provide realistic yet flexible educational tools for
tomorrow’s engineers. Laboratory exercises in turbomachinery aerodynamics generally
involve substantial equipment in both size and power, so the development of remotely
controlled facilities has perhaps not occurred as quickly as in other fields. This paper
presents an overview of a new interactive laboratory exercise involving aerodynamics in
a linear cascade of stator blades. The laboratory facility consists of a high-speed fan that
delivers a maximum of 2.5 kg/s of air to the cascade. Traversing pneumatic probes are
used to determine pressure profiles at upstream and downstream locations, and loss
coefficients are later computed. Newly added equipment includes cameras, stepper mo-
tors, and a data acquisition and control system for remote operation. This paper presents
the laboratory facility in more detail and includes discussions related to user interface
issues, the development of a virtual laboratory exercise as a complement to experiments,
and comparative evaluation of virtual, remote, and local laboratory exercises.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3106030�

1 Introduction
In engineering education, laboratory exercises provide critical

training in a variety of topics. When students perform a laboratory
exercise in the traditional sense �i.e., locally�, they receive a com-
plete impression of being in the laboratory hall as they use all
their senses to identify the devices and their functions. This state
of local attendance of a laboratory exercise allows students to gain
a so-called “hands-on” experience. In the field of turbomachinery,
laboratory exercises are often large and expensive, so it is not
practical for each educational institution to have a full ensemble
of equipment that covers all relevant fields. Many educational
institutions are also revamping their curriculum to offer added
flexibility in time and place to their students �e.g., distance edu-
cation�. Both of these facts point to the strong need for developing
new and advanced laboratory exercises that can be run remotely.
One may of course argue on the issue of the usefulness of remote
laboratories. Some researchers doubt that remote laboratories can
provide students with practical experience in the learning process
�1�. Others believe that remote laboratories are not the best edu-
cational tools, but still in cases where there are not sufficient
laboratory facilities, remote laboratories can be a good compro-
mise �2�. In the end everyone agrees that remote laboratories can-
not replace hands-on experience that would ideally be provided to
students as practical training whenever possible, but they can be
used in cases where laboratory facilities are not sufficient or not
accessible. This point is primarily addressed to countries and in-
stitutions that lack laboratory facilities and to people that cannot
have access to the laboratory, either because they have to travel
long distances, have limited access due to physical disabilities,
etc.

It should be mentioned that remote laboratories are not the only
alternative to traditional laboratory exercises. Simulations are also
a good way for the students to couple theory and practice.

Pedagogically sound simulations are sometimes more difficult

to design than remotely controlled facilities, but they are easy
distributed to many users at a low cost �2�. Another point of com-
parison between simulations and remote laboratories is that when
developing a simulation, the developer often introduces artificial
elements in order to make it more realistic �2�. This is due to the
fact that reality always is more complicated and “uncertain” than
theory. On the contrary, a remote laboratory developer tries to
minimize complications by making the laboratory as easy to con-
trol as possible so that the remote user will be able to perform it
without problems. Since remote laboratories are real, the devel-
oper has to deal with all the difficulties that one meets in a tradi-
tional laboratory exercise; there is no need to introduce the above-
mentioned elements artificially.

Remote laboratory exercises have another important advantage
as compared with simulations: The fact that the experiment is
“real” provides a tremendous boost to the student’s level of inter-
est. The student is thus much more motivated and engaged, which
in turn should enhance the pedagogical experience. That is why
remote laboratories have been called “second best to being there”
�1�. Indeed, this expression embodies a governing philosophy be-
hind remote laboratories and their success as measured in peda-
gogical terms. In designing remote laboratories, it is also impor-
tant to ensure that the user has the feeling of performing an
experiment, which is real and not virtual �3�.

This paper presents an overview of a newly developed interac-
tive laboratory exercise in turbomachinery aerodynamics. The fa-
cility has been developed by the Division of Heat and Power
Technology at KTH within the framework of the I-Labs Project, a
collaborative effort between KTH, Stanford University, and the
Learning Lab of Lower Saxony �L3S�. KTH has been very active
in the development of e-learning material in turbomachinery, e.g.,
CompEdu �4�, and the new remote facility continues in this tradi-
tion.

2 Description of Remote Laboratory Facility and
Laboratory Exercise

Currently, KTH students studying for degrees in Mechanical
Engineering or Energy Technology have the opportunity to ac-
quire some understanding about specific topics such as turboma-
chinery aerodynamics. This is accomplished by means of lectures
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given as a part of the elective course “Thermal Turbomachines”
and by related laboratory exercises. For example, in the laboratory
exercise “Flow Losses in a Linear Cascade,” students are given
the opportunity to experience realistic experiments with high air
mass flow rates and to use appropriate instrumentation to study
the characteristics of airfoils. Students more clearly understand
the influence of the turbine cascade on the flow and the resulting
pressure losses due to this. In addition, the students performing
this laboratory exercise can see the blades of the stator of the
turbine cascade, their shape, and orientation first hand, and they
thus form an understanding of the influence of these factors on the
fluid dynamics in turbomachinery.

Figure 1 shows details of the linear cascade facility. As men-
tioned previously, it consists of a single row of blades attached on
the grid holder. The grid holder is supported by movable sidewalls
of the cascade that are situated below it. This arrangement allows
for the inlet flow angle to be varied to provide different inlet
conditions of the flow �i.e., angle of attack�. Two aerodynamic
probes are used to measure pressures upstream �four-hole probe�
and downstream �five-hole probe� of the cascade. A stepper motor
controlled micrometer moves the probes along the pitch direction
�Fig. 1, top left�. A compressor located in the basement of the
laboratory hall supplies the airflow �2.5 kg/s maximum at a pres-
sure just above ambient�. When the compressor is in operation, air
is driven through a horizontal pipe toward the test facility. After
the stagnation chamber at the end of the horizontal pipe, the flow
changes direction to vertical. Finally the flow passes through the
test section and after it blows out to the laboratory room.

3 Outline of Laboratory Exercise Procedure
To initiate the experiment, the compressor is turned on and the

airflow passes through the cascade. �At this point, it is important
to say that for safety reasons there is always a qualified technician
present to start up the compressor�. After the desired airflow is
attained the next step is to observe the manometers connected to
the aerodynamic probes and turn these until the pressure readings
become stabilized. Then the following measurements are taken:

�1� flow inlet angle
�2� angle of the downstream probe at the point where the pres-

sure difference is zero
�3� the upstream stagnation pressure
�4� the downstream stagnation pressure

After the above measurements are taken the probes are moved
to a different position along the pitch direction. When the readings
in the manometers become stable again, the same measurements
are recorded for the new position. Students use the experimental
data with relations given for determination of pressure losses in a

linear turbine cascade. The pressure loss coefficient � 1 is calcu-
lated for the different positions and illustrated in a diagram with
the measuring positions in the horizontal axis �5�.

4 Remote Laboratory Features
Figure 2 shows a schematic of the interconnectivity of the re-

mote laboratory. Currently remote users with reasonably good In-
ternet connections �preferably at least 0.1 Mbyte/s� have the op-
portunity to run this laboratory exercise.

An online web service was created to support the remote users
and contains the necessary information about the laboratory. To
further enhance learning, this remote online laboratory exercise
was integrated into CompEduHPT �4,6�.

Some of the key features of this remote laboratory exercise
include the following:

• live streaming video, which allows direct observation of ex-
periment

• remote control and data acquisition
• instant feedback and suggestions during laboratory opera-

tion
• online communication �chatting� between students
• online scheduling, allowing multiple students to efficiently

use laboratory facilities
• detailed explanation of laboratory for instructor �both

printed and online�
• online instructor tools for evaluating students’ performance
• online documentation: laboratory description, procedure,

and background theory

5 Hardware Configuration
To access the laboratory remotely, the main hardware compo-

nents introduced to the existed laboratory were stepper motors,
stepper motor controllers, pressure transducers, hardware video
server, and communication cameras.

6 Automation of Probe Motion
In this laboratory exercise the remote user can control the

movement of the two pressure probes. The two probes are each
placed upstream and downstream of the cascade blades. The re-
mote user needs to rotate each probe to follow the angle of the
flow, which is different for every position along the pitch direc-
tion, in order to correctly measure the stagnation pressure. When
the probes are placed in the correct pitchwise angle it means that
they are perfectly aligned with the direction of the flow and mea-
surements for the stagnation pressure can take place.

Two stepper motors are connected with each one of the probes
to take care of this rotation. Figure 1 shows the motion require-
ments of probes 1 and 2.

The remote user also needs to move the probes along the pitch
direction in order to obtain measurements with different charac-
teristics, i.e., different downstream flow angles, different loss co-
efficients, etc. In order to achieve this, a stepper motor was in-
stalled to enable this linear motion.

7 Pressure Measurements
The pressure measurements in the traditional laboratory exer-

cise were obtained via liquid manometers. In the remote labora-
tory there are pressure transducers as well as liquid manometers.
These pressure transducers provide the remote user with data in
digital form, which is conveniently assimilated in the web-based
program. The reason to keep the liquid manometers comes from
the pedagogical considerations of the project.

1The pressure loss coefficient �=1−�, where the efficiency of flow through a
stator of turbine, �, is the ratio between actual kinetic energy and ideal kinetic energy
�5�.

Fig. 1 Existing linear cascade laboratory facility
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8 Live Video Streaming
Two communication cameras were installed around the rig, in

different arrangements, to capture and transfer image from differ-
ent viewing angles. This system comprises of the following com-
ponents:

�1� Canon communication camera �VC-C4�
�2� Canon communication camera �VC-C4R�
�3� video server �AXIS 2400�
�4� audio server �AXIS 2191�

These communication cameras have their own internet protocol
�IP� addresses. They are connected to the network as network
devices and they have a built-in software for a web server, file
transfer protocol �FTP� server, FTP client, electronic mail client,
etc. They also have the capability of running scripts, i.e., small
programs. In order to transmit images captured from these cam-
eras over the network, a network video server has been installed.
The video server connects in parallel with the existing equipment

and transmits original video over a computer network. Using
built-in serial ports these servers can control pan/tilt/zoom �PTZ�
cameras. Network video servers also have digital inputs and out-
puts. The inputs can be used to trigger the server to start transmit-
ting images. Figure 3 shows the user interface that was developed
to link the home page of the project with the two communication
cameras and the interface by which the remote user can control
the movement of the cameras.

9 Laboratory Control Interface
To control the equipment and data acquisition the laboratory

user interface was designed with software “LABVIEW remote
panel.” �To access the remote panel for the first time the remote
user must install the LABVIEW runtime engine on the remote user’s
computer.� Figure 3 shows the control panel �along with several
subpanels�, including the live video image of the test rig from the
side of the rig and above from the rig. Figure 4 shows the live
video image of the test rig from the side of the rig. The user has

Fig. 2 Schematic of remotely control online laboratory exercise

Fig. 3 Remote laboratory user interface
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PTZ control, and clicking on the image will render a centered
image about that point.

Figure 5 shows the live video image of the test rig from the
above. Again, the user has full PTZ control for this camera.

Three critical buttons—quit, help, and sound on/off—are lo-
cated conveniently in the upper right hand corner of the screen
�Fig. 3�. The chat and message window can be see in the lower
left.

10 Safety
Safety issues were taken in to consideration since the laboratory

operates with a high-speed fan that delivers a maximum of 2.5
kg/s of air to the cascade. There is technician available to operate
the high-speed fan while the remote user accesses the laboratory.
This is arranged with the help of laboratory reservation system.
Since remote users have full control over many physical pro-
cesses, safety issues �equipment, system, and human� have to be
considered very carefully �1�.

Before starting this laboratory, students are provided ample
background information and theory via CompEdu and the labora-
tory’s homepage. Prior to the remote laboratory exercise it is
obligatory to perform the virtual exercise. Afterwards they can
request the permission to run the remote laboratory from the labo-
ratory assistant at KTH. Students then log on the web service with
the provided username and password �Fig. 6�.

Once they are ready they can reserve convenient time for them
at remote laboratory reservation system, which is in the remote
laboratory web service �Fig. 7�.

Quizzes test the knowledge of the students relative to the theory
and virtual laboratory experience. After successful completion of
this section students then have the possibility to go to remote
laboratory exercise or the laboratory control panel �Fig. 3�.

11 Evaluation of Virtual, Remote, and Local Labora-
tory Exercises

The goal of the evaluation effort is �a� to improve the laboratory
technology, �b� to answer general questions in technology-

Fig. 4 Live video image of the side camera

Fig. 5 Live video image of the top camera

Fig. 6 Login page to the remote laboratory
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enhanced learning, and �c� to identify success factors for cross-
continental remote laboratory usage. To clearly explain the details
of the evaluation process, it is suitable to first define the terms we
use for our laboratories. Virtual laboratory is a computer simula-
tion of a laboratory that helps to prepare to operation of the �ex-
pensive� real facility. Measurements are simulated by a prere-
corded real set of data acquired from a previous session. Remote
laboratory is a real laboratory operated distantly and measure-
ments are taken distantly. Local laboratory is a real laboratory
operated in traditional way with measurements taken locally. The
laboratory procedures are nearly the same for virtual laboratory,
remote laboratory, and local laboratory, so no further comments
are needed on this aspect.

Virtual laboratories attempt to artificially emerge a learner into
experimental environment without the synchronous use of the ac-
tual hardware �2�. Virtual laboratories can simulate several aspects
of experimental work, such as visual settings/environment, the
phenomena studied, measurement devices, and measurement pro-
cesses. Learners have direct influence on parameters of the simu-
lated experimental work, so that output depends on certain
learner-defined values. Simulated experimental output, including
data visualization and analysis, can be a part of the virtual labo-
ratory as well.

The linear cascade virtual laboratory is based on collected real

measurements. In many ways it resembles the remote laboratory
although video images and audio are not included. Figure 8 shows
a screen snapshot of the virtual laboratory. In this exercise, pres-
sure readings are interactively simulated. Students can change
probe positions and orientation toward airflow direction just as it
is in the real laboratory exercise. Simulated measurements have
real irregularities in data output, so that learners can see the dif-
ference between the theoretical pressure drop profile and the real
one. The virtual laboratory interface consists of several panels
controlling atmospheric condition measurement, probe position-
ing, manometers, probes/cascade positioning visualization, probe/
flow angular setting, and profile loss graphical representation �Fig.
8�.

Initially the virtual laboratory exercises in CompEduHPT, in-
cluding the linear cascade virtual laboratory, were intended as a
prelaboratory experience for the students to prepare themselves
for a more effective real hands-on laboratory exercise, and serve
also as an extremely useful tool for the students when they pre-
pare themselves for the exam �6�. With introduction of CompEdu-
HPT for distance learning the learning paradigm for the virtual
laboratories is widening. Now it can be used as a substitute for
real laboratory experience in cases when access to real facilities is
not possible in any form �remote or local�.

Fig. 7 Laboratory reservation page at remote laboratory
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12 Evaluation Conditions
The first part of the evaluation compares the remote laboratory

against the virtual laboratory in order to clarify the role of these
learning techniques and to compare their effectiveness in the edu-
cational process. The comparison also helps to understand how far
one can be a substitute of the other.

The second part of the evaluation considers the remote labora-
tory versus the local laboratory. This study explores the educa-
tional impact �advantages/disadvantages� of offering a remote
laboratory to students instead of the traditional exercise. The
evaluation takes into consideration the fact that the remote labo-
ratory is not a full-value substitute of the local laboratory. For this
case, comparisons were broken down into two phases. In phase I,
the virtual laboratory was evaluated separately by a group of 20
students. After performing the virtual laboratory, the students were
given a questionnaire and were interviewed for the topics related
to their experience in experimental work �motivation level,
knowledge in measurement techniques, computer literacy, etc.�.
Their personal approach toward the use of computerized educa-
tional tools was measured. Finally the knowledge gain during the
laboratory performed was evaluated. Aspects related to motivation
changes were also considered. Phase II served for direct compari-
son between the remote laboratory and the virtual laboratory. The
key issue to be answered here relates to whether or not the virtual
laboratory fulfills an educational function close enough to a real
object of learner’s practical exercise.

The third part of the evaluation also included all the three labo-
ratory types in a training sequence virtual laboratory, remote labo-
ratory, and local laboratory. Here, an additional 20 students at-
tending the Fluid Machinery course at KTH participated.

13 Evaluation Results
Comparison between students’ usage of the remote laboratory

and the virtual laboratory revealed that interfaces of both the labo-
ratory should not necessarily be the same. This contradicted our
first assumption that similarity of interfaces would increase moti-
vation to study and learning efficiency. In fact, diversity of inter-
faces increases the interest/motivation for learning as well as

learning efficiency. Learning efficiency is increased, because dif-
ferent interfaces might represent different approaches on solution
of the same problem offering more information to learn.

Somewhat surprisingly, the remote laboratory was found to
have several advantages compared with the local laboratory. The
remote laboratory was generally found to be more comfortable to
perform. Users reported that they had more control over the labo-
ratory environment. It is possible to switch off the sound from the
laboratory, which is mainly noise from the high mass flow air-
stream. The sound creates a tangible feeling of power, especially
when the compressor starts, but it can be disturbing if students do
not have possibility to switch it off or at least to reduce the vol-
ume. It is very difficult for the students to communicate with each
other and with the instructor while working as a group. Students
expressed this difference as more comfortable feeling when doing
the remotely controlled laboratory. �Some of these aspects could
be overcome with the use of headsets and microphones during the
local laboratory exercise.� The evaluation revealed another impor-
tant advantage of the remote laboratory. When the students con-
duct the real laboratory, they have no possibility to look into the
linear cascade from the outlet of the airflow, because it might be
dangerous, noisy, and physically impossible �strong dynamic
force from the moving air�. But it is important to see how the
pressure probe changes its position along the cascade. This is
possible in the remote laboratory—the camera is installed just
from the front of the outlet so that it can zoom on the probe.
Movements of the probe can be seen very clearly with the camera
system.

Students reported the feeling of reality in the remote laboratory
as “close,” which is mainly because there is realistic sound and
the possibility to view the laboratory from two video cameras
installed in the laboratory. Prior to starting the measurements the
learners can look around the laboratory using the cameras. Real-
istic sound gives the feeling of environment with real machines in
work. There were some smaller calls for improvements, namely, a
need for one more camera and coloring pressure measurement
liquid in glass tubes.

What is missing in the remote laboratory is that “the students
do not get their hands dirty.” This includes touch-sensory percep-

Fig. 8 Virtual laboratory user interface
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tion, specific spatial/dimensional perception, and feeling of
smells. The spatial/dimensional perception should be definitely
improved, in order to assure even higher proximity to real physi-
cal conditions. One simple idea would be to manufacture several
blade replicas in plastic and to send these by mail to the remote
user.

An additional advantage of remotely controlled laboratory com-
pared with the real laboratory is that the remote laboratory has
certain gamelike elements that might induce a learner’s interest.
This includes exploration of spatial conditions in unusual ways
�e.g., quests �7�� and uncertainty of action consequences. These
elements are unavailable or are reduced in real environment. The
presence of the elements in remote laboratory might increase mo-
tivation to learn and explore. Our evaluation showed that there
were no clear preferences for “having fun” when doing the remote
laboratory compared with the local laboratory. Some students
definitely found the remote laboratory to be the most fun, but
others preferred the local laboratory. Nevertheless this also means
that some sensory disadvantages of the remote laboratory can be
successfully compensated by additional motivational elements
based on game principles.

One part of our evaluation concerned time spent to become
familiar with interfaces and usage principles of the virtual labora-
tory, remote laboratory, and local laboratory. In our evaluation all
the three laboratories were performed in the same general se-
quence. We noticed great reduction in time needed to become
familiar with the remote laboratory compared with the local labo-
ratory. This supports important principle of positive transfer of
training �8�, which is the basis for aircraft staff preparation, for
example. But comparison of times spent to become familiar with
the virtual laboratory versus remote laboratory did not indicate the
positive transfer of training. The main reason for this is that the
laboratory simulation �virtual laboratory� is easier to complete
than the remote laboratory.

The conclusion from evaluation of the virtual laboratory was
that a simulation might well serve as a preparation phase to op-
eration of real laboratory �remotely or locally controlled�. It is
also a good means for learning, when real laboratory is not avail-
able. The evaluation showed that students definitely found it valu-
able to perform the virtual laboratory prior to remote laboratory
�9,10�.

14 Concluding Remarks
The virtual laboratory was reported to serve well as a prepara-

tory phase to the real laboratories �remote or local�. For the case
where the real laboratories are not available in any form, the vir-
tual laboratory still has a significant educational value for the
learners. Differentiation between interfaces of the virtual labora-
tory and remote or local laboratories was a suggested area of

improvement. Contact with reality in the remote laboratory is
much different from predetermined sequential action in the virtual
laboratory due to richer uncertainty factors and delayed responses
of the real objects. Gamelike properties of remote laboratory and
more comfortable conditions for performing the laboratory com-
pensate the disadvantages of physical separation. Results from the
student groups suggest that the remote laboratory is a positive
alternative to the traditional laboratory exercise. More data are
required to confirm this finding. Evaluation of these laboratories is
currently ongoing. In the near future student groups located
abroad �Finland and Sri Lanka, in particular� will be involved.
These evaluations will help us to ascertain the true value of this
remote laboratory and will hopefully assist others in establishing
new facilities.
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Effects of Reynolds Number and
Freestream Turbulence Intensity
on the Unsteady Boundary Layer
Development on an
Ultra-High-Lift Low Pressure
Turbine Airfoil
The effects of Reynolds numbers and the freestream turbulence intensities (FSTIs) on the
unsteady boundary layer development on an ultra-high-lift low-pressure turbine airfoil,
so-called T106C, are investigated. The measurements were carried out at both Tu
�0.5% and 4.0% within a range of Reynolds numbers, based on the blade chord and the
isentropic exit velocity, between 100,000 and 260,000. The interaction between the un-
steady wake and the boundary layer depends on both the strength of the wake and the
status of the boundary layer. At Tu�0.5%, both the wake’s high turbulence and the
negative jet behavior of the wake dominate the interaction between the unsteady wake
and the separated boundary layer on the suction surface of the airfoil. Since the wake
turbulence cannot induce transition before separation on this ultra-high-lift blade, the
negative jet of the wake has the opportunity to induce a rollup vortex. At Tu�4.0%, the
time-mean separation on the suction surface is much smaller. With elevated FSTI, the
turbulence in the wake just above the boundary layer is no longer distinguishable from
the background turbulence level. The unsteady boundary layer transition is dominated by
the wake’s negative jet induced boundary layer variation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3106031�

1 Introduction
The increasing demands for higher efficiency and lower weight

and cost of aircraft engine have led to the development of highly
loaded low-pressure �LP� turbine airfoils. Increasing the airfoil
loading results in a larger adverse pressure gradient on the rear
portion of the airfoil suction surface. Given the low Reynolds
numbers at the last stages of the LP turbine, the boundary layer
might be expected to separate from the airfoil suction surface.
However, the flow in turbomachines is essentially unsteady due to
the relative motion of the rows of airfoils. Since the flow is sub-
sonic, wakes from the upstream blade rows, which periodically
pass through a downstream blade row, provide the dominant
source of unsteadiness in the LP turbine. In this case, the wakes
can reduce the size of separation.

Meyer �1� was one of the first to use the idea of the negative jet
to explain the unsteady wake behavior in the blade passage. How-
ever, the wake convection in a blade passage is more complex.
Due to the nonuniform velocity/pressure field inside the blade
passage, the wake segment is distorted �2,3�. Hodson �4� and Ko-
rakianitis �5� showed that simple kinematics could be used to
explain the wake convection through downstream blade rows.
Since much of the boundary layer flow is laminar, one of the most
important consequences of this unsteadiness is the interaction of
the turbulent wakes with the suction side boundary layer of a
downstream airfoil.

The interaction between the unsteady wakes and the boundary

layer, especially the separated boundary layer, on the suction sur-
face has received much interest recently, such as Refs. �6–8�. This
interaction is important because the blade suction surface bound-
ary layer is responsible for most of the loss of efficiency and
because the combined effects of random �wake turbulence� and
periodic disturbances �wake velocity defect and pressure fields�
cause the otherwise laminar boundary layer to undergo transition
and eventually become turbulent. This will reduce or even prevent
the boundary layer separation caused by the large adverse pressure
graduate on the rear part of the airfoil’s suction surface �9�.

The literature on wake-boundary layer interaction, such as Refs.
�10,11�, was mainly conducted at low freestream turbulence inten-
sities �FSTI�. Under these flow conditions �Tu�1.0%�, the effect
of the unsteady wake on the boundary layer development is pos-
sibly more easily studied. There are few detailed studies on wake-
boundary layer interaction at more realistic engine conditions, i.e.,
Tu�3.0%. However, the unsteady boundary layer development at
high FSTI may be different than that at low FSTI. Some of the
observations and conclusions drawn from the measurement with
low SFTI may be no longer valid at realistic engine conditions.
Opoka and Hodson �12� are one of the few who have studied the
unsteady boundary layer developments at both low and high FS-
TIs. They concluded that the inlet freestream turbulence and the
Reynolds number were both important and related factors in that
they affected the unsteady transition process. The higher FSTI
prevented the formation of the suction surface separation bubble
on the highly loaded LP turbine airfoil under unsteady flow con-
ditions.

Further increase in the airfoil loading will increase the severity
of the adverse pressure gradient on the suction surface and the
distortion of the wake in the blade passage. Therefore, at elevated
FSTI, the suction boundary layer may still separate underneath the
passing wakes. In the current paper, the effects of both Reynolds
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number and the FSTI on the unsteady boundary layer develop-
ment on an ultra-high-lift LP turbine blade are investigated. The
measurements were carried out at both Tu=0.5% and 4.0% within
a range of Reynolds numbers between 100,000 and 260,000.

2 Experimental Facilities and Techniques
The reported work was conducted in a low-speed linear cascade

with a moving-bar system at the Whittle Laboratory. A schematic
of the T106C linear cascade test rig is shown in Fig. 1. The details
of the bar-passing cascade facility are presented in Table 1. The
cascade consists of five T106C profile blades with a chord of 198
mm, a span of 375 mm, and a pitch of 189.6 mm. The flow
turning angle is about 93 deg and the Zweifel coefficient is 1.19.
The Reynolds numbers based on the blade chord �C� and the
isentropic exit velocity �V2is� covered a range between 100,000
and 260,000.

To create more realistic LP turbine conditions, the FSTI can be
increased by placing a biplanar, cylindrical rod, turbulence grid in
the inlet to the test section. The turbulence grid, which was
deigned based on Ref. �13� with 8.0 mm cylindrical rods, was
placed at 520 mm upstream of the leading edge of the middle
airfoil. The turbulence intensity �Tu� and integral length scale ��x�
measured at the cascade inlet plane were about 4.0% and 12.9
mm, respectively.

A glass window on the sidewall provides the access for optical
measurements. The upstream unsteady wakes were generated by
moving bars with a diameter of 2.05 mm. The axial distance be-

tween the bar moving plane and the blade leading edge is 70 mm.
A flow coefficient ��=V1x /Ubar� of 0.83 and a reduced frequency
�fr=Ubar /sbarC /V2is� of 0.57 were chosen. A detailed description
of the T106C moving-bar linear cascade test rig can be found in
Ref. �14�.

The time-mean blade surface static pressure distributions were
measured by using a Scanivalve system. The surface static pres-
sure coefficient, Cp, is defined as the ratio of the local dynamic
head to the isentropic exit dynamic head, i.e.,

Cp =
P01 − Ps

P01 − Ps2
= � V

V2is
�2

�1�

where P01 is the inlet total pressure, Ps2 is the exit static pressure,
and Ps is the measured surface static pressure. The velocities V
and V2is are the measured local isentropic surface velocity and
isentropic exit velocity, respectively. Kulite SCX-062 fast re-
sponse pressure transducers were used to measure the unsteady
surface static pressure. Further details concerning the use of the
Kulite sensors can be found in Ref. �15�.

A constant temperature anemometry system was used for hot-
wire measurements. The boundary layer was surveyed by a Dan-
tec single-wire 55P15 boundary layer probe. The hot-wire was
calibrated in accordance with a modified form of King’s law. The
effects of the ambient temperature drift were taken into account
using the correction of Bearman �16�. Hot-wire traverses were
performed normal to the blade surface. In order to account for the
influence of the surface proximity on the cooling of the heated
wire, the Cox correction �17� was applied to the measured data.

A Lavision two-dimensional particle image velocimetry �PIV�
system was used for the PIV measurements. The schematic ar-
rangement of a PIV measurement system with the moving-bar test
rig is presented in Fig. 1. Two pulsed Nd:YAG �yttrium aluminum
garnet� lasers were used to produce two successive pulses of light
in order to illuminate the seeded flow field of interest in rapid
succession. A double frame 12 bit digital camera with a 1280
�1024 charge-coupled device �CCD� array was used to acquire
the two successive images of the illuminated flow through a 105
mm lens. The maximum data rate of the current PIV system was 7
Hz so it was not possible to capture a sequence of images within
one wake-passing period. An initial delay was applied to a trigger
signal generated by the bar passing thereby allowing the PIV im-
ages to be acquired at selected phases relative to the bar-passing
trigger. The flow was seeded by using a commercial vaporizing
fog generator. The acquired image pairs �300 at each phase� were
processed using LAVISION software. The initial interrogation win-
dow size was chosen as 32�32 pixel then 16�16 pixel final
interrogation window size with 50% overlap was used. Therefore,
a minimum spatial resolution of about 0.25 mm was achieved.

The profile loss coefficients �YP� of the linear cascade were
determined from a series of Pitot tubes placed upstream of the
bars and the pitchwise traverses of a Neptune probe that were
conducted at 0.5Cx downstream of the blade trailing edge. The
profile loss values given here include the measured loss and the
calculated mixing loss. In the case of unsteady flow conditions,
the change in stagnation pressure across the moving bars is sub-
tracted from the total loss to give the profile losses �6�.

3 Results and Discussions
The boundary layer development on the suction surface of the

T106C airfoils under steady and unsteady flow conditions was
investigated at Reynolds numbers covering a range between
100,000 and 260,000 with FSTIs of 0.5% and 4.0%. Figure 2
presents the measured total pressure loss coefficients at different
flow conditions. At low FSTI �Tu=0.5%�, under steady flow con-
ditions, there are high total pressure losses at low Reynolds num-
bers due to the large separation bubble on the suction surface. At

Fig. 1 Schematic of T106C moving-bar test rig with PIV mea-
surement system

Table 1 T106C bar-passing linear cascade details

Chord, C �mm� 198.0
Axial chord, Cx �mm� 170.0
Pitch, s �mm� 189.6
Suction surface length, S0 �mm� 264.7
Design inlet flow angle, �1 �deg� 32.7
Design exit flow angle, �2 �deg� 63.2
Incident angle, i �deg� �5.0
Zweifel coefficient, Zw 1.19
Bar diameter, dbar �mm� 2.05
Axial distance: bars to LE, d �mm� 70.0
Flow coefficient ��=Vx1 /Ubar� 0.83
Reduced frequency �fr= fbarC /V2is� 0.57
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high Reynolds numbers, the separated boundary layer transition
occurs earlier, which reduces the separation bubble size and re-
sults in smaller stagnation pressure losses.

The unsteady passing wakes periodically interact with the
boundary layer and induce earlier transition, which reduces the
total pressure losses. The elevated FSTI helps to reduce the blade
profile losses under steady flow condition to a level similar to that
under unsteady flow conditions with Tu=0.5%. Under unsteady
flow conditions with Tu=4.0%, the total pressure losses are fur-
ther reduced at all tested Reynolds numbers. The reduction at low
Reynolds numbers is larger than that at high Reynolds numbers.
The boundary layer development on the suction surface at Re2is
=130,000 and 210,000 with Tu=0.5% and 4.0% will be discussed
next.

3.1 Baseline (Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5%). As the base-
line, the boundary layer development under the flow conditions of
Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5% will be discussed first. Figure 3 pre-
sents the surface pressure coefficient �Cp� distributions. Under
steady flow condition, the boundary layer on the suction surface
separates at 51%S0, which is about 10%S0 downstream of the
suction peak, because of the large local diffusion that is required
to produce the high loading on the ultra-high-lift airfoil. Due to
the boundary layer transition in the separated shear layer, the flow
reattaches at about 75%S0, resulting in a separation bubble of a

length of about 24% of the suction surface length.
Under unsteady flow condition, the incidence of the incoming

flow was changed slightly due to the passing bars turning the inlet
flow. However, there is no significant difference in the time-mean
Cp downstream of 20%S0 except around the separation region.
The incoming wakes interact with the separation bubble and pe-
riodically change the separation bubble size, which can be identi-
fied from the difference between the time-mean Cp with and with-
out the unsteady wakes in the separation region. Due to the large
separation bubble existing at this low Re, the incoming wakes do
not have a noticeable effect on the distribution of the time-mean
Cp.

The unsteady pressure variations �normalized by the exit dy-
namic head� are also plotted in Fig. 3. There are large pressure
fluctuations in the time-mean separation region, i.e., between
50%S0 and 70%S0. The maximum fluctuation occurs at about
12%S0 downstream of the separation onset location and its mag-
nitude is about 60% of the exit dynamic head. The fluctuation
downstream the time-mean reattachment point �around 69%S0� is
still clearly visible. These fluctuations are caused by the rollup
vortex generated by the interaction between the wake’s negative
jet and the inflectional shear layer through a forced Kelvin–
Helmholtz mechanism �15�.

Figure 4 presents the traces of the ensemble-averaged unsteady
surface static pressure at different streamwise locations. The un-
steady pressure was normalized such that the traces vary between
0 and 1 to show the variation more clearly. Lines L, C, and T
indicate the leading, center, and trailing edges of the wake, respec-
tively, which are defined based on the freestream velocity as
shown in Fig. 7. The variation upstream of the time-mean separa-
tion point shows the effects of the wake’s negative jet on the
attached boundary layer. There is a low pressure associated with
the front part of the wake and a high pressure underneath the wake
center. As shown in Fig. 4�a�, the rollup vortex �the wiggles ap-
pearing in the signals� first occur at 63%S0. The vortex then con-
vects downstream along the blade surface at about 70% of the
local freestream velocity �14�. The signature of the rollup vortex
does not appear immediately downstream of the separation onset
location, which suggests that the vortex can form only when the
separation bubble reaches a certain height or length. The signature
of the vortices in the pressure traces becomes smaller after the
reattachment point. However, it is still clearly visible close to the
blade trailing edge.

The unsteady boundary layer on the suction surface was tra-
versed with a hot-wire at different streamwise locations. The
ensemble-averaged velocities, normalized by the exit freestream
velocity, at selected phase �t�� during one wake-passing period are
presented in Fig. 5 as contoured s-y diagrams. The abscissa shows
the normalized suction surface length �S /S0� while the ordinate is
the normal distance �Yn� above the airfoil suction surface. The
abscissa has been exaggerated by a factor of about 5.

At t�=1.00, the leading edge of the wake moves to 58%S0, i.e.,
approximately to the middle of the laminar part of the separation
bubble. The unsteady surface pressure presented in Fig. 4 shows
that the rollup vortex has been formed at this instant. Due to its
small size, the existence of the rollup vortex only is shown by the
raw velocity traces, which are presented in Fig. 7 and will be
discussed later. At t�=1.05, the wake’s negative jet has induced a
rollup vortex. This is visible in the ensemble-averaged velocity
data. The rollup vortex reduces the size of the “dead air” region
and forces the boundary layer away from the blade surface.

Since the rollup vortex convects downstream at about 70% of
the freestream velocity, it lags behind the wake’s leading edge as
it moves downstream, as shown at t�=1.10. At this phase, the
front part of the separation is covered by the positive or higher
unsteady pressure within the wake. The slope of the free shear
layer of the laminar part of the separation bubble is reduced. The
rollup vortex is located in the recovery region of the separation
bubble. At t�=1.20, the rollup vortex moves downstream of the

Fig. 2 Total pressure loss coefficients

Fig. 3 Time-mean surface pressure coefficient distributions
and unsteady pressure variations at Tu=0.5%
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boundary layer separation region, which can be detected from the
increased boundary layer thickness around 76%S0. At this phase,
the decelerating rear part of the wake covers the separation region.
The severity of the local adverse pressure gradient is reduced. The
slope of the free shear layer of the laminar part of the separation
bubble is further reduced. The height of the separation bubble
decreases but its length seems to be unchanged. As the wake
moves further downstream such as at t�=1.30, the turbulence in
the wake’s tail induces transition in the separated shear layer,
which forces the separated boundary layer to reattach earlier. The
separation bubble size continues to decrease due to the effects of

the wake-induced transitional region and the calmed region after it
�t�=1.40�. On this ultra-high-lift blade, the separation on the suc-
tion surface is never completely suppressed by the unsteady pass-
ing wakes.

Two-dimensional �2D� PIV measurements on the blade suction
surface have been conducted to further investigate the rollup vor-
tex. The measurements were taken using four sets of overlapping
images to cover the rear part of the suction surface. Figure 6
presents the normalized ensemble-averaged velocity contours in
the region of interest at selected phases �t�� during one wake-

Fig. 4 Normalized unsteady surface static pressures on the suction
surface

Fig. 5 Unsteady normalized velocity at selected instants on the suction
surface at Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5%
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passing period. The abscissa and ordinate show the PIV measure-
ment domain in real scale �i.e., in millimeters�. The abscissa has
been exaggerated by a factor of about 2. The normalized suction
surface length S /S0 is also indicated in the figures. The stream-
lines calculated from the measured 2D velocity vectors are shown
in the figures as well.

At t�=0.94, the front part of the wake just arrives into the
measurement domain, which can be detected from the accelera-
tion in the freestream. In the reversed flow region of the separa-
tion bubble, there is one vortex, labeled as A, with its center
located at the maximum boundary layer displacement location
�around 64%S0�. This vortex is associated with the reattachment
of the separated boundary layer. At t�=0.98, the wake’s negative
jet interacts with the inflectional or separated shear layer and one
rollup vortex, labeled as B, is generated. At this instant, the center
of the rollup vortex B is located at 58%S0 and midway between
the blade surface and the boundary layer edge. Once formed, the
vortex convects downstream at about 70% of the local freestream
velocity, as shown in Fig. 4. While traveling downstream, the
rollup vortex becomes larger in size and locally increases the
boundary layer thickness, as shown at t�=1.01. At t�=1.04, the
rollup vortex merges with the existing vortex A in the separation
reverse flow region and gets even stronger. The maximum peak-
to-peak variation in the unsteady surface pressure shown in Fig. 3
occurs at this instant and at this streamwise location. As the rollup
vortex convects further downstream, it forces the separated shear
layer to move away from the surface and downstream as well,
such as is shown at t�=1.08. However, when the rollup vortex
moves to the reattachment point, as shown at t�=1.13, it is par-
tially dissipated but it is still visible. The unsteady surface pres-
sures indicate that the rollup vortex exists and convects as far as
the blade trailing edge. After the rollup vortex moves out of the
separation zone, the separation bubble size is reduced due to the
separated boundary layer transition caused by the wake’s
turbulence.

The normalized rms of the unsteady velocity as well as the raw

traces of the velocity measured from how-wire boundary layer
traverses at selected streamwise locations are presented in Fig. 7.
The rms was normalized by the local time-averaged freestream
velocity and is shown as contoured t-y diagrams. The abscissa
shows the normalized time �phase� relative to the wake-passing
period while the ordinate is the normal distance �Yn� above the
airfoil suction surface. The raw velocity traces are taken from the
hot-wire measurements at 0.2 mm above the surface. The
ensemble-averaged freestream velocity traces are also shown in
the figures to indicate the location of the wake’s accelerating lead-
ing �L�, center �C�, and decelerating trailing edges �T�. The
ensemble-averaged unsteady surface static pressure variations are
also plotted in the figures.

At 51%S0, which is just downstream of the time-mean separa-
tion onset location, the smooth periodically varying raw velocity
trace indicates the separated boundary layer is laminar. The veloc-
ity variation in the freestream agrees with the unsteady surface
pressure, where the high pressure occurs at the wake’s center. As
shown in Fig. 7�a�, in the freestream �away from the boundary
layer edge, such as at Yn�8 mm� the highest turbulence in the
wake occurs at the center of the wake, i.e., along line C. However,
just above the boundary layer edge, such as at Yn�6 mm, the
high turbulence lags behind the wake center and occurs after line
T. The fact that the wake’s high turbulence occurs behind the
wake center close to the edge of the boundary layer can be ex-
plained by the distortion of the wake in the blade passage �dis-
cussed in detail later with reference to Fig. 8�. Therefore, as the
wake convects to the separation region on the suction surface of
the airfoil, there is no high turbulence associated with the wake
center. Thus, the wake’s negative jet interacts with the inflectional
boundary layer and is able to create the rollup vortices. The dif-
ferent times of arrival of the wake’s high turbulence and the nega-
tive jet �velocity perturbation� over the separation region provide
the necessary condition that allows the wake’s negative jet induc-
ing rollup vortex before the wake’s turbulence can induce sepa-

Fig. 6 Unsteady normalized velocity at selected instants on the suction
surface at Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5% from PIV measurements
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rated boundary layer transition.
Stieger and Hodson �18� conducted detailed flow field measure-

ments in the blade passage of T106A linear cascade by using 2D
laser doppler anemometry �LDA�. Figure 8 shows the measured
turbulent kinetic energy �solid contour� and velocity perturbation
vectors at a certain phase. The wake segment is bowed, broad-

ened, and sheared by the nonuniform pressure/velocity field as it
convects through the blade passage. In the blade passage, the
highest turbulence occurs around the wake’s center. Close to the
blade suction surface, the wake has an accelerating leading edge
and a decelerating trailing edge. At this instant, the velocity per-
turbation vectors show that the wake center is at point P. How-
ever, the high turbulence in the wake center does not impinge on
the blade suction surface due to the distortion of the wake seg-
ment. Only the wake’s lengthened tail impinges on the blade suc-
tion surface at point Q and the turbulence level is relatively lower
in the tail. This is the same as what is shown in Fig. 7�a�.

As shown in Fig. 7�b�, at 57%S0, just above the boundary layer,
such as Yn�3.0 mm, there are two high-turbulence regions. The
one lagging behind the wake center is caused by the tail of the
wake, which is the same as that shown in Fig. 7�a�. The other one,
occurring between L and C, is caused by the rollup vortex. The
existence of rollup vortex is also indicated by the wiggles in the
raw velocity trace at this streamwise location. The raw velocity
traces suggest that the wake turbulence still could not induce sepa-
rated boundary layer transition due to the low Re	 at this stream-
wise location �9�.

At 60%S0, as shown in Fig. 7�c�, the existence of the rollup
vortex is clearly shown in the rms contour plot, the velocity trace,
and the surface static pressure trace. Except for the wiggles
caused by the rollup vortices, there are spikes occurring after the
wake’s trailing edge in the raw velocity traces. They are caused by
the wake turbulence-induced separated boundary layer transition
�14�, which lags behind the wake’s centerline by about 40% of the
wake-passing period.

The effects of the unsteady wake on the boundary layer devel-
opment can also be seen from the s-t diagram of the momentum
thickness 	 in Fig. 9. The abscissa shows the normalized suction
surface length �S /S0� and the ordinate shows the time normalized
by the wake-passing period �t��. In addition to the lines L, C, and

Fig. 7 Unsteady normalized rms of velocity at selected streamwise loca-
tions on the suction surface at Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5%

Fig. 8 Ensemble-averaged turbulent kinetic energy „TKE… and
velocity perturbation vectors in the blade passage of T106 †18‡
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T, there are line E corresponding to the trailing edge of the wake-
induced transitional or turbulent region and line F corresponding
to the trailing edge of the calmed region. They travel at 50% and
30% of the freestream velocity, respectively.

As shown in the figure, two ridges in 	 develop along two
different paths to form two wedges. One develops underneath the
wake between lines L and T along the white line convecting
downstream at about 70% of the freestream velocity. This ridge is
caused by the strong rollup vortex due to the large separation at
the low Reynolds number and results in the highest loss during
one wake-passing period. The other ridge in 	 occurs in the wake
turbulence-induced turbulent region between lines T and E, which
generates the second highest loss due to the late wake turbulence-
induced separated flow transition. Although the calmed region
only lasts for a short distance on this blade, the beneficial effect is
still visible. There is a lower momentum thickness between lines
E and F.

3.2 Effects of Reynolds Number „Tu=0.5%… . The bound-
ary layer development on the suction surface at the higher Rey-
nolds numbers was also studied under steady and unsteady flow
conditions. The surface static pressure distributions, Cp, with
Re2is=210,000 and Tu=0.5% are presented in Fig. 3 as well. Un-
der steady flow condition, the suction peak at the higher Re is
higher than that at the lower Re, which increases the blade loading
slightly. The boundary layer on the suction surface separates at
slightly downstream of the location at lower Re. Due to the earlier
boundary layer transition at the higher Re, the separation bubble is
smaller. This is indicated by the shorter pressure plateau.

The large difference between the steady and unsteady distribu-
tions of time-mean Cp in the separation region shows that the
unsteady passing wakes help to reduce the size of the separation
bubble significantly. In comparison to the results at Re2is
=130,000, the magnitudes of the unsteady surface pressure fluc-
tuations at Re2is=210,000 are smaller and the extension of the
large pressure variation region in the streamwise direction is
shorter. However, the maximum peak-to-peak variation is still
about 40% of the isentropic exit dynamic head. The normalized
ensemble-averaged surface static pressure traces presented in Fig.
4�b� indicate the existence of a rollup vortex at this flow condi-
tion. Due to the smaller size of the separation bubble, the rollup
vortex is smaller and weaker at this higher Reynolds number.
However, the effects of the rollup vortex can be still detected
close to the blade trailing edge.

Figure 10 presents the normalized rms of the unsteady velocity
as well as the surface pressure and the raw velocity traces mea-

sured from how-wire boundary layer traverses at Yn=0.2 mm at
selected streamwise locations. Although at this higher Reynolds
number, the onset of the wake’s turbulence-induced transition
moves upstream at 57%S0, it still happens approximately 6%S0
downstream of the separation point. Therefore, the negative jet of
the wake can generate the rollup vortex. This is indicated by the
oscillation between L and C in the raw signals at 54%S0 and
57%S0. The wake turbulence-induced transition still lags behind
the wake center. Comparing Figs. 7 and 10 indicates that the dis-
tortion of the wake segment in the blade passage as well as the
interaction between the wake and the separated boundary layer are
similar at both high and low Reynolds numbers. The only differ-
ence is the strength and extent of the interaction due to the sepa-
ration bubble size at different Reynolds numbers.

Figure 11 presents the s-t diagram of the unsteady boundary
layer momentum thickness, 	. It clearly shows that the unsteady

Fig. 9 s-t diagram of ensemble-averaged unsteady boundary
layer „BL… momentum thickness � on the suction surface at
Re2is=130,000 and Tu=0.5%

Fig. 10 Normalized rms of velocity at selected streamwise lo-
cations on the suction surface at Re2is=210,000 and Tu=0.5%

Fig. 11 s-t diagram of ensemble-averaged unsteady B.L. mo-
mentum thickness � on the suction surface at Re2is=210,000
and Tu=0.5%
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boundary layer is dominated by the wake’s turbulence-induced
turbulent region between T and E. Even at the higher Reynolds
number, the boundary layer is still separated before the turbulence
in the wake’s tail can induce transition. The rollup vortex is asso-
ciated with a high momentum thickness once it forms and it ex-
tends toward the blade trailing edge along the trajectory line of
70% of the freestream velocity. Due to the smaller size of the
rollup vortex at this high Reynolds number, the effect of the rollup
vortex on the boundary layer, i.e., on the momentum thickness
here, is weaker.

3.3 Effects of Inlet Turbulence Intensity „Re2is=130,000… .
The boundary layer development was studied at more realistic
engine conditions, i.e., at Tu=4.0%. The time-mean Cp distribu-
tion at Re2is=130,000 in Fig. 12 shows that at the elevated FSTI
the separation bubbles on the airfoil suction surface under both
steady and unsteady flow conditions are smaller than those at
Tu=0.5% due to the earlier separated boundary layer transition.
The unsteady surface pressure fluctuations in the time-mean sepa-
ration region as well as in the reattached region are much smaller
than those at low FSTI. There is no clear evidence in the normal-
ized ensemble-averaged unsteady pressure traces in Fig. 4�c� to
show the existence of the rollup vortex. However, the raw pres-
sure and velocity traces still indicate the occasional existence of
the negative jet induced rollup vortex under this flow condition
although it is much weaker and breaks down upstream of the
blade trailing edge. A rollup vortex was also captured in some raw
images of the PIV measurement but this does not show in the
ensemble-averaged results.

The normalized rms of the unsteady velocity as well as the
surface pressure and the raw velocity traces measured from how-
wire boundary layer traverses at selected streamwise locations are
presented in Fig. 13. Even with the elevated FSTI, the boundary
layer still separates underneath the passing wake and the transition
does not occur before 57%S0, which is about 7%S0 downstream
of the separation point. Therefore, the wake’s negative jet still can
induce a rollup vortex. However, the raw velocity trace at 57%S0
in Fig. 13�b� shows that the rollup vortex is not generated by
every passing wake and it breaks up very quickly due to the ear-
lier boundary layer transition. Sometimes, the bypass transition
can even occur at upstream of the location where the rollup vortex
can be generated. In this case, the wake’s negative jet can no
longer generate a rollup vortex. Another interesting phenomenon
shown in Fig. 13�b� is that the transition of the separated boundary
layer between the wakes occurs at almost the same streamwise
location as that induced by the wake turbulence. Sometimes, the
transition first occurs even more upstream and just before the

wake. The high turbulence in the wake does not seem to dominate
the unsteady boundary layer transition. This is different to that
under low FSTI condition.

The normalized rms contours in Fig. 13�a� shows that under the
current high FSTI condition, the turbulence close to the edge of
the boundary layer is almost uniform during one wake-passing
period. The turbulence in the wake’s tail shown under low FSTI
conditions is no longer distinguished from the background turbu-
lence between wakes. This is because the elevated background
turbulence enhances the diffusion of the wake’s high turbulence to
the thinner boundary layer. Although the highest turbulence above
the boundary layer occurs between L and C, the existence of rol-
lup vortex, if it exists, may prevent the wake turbulence from
inducing transition. Therefore, between the passing wakes, under
the effect of the almost uniform turbulence, where the boundary
layer transition will first occur depends on the status of the un-
steady boundary layer.

The variation in the unsteady static pressure associated with the
wake passing periodically changes the boundary layer develop-
ment. The thickest laminar boundary layer occurs just before the
wake’s leading edge �L�, where the effects from the previous pass-
ing wakes is least and the unsteady pressure is low as shown in
Fig. 4. Therefore, the most receptive region, where the boundary
layer transition would first occur, would be expected to occur
before the line L. Actually this is the case, as shown in the raw
velocity traces in Fig. 13�b�. Due to the positive unsteady pressure
in the wake, the boundary layer between L and T has a lower
boundary layer thickness. Furthermore, in this region, the flow in
the free shear layer accelerates in time. Therefore, the boundary
layer in this region is more stable and the boundary layer transi-
tion may occur further downstream.

As shown in Fig. 14, the behavior of the unsteady momentum
thickness associated with the passing wakes is different at the high
and low FSTIs. At Tu=4.0%, there is no high momentum thick-
ness resulting from the rollup vortex and from the wake
turbulence-induced separated boundary layer transition. This is
the main source of the loss reduction at high FSTI. Furthermore,
there is no clear evidence to show the existence of the calmed
region as well. As discussed above, at Tu=4.0%, the dominant

Fig. 12 Time-mean surface pressure coefficient distributions
and unsteady pressure scatters at Re2is=130,000

Fig. 13 Unsteady normalized rms of velocity at selected
streamwise locations on the suction surface at Re2is=130,000
and Tu=4.0%
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character is the effects of the wake’s negative jet behavior on the
boundary layer development underneath the passing wake. There
is higher 	 before the wake’s leading edge, L, and low 	 under-
neath the wake between L and T. These two events travel down-
stream with the freestream velocity.

The measurement results at Re2is=210,000 with Tu=4.0% �not
included in this paper� show that the unsteady boundary layer
develops in a similar manner as that discussed above under the
flow condition of Re2is=130,000 and Tu=4.0% except that the
boundary layer transition occurs further upstream. Consequently,
the rollup vortex has even less chance of being generated due to
the further reduced separation bubble size.

4 Conclusions
The transition of the unsteady boundary layer on the suction

surface of the ultra-high-lift low pressure turbine blade can be
initiated by both the wake turbulence and the kinematics of the
wake convection. The predominance of one type of wake-induced
transition or another depends on the local receptivity of the lami-
nar boundary layer and the flow conditions at the edge of the
boundary layer.

With low FSTI, i.e., Tu=0.5%, at low Reynolds numbers �such
as Re2is=130,000�, the interaction between the wake and the sepa-
rated boundary layer is dominated by the wake’s negative jet in-
duced rollup vortex, which is caused by the nonsymmetry of the
wake turbulence and the velocity/pressure perturbation due to the
distortion of the wake in the blade passage. Since the wake
turbulence-induced transition occurs downstream of the separation
onset location, a high boundary layer loss is generated in the
wake-induced turbulent region as well. At higher Reynolds num-
bers �such as Re2is=210,000�, the onset of the boundary layer
transition moves upstream. This reduces the separation bubble
size and, consequently, reduces the strength of the rollup vortex.
Under this flow condition, the unsteady boundary layer develop-
ment is dominated by the wake turbulence-induced transition.

With elevated FSTI, i.e., Tu=4.0%, the separation bubble is
largely reduced. The effect of the rollup vortex on the boundary
layer gets much weaker. Sometimes, the rollup vortex may not
even form. Furthermore, since the FSTI is elevated, at the edge of
the boundary layer, the turbulence in the wake is no longer dis-
tinguishable from the background level. The unsteady boundary
layer transition is dominated by the effects of the unsteady
pressure/velocity perturbation associated with the wake in a by-
pass mode.
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Nomenclature
C � blade chord

Cp � surface static pressure coefficient
Cx � blade axial chord
fr � reduced frequency, fr=Ubar /sbarC /V2is

P01,2 � inlet and exit total pressures, respectively
Ps2 � exit static pressure

PND � normalized unsteady pressure varying between
0 and 1

Re2is � Reynolds number based on C and V2is
rms � root mean square

S � distance along the suction surface
S0 � suction surface length

sbar � moving-bar pitch
t� � time normalized by wake-passing period

Tu � turbulence intensity
Ubar � bar moving velocity
V1x � axial inlet velocity
V2is � isentropic exit velocity
Yn � surface normal coordinate
YP � total pressure loss, YP= �P01− P02� / �P01− Ps2�
Zw � Zweifel lift coefficient

�1,2 � inlet and outlet flow angles, respectively
� � flow coefficient, �=V1x /Ubar
	 � boundary layer momentum thickness

�x � integral length scale
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Letterbox Trailing Edge Heat
Transfer: Effects of Blowing Rate,
Reynolds Number, and External
Turbulence on Heat Transfer and
Film Cooling Effectiveness
Heat transfer and film cooling distributions have been acquired for a vane trailing edge
with letterbox partitions. Additionally, pressure drop data have been experimentally de-
termined across a pin fin array and a trailing edge slot with letterbox partitions. The
pressure drop across the array and letterbox trailing edge arrangement was measurably
higher than for the gill slot geometry. Experimental data for the partitions and the inner
suction surface region downstream from the slot have been acquired over a four-to-one
range in vane exit condition Reynolds number (500,000, 1,000,000, and 2,000,000), with
low (0.7%), grid (8.5%), and aerocombustor (13.5%) turbulence conditions. At these
conditions, both heat transfer and adiabatic film cooling distributions have been docu-
mented over a range of blowing ratios �0.47�M �1.9�. Heat transfer distributions on
the inner suction surface downstream from the slot ejection were found to be dependent
on both ejection flow rate and external conditions. Heat transfer on the partition side
surfaces correlated with both exit Reynolds number and blowing ratio. Heat transfer on
partition top surfaces largely correlated with exit Reynolds number but blowing ratio had
a small effect at higher values. Generally, adiabatic film cooling levels on the inner
suction surface are high but decrease near the trailing edge and provide some protection
for the trailing edge. Adiabatic effectiveness levels on the partitions correlate with blow-
ing ratio. On the partition sides adiabatic effectiveness is highest at low blowing ratios
and decreases with increasing flow rate. On the partition tops adiabatic effectiveness
increases with increasing blowing ratio but never exceeds the level on the sides. The
present paper, together with a companion paper that documents letterbox trailing edge
aerodynamics, is intended to provide engineers with the heat transfer and aerodynamic
loss information needed to develop and compare competing trailing edge designs.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3106703�

1 Introduction

The design of a trailing edge cooling scheme is typically a trade
off between cooling effectiveness and aerodynamic losses. Aero-
dynamic loss and turbine flow considerations limit the maximum
diameter of the trailing edge. Trailing edge durability issues limit
the minimum wall thickness. These constraints often push trailing
edge coolant discharge locations forward on the pressure surface.
The resulting uncovered region of the trailing edge is challenging
to cool. The objective of the present study has been to investigate
heat transfer in a pressure surface discharge slot with partitions.
The heat transfer rates and adiabatic effectiveness levels of this
“letterbox” cooling configuration have been examined for three
separate regions: the inner suction surface, the partition side, and
the partition top. Experimental data have been acquired over a
range of chord exit Reynolds numbers �500,000–2,000,000�, tur-
bulence levels �0.7%, 8.5%, and 13.5%�, and local blowing ratios
�0.47–1.9�. In a companion paper �1�, aerodynamic losses and
surface pressure distributions have been documented for the same
configuration across similar boundary conditions.

2 Background
The cooling analysis for a letterbox trailing edge configuration

involves defining heat transfer coefficients and adiabatic wall tem-
peratures for the surfaces exposed to both the coolant discharge
and external gas flows. A letterbox configuration consists of par-
titions exposed to gas path temperatures and velocities on the top
surface, and coolant discharge temperatures and velocities on the
side surfaces. These same velocities and temperatures also drive
heat transfer on the inner suction surface downstream from the
discharge slot and between the partitions.

Ames et al. �2� investigated heat transfer and film cooling
downstream from a gill slot �pressure side cutback�. Their internal
geometry was comprised of an eight-row converging pin fin array.
In spite of using three external turbulence conditions they found
that heat transfer on the inner suction surface, directly down-
stream from the gill slot ejection, correlated with the pin array
heat transfer when the decay of turbulence downstream from the
array was considered. They were able to correlate their converging
array heat transfer with the short pin �H /D=1� staggered array
correlation of Metzger and Haley �3� for streamwise and spanwise
spacing of 2.5 diameters �X /D=Z /D=2.5�.

NuD = 0.069 ReD
0.728 �1�

They applied the converging channel multiplying factor of
Metzger et al. �4� to account for the influence of accelerating flow.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute of ASME for publication in
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� = 2.28 ReD
−0.096 �2�

They developed a correlation for the influence of the decay of
turbulence on heat transfer downstream from a staggered array
based on the data of Nordquist �5�. They based their turbulence
characteristics on the measurements of Ames and Dvorak �6� who
found Lu /D was about 1.5 for their staggered pin fin array
�X /D=Z /D=2.5, H /D=2, and Lu=1.5�u��3 /��. Ames et al. �2�
wrote their heat transfer decay estimate in terms of Nu /Nu0.

Nu/Nu0 = 1/�1 + �X/�3D� − 0.08��Tu0�

for 0.5 � X/D � 4 �3�

Here, Tu0, the turbulence just downstream from the last pin fin
row, is taken as 0.30. Generally, after accounting for the unheated
starting length issue in their data, inner suction surface heat trans-
fer matched this correlation for about three to four slot heights
before the heat transfer results began to become driven by the
external Reynolds number.

Generally, Ames et al. �2� found high effectiveness levels
��0.9� in the near slot region, but noticeably depressed values
near the trailing edge suggesting an interaction with the shedding.
However, at the lowest blowing ratio �M =0.33�, a substantial de-
cay of effectiveness generally occurred after a few slot heights.

Martini et al. �7� investigated heat transfer and film cooling
effectiveness downstream from their cutback trailing edge model
for three internal cooling configurations. Two consisted of six
staggered arrays of equilateral spaced pins with diameter to spac-
ing ratios of 2, 2.5, and 3. One of these geometries had one row
close to the discharge exit, and one had the row absent. A third
geometry had an in-line rib row. They compared their heat transfer
results to a turbulent correlation. Their heating typically started
three slot heights upstream from the trailing edge discharge. They
compared their heat transfer results to a correlation for a turbulent
boundary layer starting at the exit. Generally, over the first few
slot heights, their heat transfer levels were a monotonic function
of exit blowing ratio �0.2�M �1.25�. Downstream, heat transfer
levels gathered toward the turbulent correlation. The pin fin array,
which included a last row, had the highest heat transfer levels
while the inline ribs produced the lowest. Laterally averaged film
cooling effectiveness levels were also measured. In all cases, ini-
tial values were very high. However, effectiveness levels gener-
ally decayed rapidly for the pin fin array with the last row, while
the in-line ribs produced the highest levels. At the lowest blowing
ratios effectiveness levels decayed rapidly after a few slot heights.
In a companion paper Martini et al. �8� performed a detached eddy
simulation for the film cooling performance. They identified shed-
ding from the blunt cutback lip as a clear mechanism that influ-
enced the mixing process between the coolant and external flow,
and ultimately affected the film cooling distribution. They sug-
gested that steady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� cal-
culations failed to accurately predict film cooling levels because
they could not model this unsteady interaction.

Martini and Schulz �9� investigated trailing edge cutback film
cooling through circular wall jets. At the exit they typically found
that two adjacent jets grouped together producing very good film
coverage. However, in the region between jets that had grouped,
coverage was relatively poor. They also observed that these jets
could regroup into different patterns.

Cakan and Taslim �10� investigated heat transfer to an airfoil
trailing edge slot separated with partitions they called lands in a
trailing edge test section. They used naphthalene sublimation as a
means to determine relative heat transfer levels. They investigated
three geometries including a slot with no step, a slot with a step
immediately downstream from discharge, and a slot placed in a
downstream position. Generally, they found a 9–14% higher mass
transfer on the slot sidewalls compared with the slot floor or inner
suction surface.

Chen et al. �11� investigated heat transfer on a pressure side
cutback segmented by shaped pedestals in a trailing edge model
using a transient liquid crystal technique. Upstream of their dis-
charge they had four staggered rows of pin fins with spacing at
two diameters �X /D=Z /D=2�. They generally found increasing
adiabatic effectiveness levels with increasing blowing ratio �0.7
�M �2.0�.

Kim et al. �12� measured heat transfer and adiabatic effective-
ness in a trailing edge model with a discharge slot separated by
partitions. They measured heat transfer and adiabatic effectiveness
in the slot bottom and partition sides and top. Inside the slot
adiabatic effectiveness levels were found to be high. Partition top
heat transfer levels for a blowing ratio of 0.5 were approximately
double the value estimated by a turbulent correlation for the ex-
ternal flow, and adiabatic effectiveness levels were quite low. Ef-
fectiveness levels on the rib side for a blowing ratio of 0.5 were
quite high.

Cunha et al. �13� conducted a general heat transfer analysis of
airfoil trailing edge configurations. They developed a list of criti-
cal parameters such as size of cooling passage, internal cooling
features, trailing edge thickness, pressure side lip thickness,
roughness, and slot film coverage, which can be used to base a
trailing edge design optimization.

Brundage et al. �14� conducted a study of trailing edge heat
transfer and aerodynamic losses in a film cooling blow down fa-
cility. They fabricated shaped sidewalls to develop appropriate
pressure distributions for the pressure and suction surfaces of their
flat plate trailing edge model. They evaluated heat transfer in their
trailing edge model in terms of an internal effectiveness parameter
and a normalized wall temperature.

An extensive review of slot film cooling was previously re-
ported by Hartnett �15�.

The present study investigates a trailing edge geometry �letter-
box� similar to other investigations. However, the present heat
transfer and adiabatic effectiveness measurements have been con-
ducted in a large scale cascade facility with complimentary aero-
dynamic loss measurements documented by Fiala et al. �1�.

3 Experimental Approach
The objective of this heat transfer experiment has been to in-

vestigate heat transfer rates and adiabatic effectiveness levels for
the inner suction surface and partition surfaces of a letterbox trail-
ing edge configuration. The purpose of this study has been to
provide designers with the detailed heat transfer boundary condi-
tions necessary to develop durable cooling designs using a letter-
box trailing edge geometry. The experimental setup integrated a
converging pin fin array upstream of the letterbox discharge into
11-times scale turbine vane. This vane was tested in a four-vane
linear cascade test section. In addition to heat transfer and adia-
batic effectiveness levels, measurements have documented the
pressure drop across the pin fin array and the letterbox partitions.

Low speed wind tunnel. The large-scale low speed cascade
wind tunnel facility used in this research is shown schematically
in Fig. 1. The facility is powered by a 45 kW blower that moves

Fig. 1 Schematic of large-scale incompressible flow vane cas-
cade wind tunnel
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6.6 m3 /s of air with a static pressure rise of 5000 Pa. Initially, the
air is entrained into the blower through a large high efficiency
filter. The air leaving the blower is directed through a two stage
diffuser and into a heat exchanger, which keeps the test section air
temperature constant. The air is ducted from the heat exchanger
through a screen box used to dampen any velocity variations. The
screen box is connected to a 3.6 to 1 area ratio nozzle used to
accelerate the air into the cascade test section, further improving
the inlet flow uniformity. The four-vane cascade test section turns
the flow and directs the air through the exit traversing system into
a multivane diffuser used to recover pressure and extend the Rey-
nolds number range of the test section. An oblique header is at-
tached to the diffuser to direct air away from lights in the ceiling.

Turbulence conditions. Three turbulence levels were generated
for this experiment including a low ��1%�, a grid �8.5%�, and an
aerocombustor �13.5%� turbulence condition. The setup for the
low turbulence condition is shown in Fig. 1. The grid turbulence
condition is generated by placing a square bar �1.27 cm�, square
mesh �6.35 cm� biplanar grid in a rectangular spool attached to the
cascade, ten mesh lengths from the leading edge plane of the
vane. The aerocombustor condition is generated by replacing the
nozzle with a simulated aeroderivative combustor. The character-
istics of the three turbulence conditions acquired using hot-wire
anemometry are provided in Table 1.

Cascade test section. The four-vane, three-passage cascade test
section is shown schematically in Fig. 2. The cascade uses an
11-times scale low Mach number vane designed to provide a fully

loaded profile. The cascade produces a measured midspan turning
angle ranging from 73.0 deg to 74.0 deg. The inlet bleed-flow
adjustments and the row of inlet static pressures tap control and
monitor inlet uniformity. The upper and lower tailboards together
with the row of exit static pressure taps are used to establish exit
periodicity. A comparison between the measured pressure and pre-
dicted distribution �16� for both incompressible and compressible
flows is shown in Fig. 3. Experimental data are presented for both
the current University Turbine System Research �UTSR� and a
previous Advanced Gas Turbine System Research �AGTSR�
study. This good agreement provides confidence in the experimen-
tal setup. The instrumented vane used to acquire heat transfer
levels is located third from the bottom.

Heat transfer vane. A schematic of the letterbox heat transfer
vane is shown in Fig. 4. The vane has a true chord of 47.8 cm, a
leading edge diameter of 5.59 cm, and a trailing edge diameter of
0.98 cm. The vane is cast from epoxy with fine wire thermo-
couples set integrally around the surface in the positions shown in

Table 1 Characteristics of inlet turbulence for low, grid, and aerocombustor conditions

Reynolds Tu
U

�m/s�
Lx

�cm�
Lu

�cm�
�

�m2 /s3�

Low turbulence �LT� 500,000 0.0069 4.96 8.12 127.0 0.00005
1,000,000 0.0076 10.43 5.02 154.5 0.00035
2,000,000 0.0060 18.71 3.58 15.5 0.0144

Aeroderivative combustor �AC� 500,000 0.1313 5.24 3.68 7.24 6.67
1,000,000 0.1402 9.32 3.52 6.36 51.5
2,000,000 0.1339 18.39 3.58 7.35 302.0

Grid 500,000 0.0821 4.77 2.00 3.27 2.70
1,000,000 0.0861 10.19 2.04 3.35 29.8
2,000,000 0.0884 19.27 2.35 3.53 206.8

Fig. 2 Schematic of four-vane, 11-times scale cascade test
section

Fig. 3 Measured pressure distributions for 11-times scale
vane compared with computational fluid dynamics „CFD… pre-
dictions for incompressible and compressible vanes

Fig. 4 Schematic of heat transfer vane cross-section showing
coolant feed tube, location of thermocouples, pin fin arrays,
and letterbox geometry
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Fig. 4. This letterbox vane was developed from the gill slot vane
with the addition of the letterbox partitions. A complete descrip-
tion of the gill slot vane is provided in Ref. �2�. Cooling air con-
ditioned with a heat exchanger and measured with an orifice tube
is provided by a 2 kW high pressure blower. The cooling air enters
the hollow epoxy vane through the coolant feed tube and is dis-
tributed across the tube by a spanwise flow contraction and out
through ten discharge holes. The flow is directed into the letterbox
discharge area through three rows of staggered wooden pins, and
then into the staggered five-row converging pin fin array. The flow
then discharges out of the pressure surface slot into the open re-
gions between letterbox partitions. A cross-sectional view of the
five-row aluminum pin fin array with the letterbox partitions and
thermocouple locations is presented in Fig. 5. The leading edge of
the letterbox partitions is located 1.5 pin diameters downstream
from the trailing edge of the last row of pins. The inlet and exit
heights of the five-row pin fin array are 1.872 cm and 0.653 cm,
respectively. The internal cooling channel narrows to a minimum
height of 0.559 cm at the leading edge of the letterbox partitions.
The pressure side lip height is also 0.559 cm in thickness. The
staggered array pin diameters are 0.838 cm, while the width of the
letterbox partitions is 0.635 cm. The spanwise �Z� spacing of the
pins and partitions is 2.5 pin diameters, and the partitions are
staggered with respect to the positions of the last row of pins.
Thermocouples located on the inner suction surface are midspan
between the last row of pins, midspan between the partitions
�midline offset�, and between these two rows of thermocouples
�near-partition offset�. The inner suction surface heat transfer and
adiabatic effectiveness levels reported in this paper are based on
midline and near-partition offset thermocouples.

Conduction model. Heat transfer and adiabatic effectiveness
levels on the inner suction surface and trailing edge were deter-
mined with the help of a finite difference conduction model. The
trailing edge conduction model is presented schematically in Fig.
6. The schematic shows the placement of thermocouples and
nodes, as well as the location of the aluminum pin fin array and
letterbox partitions around the 2D finite difference model. The
start of the constant heat flux boundary condition, generated using
a 0.023 mm Inconel foil heater, begins just upstream from the first
thermocouple on the inner suction surface. Fine wire type K ther-
mocouples were placed across from each other on the external and
internal sides of the suction surface to generate a wall boundary
condition. A cubic spline was used to interpolate temperatures for
intermediate surface nodes. Typically, a 1D conduction model pro-
duced results within 10% of the 2D model. However, the 2D
model improved accuracy substantially in the trailing edge. Inner
suction surface heat transfer measurements were corrected for
heat conduction gain or loss from the external surface. Inner suc-

tion surface heat transfer data were also affected by the unheated
starting length condition caused by the proximity of the start of
heating to the initial fine wire thermocouple. Adiabatic effective-
ness measurements were generated by heating the coolant flow
entering the vane while recording the passive response of the trail-
ing edge. Coolant outlet temperatures were based on measure-
ments from two fine wire thermocouples, which monitored the
slot exit gas temperature. Adiabatic effectiveness measurements
were corrected for conduction based on the surface normal heat
flux and the local heat transfer coefficient.

Letterbox partitions. The letterbox partition used to acquire av-
erage heat transfer and adiabatic effectiveness levels for the side
surface is shown schematically in Fig. 7. The aluminum partition
was heated using a resistor powered by a dc power supply. Voltage
across and current through the resistor were monitored with the
use of a calibrated shunt resistor and two additional lead wires to
sense the resistor voltage. The aluminum partition was thermally
insulated from the inner suction surface and exit slot lip using 1
mm thick balsa wood. The top of the partition was also insulated
from convection with balsa wood. Finite difference conduction
loss models were developed for the balsa wood strip on the par-
tition bottom �QL,B�, lip radius �QL,LP�, and top surface �QL,TP�
exposed to convection. Consequently, as shown in Eq. �4�, the net
heat flux for the side partition was the heat dissipated by the
resistor �QD� less losses from the bottom, top, lip radius, and
radiation. The heat transfer coefficient was consequently the net
heat transfer divided by the convection surface area and the side
partition �TSD� to adiabatic wall �TAW,SD� temperature difference.

Fig. 5 Cross-sectional view of five-row aluminum pin fin array
showing location of letterbox partitions and thermocouple „TC…

instrumentation

Fig. 6 Schematic of conduction model in trailing edge region

Fig. 7 Aluminum heat transfer partition used to acquire parti-
tion side heat transfer coefficients and adiabatic effectiveness
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hSD = �QD − QL,B − QL,LP − QL,TP − QR�/�TSD − TAW,SD�/ASD

�4�
The adiabatic wall temperature was used rather than the coolant
out �TCO� temperature due to some small differences between the
coolant out and gas �TG� temperatures.

TAW,SD = TG + �SD�TCO − TG� �5�
A schematic of the partition used to measure the surface heat
transfer and adiabatic effectiveness on top of the partition is
shown in Fig. 8. This 0.8 mm thick aluminum heat transfer sur-
face was heated using length of fine Chromel wire epoxied to its
back side, while its temperature was sensed using a fine wire
thermocouple epoxied into a shallow groove at the back of the
thin plate. The heat transfer coefficient was based on the sum of
the energy dissipated �QD� less the conduction out the bottom
�QL,B�, and the radiation from the surface �QR� divided by the
plate to adiabatic wall temperature difference and the convective
area �ATP�.

hTP = �QD − QL,B − QR�/�TTP − TAW,TP�/ATP �6�
Again, the adiabatic wall temperature was used rather than the
coolant out temperature due to some small differences between
the coolant out and gas temperatures.

TAW,TP = TG + �TP�TCO − TG� �7�
In the analysis for adiabatic effectiveness of the side and top sur-
faces, the adiabatic wall temperature was determined to be the
measured temperature adjusted for conduction losses. Since the
heat transfer surface was passive for the adiabatic wall tempera-
ture measurement, the conduction rates were small but had sig-
nificance. Generally, the adiabatic wall temperature was taken as
the measured temperature plus the net losses divided by the prod-
uct of the heat transfer coefficient and the convective area. The
relationships used to estimate TAW for the side and top surface
areas are given by

TAW,SD = TSD + �QL,B + QL,LP + QL,TP + QR�/hSD/ASD �8�

TAW,TP = TTP + �QL,B + QR�/hTP/ATP �9�
Data acquisition system. The PC based data acquisition system

used for heat transfer measurements on the letterbox vane relied
on an HP3497A data acquisition unit to acquire pressure sensor,
heater, and thermocouple voltages. The HP3497A features low
noise relays and an integral multimeter with 1 �V sensitivity. The
data acquisition unit interfaces to the computer through an IEEE
interface. The system scans pressures using a custom made pres-
sure scanner, which incorporates two Rosemount 3051 pressure

transmitters with full scale ranges of 250 Pa and 5000 Pa. The
pressure transmitters are connected in parallel, and the most sen-
sitive reading within scale is used to provide the pressure. Accu-
racy is reported by the manufacturer as 0.1% of full scale. Ther-
mocouples are connected to the HP3497A scanner through a
passive constant temperature junction, which is referenced to an
ice bath. Heater voltages are sensed through connections close to
the heater, and current is measured using calibrated constantan
shunt resistors.

Experimental uncertainties. Error estimates were determined
using the root sum square method described by Moffat �17�. Un-
certainty in the side partition heat transfer coefficient was esti-
mated at a maximum of 13% for the 500,000 Reynolds number
and 7% for the 2,000,000 Reynolds number. Uncertainty in the
top partition heat transfer rate ranged from a maximum of 6% for
the 500,000 Reynolds number to 4% for the 2,000,000 Reynolds
number. Uncertainty in the inner suction surface heat transfer rate
ranged up to 10%. Estimates for the absolute or U.95 uncertainty
in the adiabatic effectiveness for the inner suction surface and side
and top partitions ranged to 0.05. Uncertainty values for the over-
all pressure drop were estimated at 5%.

4 Experimental Results
This present investigation focused on acquiring heat transfer

and adiabatic effectiveness levels on the letterbox partitions, and
on the inner suction surface between the partitions downstream
from the slot exit. These data were studied over a range of Rey-
nolds numbers �500,000, 1,000,000, and 2,000,000�, across a
range of turbulence conditions �low �0.7%�, grid �8.5%�, and aero-
combustor �13%��, and over a range of flow rates. The letterbox
slot coolant discharge flow rates were chosen to be consistent with
an earlier study, which investigated gill slot heat transfer and aero-
dynamics. Full or design flow is nominally equal to mass flow
rates of 0.0135 kg/s, 0.027 kg/s, and 0.054 kg/s at Reynolds num-
bers of 500,000, 1,000,000, and 2,000,000, respectively. These
flow rates are nominally equal to the local slot exit blowing ratio
of 0.94. This blowing ratio is larger than for the gill slot vane at
the same flow due to the 30.3% blockage of the letterbox parti-
tions. Also, these coolant flows amount to about 2.57% of passage
flow.

Vane surface pressure distribution. Upstream of the pressure
surface discharge, the vane surface pressure distribution is quite
similar to the base vane pressure distribution. The measured sur-
face static pressure distribution, referenced to the inlet total pres-
sure and normalized on the inlet total to average exit static pres-
sure, is plotted as a function of fraction of surface arc in Fig. 9.
This figure compares letterbox distributions for full design flow at
the 500,000 and 2,000,000 Reynolds numbers with the gill slot
distributions. Additionally, the calculated base vane pressure dis-

Fig. 8 Balsa wood partition with active aluminum heat transfer
surface used to acquire partition top heat transfer coefficients
and adiabatic effectiveness measurements

Fig. 9 Letterbox and gill slot vane surface pressure distribu-
tions compared with fluent prediction for base vane
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tribution is shown for reference. While the suction surface and
most of the pressure surface distributions are very similar to the
base vane, the pressure distribution changes substantially in the
region of the letterbox discharge. Figure 10 presents pressure dis-
tributions in the slot discharge region comparing the letterbox
vane and the gill slot vane at the full flow condition, normalizing
pressure in the same manner as Fig. 9. However, in Fig. 10, frac-
tion of surface arc is plotted from the last pressure tap on the
pressure surface. The letterbox vane shows an immediate pressure
rise between the last point on the pressure surface and the first
point on the inner suction surface. Subsequently, flow along the
inner suction surface accelerates rapidly toward the trailing edge.
The gill slot pressure distribution differs from the letterbox vane
showing an initial pressure on the inner suction surface consistent
with the last pressure on the pressure surface. Subsequently, a
mild pressure recovery is shown on the gill slot vane. As the flow
approaches the trailing edge, pressure levels for the two vanes
become similar.

Coolant flow rate has a substantial influence on the pressure
distribution in the region of the letterbox discharge. Figure 11
shows the normalized pressure distributions for coolant flow rates
of half, full, one and a half, and double design flow as a function
of surface arc for a Reynolds number of 1,000,000. Similar to Fig.
10 fraction of surface arc is taken from the last point on the
pressure surface. Increasing cooling discharge flow rate produces
a substantially increased pressure just downstream from the slot
exit. Subsequently, the flow shows a strong favorable pressure
gradient to the trailing edge. At the trailing edge, pressure system-
atically decreases with increasing coolant discharge.

Trailing edge pressure drop. Assessing the pressure drop in the
trailing edge region of a vane for a given coolant flow is critical to
developing an efficient yet reliable heat transfer design. In the
present letterbox vane flow enters the trailing edge through a con-
verging pin fin array before exiting the pressure side trailing edge
slot through letterbox partitions. However, assessing pressure drop
through a given trailing edge configuration is complicated. Ames
et al. �2� suggested that flow through a pin fin array had three
regions, an entrance region, a streamwise periodic region, and an
exit region. The pressure drop in the entrance region of a pin fin is
primarily influenced by flow acceleration due to flow around pin
fins, and the blockage due to wakes. The pressure drop in the
streamwise periodic region that follows the entrance region is
largely controlled by the extent of the separated region in the back
side of the pin. Finally, the pressure drop in the exit region is
characterized by a high loss due to the lack of a downstream row
of pins, which helps to reduce the size of the separated region.
This pressure loss is further complicated in the trailing edge re-
gion of a vane where the pin fin array converges. The letterbox
trailing edge region has the additional pressure loss due to flow
acceleration through the initial restriction at the start of the parti-
tion and then the flow expansion out the exit slot. As a result of
the difficulty of assigning a pressure loss due to each feature in the
trailing edge region, the overall pressure drop across the five-row
converging pin fin array and the letterbox partitions was assessed
collectively. Figure 12 presents the combined pressure loss across
the pin fin array and exit slot comparing the letterbox pressure
loss with the gill slot pressure loss. The loss is plotted as a func-
tion of converging pin array Reynolds number based on flow
through the last pin row. The pressure loss based on the first
pressure tap on the inner suction surface as shown in Figs. 10 and
11 is given by the round solid symbols. However, Fig. 11 shows
that the pressure at this pressure tap location varies significantly
with flow rate. Consequently, the last pressure tap on the pressure
surface proves to be a much more stable region for the assessment
of pressure drop and is presented in the open triangular symbols in
Fig. 12. The incremental pressure loss for the letterbox with the
pressure surface reference averages 0.39�Vmax

2 /2 above the gill
slot loss and 0.57�Vmax

2 /2 above the gill slot loss based on the
inner suction surface reference. Here, Vmax is the average velocity
through the last row of pins in the converging array.

Partition heat transfer. Heat transfer to the side and top of the
partition was acquired using the partitions shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Heat transfer to the side partition is presented in terms of Nusselt
number based on pin diameter versus diameter Reynolds number
�ReD� in log coordinates in Fig. 13. The diameter Reynolds num-
ber is based on the average velocity through the last row of pins.

Fig. 10 Comparison between pressure distribution down-
stream from gill slot ejection with distribution downstream
from letterbox ejection

Fig. 11 Comparison of pressure distribution downstream from
letterbox ejection for various flow rates, ReC=1,000,000

Fig. 12 Comparison of normalized pressure drop across the
pin fin array to the vane exit for the gill slot and letterbox vanes
with Vmax defined for the last row in the converging pin fin array
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The side partition heat transfer data acquired over the three exit
chord Reynolds numbers �ReC�, with the three turbulence condi-
tions and across the range of flow rates, correlate well with the
relationship for NuD shown at the bottom of the figure. This rela-
tionship was based on a linear regression of the heat transfer data
in terms of the external and internal flow Reynolds numbers.
Based on the Reynolds number dependencies the heat transfer on
the partition side is dependent on both external flow Reynolds
number and internal flow Reynolds number. However, a regres-
sion analysis, which included the influence of the external turbu-
lence condition, showed no dependency on the turbulence, length
scale, and Reynolds number �TLR� parameter of Ames and Moffat
�18�. �Note that the TLR parameter is used to correlate the influ-
ence of external turbulence with turbulent boundary layer heat
transfer augmentation.� The internal flow shows a stronger depen-
dence on Reynolds number with an exponent of 0.566. This inter-
nal flow Reynolds number effect on Nusselt number is similar to
the converging pin fin array of Ames et al. �2� who found a de-
pendence �ReD

0.62� similar to Metzger et al. �4�. The diameter
Reynolds number of the last pin row was chosen to represent the
internal flow Reynolds number. Ames et al. �2� were able to show
that heat transfer levels on the inner suction surface of the gill slot
vane were consistent with heat transfer levels within the pin fin
array when levels were adjusted for the decay of turbulence. How-
ever, no heat transfer data on the partition or inner suction surface
between partitions have been taken with the absence of the con-
verging pin array.

Heat transfer on the partition top surface is presented in Fig. 14
in log coordinates plotting Stanton number based on exit condi-
tions versus pin diameter Reynolds number. These data were
taken without heating on the vane upstream from the partition.
The data are plotted for the three turbulence conditions over a
range of coolant discharge ratios at the three exit condition Rey-
nolds numbers. The average of the three turbulence conditions is
plotted as a line. The data show that the turbulence condition has
little significance and the flow rate is shown to have an effect only
at discharge rates above full flow. At the design flow rate and
below Stanton number has a simple dependence on chord Rey-
nolds number. At higher design flows a mild dependence on dis-
charge rate is also apparent.

Partition adiabatic effectiveness. The partition adiabatic effec-
tiveness is a critical heat transfer boundary condition in the analy-

sis of the trailing edge cooling design. In Fig. 15 adiabatic effec-
tiveness for the side �open symbols� and the top �solid symbols� of
the partition is presented as a function of local blowing ratio for
the 500,000 chord Reynolds number cases. The data show no
significant dependence on the external turbulence condition but a
substantial dependence is shown on blowing ratio. The side sur-
face shows decreasing adiabatic effectiveness with increasing
blowing ratio while the top surface shows the opposite behavior.
This dependence is a clear indication of the increasing interaction
of the discharge flow with the external flow as blowing ratio in-
creases. A similar behavior is seen at the 2,000,000 chord Rey-
nolds number cases shown in Fig. 16. Again, the turbulence con-
ditions appear to have no significant influence. At low blowing
ratios effectiveness levels are high on the side of the partition and
low on the top of the partition while at higher blowing ratios
effectiveness decreases on the side while increasing on the top. In
Fig. 17 the effectiveness levels for all three turbulence conditions
are averaged at a given blowing ratio at each Reynolds number
and are presented in one plot. At a blowing ratio of 0.48 the
effectiveness level on the side partition is very high at 0.79 while
on the top the value is only about 0.24 indicating a relatively weak
interaction between the trailing edge discharge flow and the exter-
nal flow. However, at a blowing ratio of 1.89, the interaction is
much more significant as the side partition effectiveness has
dropped to 0.50 while the effectiveness of the top partition has
increased to around 0.44. The pressure distribution in the dis-
charge area may be a significant driver of this interaction. Figure
11 shows this pressure distribution in the discharge area as a func-
tion of relative design flow rate. The data show an increasing rise
in the pressure between the last point on the pressure surface and

Fig. 13 Letterbox partition side heat transfer levels with
ReDmax based on the last row of pin fin array and ReC the exit
chord Reynolds number

Fig. 14 Letterbox partition top Stanton number levels with
ReDmax based on the last row of pin fin array showing the effect
of exit chord Reynolds number with no upstream heating

Fig. 15 Letterbox partition adiabatic effectiveness for side
„open symbols… and top „solid symbols… surfaces as a function
of local blowing ratio, ReC=500,000
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the first in the discharge area with increasing design flow or blow-
ing ratio. This strong adverse pressure gradient coupled with the
deteriorating effectiveness levels suggests that increasing blowing
ratio produces separation off the partition and increasing interac-
tion with the freestream. This interaction between the coolant dis-
charge and external flow enhances the adiabatic effectiveness on
the partition top.

Inner suction surface heat transfer. The level of inner suction
surface heat transfer for letterbox discharge is quite consistent
with the heat transfer on the inner suction surface for gill slot
discharge. Figure 18 displays the inner suction surface heat trans-
fer coefficient as a function of distance from the end of the alu-
minum pin fin array. The location of the pin fin array, the leading
edge of the letterbox partition, the start of heating, the lip of the
exit slot, and the beginning of the trailing edge can be seen in Fig.
6. The locations of the start of heating and the beginning of the
trailing edge radius are also indicated in Fig. 18. In this figure the
heat transfer coefficient in the midline between partitions and ad-
jacent to partitions is compared with distributions for the gill slot
at the same flow rate and external condition. The location of the
thermocouples is given in Fig. 5. The reported heat transfer coef-
ficient has been adjusted for the unheated starting length. The data
are shown for design flows at 500,000 and 2,000,000 chord Rey-
nolds numbers for the aerocombustor turbulence condition.
Clearly, the letterbox configuration data are consistent with the
gill slot data. Generally, the midline heat transfer data appear to be
a little bit higher than the gill slot data, and the data adjacent to

the partitions have values a little lower. Ames et al. �2� found heat
transfer on the inner suction surface downstream from gill slot
ejection to consistently scale on pin array heat transfer when a
reduction due to decay of turbulence was accounted for.

Inner suction surface adiabatic effectiveness. Inner suction sur-
face film cooling protection is clearly affected by introduction of
the letterbox partitions. Figure 19 shows a comparison of adia-
batic film cooling distributions as a function of distance from the
pin fin array for both the letterbox configuration and the gill slot.
The letterbox data are plotted for the aerocombustor turbulence
condition at the design flow �M =0.94� for Reynolds numbers of
500,000, 1,000,000, and 2,000,000. The location of the start of
heating for the corresponding heat transfer measurements and the
beginning of the trailing edge radius is also indicated on the plot.
Near the exit of the slot, the midline distributions are similar in
level to the gill slot but fall off by roughly 0.1 near the trailing
edge. This indicates a stronger interaction between the shedding at
the trailing edge and the film cooling coverage than found for the
gill slot vane. The distributions near the partition are much lower
but are consistent with the values for the partition side. Generally,
effectiveness levels are found to increase with increasing Rey-
nolds number. Adiabatic effectiveness levels in the near-partition
region are presented in Fig. 20. This figure shows the influence of
both Reynolds number and blowing ratio. Similar to the partition
side, adiabatic effectiveness levels decrease with increasing blow-
ing ratio. This reduction in protection, compared with the gill slot,

Fig. 16 Letterbox partition adiabatic effectiveness for side
„open symbols… and top „solid symbols… surfaces as a function
of local blowing ratio, ReC=2,000,000.

Fig. 17 Letterbox partition adiabatic effectiveness for side
„open symbols… and top „solid symbols… surfaces as a function
of local blowing ratio; ReC=500,000, 1,000,000, and 2,000,000

Fig. 18 Comparison of gill slot and letterbox inner suction
surface heat transfer levels for 500,000 and 2,000,000 Reynolds
numbers at relative design flow with aerocombustor turbulence

Fig. 19 Comparison of gill slot and letterbox inner suction
surface adiabatic effectiveness as a function of distance from
pin array exit over a four-to-one range in chord Reynolds num-
ber at relative design flow and aerocombustor turbulence
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suggests that the partitions increase the interaction between the
film cooling flow and the gas path flow.

5 Conclusions
Heat transfer and adiabatic effectiveness results were acquired

for the inner suction surface downstream of the slot and on the
side and top surfaces of the partition. Heat transfer results on the
partition side correlate with both internal and external flow Rey-
nolds numbers but turbulence condition was found to have no
influence. Heat transfer results on partition top are primarily a
function of external Reynolds number, although flow rate has a
small influence at high flows.

Partition side adiabatic effectiveness levels are high at low
blowing rates but decrease with increasing blowing rate. Partition
top adiabatic effectiveness values are low at low blowing rates but
increase with increasing blowing rate. The external turbulence
condition and exit chord Reynolds number are found to have a
little influence on the partition adiabatic effectiveness levels.

Inner suction surface heat transfer levels are very similar to gill
slot values. Midline values are slightly higher than gill slot values,
and near-partition rates are slightly lower. Inner suction surface
adiabatic effectiveness levels are similar to gill slot values mid-
way between partitions, but near-partition effectiveness levels are
much lower.
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Nomenclature
A � surface area �m2�

Amin � minimum array flow path area, m2

C � true chord length of vane, m
Cp � specific heat at constant pressure, J / �kg K�
D � pin diameter, m
h � heat transfer coefficient, W / �m2 K�,
H � channel height, m

k � thermal conductivity, W / �m K�
Lu � energy scale, Lu=1.5�u��3 /�, m
Lx � longitudinal integral scale, m
M � blowing ratio, �COVCO / ��	V	�

Ma � Mach number
NuD � Nusselt number, Nu=hD /k

P � pressure, Pa
Q � heat transfer rate, where a loss from the sur-

face is positive, W
ReC � Reynolds number, based on exit conditions and

true chord
ReDmax � diameter Reynolds number, based on Vmax

S � vane surface distance, m
St � Stanton number, h / ��U	Cp�
Tu � turbulence level, Tu=u� /U	

T � temperature, K
U � streamwise velocity, m/s
u� � rms streamwise fluctuation velocity, m/s

Vmax � the average velocity through Amin, m/s
X � axial distance, m
Y � endwall normal distance, m
Z � spanwise distance, m

Greek Letter Symbols
� � turbulent dissipation rate, m2 /s3

� � adiabatic effectiveness, �= �TG−TAW� / �TG

−TCO�
� � NuD-converging channel /NuD-constant H

channel
� � fluid density, mass per unit of volume, kg /m3

Subscripts
0 � reference condition

AW � adiabatic wall condition
B � conduction loss through partition bottom

CO � coolant outflow condition
D � energy dissipated in the heating element
ex � exit condition
G � gas or inlet total condition
in � inlet condition
L � energy lost �gained� by conduction

LP � conduction loss through lip radius
R � radiation loss
S � static property

SD � side partition
T � total property

TP � top heat transfer partition or balsa strip
UH � unheated starting length

	 � freestream condition
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An Experimental Study of Vane
Clocking Effects on Embedded
Compressor Stage Performance
Previous research has shown that vane clocking, the circumferential indexing of adjacent
vane rows with similar vane counts, can be an effective means to increase stage perfor-
mance, reduce discrete frequency noise, and/or reduce the unsteady blade forces that can
lead to high cycle fatigue. The objective of this research was to experimentally investigate
the effects of vane clocking in an embedded compressor stage, focusing on stage perfor-
mance. Experiments were performed in the intermediate-speed Purdue three-stage com-
pressor, which consists of an IGV followed by three stages. The IGV, Stator 1, and Stator
2 vane rows have identical vane counts, and the effects of vane clocking were studied on
Stage 2. Much effort went into refining performance measurements to enable the detec-
tion of small changes in stage efficiency associated with vane clocking. At design loading,
the change in stage efficiency between the maximum and minimum efficiency clocking
configurations was 0.27 points. The maximum efficiency clocking configuration posi-
tioned the Stator 1 wake at the Stator 2 leading edge. This condition produced a shal-
lower and thinner Stator 2 wake compared with the clocking configuration that located
the wake in the middle of the Stator 2 passage. At high loading, the change in Stage 2
efficiency associated with vane clocking effects increased to 1.07 points; however, the
maximum efficiency clocking configuration was the case where the Stator 1 wake passed
through the middle of the downstream vane passage. Thus, impingement of the upstream
vane wake on the downstream vane leading edge resulted in the best performance at
design point but provided the lowest efficiency at an off-design condition.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3072714�

1 Introduction

Vane clocking is the circumferential indexing of adjacent vane
rows with similar vane counts. The vane clocking configuration
can be arranged so that either all downstream vanes are positioned
in the wake shed from the upstream vane, or the upstream vane
wakes pass through every passage of the downstream vane row
without any interaction. The designer must determine the tradeoff
between the number of vanes needed to achieve an optimal load-
ing distribution and the number of vanes needed to match the
adjacent stage vane count to be able to implement vane clocking.
If the physics of vane clocking are understood, employment of the
optimum circumferential position in compressors with similar
vane counts is an efficiency improvement requiring no additional
hardware.

One of the first vane clocking experiments was performed to
study the effect of vane clocking on discrete frequency noise �1�.
Researchers have shown that proper circumferential positioning of
the vanes can result in a reduction by 10–15 dB in the sound
pressure level of discrete frequency noise at the compressor inlet
�2,3�.

Vane clocking has also been experimentally shown to affect
unsteady blade loading �4,5�. Vane clocking essentially changes
the phase between the maximum vortical gust �when the rotor
chops the upstream vane wake� and maximum potential gust
�when the rotor passes in front of the downstream vane�. The
clocking configuration that minimizes unsteady blade forces is not

necessarily the clocking configuration for maximum efficiency
�6�. This paper will focus on compressor efficiency variations as-
sociated with vane clocking.

In every paper that reported a conclusive measured change in
efficiency with vane clocking, the efficiency trend appears some-
what sinusoidal with clocking configuration, as shown in Fig. 1.
The clocking configuration for maximum efficiency typically po-
sitions the wake shed from the upstream vane row at the leading
edge of the downstream vane row, CLLE. The configuration for
minimum efficiency is half a vane passage out-of-phase with the
maximum efficiency case and positions the upstream vane wake
in the middle of the downstream vane passage, CLMP.

The majority of vane clocking research has been performed in
turbines. One of the first turbine vane clocking experiments
showed an overall difference in efficiency associated with vane
clocking to be 0.3 points. Local spanwise efficiency calculations
indicated that local changes in efficiency were as high as 1.0
point, but since the hub and the tip cyclic variation in efficiency
were out-of-phase with the middle portion of the span, some of
the benefits canceled out �7�. Other experiments in low pressure
turbines gave similar results, where efficiency variations associ-
ated with vane clocking ranged from 0.3 points to 2.0 points
�8–10�. Computational efforts at predicting efficiency variations
associated with turbine vane clocking support these experimental
findings �11–15�.

The wake-shock interactions present in modern high pressure
turbines provide another possible environment for use of vane
clocking as a means of improving performance and modifying
unsteady blade row interactions. Optimum efficiency conditions
occur when rotor shock strengths are reduced by interactions with
passing wake segments �16,17�.

Unfortunately, there are few articles in the open literature re-
porting experimental results of vane clocking effects on compres-
sor efficiency. Conclusive measurements of the change in com-
pressor efficiency with vane clocking are difficult to detect in
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low-speed compressor facilities characterized by a low pressure
rise. One such experiment investigated vane clocking effects on
overall and Stator 3 performance in NASA’s Four-Stage Axial
Compressor Facility. The overall change in compressor efficiency
due to vane indexing was 0.2 points. The impact of vane clocking
on efficiency variations was considered small and within the band
of uncertainty associated with manufacturing variations and as-
sembly tolerances in the test compressor �18�. The change in loss
coefficient increased from 5% at peak efficiency to 10% at peak
pressure rise. The clocking configuration for minimum loss coef-
ficient was slightly different for the two operating conditions.

Computational efforts have shown that vane clocking efficiency
variations in compressors are similar to those for turbines with
differences in efficiency between 0.5 and 0.8 points �19,20�. Some
simulations have suggested a difference in vane performance
when the upstream vane wake convects along the pressure surface
versus the suction surface of the downstream vane �19�.

One of the few published experimental studies on vane clock-
ing performance benefits in a high-speed stage-and-a-half com-
pressor showed that clocking provided a change in efficiency of 1
point. However, the change in efficiency was as high as 7–8
points in the endwall regions. As in the turbine vane clocking
studies, the configuration for optimum efficiency placed the up-
stream vane wake at the leading edge of the downstream vane
�21�.

2 Research Objective
There have been few experimental vane clocking studies per-

formed in compressors. Low-speed multistage test compressors

have small potential field interactions, and the low pressure ratio
renders detection of small changes in efficiency difficult. The 1.5
stage high-speed machines do not accurately model the multistage
environment experienced by an embedded stage where both rotor-
rotor and vane-vane wake interactions exist.

The objective of this research was to study vane clocking ef-
fects on embedded stage efficiency in a medium-speed three-stage
compressor. A significant contribution of this work is the mea-
sured change in performance associated with vane clocking in an
embedded compressor stage environment. These results were ob-
tained by a detailed traverse of the steady flow field. In addition to
the circumferentially averaged flow properties, the pitchwise
variations associated with vane clocking are captured with a high-
resolution traverse in the circumferential direction.

Steady total pressure and total temperature measurements ac-
quired at the exit of Stator 1 and Stator 2 allow for calculation of
the Stage 2 efficiency for six clocking configurations. Two oper-
ating conditions at design speed are investigated: design point and
a high loading condition. The high loading condition provides
larger wakes, larger potential fields, and a more unstable blade
boundary layer. In a companion paper �22�, the maximum and
minimum Stage 2 efficiency clocking configurations are further
studied by acquiring unsteady flow field measurements at the exit
of each blade row to further understand the underlying flow phys-
ics associated with the change in performance. The scope of this
paper is directed at the effect of clocking on steady compressor
performance.

3 Test Facility and Instrumentation
The Purdue Three-Stage Compressor Facility provides a multi-

stage environment with geometry representative of the back stages
of a high pressure compressor. The compressor geometry is a
scaled-up �24 in. tip diameter� derivative of the rear stages of a
Rolls-Royce Indianapolis design �23�. The IGVs and all blades are
double circular arc designs while the remaining vanes are NACA
65-series airfoils. The IGV and first two vane rows have 44 vanes
providing a unique opportunity to study vane clocking. All vane
rows are individually indexable allowing the vanes to be moved
relative to the casing over an angular range of 10 deg. The repeat-
ability of the vane position measurement system with precision
string potentiometers is better than 0.1% of the vane passage.

To investigate the variation in stage performance due to vane
clocking, six clocking configurations were studied. The clocking
configuration �CL� is defined by the Stator-1 percent vane passage
�vp� location minus the Stator-2 percent vp location. The six con-
figurations investigated were 0%, 15%, 32%, 49%, 66%, and 83%
vp and referred to as CL1, CL2, CL3, CL4, CL5, and CL6, re-
spectively. A clocking offset of 100% vp provides the same rela-
tive vane position as 0% vp. The relative position of IGV and
Stator 1 was unchanged, and the relative position of Stator 2 and
Stator 3 was unchanged, thus, isolating the effect of vane clocking
to Stage 2.

Data were acquired at design point and a high loading condition
at design speed, shown as red symbols in Fig. 2. Also shown in
Fig. 2 is the normalized compressor adiabatic efficiency based on
torque meter measurements. The design point was characterized
as the highest efficiency condition. The high loading case not only
had a higher pressure rise but also a decreased efficiency. Thus, in
addition to higher pressures, the high loading case had larger lev-
els of loss.

Stage efficiency variations with vane clocking were calculated
based on interstage total pressure and total temperature rakes. Sta-
tion numbering is shown in Fig. 1 where Stator 1 exit is station 1,
Stator 2 inlet is station 2, and Stator 2 exit is station 3. Since the
changes in stage performance associated with vane clocking ef-
fects were expected to be small, it was critical to reduce any
inaccuracies in the measurements where possible.

Space restrictions limited the temperature sensor type to ther-
mocouples installed in specially manufactured rakes to provide a
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Fig. 1 Clocking configurations for maximum and minimum ef-
ficiencies, according to literature
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measure of the radial total temperature distribution. Accurate ther-
mocouple measurements depend on many factors including, but
not limited to, the homogeneity of the thermocouple wire, the
accuracy of the voltmeter, and the cold junction compensation. An
integrating voltmeter, Hewlett-Packard 3852A data acquisition
unit with a 44708 multiplexer, allowed accurate measurements
with resolution to 1 �V. It also provided an isothermal block for
cold junction compensation, the temperature of which was mea-
sured with a built-in thermistor.

The thermocouple sensor and thermocouple-grade extension
wire were designated as “special limits of error.” For Type T ther-
mocouples, the manufacturer specified uncertainty was �0.5°C.
In an effort to reduce this value, the thermocouples were placed in
a temperature bath and calibrated over the temperature range of
0–100°C. The calibration process identified the smallest gauge
thermocouple wire capable of providing the most accurate mea-
surement as 30Ga Type T thermocouples. The uncertainty for this
group of wires was �0.1°C.

The pressures were measured with a Scanivalve DSA 3217
temperature-compensated digital sensing array with a range of
5 psi �gauge� and �0.05% full scale accuracy. The pressure scan-
ner contained pneumatic valves that allowed the sensors to be
rezeroed during compressor operation, minimizing zero-drift ef-
fects that can become significant over an extended testing period.

To determine the effects of vane clocking on Stage 2 perfor-
mance, measurements were acquired at the exit of Stator 1 and
Stator 2 with seven-element rakes featuring ports at 12%, 20%,
30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 88% span. Two rakes at each axial
location provided total temperature and total pressure measure-
ments. The angular acceptance of the 0.08 in. diameter Kiel head
rakes, as determined by the deviation in measured total pressure
as less than 0.01%, was �42 deg for velocities similar to those
encountered in the compressor test facility. Pneumatic five-hole
probe measurements provided flow angle information for rake
alignment. Further details on rake geometry can be found in Ref.
�23�.

The vanes were indexed past the rakes in a particular clocking
configuration in 2% vp increments. It is of interest to note that the
vanes were indexed in a pattern such that the vanes moved half a
passage in successive measurements. For example, rather than
measuring in ascending vane passage position, optimum control
of vane position occurred when measured in a pattern such as 5%,
55%, 10%, 60% vp, etc. Thus, if measurement drift should occur,
it would be noticed by an abnormal, “chopped” wake profile.

In fact, to avoid any drift in the pressure transducers, they were
rezeroed prior to acquiring data at each circumferential position.
By choosing a day of stable atmospheric pressure, the compressor

operating point was set after approximately one hour of run time,
which was sufficient to reach steady state operation. Once the
throttle position was set, it was not adjusted until all passage data
for all six clocking configurations were acquired, resulting in a
10–12 h test per operating condition. As the inlet total temperature
changed, the compressor mechanical speed was adjusted to keep
the compressor operating within �5 rpm of a corrected speed of
5000 rpm.

4 Results at Design Loading
Figure 3 shows the total pressure field at the leading edge plane

of Stator 2. These data were acquired by placing a Kiel head total
pressure probe at the leading edge of Stator 2 and traversing the
IGV and Stator 1 in unison past the probe. Notice that the Stator 1
wake is essentially radial, with slight skew in the endwall regions.
One passage was measured, but two passages are shown assuming
periodicity. The dots represent the measurement locations �12%,
20%, 30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, and 88% span in 2% vp increments�.
Data are not extrapolated to the endwalls. The rotors were de-
signed to provide a hub-strong total pressure profile, as seen in
Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the total pressure distribution as normalized by
compressor inlet total pressure at the Stator 2 exit for all six clock-
ing configurations. The Stator 2 Reynolds number based on chord
was 4.6�105 at design point. The scales have been adjusted to
highlight the Stator 1 wake, which is shown in green with an
approximate outline sketched in black. The results are shown with
respect to the Stator 2 coordinate system, and thus, as the clocking
configuration is changed, the location of the Stator 2 wakes
�purple� is unchanged, but the Stator 1 wakes are relocated to a
different place within the Stator 2 passage. The clocking configu-
ration for wake impingement along the majority of the span is
CL3, where the Stator 1 wake fluid has coalesced with the Stator
2 wake fluid. At half a passage out-of-phase, clocking configura-
tion CL6 results in the Stator 1 wake residing in the midpassage
region of Stator 2 for the majority of the span. Because of sec-
ondary flow effects, the Stator 1 wake is more skewed in the
endwall regions by the time it convects to the exit of Stator 2,
compared with the Stator 2 inlet data shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 5 shows the circumferential average of the Stage 2 total
pressure ratio for all six clocking configurations. The largest effect
of vane clocking occurs at 70% and 80% spans. Figure 6 provides
the radial distribution of circumferentially averaged total pressure
at Stator 1 exit for all six clocking configurations at design load-
ing. It appears that there is no obvious vane clocking trend asso-
ciated with Stator 1 exit pressures. These Stator 1 exit profiles are
shown as a baseline with which to compare the differences in Fig.
5. Thus, the vane clocking effects are most pronounced at 70%
and 80% spans for design loading, and these radii will be the
focus of the following discussion at this operating condition.

A further investigation of Stator 1 wake profiles at 70% and
80% spans, Fig. 7, indeed shows that there is no measurable effect
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of clocking the downstream vane at the Stator 1 exit. In fact, the
repeatability in the Stator 1 wake profiles is excellent. This rein-
forces the fact that the compressor operating condition was held
constant throughout the entire test.

Figure 8 shows the Stator 2 wake total pressure profiles for the
six clocking configurations at design loading at 70% and 80%
spans. The suction side and pressure side of the wake are denoted
as SS and PS, respectively. The high-resolution in the circumfer-
ential direction is justified since the differences in the wakes are
small. The pressure sides of the wake profiles line up nearly iden-
tically for all six clocking configurations at both spanwise loca-

tions. The repeatability in the measurement of vane position al-
lowed for this level of accuracy in the wake profiles.

The differences associated with vane clocking occur in the
wake thickness, wake depth, and freestream total pressure. The
minimum wake �as far as depth and width� occurs for clocking
configurations CL3 and CL4. The maximum wake occurs for con-
figurations CL1 and CL6. Thus, the case when the Stator 1 wake
impinges on Stator 2 results in the thinnest Stator 2 wake. Even
though the profiles are not shown here, it is worth mentioning that
the differences in the wakes at 30% and 50% spans for the differ-
ent clocking configurations are very small in comparison. In gen-
eral, the wake depth and width are the smallest at these spanwise
locations. As the size of the wake changes, the freestream velocity
must adjust to be able to pass the mass flow. This, in addition to
the location of the Stator 1 wake within the Stator 2 passage,
accounts for variations in total pressure outside of the wake for
the different clocking configurations.

The measured total temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 9 at
70% span for both the Stator 1 and Stator 2 exits. The measure-
ments appear to be noisy with no clear trend associated with vane
clocking. These measurements were performed with calibrated

Fig. 4 Stator 2 exit total pressure, Po3 /Po-inlet, for all six clock-
ing configurations at design loading
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Fig. 5 Circumferentially averaged Stage 2 total pressure ratio
at design loading
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Type T thermocouples. While the accuracy was expected to be
�0.1°C, which corresponds to an uncertainty in To /To-inlet of
�0.0005, it was hoped that the repeatability would be much bet-
ter. In later experiments the sample population was increased, re-
sulting in improved characterization of the temperature profiles.

Follow-on experiments in Ref. �22� attempted to better resolve
the total temperature profiles. The extensive run time associated
with these measurements, although impractical to implement for
all clocking configurations, allowed five times the number of tem-
perature readings to be acquired from the integrating voltmeter
with respect to the data shown in Fig. 9. Figure 10 shows the total
temperature profiles at both stator exits at 70% span. The im-
provement in the total temperature measurements is associated
with the larger sample population and reduced standard deviation
when acquiring more measurements. A small peak in the total
temperature profile occurs off the pressure side of the wake. This
is the result of high enthalpy rotor wake fluid accumulating along
the pressure side of the stator due to the rotor wake slip velocity,
as introduced by Ref. �24�. It is in this region that effects of vane
clocking on rotor wakes should be identifiable, but it appears that

there is no measurable vane clocking effect on the total tempera-
ture of the rotor wakes measured at the Stator 2 exit. The results
are nearly identical for the two clocking configurations.

Measurements were repeated on 5 days, and thus the area-
averaged total temperature ratios for the five different runs are
shown in Fig. 11. The difference in Stage 2 area-averaged total
temperature ratio for the two clocking configurations is less than
0.0001 for each day. This is less than one-fifth of the uncertainty
in temperature ratio indicating good repeatability of the tempera-
ture measurements. Since the focus of this investigation is to com-
pare the results of different clocking configurations, repeatability
is the most important characteristic of the measurement chain.

No trend exists as far as which clocking configuration provides
the higher total temperature ratio, either. Therefore, based on these
repeated results, it is concluded that vane clocking does not have
a measurable effect on the work done by Rotor 2 at this loading
condition in this compressor. Additionally, there were no changes
in Rotor 2 turning with clocking configuration as measured by a
cross-film sensor. This further supports the claim that vane clock-
ing was not affecting the work done by Rotor 2.

Based on this conclusion, the Stage 2 efficiency is calculated
based on the average of the area-averaged Stage 2 total tempera-
ture ratio for all six clocking configurations. Thus, the change in
efficiency will be associated with the change in total pressure ratio
between the different clocking configurations only.
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Figure 12 shows that the resulting maximum change in area-
averaged Stage 2 efficiency associated with vane clocking is 0.27
points. Results are shown for two cycles, assuming periodicity.
The maximum efficiency condition occurs at CL3 while the mini-
mum efficiency clocking configuration occurs at CL6. The area-
averaged Stage 2 total pressure ratio differed by 0.000312 be-
tween the maximum and minimum clocking configurations. This
is larger than the uncertainty based on the pressure scanner sup-
plier data, and thus, is considered to be a measurable vane clock-
ing effect. The accuracy of the pressure transducers as given by
the manufacturer is �0.0025 psi �gauge� �uncertainty in
Po1 / Po-inlet= �0.00017� and covers linearity, hysteresis, and re-
peatability.

The maximum Stage 2 performance occurs for clocking con-
figuration CL3, which was shown to locate the Stator 1 wake at
the Stator 2 leading edge for the majority of the span giving rise to
a smaller Stator 2 wake �CLLE�. The clocking configuration with
the worst performance was CL6, which located the Stator 1 wake
in the middle of the Stator 2 passage �CLMP�. These results are in
line with the reported results from previous vane clocking re-
search in both turbines and compressors.

5 Results at High Loading
A high loading condition at design speed was investigated to

look at vane clocking effects in an embedded stage environment
characterized by larger wakes, larger potential fields, and less
stable vane boundary layers. Figure 13 shows the Stator 2 inlet
total pressure results for high loading. As at design point, a Kiel
head total pressure probe traversed along the Stator 2 leading edge
as the IGV and Stator 1 traversed in unison, in 2% vp increments.

The contour plot shows a much wider Stator 1 wake compared
with that shown in Fig. 3 at design loading. Also, rather than the
mostly radial Stator 1 wake at design, the Stator 1 wake at high
loading shows an almost constant lean angle in the circumferential
direction from 12% to 70% span. The larger total pressures mea-
sured near the hub in Fig. 13 are indicative of a rotor hub-strong
profile.

Figure 14 shows the Stator 2 exit total pressure distribution for
all clocking configurations at high loading. The scales have been
adjusted to highlight the location of the Stator 1 wake fluid, shown
in green at midspan. The Stator 2 Reynolds number based on
chord was 4.0�105 at high loading. An approximate outline of
the Stator 1 wake fluid is also shown by the black lines. There is
significant tangential skew in the Stator 1 wake by the time it
convects to the Stator 2 exit. The clocking configuration that lo-
cates the Stator 1 wake at the Stator 2 leading edge thus varies
with spanwise location. Clocking configuration CL3 is the con-
figuration for leading edge impingement �CLLE� at the lower radii
while CL6 is the configuration for leading edge impingement near
the tip.

A significant difference with the results at design loading is
present in Fig. 15 where the circumferentially averaged Stator 1
exit total pressure is shown. The effects of clocking the down-
stream vane have a strong effect on the hub total pressure at the
exit of the upstream vane. The case for Stator 1 wake impinge-
ment on the downstream vane at 12% span, CL3, shows the high-
est Stator 1 exit total pressure at the hub.

To further investigate the results shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16
shows the Stator 1 wake total pressure profiles at 12% span, where
the largest variations in circumferentially averaged pressure oc-
curred. Additionally, the Stator 1 wake profiles at 50% span,
where the minimum variations associated with vane clocking oc-
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Fig. 14 Stator 2 exit total pressure field, Po3 /Po-inlet, at high
loading
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cur, are also shown in Fig. 16. The wake profiles show that there
is indeed more variation in the Stator 1 wake between the clock-
ing configurations as compared with the Stator 1 wake results at
design point �Fig. 7�. The lowest amount of variation occurs at
50% span where the wake is the smallest. The variations at 12%
span occur in the portion of the wake shed from the suction side
of the vane.

Stator 2 exit total pressures at high loading, Fig. 17, show a
significant difference between the CL3 �leading edge impinge-
ment at the hub� case and the CL6 case �leading edge impinge-
ment near the tip�. For the CL6 case, the profile is almost uniform,
except for a deficit at the hub. The CL3 case, however, shows
pressures linearly increasing from the hub to the tip. This large
difference in the radial total pressure profile resulting from up-
stream vane-wake placement could have significant implications
to a compressor designer and indicates the importance of having
the capability to model these multistage effects with CFD tools,
especially for machines with similar vane counts.

Figure 18 shows the Stator 2 wake total pressure profiles at all
spanwise locations at high loading. The effect of vane clocking is
clearly identifiable in the Stator 2 wake width and depth. As at
design loading, the effects of vane clocking occur in the suction
side of the wake. The pressure sides of the wakes for all clocking
configurations align nearly perfectly at all spanwise locations.
Near the hub, the minimum Stator 2 wake occurs for CL6 �CLMP
in the hub region� while the maximum wake occurs for the clock-
ing configuration half a passage out-of-phase, CL3 �CLLE in the

hub region�. The maximum Stator 2 wake condition corresponds
to Stator 1 wake impingement. This is true for the entire span, and
the clocking configuration that corresponds to the Stator 1 wake
impingement case changes with span just as the maximum wake
clocking configuration changes with span. This is opposite of the
trend seen at design loading where wake impingement created the
thinnest Stator 2 wake.

Looking at the steady axial velocity results obtained at the Sta-
tor 2 inlet with a cross-film sensor for the two clocking configu-
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rations, CL3 and CL6, it is observed that the large Stator 2 wake
created by Stator 1 wake impingement near the hub creates a
blockage significant enough that less flow will go through the hub
streamtube for the CL3 configuration, as shown by the decrease in
axial velocity near the hub in Fig. 19. Thus, for the CL3 configu-
ration, Stator 2 is unloaded near the hub, as shown by the de-
creased pressure in Fig. 17. This could account for why Stator 1
shows an increased hub loading for configuration CL3.

The clocking configuration for Stator 1 wake impingement cre-
ated the larger Stator 2 wake and resulted in locally lower average
total pressure ratios. The maximum total pressure ratio clocking
configuration near the tip was out-of-phase with the maximum
total pressure ratio clocking configuration near the hub, Fig. 20.
However, the near-hub variations in total pressure ratio were
larger than the variations in the outer half of the span. Therefore,
the clocking configuration for the maximum total pressure rise for
the lower half of the vane was the clocking configuration that
provided the highest area-averaged total pressure rise. The overall
change in Stage 2 area-averaged total pressure ratio with vane
clocking was 0.00134 at high loading.

The total temperature results at high loading were similar to the
results at design loading. No vane clocking effects could be ob-
served in the total temperature profiles. The data acquired on the

five other days when the long temperature acquisitions are avail-
able for CL3 and CL6 were area-averaged and compared. There
was no trend in Stage 2 area-averaged total temperature ratio for
the two clocking configurations, Fig. 21. Therefore, as was done
for design loading, the total temperature was considered to be
constant for all clocking configurations concluding that vane
clocking effects are mainly affecting Stage 2 losses.

The Stage 2 efficiency variation due to vane clocking at high
loading is shown in Fig. 22 along with the results from design
loading. At high loading, the minimum efficiency condition occurs
for CL3 �CLLE near hub� while the maximum efficiency condition
is CL6 �CLMP near hub�. This is exactly opposite to the results at
design loading. However, at high loading, the change in efficiency
is 1.07 points, more than three times the measured effect at design
loading. The effect of vane clocking at high loading showed that
when the upstream vane wake impinged on the downstream vane,
the downstream vane wake became larger. This larger wake cre-
ated a flow blockage and caused the flow to radially redistribute.
These data show that the clocking configuration for leading edge
impingement may not always be the optimum efficiency configu-
ration, especially at off-design conditions. These results hint at the
complicated vane-wake interactions that occur in a compressor.

The obvious question is the uncertainty associated with the ef-
ficiency measurements. Using the uncertainty in pressure and tem-
perature measurements based on supplier data and calibration pro-
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vides large uncertainties in efficiency, as much as �0.5 points.
However, the wake profiles seemed to be following a trend with
vane clocking, and thus, the authors felt that the repeatability of
the measurements was much better than the uncertainty. As men-
tioned previously, two clocking configurations were studied in
detail on five separate testing days. While the pressure rakes were
relocated to a different vane passage to allow for insertion of the
unsteady flow measurement probes, steady flow data were ac-
quired during these runs.

Results are summarized in Table 1. At design loading, the CL3
configuration was, on average, 0.28 points more efficient than the
CL6 configuration, with a standard deviation of 0.16 points for
those five tests. This resulted from a Stage 2 total pressure ratio
for CL3 that was larger than that of CL6 by 0.000314, with a
standard deviation of 0.000202. At high loading, the CL6 configu-
ration was, on average, 0.77 points more efficient than the CL3
configuration, with a standard deviation of 0.22 points. This re-
sulted from a Stage 2 total pressure ratio for CL6 that was larger
than that for CL3 by 0.000960, with a standard deviation of
0.000282. Thus, the trends are repeatable. The efficiency differ-
ences at high loading are almost three times that seen at design,
while the best efficiency clocking configuration at design provided
the worst efficiency at high loading.

6 Summary and Conclusions
The objective of this research was to measure the effects of

vane clocking on embedded compressor stage performance. The
results at two loading conditions at design speed were discussed.
The design operating condition produced Stator 1 wakes that were
mostly radial, with slight skew near the endwalls. Clocking the
downstream vanes did not have a measurable impact on Stator 1
wakes. For the clocking configuration where the Stator 1 wakes
impinged on the downstream Stator 2 vanes, the resulting Stator 2
wakes were thinner and shallower, as measured by Kiel head total
pressure rakes. The most notable vane clocking effects occurred at
70% and 80% spans. Since vane clocking had no measurable ef-
fect on the work done, changes in stage efficiency resulted from
variations in stage losses only. Thus, the case of upstream vane-
wake impingement resulted in the best efficiency configuration,
with an overall difference in Stage 2 efficiency of 0.27 points.
Previous vane clocking research has shown that the clocking con-
figuration providing leading edge impingement of the upstream
vane wake is the optimal efficiency condition, and these results
concur.

At high loading, the Stator 1 wake had an almost constant lean
angle in the circumferential direction from 12% to 70% span.
Thus, the clocking configuration that resulted in Stator 1 wake
impingement near the hub was out-of-phase with that at the tip.
The case for optimum efficiency at design loading �leading edge
impingement� resulted in the worst efficiency condition at high
loading. The resulting Stator 2 wakes for this clocking configura-
tion were much wider and deeper, perhaps the result of the Stator
1 wake impingement triggering an earlier suction surface bound-
ary layer separation. In fact, when the Stator 1 wake impinged on
the leading edge of Stator 2 near the hub at high loading, the
Stator 2 suction side boundary layer separation caused significant
hub blockage such that the flow radially redistributed, passing
more flow through the tip streamlines, as shown by axial velocity

results. The near-hub variations in total pressure ratio associated
with vane clocking were larger than the variations in the outer half
of the span. Therefore, the clocking configuration with the maxi-
mum total pressure rise in the lower half of the vane was the best
overall efficiency clocking configuration. The difference in effi-
ciency with vane clocking at high loading was 1.07 points, more
than three times that seen at design loading.

These results show that there is not one single rule that can be
applied to implementation of vane clocking in compressors for
efficiency improvements. The designer must weigh the benefits at
one operating condition with the possible penalty at another. It is,
perhaps, unreasonable to expect that compressor blade boundary
layers will react in a similar manner as turbine blade boundary
layers, especially at off-design conditions. This work also shows
the importance of resolving the interaction effects of the upstream
vane wakes when using CFD to compute the flow field in a mul-
tistage environment. Vane clocking has been shown to not only
affect stage efficiency, but it has also had a significant impact on
the radial distribution of total pressure and mass flow. The flow
physics associated with the performance changes discussed in this
paper are further investigated in a companion paper using un-
steady flow measurements acquired for the maximum and mini-
mum efficiency clocking configurations �22�.
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Nomenclature
CFD � computational fluid dynamics

CL � clocking configuration: S1% vp–S2% vp
CLLE � CL where S1 wake impinges on S2 LE
CLMP � CL where S1 wake passes in the middle of S2

passage
IGV � inlet guide vane

mc � corrected mass flow rate
Po � stagnation pressure
S1 � Stator 1
S2 � Stator 2
To � stagnation temperature

Utip � tip wheel speed
Vx � axial velocity
� � adiabatic efficiency

Subscripts
1 � Stator 1 exit
2 � Stator 2 inlet
3 � Stator 2 exit

inlet � compressor inlet
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Three Dimensional Clocking
Effects in a One and a Half Stage
Transonic Turbine
This paper presents an experimental investigation of the flow field in a high-pressure
transonic turbine with a downstream vane row (1.5 stage machine) concerning the airfoil
indexing. The objective is a detailed analysis of the three-dimensional aerodynamics of
the second vane for different clocking positions. To give an overview of the time-averaged
flow field, five-hole probe measurements were performed upstream and downstream of the
second stator. Furthermore in these planes additional unsteady measurements were car-
ried out with laser Doppler velocimetry in order to record rotor phase-resolved velocity,
flow angle, and turbulence distributions at two different clocking positions. In the planes
upstream of the second vane, the time-resolved pressure field has been measured by
means of a fast response aerodynamic pressure probe. This paper shows that the second-
ary flows of the second vane are significantly modified by the different clocking positions,
in connection with the first vane modulation of the rotor secondary flows. An analysis of
the performance of the second vane is also carried out, and a 0.6% variation in the
second vane loss coefficient has been recorded among the different clocking positions.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3072715�

1 Introduction
The objective of reduced costs and the continuous increase in

the maximum combustion chamber exit temperature lead to tur-
bine stages with high-pressure �HP� ratios and transonic condi-
tions. To increase the efficiency of the high-pressure turbine, a
detailed analysis of the unsteady flow is required, taking into ac-
count both the vane-rotor interaction and vane-vane/rotor-rotor
clocking effects.

The basic idea of clocking is to improve the overall efficiency
by varying the circumferential and/or the axial position of adja-
cent vanes or blades. The most common method is to rotate the
nozzle ring with respect to a downstream vane row; as widely
known from the available literature, the largest efficiency varia-
tion is obtained with equal blade counts. Moreover, it is well
known that the maximum of efficiency is achieved when the seg-
ments of the first vane wake, released by the rotor, impinge on the
leading edge of the second vane �1�.

In low-pressure �LP� turbines the clocking is directly linked to
the wakes, while in transonic HP turbines the effect is mainly
related to the interaction of the total pressure and total temperature
fields downstream of the first stage with the second stator. The
flow field downstream of the rotor is nonuniform in the circum-
ferential direction due to the trailing edge shocks and the second-
ary flows of the first vane; wakes have little effects compared with
others flow structures �2�.

The influence of the first vane shock on the rotor aerodynamics
has been investigated by a number of authors. Significant static
pressure oscillations on the rotor suction side were observed as a
consequence of the shock interaction with the rotor blade that
causes rotor loading fluctuations. Dénos and Paniagua �3� isolated
the effects of the potential field of the vane on the total pressure
distribution downstream of the stage. Gadea et al. �4� investigated
the influence of clocking on the time-resolved pressure field of a
second vane tested in a 1.5 stage HP turbine. In this work, it was

shown how the optimum clocking position for aerodynamics did
not minimize the unsteady force. However Haldeman et al. �5�
observed in a HP turbine a decrease in the envelope size of the
static pressure for the optimum aerodynamic clocking position.

In low aspect ratio turbine stages, the stator secondary flow–
rotor blade interaction represents an important unsteady effect.
The transport of the incoming vortices inside the rotor channel
and their interaction with the rotor secondary flows were dis-
cussed in Chaluvadi et al. �6�. Sharma et al. �7� observed a dra-
matic influence of the very strong rotor vortices on the second
stator aerodynamics, resulting in a completely altered second sta-
tor secondary field.

Recently the clocking effects driven by the first stator second-
ary vortices have been studied in detail in a multistage subsonic
turbine �8�. The goal of the present paper is to study the three-
dimensional character of clocking by means of a detailed analysis
of the unsteady flow in a transonic turbine stage.

2 Experimental Setup
The measurement campaign was carried out in the continuously

operating transonic test turbine facility at Graz University of
Technology. Some aspects of the test rig are reported in Table 1
�see Schennach et al. �9� for more details�. The meridional section
of the turbine stage is given in Fig. 1, together with the measure-
ment planes and the clocking positions. The second vane has a
simple cylindrical contour and was designed as a low-pressure
vane to prevent condensation. The relative pitchwise position of
the first and second stator can be changed in order to investigate
stator-stator clocking effects. The clearance between the rotor
blade tip and the casing as well as the one of the second vane to
the hub are 1 mm.

Time-resolved flow velocity measurements were performed by
means of laser Doppler velocimetry �LDV� in planes C2 and D1
�see Fig. 1�. A detailed description of the optical setup and the
measurement uncertainty is given in Schennach et al. �10� where a
maximum error in velocity is shown to vary between 0.5% in the
freestream and 5% in the wakes. Phase-resolved aerodynamic
measurements were performed by means of a fast response aero-
dynamic pressure probe �FRAPP� �see Persico et al. �11� for more
details� in planes C1 and C2. The probe aerodynamic accuracy
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was evaluated in a calibrated nozzle, resulting in an extended
uncertainty equal to �0.5% of the dynamic head for the pressure
measurements and equal to �0.3 deg for the flow angle. Addition-
ally time-averaged pneumatic measurements were performed with
a conventional five-hole probe �FHP� in planes C1, C1.5, C2, and
D1. The different circumferential positions on the measurement
traverses were achieved by rotating both the stators, while probes
and the LDV head were kept in a fixed position.

LDV and FRAPP measurements were performed for two clock-
ing positions �CP1 and CP6�; each LDV measurement plane con-
sists of 20 measurement positions in the circumferential direction
and approximately nine positions in the radial direction. The
FRAPP measurement grid consists of 20 points in the circumfer-
ential direction and 17 points in the radial direction.

Steady flow measurements were performed by a FHP, devel-
oped at IST. RWTH Aachen �probe head diameter of 2.5 mm with
a thermocouple on the probe head�. The pressure was measured by
a multichannel pressure transducer PSI 9016 with an accuracy of
0.05% of the full scale, and the temperature was recorded with a
National Instruments Field Point FP-TC-120 thermocouple input
module. The FHP is calibrated for Mach numbers between 0.2 and
0.8, yaw angles of �20 deg, and pitch angles of �16 deg. The
measurement grid in each plane consists of 20 points in the cir-
cumferential direction and 19 points in the radial direction. In
each measurement point, the probe was turned along the mean
flow direction to minimize the effects of the yaw angle unsteadi-
ness. Table 2 reports the measurement uncertainties of the FHP

measurements �95% confidence interval� related to the probe cali-
bration, to the systematic error of the PSI Modules, and to the
random errors.

3 Second Stator Inlet Flow Field
As described in Paradiso et al. �12�, in the vane-rotor interac-

tion analysis the most relevant unsteady phenomena are induced
by the first vane shock. The presence of such a strong shock leads
to a sudden increase in the rotor expansion ratio and a reduction in
the rotor incidence angle. As a consequence, strong fluctuations of
the rotor trailing edge shocks and of the rotor secondary flows
were observed at the rotor exit �plane C1�, mainly in the hub
region.

In this section the streamwise development of the above men-
tioned structures and their interaction with the potential field of
the second vane are studied. Prior to develop the multistage analy-
sis, the evolution of the main 3D flow structures in plane C1 in the
absolute frame is briefly reported. Then the time-averaged flow
field in planes C1 and C2 is described, putting in evidence the
main difference related to the two clocking positions under analy-
sis. Finally phase-resolved FRAPP and LDV measurements will
be presented in plane C2.

It is interesting to note that the flow field in C1 can be consid-
ered as the far field upstream of the second vane since the second
vane potential field is almost completely decayed. As a conse-
quence, some considerations on the clocking effect can be done on
the basis of the analysis of this plane.

3.1 Rotor Exit Unsteady Flow Field. When the vane-vane
and rotor–second stator interactions are of concern, the evolution
of the flow field in the absolute frame is required for a proficient
discussion. In Fig. 2 two instants of the unsteady flow field in
plane C1 in the absolute frame are reported. It should be noted
that in this frame the reference time span is the rotor blade passing
period.

At t /RBPP=0.00 three rotor wakes are recognized at � /��
=0.1, 0.8, and 1.5, as clearly indicated by the thin regions of low
CptR all along the span. Focusing on the evolution of the flow
field around the wake placed at � /��=0.8 at t /RBPP=0.00
�dashed line in Fig. 2�, the shock surface is mainly radial and is
placed at � /��=1.1 �dotted line in Fig. 2�. As already discussed
in Paradiso et al. �12�, the maximum shock strength and the mini-
mum secondary flow magnitude are found on this blade at this
instant. As time proceeds, the wake and the shock of the rotor are
shifted in the positive pitchwise direction, experiencing a dynamic
evolution as a consequence of the vane-rotor interaction. As a
consequence, the shock moves and weakens to become evanes-
cent at � /��=1.6 for t /RBPP=0.75.

On the contrary the wake, placed at � /��=0.8 for t /RBPP=0,
tends to progressively enlarge in the hub region, resulting in a
wide loss core placed around � /��=1.35 at 25% span for
t /RBPP=0.75; this phenomenon is linked to the growing of the
rotor hub passage vortex placed in the range � /��=1.2–1.6 for
t /RBPP=0.75.

It is now evident that the vane-rotor interaction effects result in
space as well as time periodicity in the absolute frame. As a con-
sequence in a one and a half stage, the second stator leading edge
will differently interact with the rotor shocks or vortical structures

Table 1 Stage geometrical data and operating conditions

First vane/rotor/second vane number of blades 24/36/24
First vane/rotor/second vane chord �midspan� �mm� 78.9/55.9/88.3
First vane/rotor/second vane axial chord �midspan� �mm� 56.1/46.8/80.1
First vane/rotor/second vane geometric turning angle
�deg� 70/107/53
First vane/rotor/second vane exit aspect ratio 0.70/1.24/0.88
Rotor/second vane tip clearance/span �%� 1.4/1.3
First vane–blade spacing �% nozzle axial chord� 47
Blade–second vane spacing �% blade axial chord� 73
Stage and overall pressure ratio 3.30–4.27
Rotational speed �rpm� 10600
Inlet total temperature �K� 413
Reynolds number nozzle guide vane exit 2.57�106

Reynolds number rotor blade exit 1.69�106

Isentropic first vane exit Mach number at midspan 1.13
Relative blade outlet Mach number at midspan 0.87
Flow coefficient at rotor exit midspan �Vaxial /u� 0.65
Loading factor ��h /u2� 1.51

Fig. 1 Up: meridional section, LDV „ticks… and probe „circles…
measurement positions in C2 and D1. Bottom: blade to blade
overview with clocking positions.

Table 2 FHP measurement uncertainties

� �deg� +0.25 �0.08
� �deg� +0.6 �0.3
Pt �mbar� +1 �1
P �mbar� +1 �1
Cpt +0.001 �0.001
Cps +0.001 �0.001
Y +0.003 �0.003
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depending on its tangential position.
On the basis of the discussion above, the evolution of the ab-

solute quantities is now reported. The � distribution reflects, es-
pecially above a 40% span, the one of CptR since low relative
velocity regions result in zones of highly tangential absolute flow.
In particular, where the relative velocity is extremely low, like in
the core of the tip leakage vortex, the maximum � angle is found
�up to 70 deg in C1�. Similarly the rotor wake is characterized by
values of � greater than that in the freestream. As a result the loss
core at the tip and the wake periodically reduce the second stator
incidence angle.

In the hub region the strong deviation angle gradients due to the
hub passage vortex and the weakening of the wake make the
former dominate in the composition of the absolute flow angle;
the result is a clear trace of the rotor hub passage vortex also in
the � angle map. Close to the hub endwall, the wide cross-flow
due to the rotor hub passage vortex turns, in the negative direc-
tion, the mean absolute flow.

The total pressure map appears similar to that of the � angle.
Above 85% span a region of relatively high Cpt is observed,
where the jet leaking through the tip clearance is encountered. In
the remaining part of the map, the Cpt distribution is characterized
by two loss regions, placed, at t /RBPP=0, for example, around
� /��=0.3 at 80% span and around � /��=0.3 at 20% span. These

low Cpt regions are related to vortical structures released by the
rotor where high shear layers induce relevant losses. Moreover
low Cpt regions are found in zones of low axial Mach number;
this feature is connected to the negative � angle regions �i.e., the
overturning legs of the rotor vortices� where a very low axial
Mach number with respect to the freestream is detected. An op-
posite conclusion can be drawn for the high total pressure regions,
related to the high absolute Mach number in the vortex underturn-
ing leg, as already found in Gaetani et al. �13�.

Finally, the rotor shock leaves a trace also in the Cpt distribu-
tion due to the low absolute Mach number that makes the increase
in the static pressure prevail on the reduction in Mach number;
this feature is still visible in plane C1 �for example, at t /RBPP
=0 at � /��=1.1�, where the shocks have still a significant
strength.

3.2 Time Averaged Flow Field. Figure 3 presents the distri-
bution of �, Tt, Cpt, and Cps in planes C1 and C2 for different
clocking positions measured by the FHP. Starting from plane C1,
a region of high Cpt and Tt levels �marker A� can be observed at
� /��=0.6 and at a blade span of 35%. At the bottom border of
this region, low Cps and the highest gradients in the flow angle
are visible.

If the rotor flow field were steady in the relative frame �case
with no first vane–rotor interaction�, a tangentially uniform flow
angle distribution would arise from the time average of the rotor
secondary flows. In the present case, the first vane–rotor interac-
tion induces a periodic modulation of the rotor hub passage vortex
that makes higher gradients appear in and below region A.

The underturning in the region A increases the flow angle and
leads to a reduction in the work exchange and, hence, to high total
pressure and total temperature. Due to the same mechanism, the
increase in the overturning �bottom border of region A� causes
low Cpt and Tt. Marker D labels a region of low Cpt, connected to
the previous one, that contributes to the clocking effect discussed
in plane D1.

These features clarify that the understanding of the rotor exit
flow is possible only when unsteady measurements are available;
otherwise a misleading vortical region might have been identified.
In plane C1 no significant effects induced by the second stator are
found in the steady and unsteady measurements.

Region A evolves following the mean flow direction being not
significantly influenced by the different clocking position. The
mean absolute flow angle distribution can be divided into two
regions: the one at the tip characterized by high values related to
the dominance of the rotor tip leakage vortex, the one in midspan-
hub region where a high overturning is present �as a result of the
mean cross-flow activated by the rotor hub passage vortex�.

The presence of the second vane has a significant influence in
the static pressure field: As the distance between the measuring
plane and the second stator leading edge reduces, the effect of the
potential field increases, being dominant at C2. The Cps distribu-
tion in plane C1 is found to modulate the second stator potential
field in plane C2: For CP1 the minimum in plane C1 couples with
the potential field, resulting in an increased pressure perturbation
in plane C2, while for CP6 it smoothes the second stator effect,
reducing the circumferential nonuniformity. It is interesting to
note that the effects are appreciable only in the midspan-hub re-
gion, while flow at the tip is dominated by the rotor tip leakage
flow, as also shown by all the flow quantities.

Moreover, identifying the position of the leading edge of the
second vane by the potential field, it can be found that region A
enters the second vane passage in the pressure side region for CP6
and in the suction side for CP1; for CP8.5 �not shown for the sake
of brevity�, region A impinges on the second vane leading edge,
while for CP3.5 it enters at midpitch. Because of the dominance
of the second stator potential field in C2, the � angle distribution
accounts for the distortion of the flow direction around the vane
leading edge. Since the static and the total pressure fields interfere
in a different way depending on clocking, a slightly higher Mach

Fig. 2 FRAPP phase-resolved flow field downstream of the ro-
tor in plane C1, absolute frame
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number flow impinges on the blade for CP1 than for CP6. This
effect is also highlighted by the intensity of the static pressure
field in plane C2, which shows a higher circumferential gradient
for CP1 probably due to the higher blade loading.

3.3 Periodic rms. The periodic rms is an estimation of the
amplitude of the periodic fluctuations that affect the flow field;
this quantity, reported in Fig. 4, is defined according to the fol-
lowing expression for a general phase-resolved variable f �with
fTM the time-mean value, N the number of instants, and 	 the
phase�:

rmsf� �

��
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�

=
��
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�
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��
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At the exit of a single stage, in the absence of vane-rotor interac-
tion effects, the distribution of rms would appear as a succession

Fig. 3 FHP flow field in planes C1 „CP1… and C2 „CP1–CP6…. From left: �, Tt, Cpt, and Cps.

Fig. 4 rms from FRAPP: Cpt, �, and Cps in plane C2 for CP1 „up… and CP6 „down…
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of circumferential strips with only radial gradients. Therefore any
pitchwise-periodic feature in these maps marks the modulation of
the rotor exit unsteadiness induced by the upstream stator. When a
second stator is added downstream of the rotor, another source of
unsteadiness �and hence periodic rms� may arise; in particular, the
structures that keep the same position independently of the second
stator are markers of the first vane-rotor interaction, while the
structures that change according to the second stator position are
linked to the rotor–second vane interaction.

In Fig. 4, the two clocking positions evidence some relevant
differences and significant features characterized by the periodic-
ity of the stator pitch. In particular, the two clocking positions
show high rms of Cpt and � in the tip region �marked with B�, but
at a different circumferential position, displaced according to the
second stator. In both cases the rms peak is shifted by 30% of the
pitch with respect to the leading edge on the second vane suction
side. Since the flow structures depending on the first stator are
roughly at the same circumferential position, this feature is related
to the interaction of the rotor tip leakage, characterized by a
highly positive � angle, with the second vane potential field.

The rms of Cpt in the midspan-hub region does not show well
defined structures; however the position of the high rms region
changes with the airfoil indexing, suggesting a higher dependence
on the second vane position rather than on the first vane flow field.

The rms of the flow angle in the midspan region shows a radial
trace at � /��=0.3 characterized by high values not influenced by
the second vane position. Also in the hub region the rms is inde-
pendent of the second vane but evidences a region of high value at

30% of the blade span and at 0.8
� /��
1.5. This region,
roughly in the same position of region A �Fig. 3�, is mainly related
to the periodic fluctuation of the rotor passage vortex induced by
the first vane shock.

The rms of Cps shows a first stator dependant structure at the
margin of region A and generally medium levels on the whole
plane. It is interesting to note that the tip region is characterized
by minima whose position depends on the second vane position
�marker C�.

3.4 Phase-Resolved Flow Field. In this section the unsteady
coupling between the rotor exit structures and the potential field of
the second stator �CP1 and CP6� is discussed for two different
clocking positions. Two different instants �t /RBPP=0 and
t /RBPP=0.25� are reported in the following: Due to the time-
space periodicity, the evolution in time of the flow field allows to
have a complete representation of the rotor blade period only pre-
senting these two instants. Channel 1 in Fig. 5 experiences, in the
second half of the period, the same evolution of channel 2 in the
first half of the period.

As the potential field of the vane propagates upstream, the in-
crease in Cps over the span represents a marker of the down-
stream vane position, marked in Figs. 5 and 6 by a dashed line. In
this plane the influence of the second stator pressure field strongly
modulates the pitchwise variations in the static pressure. The rotor
wakes, clearly visible in plane C1 �see � and Cpt in Fig. 2�, are
distorted and spread over the pitch; these structures are convected
from the rotor exit to plane C2 following the mean absolute flow

Fig. 5 FRAPP phase-resolved flow field in plane C2 for clocking position CP1. From left: Cps, Cpt, � angle, and TKE.

Fig. 6 FRAPP phase-resolved flow field in plane C2 for clocking position CP6. From left: Cps, Cpt, � angle, and TKE.
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direction that is almost axial. The shock propagates downstream
with an angle of about 20–30 deg interacting with the wake just
upstream of the second vane.

In plane C1 at t /RBPP=0 a relatively strong shock is observed
on the rotor SS; in plane C2 this shock is hard to identify. The
potential field at the rotor exit interacts with the one of the second
stator, modulating the static pressure field in plane C2.

Focusing on CP1 and looking first at Cpt, the tip region is
dominated by the rotor periodicity �three peaks on two stator pas-
sages�; related to the same peak regions, high � gradients are
found, as already discussed in C1. Differently from C1 where the
regions of low Cpt were very similar in terms of dimension and
magnitude, in C2 the minima are different �see the dotted circles
at t /RBPP=0� being correlated with different � gradients whose
intensity has been modified by the second stator potential field.

Focusing on the midspan/hub region, � and Cpt show a change
in the spatial periodicity and acquire the stator periodicity as the
potential field has become dominant over the rotor structures.
Moreover a detailed analysis of Cpt and � shows a strong modu-
lation of the rotor hub passage vortex, identified in plane C1 on
the basis of the deviation angle map, due to its periodic generation
mechanism and to the interaction with the second vane. In par-
ticular, as evidenced at t /RBPP=0 by the regions of high � and
Cpt gradients �marker of vortex cores as already discussed�, the
periodic evolution of the vortex makes it appear stronger in the
channel on the left �0
� /��
1� than in that on the right �1

� /��
2�. Despite the original periodicity is that of the rotor,
the vortex magnitude is modulated by the first vane–rotor interac-
tion, resulting in one almost negligible vortex out of three theo-
retically present. The turbulent kinetic energy �TKE� map sup-
ports this interpretation, reaching high values when the vortices
are stronger. As time proceeds, the vortex core shifts tangentially:
At t /RBPP=0.25 three vortices are present, while at t /RBPP=0
just two are visible. The dynamic of the rotor hub passage vortex
makes the high TKE region interact mainly on the SS or leading
edge of the second vane; when the vortex has a low magnitude, it
enters the vane at midpitch �t /RBPP=0.25 at � /��=1.1�.

Moreover, as reported in Fig. 5, the midspan/hub region cen-
tered at � /��=0.5 shows high total pressure weakly dependent on
the different instants, confirming the time-averaged results ob-
tained by means of the five-hole probe at the same measuring
plane �region A in Fig. 3�.

Changing the clocking position from CP1 to CP6 �see Fig. 6�,
the tip region presents the same pattern previously commented on,
showing a very weak dependence on the second stator. Below
midspan the vortex dynamics described for CP1 are present also
for this clocking position with a different effect: The center of the
strong vortices impinges mainly on the leading edge or on the PS
of the blade, as also commented on in time-averaged maps. In
agreement with the high frequency response measurements on the
blade leading edge at midspan �14�, it is observed that all along
the blade span �except in the rotor tip leakage region� the static
pressure fluctuation is higher for CP1 than for CP6.

In order to achieve a more schematic view of the second vane
inlet flow field at different clocking positions, it is useful to divide
the flow field and therefore the generalities of the blade row in-
teraction in two distinct zones:

• midspan-hub interaction region, where the circumferential
variation depends mainly on the first stator trailing edge
shock instead of the wakes �see Fig. 2 of the paper of Parad-
iso et al. �12��. This feature is also visible in the time-
averaged flow field, as reported in Fig. 3 at about 25% of the
blade span.

• tip interaction region where the subsonic exit flow of the
first stator and the negligible modulation of the rotor tip
leakage lead only to a weak circumferential variation in the
flow field downstream of the rotor. Therefore, only a weak
potential for improving the performance of the second vane

through the airfoil indexing should be expected in the tip
region.

4 Second Stator Outlet Flow Field
This section is devoted to the presentation and discussion of the

data acquired by means of FHP and LDV in plane D1; due to
geometrical constraints, it was not possible to apply the FRAPP
downstream of the second stator. The discussion is introduced by
a detailed analysis of the time-averaged flow field for four clock-
ing positions; then, the phase-resolved LDV data are presented to
investigate the unsteady features in two out of the four positions.
It should be recalled that a clearance at the hub of 1 mm was
necessary to allow the rotation of the vane.

4.1 Time Averaged Flow Field. Fig. 7 reports a summary of
the time-averaged flow field downstream of the second stator. On
the basis of the distribution of the flow angles and in correspon-
dence with a very low Cpt zone, an extremely strong vortical
structure was observed in the hub region for all the clocking po-
sitions. This highly dissipative vortex �marker E� results from the
rolling up of the hub leakage flow.

Moreover, depending on the position of the second vane, a sec-
ond vortical structure appears in the measuring plane at 25% of
the blade span. The sense of rotation, the radial position, and its
shift in the tangential direction suggest identifying it as the trace
of the periodic vortex core entering the channel and related to
region A in plane C2. As previously commented on, the position
in plane C2 of this structure is almost independent of the position
of the second vane: For CP1 it enters close to the suction side of
the channel, for CP3.5 it enters at midpitch, for CP6 it is on the
blade PS, while for CP8.5 it impinges on the leading edge. The
distribution of TKE, calculated from LDV data acquired for CP1
and CP6 and reported in Fig. 8, supports the conclusion that the
structure found in plane D1 at 25% span is dependent on the
vorticity field entering the second vane channel. The TKE peak
centered at 55% of the blade span on wake SS for CP1 and on
wake PS for CP6 evidences the interaction of the incoming vortex
with the second vane flow field.

The total pressure contours in the hub region are mainly deter-
mined by the hub leakage vortex and second stator wake, but they
also reveal a difference in magnitude and extension depending on
the clocking position. This feature is related to the upstream flow
field, which is characterized by strong pitchwise gradients of the
total pressure. In plane C2 an intense total pressure deficit has
been found in the hub region, which is always placed at the same
circumferential position and therefore enters the second stator
channel in different positions with respect to the leading edge for
the different clocking configurations. In particular it is placed on
the PS of the second stator for CP1, where it is also found in plane
D1 �marker D�; as the second vane is rotated �toward the left�, the
total pressure defect displaces along the pitch, as shown by the
marker in the figure. This correspondence between the position of
the total pressure deficit upstream and downstream of the cascade
is due to the low aerodynamic loading of the second stator. More-
over the total pressure loss of the hub leakage vortex is higher for
CP1 than for CP6, as well as TKE �Fig. 8�. It should be noted that
in plane C2 the mean Mach number of the streamlines impinging
on the blade is higher for CP1; this leads to a higher stator loading
that drives the intensity of the leakage and thus its turbulence �as
also shown by the higher potential field reported by Cps in Fig. 3�.

The tip region is instead dominated by the tip passage vortex
�see the gradients in the radial angle distribution�, whose time-
averaged intensity is modulated among the different clocking po-
sitions by the interaction with the vortex entering the channel and
by the blade loading. At CP8.5 and CP1, the vortex seems to be
stronger, and its interaction with the blade wake determines higher
total pressure losses and TKE intensity. In particular, Fig. 8 shows
for CP1 a higher peak in the wake and a second peak, not present
in CP6, centered at 75% of the blade span on the wake SS; the
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latter structure could be related to the scraping of the high turbu-
lent region, located at the tip and generated by the rotor tip leak-
age, operated by the stronger stator tip passage vortex. For CP6,
the lower intensity of the passage vortex moves only slightly the
turbulent region toward the suction side.

4.2 Phase-Resolved Flow Field. To analyze in detail the
phase-resolved flow field, it is worthy to start from CP6. As Fig. 9
reports, in this configuration an almost steady flow field is found
over the whole measuring plane; the velocity contours show neg-
ligible fluctuations in magnitude in the freestream region as well
as in the wake. On the contrary the flow angle shows fluctuations
in the midspan region on the PS of the wake. The TKE pattern is
weakly modulated in the tip region, as a consequence of the blade
loading unsteadiness and hence of the tip passage vortex, and in
the wake PS where the trace of the interaction of the incoming
vortex with the second vane flow field is found. It is interesting to
note that for t /RBPP=0 the TKE peak at � /��=0.2 and 55% of
the blade height corresponds to the maximum gradient of �; on
the contrary for the adjacent channel, corresponding to the begin-
ning of the second half of the period, a region of uniform flow
direction is found in the same position. The modulation of the
TKE in that region is related to the fluctuation of the rotor hub
passage vortex, as described in planes C1 and C2 �region A�.

Moreover the hub leakage vortex is also slightly modulated
with an opposite phase with respect to the previous structure;

focusing on the wake placed at � /��=1, a maximum of TKE and
velocity defect are found when the � gradient on the PS is mini-
mum. This feature is consistent with the modulation of the blade
loading as visible from the Cps map in plane C2, as reported in
Figs. 5 and 6.

CP1 shows a much higher unsteadiness on all the measured
quantities: The velocity field is modulated in magnitude and di-
rection, and periodic fluctuations of the flow angle occur in the
vortex cores �Fig. 10�. Also at t /RBPP=0 in the second channel
�0.6
� /��
1.6�, the high flow velocity in the freestream all
along the span is coupled to three regions of intense � gradients:
At the tip the region is centered at � /��=1.2–75% of the blade
span and is acknowledged as the tip passage vortex; at midspan
the region is placed around � /��=1.2 and seems to be related to
the interaction of the flow field with the incoming vortex; at the
hub it is placed at � /��=1.3 and depends on the very strong hub
leakage vortex.

The TKE map shows high peaks in the passage vortex region
�also where it interacts with the wake�, in the region of the inter-
action with the incoming vortex, and at the hub leakage flow. As
time proceeds, the tip passage vortex evolves in terms of flow
angle gradients and TKE: This behavior is related to the periodic
fluctuation of blade loading and to the interaction with the rotor
tip leakage vortex �corotating with the stator tip passage vortex
and periodically chopped by the stator leading edge�. Moreover
region A �in Fig. 3� seems to enhance the vorticity also in the tip
region through a viscous mechanism, its evolution being in phase
with the tip passage vortex one �a weaker vortex is found for the
adjacent channel�. The higher the magnitude of the tip passage
vortex, the higher the TKE both in the wake and in the tip region
due to the interaction of the vortex with the wake and the endwall
turbulent regions. For CP1 the unsteadiness in the rotor hub pas-
sage vortex makes the latter reach its maximum strength in a
position corresponding to the suction side of the second stator.
Therefore, it is likely that the unsteadiness in the second stator
secondary flows is amplified.

Fig. 7 FHP flow field in planes D1 for CP1, CP3.5, CP6, and CP8.5. From top: �, �, and Cpt.

Fig. 8 TKE from LDV data in plane D1
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The velocity magnitude shows a direct link with the inlet total
pressure, being displaced in phase of about 3

4 of the period; the
lower second stator outlet velocity measured in 1
� /��
2 at
t /RBPP=0.5 seems to correspond to the inlet total pressure field
of the instants at t /RBPP=0.75. The maximum TKE in the hub
region at the outlet is found at t /RBPP=0.25, and the correspond-
ing peak at the inlet suction side is at t /RBPP=0.5.

As also described in Gaetani et al. �15� for a subsonic turbine
stage, the higher the blade loading fluctuation, the higher the fluc-
tuations observed downstream of the blade row. These phenom-
ena, together with the fact that the vortical region A enters the
channel close to the blade SS, make the flow in the second vane
more unsteady than for CP6.

5 Second Stator Performance

On the basis of the phenomenological discussion presented in
Secs. 3 and 4, some general considerations can be drawn by ana-
lyzing the pitchwise-averaged second stator loss coefficient and
exit flow angle at plane D1 �Fig. 11 together with error bars�. The
standard definition of the total pressure loss coefficient is used,
with reference to an overall averaged value of Pt in plane C2.

Both the clocking positions show high losses at the hub �
20%
of the blade span� as a consequence of the strong hub leakage; in
particular, CP1 shows higher losses near the endwall, connected to
the different incoming flow field.

Moreover CP6 shows a higher overturning on the upper bound-

Fig. 9 LDV phase-resolved flow field in plane D1 for clocking position CP6. From left: � angle, velocity magnitude, and TKE.

Fig. 10 LDV phase-resolved flow field in plane D1 for clocking position CP1. From left: � angle, velocity magnitude, and TKE.
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ary of the hub leakage �h=15% of blade span� as a consequence
of the weaker interaction of the hub leakage with the incoming
vortical structure, entered close to the pressure side.

In the region between 20% and 50% of the span, CP1 shows
alternatively lower and higher total pressure losses than CP6,
which, in turns, shows a regular increasing trend; this behavior is
related to the different positions of the incoming vortex �rotor hub
passage vortex; see also the lower part of region A in Fig. 3� and
of the total pressure deficit �region D in Fig. 3� that interacts in a
different way with the hub leakage and with the stator freestream
flow.

The third region is located from midspan to the tip, where
higher performances are found with respect to the hub as a con-
sequence of the absence of clearance and of the weakness of vane-
vane interaction mechanisms. Comparing the two clocking posi-
tions in this region, CP6 shows higher performances with respect
to CP1, as a consequence of the reduction in the tip passage vor-
tex.

In quantitative terms, the configuration CP6 evidences a second
stator total pressure loss �Y� reduction of about 0.6% with respect
to CP1; smoother total pressure and flow angle profiles down-
stream of the second stator are also observed, which are going to
minimize the mixing losses downstream of the measuring section.
CP1 proves to be the worst configuration tested: Differences be-
tween CP6, CP3.5, and CP8.5 are inside of the uncertainty band.

The effect of clocking on the spanwise total to total efficiency is
reported in Schennach et al. �9� and supports these observations.
The largest efficiency variation due to the clocking was observed
in the hub region, caused by the interaction of the modulated rotor
hub passage vortex with the vortex system of the second vane.

6 Conclusions
In this paper the three-dimensional unsteady aerodynamics of a

one and a half stage transonic turbine have been investigated. The
modulation of the second vane aerodynamics operated by the first
vane–rotor interaction effects has been studied. After a brief re-
view of the unsteady rotor exit flow field �described in detail in
Paradiso et al. �12��, the streamwise evolution of the flow field
downstream of the first stage has been studied on a time-averaged
basis. The mixing process of the rotor exit viscous structures as
well as the growth of the second stator potential field have been
discussed. On the measurement plane closest to the second stator
leading edge, the time-averaged information has been coupled by
a detailed analysis of the unsteady flow field. This approach has
evidenced that the highly unsteady rotor hub passage vortex inter-
acts with the second stator in different ways depending on the
indexing; in particular, for CP1 this vortex reaches its maximum
magnitude when entering the second vane channel close to the
suction side of the airfoil, while for CP6 this occurs when entering
close to the airfoil pressure side.

The effects of these different rotor–second vane interaction
mechanisms on the aerodynamics of the second stator have been
investigated, both in terms of time-averaged and phase-resolved
quantities. Different steady and unsteady flow features have been

observed downstream of the second vane in terms of secondary
flows, wake, and hub leakage flow. The link between the incoming
three-dimensional flow features and the second vane secondary
vortices has been discussed, and the main clocking effects of these
different rotor–second vane interaction mechanisms on the aero-
dynamics of the second stator have been investigated both in
terms of time-averaged and phase-resolved quantities. Different
steady and unsteady flow features have been observed down-
stream of the second vane in terms of secondary flows, wake, and
hub leakage flow. The main clocking effects were isolated in two
distinct zones: the region below midspan, where the main vortex-
vortex phenomena are found, although partially overshadowed by
the hub leakage; and the tip region characterized only by a modu-
lation of the tip passage vortex magnitude. As a general conclu-
sion, the strong incoming vortex is observed to produce more
relevant effects when entering close to the suction side of the
second vane �CP1�.

These mechanisms also produce detrimental effects on the sec-
ond stator performance; an increase in total pressure loss of about
0.6% has been found for CP1 with respect to the other clocking
positions. This is also going to modify the aerodynamics of a
possible second rotor, which would work under more uniform
inlet conditions for CP6. Moreover, on the basis of the analysis of
the flow upstream of the second stator, the midspan-hub region
was found to have the most potential for a performance improve-
ment thanks to airfoil indexing, due to the stronger effect of the
first stator shock.
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Nomenclature
FRAPP � fast response aerodynamic pressure

probe
FHP � five hole probe
LDV � laser Doppler velocimetry

HP � high pressure
LP � low pressure
Ps � static pressure �bar�
Pt � total pressure �bar�
Tt � total temperature �K�

Pref � downstream reference pressure �bar�
Ptm � stage upstream total pressure �bar�

Cps��Ps�Pref�/
�Ptm−Pref� � static pressure coefficient

Cpt��Pt�Pref�/
�Ptm−Pref� � total pressure coefficient

y= �PtC2
� −PtD1� /

�PtC2
� −PsD1� � second stator loss coefficient

TPV � tip passage vortex
� � blade to blade absolute flow angle �posi-

tive in the peripheral direction� �deg�
� � rotor deviation angle �deg�

� � radial flow angle �positive in the radial
outward direction� �deg�

RBPP � rotor blade passing period �s�
TKE � turbulent kinetic energy �m2 /s2�

CP � clocking position
PS/SS � pressure/suction side of the blade
�, �� � tangential coordinate, stator pitch

�r−rH� /h � nondimensional blade height

Subscripts
R � rotor, relative

Fig. 11 Pitchwise-averaged quantities: � angle and pressure
loss coefficient Y
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Superscripts
– � pitchwise average
= � pitchwise and spanwise average
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Transition Prediction on Turbine
Blade Profile With Intermittency
Transport Equation
This paper presents the results of tests and validations of the �-Re� model proposed by
Menter et al. (2006, “A Correlation-Based Transition Model Using Local Variables—
Part I: Model Formation,” ASME J. Turbomach., 128, pp. 413–422), which was extended
by in-house correlations for onset location and transition length. The tests performed
were based on experimental data from the flat plate test cases available at the ER-
COFTAC database as well as on experimental data from the turbine blade profile inves-
tigated at Czestochowa University of Technology. Further on, the model was applied for
unsteady calculations of the blade profile test case, where chosen inlet conditions (tur-
bulent intensity and wake parameters) were applied. For the selected case, numerical
results were compared not only with the experimental data but also with the results
obtained with other transition models. It was shown that the applied model was able to
reproduce some essential flow features related to the bypass and wake-induced transition,
and the simulations revealed good agreement with the experimental results in terms of
localization and extent of wake-induced transition. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3072716�

Keywords: transition modeling, intermittency, boundary layer, bypass transition, wake-
induced transition

1 Introduction
Proper prediction of transition is among the most challenging

and important problems in the design of turbomachinery stages.
The variety of possible transition mechanisms in turbomachinery
flows makes it difficult to propose the general strategy for numeri-
cal simulation. Obviously, the best solution for modeling transi-
tional boundary layer would be the application of either detached
eddy simulation �DES� or large eddy simulation �LES�. LES, un-
like DNS, resolves only dynamically important �large� scales, and
the effects of unresolved small scales are modeled. However, the
application of LES for modeling transition is limited due to the
required numerical mesh and resulting high computational time
because when approaching the wall, the scales diminish their di-
mensions so that finer and finer grid is required.

Hence the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes �RANS� methods
and, for unsteady calculations, unsteady Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes �URANS� with an appropriately modeled transi-
tional boundary layer remain the only available engineering tools
to study the transitional flows. It means that it is worth making an
effort to improve RANS or URANS modeling approaches espe-
cially because of the strong interest of the industry.

The application of existing low-Re turbulence models for
laminar-turbulent transition in boundary layers, as reviewed by
Savill �1�, is a highly empirical procedure, which requires experi-
mental data for proper calibration. It means that no model gener-
ates a reliable result for various combinations of Reynolds num-
ber, freestream turbulence, and pressure gradient. Additionally, the
results are sensitive to initial conditions, boundary conditions, and
grid resolution. In these methods usually various experimental
correlations are used to determine the onset of transition.

The transition process may be described by the intermittency
parameter �, which gives information about the fraction of time
when the flow is turbulent. This is why the coupling with inter-
mittency seems to be the best way to take into account the physi-

cal mechanisms of transitional flow and to model transition in a
proper way. One of the classical methods for modeling transition
based on the intermittency parameter is a model formulated by
Dhawan and Narasimha �2�.

Recently, some new methods were developed, which rely on
the intermittency parameter. The first one is the prescribed un-
steady intermittency model �PUIM� developed at Cambridge Uni-
versity �3�, which solely relies on empirical correlations. PUIM
calculates a distance-time intermittency distribution as a function
of space and time �constant in time in the case of steady flow
simulation�. To have this information PUIM employs a set of cor-
relations for transition onset and for spot production rate. The high
quality of this approach was confirmed among the others in
T106A �3� and on N3-60 test cases �4�. The above model is used
in connection with the linear low-Re Yang and Shih k-� model.
Another approach was proposed by Lardeau and Leschziner �5�,
where the intermittency based formulation was coupled with
low-Re algebraic Reynolds-stress model. From this assumption, it
results that this model should return properly all the Reynolds-
stress components, which is especially important for the near-wall
flows where strong turbulence anisotropy is present. The advan-
tage of this modeling approach is its ability to model the pretran-
sitional rise in turbulence intensity, which was experimentally
confirmed, among others, by Elsner et al. �4�. This ability is
achieved mainly due to the introduction of parameters modifying
dumping functions, which control cross-flow and streamwise
variations by taking into account Klebanoff mode properties ob-
served in the pretransitional phase of boundary layer develop-
ment. The experimental verification of this methodology based
mainly on the ERCOFTAC database shows improvement in the
prediction of onset transition and its length. Reasonably good re-
sults for the unsteady test case of the T106A aeroengine turbine
profile with low background turbulence intensity as well as for the
N3-60 turbine test case was also obtained for this model �5�.

A more general description of intermittency is obtained from a
dynamic intermittency convection-diffusion-source equation,
which was for the first time applied by Lodefier and Dick �6� at
Ghent University, and then a similar treatment of the problem was
proposed in the work performed by Menter et al. �7�. According to
the first approach, named Lodefier&Dick hereafter, two dynamic
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equations for intermittency were proposed: one for near-wall in-
termittency � and one for freestream intermittency �. The near-
wall intermittency � takes into account the fraction of time when
the near-wall velocity fluctuations caused by transition have a
turbulent character and tend to zero in the freestream region,
while on the wall � attains unity. The freestream intermittency
factor � describes the intermittent behavior of turbulent eddies
coming from the freestream and impacting into the underlying
pseudolaminar boundary layer. This method proved to be an effi-
cient tool for the prediction of wake interaction with the separa-
tion bubble and especially for wake interaction with the attached
flow �8�.

A different strategy was proposed by Menter et al. �7�, with
only local information being used to activate the production term
in the intermittency equation and the link between the correlations
and the intermittency equation achieved through the use of the
vorticity Reynolds number. The proposed model is based on the
shear stress transport �SST� turbulence model and two transport
equations. The first one is the intermittency transport equation
used to trigger the transition process. The second transport equa-
tion for momentum thickness Reynolds number Re�t was imple-
mented in order to avoid nonlocal operations introduced by ex-
perimental correlations. Outside the boundary layer, the transport
variable was forced to follow the value of Re�t given by correla-
tions.

The paper contains the proposal of extension of the model of
Menter et al., which is achieved by in-house correlations on onset
location and transition length. The model proposed was named
intermittency transport model �ITM�, and its performance was
tested against the flat plate test cases available at the ERCOFTAC
database as well as on experimental data obtained for the turbine
blade profile at Czestochowa University of Technology. The cal-
culations have been done with the use of the commercial package
FLUENT, where both the SST turbulence model and the transport
equations for intermittency and momentum thickness Reynolds
number were implemented via user defined functions �UDFs�.

2 Model Description
The model proposed in this paper is based on the �-Re� transi-

tion model by Menter et al. �7� and the SST turbulence model with
a time scale bound according to Medic and Durbin �9�. For the
purpose of transition modeling, some modifications were intro-
duced into the turbulence model. The most important one was to
express production Pk and destruction terms Dk of the turbulent
kinetic energy equation in terms of effective intermittency �eff as
follows:

P̃k = �effPk �1�

D̃k = min�max��eff,0.1�,1.0�Dk �2�
The effective intermittency was obtained from

�eff = max��,�sep� �3�

where �sep is separation intermittency, which is allowed to grow
rapidly above 1 once the boundary layer separates. This should
ensure high production rate of turbulent kinetic energy and more
physical reattachment. The � coefficient is calculated from the
transport equation. The consecutive modification concerns the
blending function F1, which is responsible for switching between
the k-� and k-� models. This modification was aimed to ensure
that the F1 function is always equal to 1 in a laminar boundary
layer.

The �-Re� model is based on two transport equations, i.e., the
intermittency equation used to trigger the transition process and
the transport equation of momentum thickness Reynolds number
Re�t. The intermittency transport equation used to trigger the tran-
sition process is formulated as

��� · ��
�t

+
��� · Uj · ��

�xj
= P�1 − E�1 + P�2 − E�2

+
�

�xj
��� +

�t

� f
� ��

�xj
� �4�

where transition sources are defined as

P�1 = 2Flength · � · S · �� · Fonset�0.5 �5�

E�1 = P�1 · � �6�
and the destruction/relaminarization terms are described as

P�2 = 0.06�	�Fturb �7�

E�2 = 50P�2� �8�

where S is the strain rate �2·SijSij�1/2 and 	 is the vorticity mag-
nitude. Fonset triggers the intermittency production at the begin-
ning of the transition, and the Flength controls the length of the
transition zone. The onset function Fonset is formulated as a func-
tion of critical transition Reynolds number Re�c and vorticity Rey-
nolds number ReV, i.e., Fonset= f�ReV ,Re�c�. Vorticity Reynolds
number is calculated locally and defined as

ReV =
�y2

�

�u

�y
=

�y2

�
S �9�

Re�c determines the location where the intermittency starts to
increase in the boundary layer, which occurs upstream of the tran-
sition Reynolds number Re�t. To determine Re�c, Menter et al. �7�
proposed to tie its value with Re˜

�t, which comes from the trans-
port equation for momentum thickness Reynolds number Re�t ac-
cording to the relation

Re�c = FPRe˜

�t �10�

where FP is an unknown function, which was adjusted based on a
number of numerical calculations of the flat plate and blade profile
cases. The proposed procedure for the estimation of this function
together with the correlation for the Flength parameter is presented
in Sec. 3.

The main requirement for this transition model is that only local
quantities can be used, and to resolve this problem the following
transport equation for Re�t is used:

��� · Re˜

�t�
�t

+
��� · Uj · Re˜

�t�
�xj

= P�t +
�

�xj
�2�� + �t� ·

�Re˜

�t

�xj
�
�11�

where P�t is a source term defined as

P�t = 0.03 ·
�

Tc
· �Re�t − Re˜

�t� · �1.0 − F�t� �12�

and Tc is a time scale defined as

Tc =
500�

�U2 �13�

F�t is a blending function used to turn off the source term in the
boundary layer and to allow the transported scalar to diffuse from
the freestream, while Re�t is a parameter calculated according to
empirical correlation defined as

Re�t = 803.73 · �Tu + 0.6067�−1.027 · F�
�,K� �14�

In the above formula Tu is the local turbulence intensity, while
F�
� ,K� is a function of the Thwaites pressure gradient 
� and the
acceleration coefficient K.

The detailed description of the mathematical formulation of the
�-Re� model is given in the paper of Menter et al. �7�. All the
transport equations for intermittency and momentum thickness
Reynolds number as well as for the SST turbulence model were
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implemented in the commercial package FLUENT with the use of
UDFs.

3 Model Refinement
It was stated above that the Fonset function plays a key role in

the induction of laminar-turbulent transition because it triggers the
intermittency production in the � transport equation. The Fonset is

determined in terms of the transition Reynolds number Re˜

�t given
by Eq. �10�, where the unknown function FP exists. The determi-
nation of the FP function was the first aim of the present investi-
gations, and flat plate ERCOFTAC test cases were used for this
study. These test cases, which are commonly used as benchmarks
for verification of transitional models, are denoted as T3A, T3B,
T3C1, T3C2, T3C3, T3C4, and T3C5. The first two test cases, i.e.,
T3A and T3B, are characterized by zero pressure gradient flow
and the remaining ones by favorable/adverse pressure gradient.

The importance of FP as the transition model parameter is
proved by the results of computations performed for T3A and
T3C5 test cases and presented in Fig. 1. The solid lines present the
distributions of local friction coefficient Cf for selected values of
FP, while circles denote the experimental results. All these distri-
butions in Fig. 1 were expressed in terms of Rex, where x is the
distance from the leading edge of the plate. One may notice that
the increase in the FP parameter shifts the beginning of l-t transi-
tion toward the trailing edge, while the length of the transition
zone remains practically unchanged.

Results close to experiment were obtained for FP	0.65 in T3A
and for FP	0.45 in T3C5 test cases, which means that FP is case
dependent. It results probably from the relation of FP with global
flow properties. To take into account this fact, it was decided to

relate FP to the value of Re˜

�t, which would be treated as charac-
teristic of particular flow cases.

One may expect that Re˜

�t changes along the distance from the
leading edge and depends on the local pressure gradient, i.e., in-
creases in the favorable pressure gradient and decreases in the
zone of adverse pressure gradient. On the other hand, a much

slower rate of increase in Re˜

�t close to the wall in comparison

with freestream was reported by Menter et al. �7�, which is due to

the delay introduced by the Re˜

�t diffusion from the outer flow.
The initiation of l-t transition depends on inner boundary layer

parameters, and this is why it was decided to use Re˜

�t values
determined at the wall. It is known that l-t transition occurs usu-
ally in the zone of adverse pressure gradient, i.e., in the zone

behind the maximum value of Re˜

�t. Therefore, it seems reasonable

to relate the FP function to the maximum value of Re˜

�t determined

in the wall vicinity, i.e., Re˜

�t max. For all test cases analyzed, the

values of Re˜

�t max and the corresponding values of FP have been
shown in Fig. 2, together with the approximating line given by the
following function:

FP = − 1.115 � 10−6Re˜

�t max
2 − 2.8 � 10−4Re˜

�t max + 0.87

�15�

One may notice that the above relation approximates well the flow
cases with all values of pressure gradient, which allows us to hope
for its universal character.

The transition model with the above formula was applied in
computing the N3-60 turbine blade test cases with two different
inlet turbulence intensities Tu=0.4% �N3-60-0.4� and Tu=4.0%
�N3-60-4.0�—the detailed description of these test cases is in-
cluded in Ref. �10�.

Figure 3 presents the distributions of the local friction coeffi-
cient Cf obtained for both flow cases; computations �solid lines�
are compared here with experimental results for N3-60 test cases
�open circles�. Considering the Cf distributions computed for the
N3-60-4.0 test case �solid line in Fig. 3�b��, one may observe the
shift in numerical results with respect to experimental data equal
to 0.15 of normalized coordinate SS toward the leading edge. For
the lower Tu value �N3-60-0.4 test case�, the origin of l-t transi-
tion is located at SS	0.92, which agrees fairly well with experi-
mental data. It means that the correlation for FP given by Eq. �15�
is not adequate for higher values of Tu and Re˜

�t max and should
further be modified.

In order to obtain a better fit in the wider data range, it was

decided to split the analyzed range of Re˜

�t max into two subranges,

i.e., Re˜

�t max�525 and Re˜

�t max525. For the first subrange, only
a minor modification of the proposed correlation was introduced

�see also Eq. �15��. For the second subrange �i.e., Re˜

�t max525�,
the new formula was proposed, and the final shape of the corre-
lation is as follows:

if �Re˜

�t max � 525�

FP = − 6.09 � 10−10Re˜

�t max
3 + 2.05 � 10−6Re˜

�t max
2

− 0.0023Re˜

�t max + 1.165

Fig. 1 Influence of FP parameter on transition onset for „a…
T3A and „b… T3C5 test cases

Fig. 2 Evolution of FP parameter versus Re˜

�t max
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else FP = 4.15 � 10−9Re˜

�t max
3 − 4.85 � 10−6Re˜

�t max
2 + 7.493

� 10−4Re˜

�t max + 0.773 �16�
The new function is presented in Fig. 4 for the entire range of

Re˜

�t max. One should keep in mind that the shape of FP in the

range of Re˜

�t max�525 was determined based on a rather small
number of data, so it may not be as reliable as the one proposed

for Re˜

�t max525. The Cf distribution for the N3-60-4.0 test case
obtained with the new correlation is presented in Fig. 3�b� as the
dashed line. The much better agreement with the experimental

data may easily be noticed in the entire range of Re˜

�t max.
The second aim which was realized during the present study

was the development of correlation for the length of the transition,
i.e., the Flength function. To have a more universal formulation, it
was decided that the Flength function should be dependent on the
inlet turbulence intensity and the pressure gradient.

Tests concerning the influence of the Flength parameter on the
solution obtained for the boundary layer were performed for T3A
�dP /dx=0� and T3C1 �dP /dx�0� test cases. During these tests,
the Flength parameter was varied within the range of 0.1–10, while
the onset of l-t transition was determined according to the corre-
lation given by Eq. �16�.

Figures 5�a� and 5�b� present the distributions of local friction
coefficient Cf versus the consecutive values of Flength obtained for
T3A and T3C1 test cases. One may notice that the change in the
Flength parameter influences not only the length of the transition
zone but also the onset location. The increase in the Flength param-
eter is accompanied by the shift of onset location toward the lead-
ing edge; however for larger values of Flength, this shift dimin-
ishes. It may be expected that for Flength�10 one may hardly see
any influence of Flength on the solution, as can be seen from a
comparison of computations with experiment shown in Figs. 5�a�
and 5�b�, so large values of Flength are not applicable for a correct
description of l-t transition. One may also notice that the increase
in Flength shortens the transition zone, which is indicated by the
increased inclination angle �with respect to the ordinate� of the
line approximating the local friction coefficient Cf. On the other
hand, too small values of this parameter �e.g., Flength=0.1� in-
crease the length of the transition zone, but at the same time they
introduce the nonphysical shift of the onset toward the trailing
edge. That is why the selection of the Flength parameter should be
accompanied by the analysis of correlation for the onset.

Fig. 3 Distribution of skin friction Cf on the suction side for „a…
N3-60-0.4 „Tu=0.4%… and „b… N3-60-4.0 „Tu=4.0%…

Fig. 4 Evolution of corrected FP parameter versus Re˜

�t max

Fig. 5 Influence of Flength parameter on transition onset for „a…
T3A and „b… T3C1 test cases

Fig. 6 Evolution of Flength parameter versus Re˜

�t max
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The Flength parameter is also dependent on the global properties
of the flow field, and in order to account for this observation it

was decided to relate Flength to Re˜

�t max, i.e., with the maximum

value of Re˜

�t distribution at the wall. The Re˜

�t max values and the
corresponding values of Flength have been shown in Fig. 6 for all
test cases analyzed, and their distribution has been approximated
with the following relation:

if ��Re˜

�t max � 250��Flength = 0.5

else Flength = max�0.274 + 0.0039Re�t max − 2.13 � 10−5Re�t max
2

+ 3.65 � 10−8Re�t max
3,1.75� �17�

The relation proposed above, together with correlations for the
onset, supplements the transport equations for intermittency � and

Reynolds number Re˜

�t and forms the complete calculation proce-
dure for l-t transition modeling, which is referred to as ITM in the
following part of the paper.

4 Steady Flow Test Cases
For evaluation of the steady flow behavior of the model, several

test cases with various inlet and boundary conditions were taken
into account. It was decided to select two flat plate zero pressure

gradient test cases �T3A and T3B�, one test case with variable
pressure distribution �T3C4� and the N3-60-0.4 turbine blade test
case with inlet turbulence intensity Tu=0.4%.

Geometries T3A and T3B were computed with a structural nu-
merical grid containing 150�150 nodes, while for case T3C4 a
grid of 150�200 was used. These grids were selected as a result
of grid-independence studies, with particular emphasis placed on
the correct reproduction of the transition onset location. For the
blade configuration, the computational domain consisted of
30,000 nodes, the structural grid was used in the vicinity of the
wall, while a triangle based unstructured grid was used in the
freestream. The higher mesh density was required due to the more
complex geometry, and again grid-independence tests formed the
basis for this choice.

Detailed information on the flow conditions for five test cases
analyzed are given in Table 1 together with inlet parameters used
in the calculations �i.e., inlet velocity and turbulent intensity�. The
value of inlet turbulence kinetic energy k was calculated accord-
ing to

k = 3
2 · Uin

2 · Tuin
2 �18�

The specific dissipation rate � was formulated as follows:

Table 1 Inlet conditions

Case Pressure gradient
Uin

�m/s�
Tuin
�%� �t /�

�
�kg/ms�

k
�m2 /s2�

�
�s−1�

T3A Zero 5.4 3 13.3 1.8�10−5 0.042 232
T3B Zero 9.4 6.12 100 1.8�10−5 0.488 315
T3C4 Variable 1.37 3 8 1.8�10−5 0.0025 21
N3-60 Variable 8.5 0.4 10.8 1.8�10−5 0.15 924

Fig. 7 Evolution of skin-friction and shape factor coefficients for the „„a… and „b…… T3A and „„c… and „d…… T3B test cases
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� =
� · k

�t
�19�

The boundary condition for � at a wall was zero normal flux,
while at the inlet � was equal to 1. In order to capture the laminar
and transitional boundary layers correctly, the grid had to have a
closest to the wall y+ value smaller than 1. As it was proved
during preliminary tests, if a minimum value of y+ was too large
�i.e., �5�, the transition onset location moved upstream. It is also
important to note that the transition onset location proved very
sensitive to the advection scheme used for solving the turbulence
and transition model equations. For this reason all equations were
solved with a bounded second order upwind scheme. Mass con-
servation was enforced via the SIMPLE pressure-correction algo-
rithm.

Figure 7 shows distributions of local skin-friction coefficient Cf
obtained with the use of the proposed model. These results were
compared with the experimental data and numerical results ob-
tained by Lodefier and Dick �6� as well as with the results ob-
tained with the original ��-Re�t� model of Menter et al. �7�. In Fig.
7 the line marked as “lam” represents the exact Blasius solution,
while the line “turb” represents the relation for the turbulent skin
friction.

When analyzing the results for the T3A test case �Figs. 7�a� and
7�b��, one may notice a very good agreement between numerical
and experimental results both for the transition onset location and
for the extent of the transition region. It seems that transition onset
location was slightly better reproduced with the new transitional
model �ITM� than with other models. However, the slope of the
Cf curve �Fig. 7�a�� in the transition area is a bit too steep, which
results in a shorter transition region in comparison with
Lodefier&Dick and �-Re�t results. This conclusion is confirmed
by the analysis of shape factor distribution H �Fig. 7�b��, which in

the range of �x=0.1–0.45� attains somewhat higher values in
comparison to the experimental results, which indicates too small
values of the laminar-turbulent transition length.

The T3B test case is characterized by a high value of inlet
turbulence intensity �6.5%�; therefore the transition onset must be
located just after the leading edge of a flat plate. This statement is
confirmed by experimental results, where a decrease in local skin-
friction coefficient Cf �Fig. 7�c�� and a drop in shape factor H
�Fig. 7�d�� after the leading edge of a flat plate are observed. It
should be noted that it is a very demanding test case, characterized
by high gradients of boundary layer parameters and short region
of laminar-turbulent transition. The changes in local skin-friction
parameter Cf in this region are best reflected by numerical results
obtained with the use of the Lodefier&Dick model. In the case of
the ITM method, the satisfactory transition onset location in com-
parison to the experiment is seen, while the length of the transition
region calculated by the ITM model seems to be too small. Nev-
ertheless, it may be concluded that the ITM model fits experimen-
tal data better than the original ��-Re�t� model. The quality of the
results obtained with the ITM model is additionally confirmed by
data from Fig. 7�d�, where shape factor distribution is presented.

Figure 8 shows the results for the test case with variable pres-
sure distribution �T3C4�. An analysis of the Cf plot suggests the
separation of the boundary layer at x=1.3 m. Experimental re-
sults do not indicate it clearly due to the fact that Cf is very close
to zero, which makes it difficult to measure the backflow using a
hot-wire technique. In this case the shape factor is a more precise
indicator, which is obtained from the entire velocity profile and
not only from the point located in the wall vicinity.

When comparing the computations obtained with �-Re�t and
ITM models, one may notice a substantial difference in the sepa-
ration region. The �-Re�t model indicates only a slight trace of

Fig. 8 Evolution of „a… skin-friction and „b… shape factor coefficients for the test case
T3C4

Fig. 9 Evolution of „a… pressure coefficient Cp and „b… intermittency � for the N3-60-0.4 test case „Tu
=0.4%…
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separation and, consequently, a too early onset of transition. In
computations with the ITM model, Cf decreases to values as low
as �0.0018, which is lower than the experimental value. How-
ever, the distribution of the shape parameter H indicates that both
the extent and thickness of the separation bubble are still too small
in comparison with experiment. One may conclude, therefore, that
the ITM model gives in general the better reproduction of the test
case considered.

Even more demanding is the turbine test case N3-60-0.4. Figure
9�a� presents the pressure coefficient Cp on the suction side of the
profile, where one can see a small diffusion area close to the
trailing edge. The key variable describing the boundary layer evo-
lution during transition from laminar to turbulent state is the in-
termittency factor �. In Fig. 9�b� one can notice that numerically
obtained intermittency slightly lags the experimental data. The
reason is that the intermittency factor determined from the hot-
wire signal starts to increase prior to the change in general flow
parameters such as skin friction or shape factor, while the numeri-
cal � value has historically been derived from the evolution of
global parameters.

When one looks at the shape factor distribution �Fig. 10�b��, it
may be seen that numerical data follow the experiment almost all
over the blade surface. The most important region is the rear part
of the profile, where the boundary layer development decides
about the magnitude of losses. One may see the qualitatively good
agreement between ITM results and experiment, while for the
Lodefier&Dick model �dash-dot line� �11�, the onset is slightly
shifted downstream. On the other hand the PUIM model �dotted

line� overpredicts the Cf �Fig. 10�a�� in the turbulent boundary
layer. Again the best agreement is obtained with the ITM model.

It could be concluded, therefore, that the formulas for the tran-
sition onset and transition length proposed in the paper appear to
be sufficiently precise and enable a satisfactory prediction of
boundary layer development for various flow configurations.

5 Wake-Induced Cascade Test Case
Flow unsteadiness strongly affects the time dependent location

of the laminar-turbulent transition region on the blade surface. The
proper modeling of the unsteady flow is therefore a very demand-
ing task for transition modeling.

For further tests of the ITM model, the same N3-60 test cases
have been used, but at that time with the presence of upstream
wakes interacting with downstream blades. For the simulation of
upstream wakes, the moving cylindrical bars were applied in the
experiment. The diameter of the bars �d=4 mm� was adjusted to
produce wakes with characteristic parameters corresponding to
those of the real blades.

The self-similar wake profiles, which were defined based on the
experimental data, were used in numerical modeling. For the un-
steady calculations, the profiles of velocity, turbulent kinetic en-
ergy �k�, and specific rates of dissipation of turbulent kinetic en-
ergy ��� were prescribed at the inlet to the computational domain.

The mean inlet stagnation pressure and temperature, the inflow
angle, and the static pressure at the outlet were the same as for the
steady flow. For the unsteady calculations, 800 time steps per

Fig. 10 Evolution of „a… skin-friction and „b… shape factor coefficients for the N3-60-
0.4 test case „Tu=0.4%…

Fig. 11 Instantaneous solutions of turbulent kinetic energy k for the N3-60-4.0 test case „A, B, C – see explanation in the
text…
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wake period were used, which allowed for an accurate simulation
of the motion of the wake and for proper modeling of the wake
boundary layer interaction. Such a high time resolution was
adopted after Lardeau and Leschziner �12�, who showed that such
a value was needed to obtain a time step independent solution for
the bar wake. According to the results from Ref. �13�, the number
of cells across the wake at the inlet of the blade cascade should be
at least 40, and this conclusion was followed in the present com-
putations.

Figure 11 presents instantaneous solutions of turbulent kinetic
energy for the N3-60-4.0 test case for three time instants ��a�, �b�,
and �c��, which allow us to trace the development of the wake
inside the blade channel. One may notice that the high energy core
�C� of the wake is shifted toward the concave edge of the blade,
which accelerates the transition on this side. Arrows �A� and �B�
show the locations of unsteady and steady transition onsets, re-
spectively.

The analysis of the response of the boundary layer to the pass-

Fig. 12 s-t diagrams over the suction side for N3-60-0.4 „Tu=0.4%… of intermittency „left column… and
shape factor „right column…
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ing wake is based on two key parameters, i.e., intermittency and
shape factors. Intermittency controls the production of turbulent
kinetic energy in the turbulence model, and the shape factor char-
acterizes the state of the boundary layer, i.e., whether it is laminar,
transitional, turbulent, or separated. Figure 12 presents the com-
parison of numerical results for intermittency obtained with ITM,
PUIM, and Lodefier&Dick models with experiment. The experi-
mentally obtained intermittency was calculated at a distance 0.2
mm from the wall based on hot-wire measurements. The two
dashed lines show the location of the wake based on local bound-
ary edge velocity, where the first one represents the path along
which the periodic velocity perturbation reaches a maximum,
while the second indicates the location of the minimum of the
periodic velocity perturbation. The additional dotted line indicates
the area of transitional and turbulent wedge induced by the wake.
The area was defined based on the ITM model, and it was used for
comparative analysis. It should be noticed that the intermittency
�eff for the ITM model was presented using a different scaling
than for the experiment and for other two models being compared.
The scale from 0 to 2 was used in order to show the action of �sep
on the boundary layer reattachment.

The start of the transition under the wake was found to be
almost identical for all models, which show that the onset slightly
shifted in time in comparison with the experimental results. There
are some differences in the extent of the turbulent wedge and in
the transition in between the wakes. One may notice that the
wedge is a bit too narrow for PUIM and Lodefier&Dick models.

The experimental data reveal that after the wake passage the
transition shifts downstream due to lower freestream turbulence
intensity. Moreover, the shape factor in Fig. 12 reveals the trailing
edge separation. It should be noticed that it is a very delicate and
challenging region for transition models because it is the area

where the turbulent boundary layer state varies from laminar
through separated, transitional, and turbulent as the new wake
approaches the blade.

In Fig. 13 the s-t diagrams of intermittency �eff and shear
stresses obtained with ITM are presented �the white area shows
the negative values�. On the enlarged picture of shear stresses, one
may see that the separation starts for the value of relative coordi-
nate larger than SS=0.9 in between periods of � /T=0.32–0.44.
Further on, in between periods of � /T	0.4–0.52, one may ob-
serve a narrow strip of �eff above 1. The ITM model shows the
transition in a separated boundary layer. The separation is also
captured by PUIM but not by the Lodefier&Dick model.

The quantitative comparison of the results analyzed above is
given in Fig. 14, which presents the time evolution of the inter-
mittency and the shape factor at the relative position Ss=0.65.
One can notice that the shape factor distributions are similar, con-
cerning not only their shapes but also their levels both under the
wake and in between the wakes. Numerically obtained intermit-
tency distributions agree fairly well, and only turbulent wake for
PUIM is somewhat too narrow, which supports the conclusions
based on field plots �Fig. 12�. The only visible difference between
experimental and numerical results is a time shift of the turbulent
region. According to Ref. �13�, it may be explained by the appli-
cation to the unsteady case of empirical criteria for transition on-
set, which were derived from the steady case �14�. Physically,
transition starts just under the high energy core of the impacting
wake �region C in Fig. 11 phase �b��, while in numerical environ-
ment the transition is activated later as the turbulent wake ap-
proaches and elevates the freestream turbulence at the boundary
layer edge �phase �c� in Fig. 11�.

Results presented above confirm that the formulas for the tran-

Fig. 13 s-t diagrams over the suction side for N3-60-0.4 „Tu=0.4%… of intermittency „left column… and
shear stresses �w „right column… obtained with ITM

Fig. 14 Time traces of „a… intermittency and „b… shape factor at the location Ss
=0.65 for N3-60-0.4 „Tu=0.4%…
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sition onset and transition length proposed in the paper appear to
be sufficiently precise and enable an accurate prediction of bound-
ary layer development for various inflow conditions not only for
uniform but also for unsteady inflow conditions. The quality of the
prediction is at least comparable if not better than other intermit-
tency based models. To confirm the universality of the model,
however, further tests on different geometrical configurations are
necessary.

6 Conclusion
The paper presents the results of tests and validations of the

�-Re� model, which was extended by in-house correlations on
onset location and transition length. The correlations developed
were based on the ERCOFTAC database and were further vali-
dated using experimental data for turbine blade profile N3-60 in-
vestigated at Czestochowa University of Technology. The pro-
posed correlations for transition onset and transition length were

formulated in terms of Re˜

�t max, which is a local critical value of

Re˜

�t calculated in the wall vicinity and obtained from the transport
equation.

The tests proved that the formulas for the transition onset and
transition length proposed in the paper appear to be sufficiently
precise and enable an accurate prediction of boundary layer de-
velopment for various flow configurations and inflow conditions.
The quality of the prediction is at least comparable if not better
than other intermittency based models.

In the last part of this paper, the comparison of the solutions
obtained with the model proposed and two models previously
given in literature was presented for the case of unsteady wake-
induced transition. The start of the transition under the wake was
found to be almost identical for all models, and only some minor
differences in the extent of the turbulent wedge and in the transi-
tion in between the wakes were noticed. The obtained results re-
veal that for the case considered �i.e., N3-60 turbine blade�, the
best agreement with experiment was obtained for the ITM model.
The universal character of correlations proposed in the paper
needs further tests and evaluations; however authors believe that
the method proposed may serve as a useful tool for modeling both
steady and unsteady l-t transitions on turbomachinery blading.
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Nomenclature
Cf � skin-friction coefficient
Cp � pressure coefficient, Cp= �p01− p� / �p01− p2�
H � shape factor
k � turbulent kinetic energy
p � local static pressure

p01 � inlet total pressure
p2 � static outlet pressure

Re� � momentum thickness Reynolds number
Re�c � critical Reynolds number
Re�t � transition Reynolds number
ReV � vorticity Reynolds number

S � strain rate
Ss � streamwise coordinate

t � time
T � wake period

Tu � freestream turbulence intensity
U � velocity
x � distance from the leading edge

Greek Symbols
� � near-wall intermittency factor

�t � turbulent viscosity
� � molecular viscosity
� � density


� � Thwaites pressure gradient
� � specific dissipation rate
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We present the results of numerical tests of artificial neural net-
works (ANNs) applied in the investigations of flows in steam tur-
bine cascades. Typical constant cross-sectional blades, as well as
high-performance blades, were both considered. The obtained re-
sults indicate that ANNs may be used for estimating the spatial
distribution of flow parameters, such as enthalpy, entropy, pres-
sure, velocity, and energy losses, in the flow channel. Finally, we
remark on the application of ANNs in the design process of tur-
bine flow parts, as an extremely fast complementary method for
many 3D computational fluid dynamics calculations. By using
ANNs combined with evolutionary algorithms, it is possible to
reduce by several orders of magnitude the time of design optimi-
zation for cascades, stages, and groups of stages.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.3103923�

1 Introduction
Nowadays, 3D calculations of compressible viscous flows

through turbine stages are treated as state-of-the-art in turbine
design practices. The design process of turbine blades or whole
turbine stages, especially based on 3D Navier–Stokes solvers,
takes a lot of time. For purposes of optimal turbine stage design,
the set of geometrical stage parameters must be defined a priori,
while computational fluid dynamics �CFD� analysis for a single
variant �depending on the model simplification� may last up to
several days on contemporary computers.

Artificial intelligence methods, including those based on artifi-
cial neural networks �ANNs�, are often used for investigations of
complex systems in which the relations between parameters and
parts of the system are difficult to describe by explicit functions.
For this reason, in recent years they have found application in
turbomachinery and power plant technology. For example, in gas
and steam turbine power plant diagnostics a number of successful
ANN-based approaches have been put forward for the detection of
faulty apparatus and estimation of the extent of malfunction �1–8�.
ANN methods are also used in simulation models of gas turbine
set operations and in the design of gas turbine engines �9�. ANN
can also help accelerate the design process for turbine stages.

Some applications have already been proposed, e.g., for optimiz-
ing 3D blade profiles by maximizing efficiency with some me-
chanical constraints �10,11�. An ANN method for designing tur-
bomachinery airfoils based on the underlying pressure distribution
was proposed in Ref. �12� while examples of blade shape devel-
opment and redesign of profiles are presented in Ref. �13�. The
results of such calculations reduce computation time by several
orders of magnitude in comparison to those obtained using 3D
codes.

This paper describes the results of applying ANNs �see, e.g.,
Ref. �14� for a more detailed description� to determine the flow
parameters in channels of turbine nozzles and rotor blades.

In turbomachinery practices most manufacturers apply their
own blade profiles of fixed shape, varying only their size and
arrangement in the cascade. For this reason, the shape of the
blades is not an optimized parameter; however sets of considered
reference data must correspond to the particular type of nozzle or
rotor blade profiles. The geometry of a cascade of given shape
�Fig. 1� is described by the set of parameters �� ,z ,d ,b ,� , l�,
where � denotes profile stagger angle, z denotes the number of
blades, d is the cascade diameter, b is the profile chord, � repre-
sents the flow inlet angle, and l is the blade height.

2 Determining Flow Parameters in Turbine Cascades
The investigations were carried out for a data set of flow and

geometrical characteristics of profiles used in HP and IP steam
turbines.2 Calculations using CFD code �FlowER� were then used
to obtain distributions of flow parameters �such as pressure, en-
thalpy, entropy, and steam velocity� in cascade channels, at all
sections of the grid. These calculations were performed for each
profile in over 600 different geometrical arrangements �for differ-
ent values of chord, stagger angle, inlet angle, blade height, cas-
cade diameter, and cascade pitch�. The results of the calculations
were then applied for training an artificial neural network. After
the training process was complete, the ANN was applied to pre-
dict flow parameters for different sets of geometrical cascade
characteristics �about 20% of the data from the calculated knowl-
edge base was not used in the training process but was used as
reference test data�.

2.1 Structure of the Network. All the tests were performed
using three-layer backpropagation networks, implemented in a
MATLAB software package �15�. The networks were designed with
a linear perceptron structure in the output layer and tangent trans-
formation in the hidden layer. Different network architectures
were compared, including feedforward networks �newff�, cascade-
forward networks �newcf�, and Elman networks �newelm�. The
following training methods were examined: Levenberg–
Marquardt �trainlm�, resilient backpropagation �trainrp�, conjugate
gradient methods �trainscg, traincgb, traincgf, traincgp�, quasi-
Newton methods �trainbfg, trainoss�, and a variable learning rate
method �traingdx�. A detailed description of the network struc-
tures and implementation of particular algorithms can be found in
Ref. �15�. An exemplary comparison of training and testing out-
comes for different network structures and training methods is
provided in Table 1 for a nozzle cascade. Similar results were
obtained for rotor cascades.

Based on the results of these preliminary investigations, the
feedforward network �Fig. 2� with backpropagation and a
Levenberg–Marquardt training algorithm was selected as the most
suitable solution. Such a network was chosen for further optimi-
zation, by setting the number of neurons in the hidden layer and
the number of training epochs. For the analyzed data set, the best
results were obtained when the number of neurons in the hidden
layer was equal to 30. The supervised network training algorithm
was applied for 50 epochs, iterated with a learning coefficient of1Research supported by ALSTOM Power Poland. Some of the results appeared in

ALSTOM internal publications.
Manuscript received February 17, 2008; final manuscript received January 24,

2009; published online September 11, 2009. Review conducted by Matthew Mont-
gomery.

2Tests were performed for nozzle profiles of PLK and PLK-V types, and rotor
blade profiles of P2 and P2-V types, according to the ALSTOM Power notation.
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0.2 until the relative error was below a threshold of 10−3 or the
gradient of change was below machine data type precision. This
allowed us to reduce relative error values to a level of about 1%.

2.2 Results of Numerical Tests. The enthalpy distribution for
an exemplary rotor cascade channel in different axial cross sec-
tions is shown in Fig. 3. The enthalpy and velocity component
distributions in a nozzle channel in different sections along the
nozzle height are presented in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. In all the
cases the results obtained using neural networks are compared
with those from the FlowER solver, showing good correspon-
dence. In most cases the prediction errors are under 1%; some
examples are provided in Table 2. Analyses of pressure or entropy
distribution show very similar results.

The examples presented so far concerned cascade channels
formed by relatively short constant cross-sectional blades, but
similar methods can be successfully applied for twisted blades and
high-performance blades, such as blades with compound lean and
compound sweep.

We present an example of such an approach for the ANN-aided

design of the cascades of the last turbine stage of a great output
steam turbine �see Refs �16,17� for a description�. Different vari-
ants of nozzle and rotor cascades were calculated by means of the
FlowER solver and then an ANN was applied to determine flow
characteristics of the modified cascades. The considered modifi-
cations were as follows:

• blades with straight lean for different values of angle � �Fig.
6�a��

• blades with compound lean for different parameters dy ,dx
of the parabolic part of the trailing edge �Fig. 6�b��

• blades with compound sweep for different values of param-
eters dy ,dx ,� �Fig. 6�c��

All calculations were performed for nominal and off-design pa-
rameters �for different volume flow rate at the stage outlet�. Ex-
emplary relations of energy loss coefficient � as a function of
volume flow rate V, obtained when testing the ANN and when
using CFD code, are shown in Fig. 7. The loss coefficient � is

Fig. 1 Geometry of a turbine cascade

Table 1 Examples of relative learning errors �l, test errors �t, and learning time t for different types of neural networks and
training algorithms. The given error value is the maximum relative error, taken over all tested parameters, for a nozzle cascade.

neurons

newff newcf newelm

�l
�%�

�t
�%�

t
�s�

�l
�%�

�t
�%�

t
�s�

�l
�%�

�t
�%�

t
�s�

trainlm 20 1.7 3.8 10.8 2.9 35 10.8 2.5 25 19.6
40 1.2 2.8 11.8 1.5 29 11.7 1.6 28 173.6
60 1.2 3.7 12.8 1.0 51 14.0 1.6 24 1052.3

trainrp 20 7.5 15.8 9.8 53 64 11.9 44 64 9.5
40 8.1 17.8 10.1 49 162 10.1 25 62 8.9
60 7.2 8.9 10.5 43 90 10.5 19 90 10.5

trainscg 20 7.9 12.1 9.9 37 57 9.9 24 61 9.7
40 4.7 6.0 10.3 30 122 10.4 20 58 10.2
60 4.4 8.6 11.0 27 62 11.1 18 54 11.0

traincgb 20 6.9 10.1 10.0 38 69 10.0 25 67 10.0
40 7.8 16.1 10.8 28 45 10.6 19 60 10.7
60 3.5 9.8 11.4 23 45 11.6 13 51 12.0

traincgf 20 6.7 13.8 10.1 38 37 10.0 25 60 9.9
40 3.4 6.0 10.7 36 45 10.6 18 28 10.8
60 3.2 8.8 11.4 28 64 11.5 14 51 12.0

traincgp 20 5.5 11.9 10.0 40 40 10.1 29 65 9.9
40 4.5 15.1 10.6 34 54 10.6 18 50 10.8
60 4.3 16.1 11.3 27 59 11.5 16 38 12.1

trainbfg 20 3.8 4.8 10.2 34.0 64 10.2 22.0 46 17.3
40 2.6 6.1 13.1 17.6 47 16.1 11.1 45 212.3
60 1.8 10.6 22.2 8.2 22 27.7 4.5 35 2163.2

trainoss 20 6.5 14.7 9.9 45 64 9.9 34 64 9.9
40 5.6 8.9 10.3 39 76 10.6 24 63 10.5
60 5.2 14.9 11.3 34 90 11.4 17 43 11.7

traingdx 20 27.0 24.1 9.7 148 118 9.8 135 121 9.4
40 25.0 18.0 10.0 147 190 10.0 92 114 9.9
60 18.5 30.6 10.4 147 186 10.5 65 61 10.5
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understood here as the ratio of the enthalpy loss to the total en-
thalpy drops in the cascade. Discrepancies between the values
obtained from the ANN and the reference values are within 0.5%.

3 Conclusions and Applications
The performed calculations and simulations have proven that

artificial neural networks can be applied to estimate the flow pa-
rameters of nozzle and rotor blade cascades of steam turbine
stages. The main advantage of this approach is the time required
for computation: whereas simulating a single case using 3D CFD
code usually takes hours of CPU time, an ANN provides a nearly
instantaneous response on the same machine. This allows for a
substantial acceleration of the process of designing the flow part
of a steam turbine. Of course, similar conclusions can be obtained
when analyzing other types of flow machinery.

The correct functioning of the ANN requires a well-chosen ini-
tial database. The type of applied neural network has a major
influence on the quality of the obtained results; all results pre-
sented herein correspond to the network configuration discussed
in Sec. 2. For an exemplary set of data, application of teaching
methods different from feedforward backpropagation, such as
cascade-forward backpropagation or Elman backpropagation,
leads to relative prediction errors of up to 30%, as compared with
errors not exceeding 2.5% for feedforward backpropagation
�Table 1�.

3.1 ANN-Aided Turbine Cascade Design. It has to be em-
phasized that when performing calculations using CFD codes we
assumed that all geometrical parameters are given at input, while
the flow parameters, such as flow rate and efficiency, are sought.
This is not the case, which can be directly applied to a design task.
Usually we know the mass flow rate G and need to determine
some of the missing geometrical parameters �for example, blade
height l� and cascade loss coefficient �. Such a problem could be
solved by an ANN of the form �l ,��= f�� ,z ,d ,b ,Ma,� ,G�, where
Ma denotes the Mach number at the cascade outlet.

In the performed simulations, the relative error of prediction of
a trained ANN for test cases from outside the training set is pre-
sented in Fig. 8. In most cases the discrepancy between the results
of ANN and CFD is equal to about 0.2–0.5%, a value negligible
when taking into account the simplifications of the model and
inaccuracy of numerical calculations.

3.2 ANN-Aided Turbine Stage Design. The proposed ANN-
based method of investigation and design of nozzle and rotor

Fig. 2 Schematic of a feedforward network „according to Ref.
†15‡…

Fig. 3 A comparison of enthalpy distribution predicted using
ANN and calculated by the FlowER solver at the axial section at
62% of the rotor blade channel

Fig. 4 A comparison of enthalpy distribution predicted using
ANN and calculated by the FlowER solver at the section at 30%
of nozzle channel height, counting from the hub

Fig. 5 A comparison of velocity component distribution predicted using
ANN and calculated by the FlowER solver at the section at 29% of nozzle
channel height, counting from the hub

Table 2 Examples of maximum values of relative error of enthalpy and velocity values pre-
dicted using ANN for different cross sections

Tested value Relative error for different sections

enthalpy, axial sections 0.35% 0.39% 0.44% 0.59%
�section location in % of channel width� �23%� �43%� �62%� �82%�
enthalpy, along blade height 0.48% 0.40% 0.56% 0.88%
�section location in % of blade height� �30%� �48%� �66%� �84%�
velocity, along blade height 0.93% 0.61% 0.91% 0.61%
�section location in % of blade height� �29%� �48%� �66%� �85%�
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blade cascades can be applied for designing a turbine stage or a
group of turbine stages. An example of a group of 6 steam turbine
stages designed using such a method �based on a genetical algo-
rithm� is shown in Fig. 9. In this case, the design process was
performed assuming known values of: total enthalpy drop in the
group of stages, steam parameters at group inlet, constant value of
hub diameter �rotor of disk type�. For each cascade, we obtained

Fig. 6 Variants of nozzle modification: „a… straight lean, „b… compound lean, and „c…
compound sweep

Fig. 7 Examples of relations between energy losses � and volume flow rate V at the stage outlet, used for training „solid
lines; computed by CFD code… and testing „dotted lines… the ANN for different types of cascades: „a… rotor blades with
straight lean, „b… nozzles with compound lean, and „c… nozzles with compound sweep. Test results obtained from ANN and
CFD code for the same parameters are indistinguishable in the graph.

Fig. 8 Relative prediction errors of proposed neural networks
for a test set of 32 real world cascade arrangements „solid
line—prediction of cascade losses �; dashed line—prediction
of blade height l…
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values of stagger angles, chords, blade heights, and the number of
blades, leading to the highest overall efficiency of the designed
group of stages.

It is important to point out that, whereas classical design using
CFD computations sometimes takes several days to compute the
optimal parameters of a single stage geometry, the implemented
ANN-based heuristic algorithms produces a solution in a matter of
seconds. By performing the calculations in a multiprocessor envi-
ronment �parallel computing�, it is possible to further reduce com-
putational time, and enable real-time interaction with the designer.
For the stage group shown in Fig. 9, the entire optimization pro-
cess on an eight-processor machine lasted under a minute.
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